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Editors ' Comments
In order to enable timely publication of the proceedings, we have made no
efforts to make any editorial changes or corrections on the camera-ready
manuscripts that were submitted to us. About the only editorial work
performed has been rearranging the sequence of papers from the order in which
they were presented so that papers pertaining to similar themes may be placed
more cogently in the proceedings.
We thank the contributors to this proceedings for submitting their
manuscripts by the stringent deadline.
Frederick C. Bruhweiler Yoji Kondo Blair D. Savage
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Foreword
There has recently been substantial improvement in our knowledge of the local
interstellar medium due in no small part to the availability of X-ray and
ultraviolet observations from space. At the time of the IAU General Assembly
in Patras in 1982 we felt that a colloquium sponsored by the IAU would be
timely and proposed it to the Executive Committee after receiving the
endorsement of Commission 34 (Interstellar Matter) and Commission 44
(Astronomy from Space). At that time Art Code and Bob Bless of the
University of Wisconsin graciously offered to host the meeting in Madison.
The meeting that took place on 4 through 6 June 1984 at the University of
Wisconsin has amply demonstrated that the subject field has come of age.
There still exist a number of knotty problems that must be addressed through
future observational and theoretical work. In particular, the location and
nature of the observed diffuse soft X-ray background remains an unresolved
issue. The nature of radio Loop i and other loop structures and their
relation to other observational data are among the intriguing problems yet to
be clarified. The understanding of the interaction of the solar wind with
the matter in the immediate environ of the solar system has made strides
through such work as helium back-scatterlng observations but the
interpretation of these results imply a wide range of uncertainties in
temprature and ionization.
IIowever, out of an apparent chaos has emerged a certain concensus, albeit one
drawn with a very broad brush. It a_pears that the solar system is imbedded
not far from the edge of a warm (_I0 K), relatively low density (_i0 -I atom
cm -3) gas cloud with a radius of a few parsecs_ whlch is surrounded by a
pervasive hot (NIO 5 to 6 K), low density (_i0- to -3 atom cm-3) plasma that
extends some fifty parsecs or more in all directions observed; the
ubiquitous hot gas is most likely the result of past supernova events. The
Sun appears to be moving in the general direction of the center of this warm
gas cloud at a relative velocity of some 20 km s-I. There is some evidence
that the density is higher and the temperature lower at the core of this warm
cloud but further verification is needed on this last issue.
The forthcoming launch of the Hubble Space Telescope in 1986 and the
anticipated flight of extreme ultraviolet satellite Columbus later on, as
well as other observational efforts in the X-ray, optical, infrared and radio
regions, are expected to advance our understanding of the local interstellar
medium significantly. Another such colloquium several years hence might
witness the resolution of at least some of the current outstanding issues.
We thank the IAU, U.S. National Science Foundation, the University of
Wisconsin and NASA for their various and much appreciated support. This
meeting was also co-sponsored by the American Astronomical Society. The
efficient support provided by the members of the Local Organizing Committee,
v
Bob Bless, John Mathis and Dan _Cammon, was much appreciated. We wlsh in
particular to thank Bob and Dlanne Bless for the generous hospitality extended
to all participants at their home.
YoJi Kondo Frederick C. Bruhwetler Blair D. Savage
Chairman Co-Chalrman _, Chairman _
Scientific Organizing Co-,,ittee iLocal organizing committee
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HELIUMANDHYDROGENBACKSCATTERINGRESULTS
ANDTHEVERYLOCALINTERSTELLARMEDIUM

HELIUM AND HYDRO_._N OF THE LOCAL INTERSTELLAR
MEDIUM OBSERVED IN THE VICINITY OF THE SUI|
Jean-Loup BERTAUX
Service d'A_ronomle du CNRS
BP 3 - 91370 Verri_res-le-Buisson - France
ABSTRACT
The Sun is moving in respect to the nearby stars with a velocity of
20 km.s -I in the direction of the Apex, c = 271 ° and 6 = 30 ° (celestial
coordinates). As the lights of a car illuminate the water droplets when
driving in the fog, the Sun illuminates the Hydrogen and helium atoms of
the interstellar medium which it travels through. As a result, the sun and
the whole solar system are imbedded in a glow of the resonance lines of
hydrogen (H Lyman _ ; 121.6 nm) and helium (58.4 nm), which have been
studied by several space instruments in the last 14 years.
From the intensity distribution of the glow in the solar system, one
can derive the density of H and He in the LISM and the direction of the
relative motion _ between the sun and the LISM in the very vicinity of
the sun. The velocity module Vw and the LISM temperature T are more
adequately found from a measurement of the Lyman = llne shape, which is an
image of the velocity dlstrlbution of H atoms.
A summary of results will be presented, together with a discussion of
the methods of interpretation and their difficulties. The vector _ is
found to be 20 ± i km.s -I in the direction _ = 254 + 3°, 6 = - 17 _3 °
quite different from the Apex direction. This means that the LISM is moving
also in respect to the local frame of reference giving rise to the so-
called Interstellar Wind. This wind blows in the galactic plane at
16 km.s -I, in the direction %11 = 124°, significantly different from
the direction %11 = 169° found by interstellar absorption lines on stars
within = i00 pc, pointing to a local significance of this flow. The tempe-
rature of the LISM is T = 8,000 ± 1,000 K, the density n (H) = 0.04 to
0.06 cm-3, and the helium density n (He) = 0.015 to 0.020. The high
hellum/hydrogen ratlo_ in respect to the cosmological ratio, would imply
that a substantial part of the hydrogen is ionized. Temperature, density
and degree of ionization of the LISM are suggesting that the sun is now in
an intermediate phase of the interstellar medium, at the interface between
a hot and tenuous gas, and a dense and cold cloud of gas.
INTRODUCTION
A great deal of what we know today about the Local Interstellar Medium
(LISM) comes from observations of stellar spectra, on which are "printed"
absorption features from atomic, ionic, and molecular species. These
spectral features correspond most often to strong resonance lines and some
corresponding resonance emission lines would also be expected. In fact,
this emission is concentrated in a small region around each star, which is
surrounded by a glow of resonance lines. Though it would be very interes-
ting to study this glow which contains a local information on the LISM, it
would be extremely difficult to observe from one star to another star,
since it will be re-absorbed by interstellar matter (except in a few parti-
cular cases).
We are still left with one particular star, the Sun, which illuminates
the LISM in which it is embedded. It is only since the early seventies that
it was realized that neutral Hydrogen and Helium atoms from the LISM would
become detectable through emission in the resonance lines Lyman- _ HI
121.566 nm and Hel 58.4 nm. Since 1969, a number of space experiments have
studied this resonance glow of the LISM, which takes place right in the
solar system within a few astronomical units (AU) from the Sun.
Interestingly enough, it is not the usual LISM scientific community
which has provided most studies in this field, but rather scientists
dealing with UV instruments, distributed in Earth's orbit, other planets'
orbits, and even solar system escape trajectory (Pioneer and Voyager
missions).
My purpose in the present paper is not to present an exhaustive review
of the numerous work performed by active group of scientists from different
countries. Rather, my paper is addressed to the LISM community, which may
not be totally familiar with the following problem : how safely can we
deduce the characteristics of the very local interstellar medium (VLISM ?)
by the study of the resonance glow of H and He in the Solar system ? There-
fore, I will try to discuss some difficulties associated with the experi-
mental methods of diagnostic, and present the most recent results on the
VLISM characteristics : temperature, H and He densities, direction of the
VLISM flow (an alternate acronym is SLISM, Solar System Local Interstellar
Meidum).
The situation of the resonance glow around the Sun is comparable to
the glow produced by a thick fog around a gas light. If you are near the
gas light and observing the glow in a direction opposite to the gas light,
the brightest is the glow, the densest is the fog. If there is some wind,
it will not modify the distribution of light, which makes impossible to
detect such a wind. The same situation happens sometimes when you are on a
pair of skies in a thick fog ; sometimes you do not even realize if you are
moving or not, a particularly uncomfortable feeling.
ZERODEGREE APPROXIMATION
As a first approach, let us consider the simple situation, similar to
the fog case, in which the flow of interstellar gas is not modified by the
Sun : the only interaction being that H and He atoms are illuminated by the
solar resonance light.
For an observer at i AU looking opposite from the sun, the measured
intensity is :
I _ e2 _ dr
- f. F f n (r)- (I)I 4 _ mc s
e i r 2
=e 2
in which Fs is the exciting solar flux (in photons /cm 2 s A), m---_ f the
e
integrated cross section of the resonance transition, and n (r) is the
density distribution of the gas at distance r from the sun, which is
uniform in the simple case considered here, and equal to n , the LISM gas
=e 2
density. Introducing the excitation rate at one AU, go = m---_ f. Fs, we
e
have the simple relationship between the density n and the scattered
intensity :
4 _ I = go n x i AU (in cm) (2)
The intensity is measured with a photometer which has a certain sensi-
tivity a, giving a signal S when the measured intensity is I.
S=a I
Since go contains the solar flux Fs, we finally arrive at the expression :
S = 7 a F n (3)
S
where 7 is a known coefficient. Such an expression would be valid for any
direction of sight, the integral of (I) being modified, and its value
integrated in the coefficient 7.
The diagnostic problem is to extract an estimate of n= form a photo-
metric measurement S. The solar flux suffers from some uncertainties, as
well as the calibration factor ; the point to be made here is that the
effect of a and the effect of Fs are not distinguishable from one
another.
One possibility to overcome this problem is to use the same photometer
to observe a known quantity of atoms, illuminated by the same solar flux
Fs . This situation can happen in the upper atmosphere of planets, where
other methods (llke neutral mass spectrometers) can yield a value of the
density. Therefore, a photometric observation of an upper atmosphere can
provide the value of a Fs for the time of observation, which can then be
used for the derivation of n_ with an improved accuracy.
The temperature and the flow velocity, both related to the velocity
distribution of atoms, is accessible through high resolution spectrometric
measurement. All atoms are re-emitting at the central wavelength %o in
their frame of reference, but observed photons are at wavelengths shifted
from %0 through Doppler effect. With the provision that the solar flux
Fs is constant over a reasonable wavelength interval, the observed line
shape in a given direction is the exact velocity distribution of these
atoms, projected on the line of sight and weighted according to the local
excitation rate (r-2 decrease).
On Figure I are illustrated the various possible Doppler shift Ak in
various directions, for an observer near the sun. It depends on the value
of V° (the wind velocity in respect to the sun) and on the angle = with
the wind direction : k
Ak- o V cos _ (4)
c O
Usually the vector _ designates the velocity of the wind flow in respect
o
to the sun, whereas Vw = -V ° refers to the velocity of the sun relative
to the local interstellar medium.
The temperature T of the LISM is related to the linewidth A% (half
width at l/e) of the gaussian spectral profile :
k
o 2 kT (5)A_ = _-- m
where m is the mass of the atom.
Therefore, if high resolution spectrometric measurements can be made
over many points of the celestial sphere, it is possible to find where
there is a maximum Doppler shift A%m, which determines the direction of
the wind flow, whereas the value of A%m gives immediately the modulus of
Vo • At 90 ° from Vo , the Doppler shift is zero ; on the celestial
sphere, there is a whole great circle with zero Doppler shift called the
zero Doppler shift circle (ZDSC). Determining this ZDSC allows also to
determine the direction of the flow.
Up to now, we have considered the very simple case of no interaction
of the sun with the wind flow, and have described the physical ways to
perform a diagnostic on the LISM characteristics. In such a case (zero
degree approximation) the projected velocity distribution is a uniform
gaussian. In reality, there are substantial interactions which modifies
greatly the density and velocity distributions of H and He in the solar
system as we will describe now. However, the physical ways to perform a
diagnostic still remain valid : the density is still accessible through
absolute photometric measurements, and the velocity distribution (connected
to _ and T) is still accessible to high resolution spectrometric
o
measurements.
/ \ I
I \ i
I l
FLOW ' /., l Figure I. The Doppler
_0 / line profile is connected
: "'_':_ to the temperature ; the
V° 'T _ _..!A /DOPPLER_SHIFT wavelength shift Ak/ depends on angle _ between
" _o the line of sight and the
•/ _-_ f A__ C V0 cos_ flow direction.%
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Figure 2. The main fea-
tures of interstellar gas
distribution in the solar
system are i) a focusing
cone of helium in the down-
wind direction ; ii) a
cavity of ionization, void
of atoms, elongated toward
FOCUS_QCONEOF.EL_Mthe downwind direction.
FOR HYDROGEN
Figure 3. 3D representa-
tion of the density dlstrl-
butlon in a plane contai-
ning the flow vector _ •o
The vertical coordinate is
proportional to the He den-
sity in the horizontal
MODEL PARAMETERS plane (after Dalaudier et
al., 1984).
VO= 20 km/s
T = 10000 K
1 A.U. 1 A.U.
D = 7x106s
MODIFIEDDENSITYDISTRIBUTIONAND PHOTOMETRICDIAGNOSTIC
Even before it was realized that the observedextraterrestrialLyman-
u glow was due to an interstellarflow of H in the solar system,Blum and
Fahr (1970) had pointed out the effect of solar gravity, which bends
individual trajectoriesinto hyperbolae, and the ionization of atoms by
solar wind charge exchange and solar EUV photoionization.In the case of
hydrogen, the continuous scattering of solar Lu photons is acting as a
radiation pressure Fr, which is of the same order of magnitude as the
gravitationforce FE, but of opposite direction.The ratio _ = Fr/FE is
negligible for helium, but can vary between = 0.5 and 1.5, for hydrogen,
depending on the solar Lu flux which varies with solar activity. The
solar flux which corresponds to _ = I is Fs = 3.32 × 10 11 photons
(cm2.s.A) -I.
The results of these effects on the H and He density distribution
inside the solar system are illustrated on Figure 2. For helium atoms, if
we assume that they are monocinetlcs (T = 0) all hyperbolae are crossing
.
along a line determined by V , in the downwind direction of the solar
system, creating a density s[ngularlty on this line, and a region of
greatly enhanced density around this line. If T # 0, the singularity
disappears, but there is still a cone of gravltationnal focusing. A model
computation by Dalaudier et al. (1984) illustrates this dramatic effect
(Figure 3).
For hydrogen, ionization and L= radiation pressure prevents H atoms
to approach very near the sun, and there is a cavity of ionization ',carved"
into the H flow, elongated along the downwind direction, which would be
void of H atoms if it were not for the filling in resulting from the
velocity dispersion associated to the LISM temperature.
All these effects (which we call DEGREE ONE physical description) can
be modeled on computer codes, basically with the use of Liouville's theorem
and at the expense of a quadruple integration. Density distributions,
emissivity distributions and spectral line shapes can be and have been
predicted by several groups of research scientists.
Now we have to understand how these solar effects are going to modify
the basic methods of diagnostic that were discussed above.
The purely photometric diagnostic method
i) Helium density distribution
The focusing effect allows to determine simply the downwind direction.
The first attempt to observe this spectacular focusing cone of helium
failed in 1972, when the french satellite D2-A polalre could not reach its
orbit. Later, the Naval Research Laboratory group successfully mapped the
Helium 58.4 nm emission distribution with an Earth orbiting spacecraft
(STP-72) and determined the direction of the incoming flow _ to bew
8
[Weller and Meier, 1974] :
a = 252 ± 3°, 6 = - 15 ± 3° (celestial coordinates)
which is slightly above the ecliptic plane.
The exact shape of the cone (its angular width about the downwind
axis) depends slightly on the temperature T and on the bulk velocity Vo,
and careful measurements compared to accurate modeling allows to determine
an estimate of these parameters. A 58.4 nm photometer flown on soviet
satellite PROGNOZ 6 in 1977 provided a series of swaths across the helium
cone, compared to models at various temperatures. A summary of Vo and T
determination from various space instruments performing purely photometric
measurements is presented on Figure 4. The most recent PROGNOZ measurements
[Dalaudler et al., 1984] indicates parameters in the range :
T = II,000 - 24,000 K Vw = 23 - 30 km.s -I
From the shape of the (Vw, T) domalne of Figure 4, it seems as if
there is some coupling between parameters Vw and T ; in fact, it can be
understood intuitively that the most important parameter is the ratio
Vt/V w of the thermal velocity Vt to the bulk velocity Vw.
One difficulty of the modeling is that the exciting solar llne shape
at 58.4 nm has to be taken into account, since its width is comparable to
the velocity dispersion of He atoms (expressed in Doppler shifts). This
llne shape and its width are not very well known, but Dalaudler et al.
(1984) showed that the derived parameters Vw and T did not change
substantially when various spectral profiles were introduced in the
modeling.
Besides the conspicuous focusing cone, the Hel 58.4 nm Intensity
distribution is very smooth in the other directions. The density no (He)
of helium atoms can be obtained with the help of equation (3), in which the
coefficient y includes a modeling of the He distribution in the solar
system and the geometric conditions of observations. The difficulty of the
absolute value of axF s remains.
2) Lyman-alpha photometric observations of hydrogen distribution
For a typical set of LISM parameters and solar parameters, the resul-
ting H density distribution has a cylindrical symmetry about the wind axls.
The shape of the isodenslty contours illustrates quite well the ionization
cavity, elongated in the downwind direction. The corresponding emissivity
distribution is obtained after multiplying by a r-2 factor and presents a
broad region of maximum emissivity at 2 to 3 AU on the upwind axis.
An observer located at one i AU is well inside the ionization cavity.
The resulting La photometric pattern is characterized by a broad region
of maximum intensity not far from the upwind direction _ of the incoming
flow of hydrogen (opposite to the focusing cone dlre_tlon Vo) , and a
gradual decrease toward the opposite downwind direction.
Therefore, a mapping of the L_ interplanetary emission gives imme-
diately the general direction of the wind. However, since the maximum
emission region is very broad, it can not give, as in the case of the
helium cone, a very accurate determination. Besides, since the maximum
emissivity region is not far from the sun, there is a parallax effect : the
direction of the maximum emission depends on the location of the observer.
Indeed, when the first global mappings of extraterrestrial L_ were made
in 1969 with two L_ photometers, placed on board OGO-5 satellite [Bertaux
and Blamont, 1971 ; Thomas and Krassa, 1971], two mappings made at 6 months
intervall revealed clearly a = 40 @ displacement of the maximum region,
definitely indicating that the source of L_ emission was right in the
solar system, and was not of galactic origin as it was thought before. The
direction of the wind _ was found to be _ = 265 @, 6 = - 15@, with aw
rather large uncertainty margin (± 15 °) [Bertaux and Blamont, 1971].
The filling of the ionization cavity depends on the temperature T, and
one could hope that the shape of the ionization cavity (defined, for
instance, by the ratio Imax/Imi n of maximum to minimum measured inten-
sities) would allow a measurement of this temperature from a purely photo-
metric pattern. Unfortunately, the shape of the ionization cavity depends
also on three other parameters : the flow velocity Vw, the ionization
rate _ = TD-I and the solar L= flux through _ = Fr/Fg. Several sets
of different parameters can yield nearly identical intensity distribution,
as shown by Lallement and Bertaux (1984). Five different sets of parameters
were selected to give approximately the same ratio Imax/Imin, and all
model curves were normalized at the same value of Imax, since the density
at infinity n_ (H) is an unknown free parameter which behaves linearly on
the intensity.
All five curves are nearly identical. Since there are rather large
uncertainties on the exact value of the solar parameters _ and _, this
exercise clearly demonstrate that it is not possible to retrieve accurate
LISM parameters Vw and T from only purely photometric measurements.
THE HIGH RESOLUTION SPECTROMETRIC METHODOF DIAGNOSTIC
High resolution spectrometric measurements of line width, llne shape
and line position will yield, as explained in the first section, indepen-
dent and crucial information on the LISM parameters, because through
Doppler effect the llne shape of the resonant emission is an image of the
velocity distribution of atoms, projected on and integrated along the line
of sight, and weighted by the resonance excitation rate.
However, gravitation, ionization and radiation pressure will modify
the velocity distributions and corresponding line profiles.
For helium, two effects are playing an important role. First the velo-
city distribution of He atoms is strongly modified by the solar gravita-
tion ; second, the solar line width is small enough that the resonant line
i0
shape is modified in respect to the velocity distribution, since atoms with
a large Doppler effect respective to the sun will be excited at a lower
rate, and may even not be excited at all.
In the case of H Ly_ , the solar llne is wide enough that it may be
considered as flat on the interval of sun radial velocities of H atoms, and
the llne shape is strictly the image of the projected velocity distribution
(weighted by the excitation rate).
The velocity distribution of H atoms may be modified in theory by the
following effects :
- The unbalance between solar gravitation Fg and the Ly_ solar radiation
pressure Fr, described by the parameter _ = Fr/Fg provides a
mechanical effect which bends individual trajectories into hyperbolae,
as in the case of Helium, but to a lesser degree.
- The solar ionization is more effective on slow atoms than on fast atoms
[Wu and Judge, 1979 ; Lallement, 1983]. As a result, the bulk velocity
and the velocity distribution are modified.
- Heating by solar corpuscular emissions should be only a minor effect
[Holzer, 1977 ; Wu and Judge, 1978 ; Kunc, Wu and Judge, 1983].
All these effects can be taken into account in predictive spectro-
metric models of llne shapes of H and He emission and can be implemented on
expensive computer codes ; see for instance Meier (1977) and Wallls and
Wallls for an approximate formulation (1979). The two first effects are
included in the DEGREE ONE physical description.
It could be thought that, since the solar L_ radiation pressure is
approximately in equilibrium with solar gravitation, the H velocity dlstrl-
butlon would not be too much modified from its Maxwell-Boltzmann shape at
infinity. In the case _ = I, all H atoms trajectories are straight lines,
and the same gausslan shape could be seen in all directions.
However, even in the case _ = 0.75, not very far from _ = I, Wu
and Judge (1980) computed that the velocity distribution was substantially
modified. Assuming that the LISM temperature was T = i0 4 K, they showed
that, for directions of sight toward the upwind region, the "effective
temperature" Te of the modified velocity distribution was 9,500 K (slight
cooling effect due to Ionization), increasing up to Te = 13,500 K when
looking toward the downwind region.
We now turn our attention to the observations, made with different
experimental methods, their interpretation and the LISM results.
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HYDROGEN Lu HIGH RESOLUTIONSPECTROMETRICOBSERVATIONS
With the UV spectrometer of Copernicus observatory, Adams and Frlsch
(1977) obtained a weak llne of the LISM H Lyu emission, in only one
direction of sight after six days of integration. They found a Doppler
shift of 22 + 3 km.s -I and a width corresponding to 20,000 K or less.
It would have been impossibleto look in many directions,as would be
required to detect different Doppler shifts in different directions to
determine _ independentlyof photometricmeasurements.The temperature
diagnostici_ not very accurate either.
The use of resonance absorption cells associated to photometers is
much more powerful than the use of high resolution spectrometers,mainly
because of the much larger instrumentalthroughput,and the theory of its
use will be now briefly described, as well as the experimentalresults
obtained in 1976 and 1977 with a french experiment on soviet PROGNOZ
satellites.
The Lyman-u photometer flown on Prognoz 5 and Prognoz 6 consisted of
a solar blind photomultlpller as the detector, placed behind a hydrogen
absorption cell, which is a teflon coated glass vessel with two Mg F2
windows. The entrance window is a lens, which focus is between the cell and
the PM tube. A rectangular hole at the focus defines a field of view of
1.3 x 3°. The exit window of the cell is covered with an evaporated thin
film filter, which defines a total bandwidth of N I0 nm centered at
Lyman-u. In the following, it will be assumed (unless otherwise speci-
fied) that the only radiation seen by the detector is resonance radiation
from hydrogen atoms.
The cell is sealed and permanently filled with H 2 at a few mm Hg (a
few hundreds Pascal) pressure. A tungsten filament placed inside the cell
can be heated electrically, and H 2 molecules touching the filament are
dissociated into atoms, creating an optical thickness _ of atomic
hydrogen. When the filament is switched off, there is immediate (within =
0.05 seconds) recombination into molecules. Whereas H 2 is totally trans-
parent to L=, when the optical thickness • = I0 is created inside the
cell, incoming photons lying near the resonance llne center are scattered
away from the direct beam and absorbed on the cell walls. The transmission
function T(k) of the cell in its reference frame,looks llke a rectangle
with an equivalent width of absorption W = 30 mA or 7.4 km. s-l. The
cell may be regarded as a "negative" spectrometer with a bandwidth W =
30 mA ; the wavelength scanning is provided by varying the Doppler shift
AAD between the interplanetary llne and the cell. When the cell is not
activated, the total Lu intensity I0 is measured ; when it is acti-
vated, at the level • = IO, it is reduced to I (AkD) by a factor R (AkD)
depending on the Doppler shift AXD. The reduction factor R = I (A%D)/I O.
.
Looking in the sky at different directions of sight u a large
wavelength exploration is obtained owing to the orbital velocity V ofs
the spacecraft in th_ solar system, combined with the wind velocity
m
V of = 20 - 25 km. s • The total relative velocity between the space-
w
interstellar flow is _R = _q + _w" For Prognozcraft and the H
satellites, which spend most of their time at large distances of the Earth,
and have at apogee a low orbital velocity which can be neglected,
. . _I .
Vs = VE = 30 km. s , where VE is the Earth's orbital velocity.
The Doppler effect in the line of sight _ is :
o . o __o VD (6)A D=F- VR cos (vR,J)=F- VR cos
being the angle between u and VR. Therefore, looking at various
angles _ provides a spectral scanning of the emission line through the
variation of A %D" A series of measurements R (A _D) can be deconvo-
luted to retrieve the spectral shape of f (_). This method can be
described as the Doppler angular spectral scanning (DASS) method, and has
been fully described by Bertaux and Lallement (1984). It should be noted
that, since the reduction factor R (A _D) is a relative quantity, it is
not required that the absolute intensity Io be identical in all
directions. It is only required that the spectral shape f (_) be the same
in all directions, or in the sky region where it is applied.
The minimum reduction factor (maximum absorption effect of the cell)
is obtained when the Doppler shift VD is zero in the plane perpendicular+
to the vector VR, which intersects the celestial sphere along the zero
Doppler shift circle ZDSC [Bertaux et el., 1976]. Therefore, a mapping of
the R pattern allows _t° determine the position of the ZDSC circle, and the
direction of vector _R"
From the study of Bertaux and Lallement (1984) we can summarize how
the interstellar gas parameters can be determined from one single mapping
of the R pattern of the complete celestial sphere with the Doppler angular
spectral scanning (DASS) method, in the simple case of a uniform gaussian
case (Figure 5) :
i. Minimum values of measured R are distributed aloes a _reat circle of the
celestial sphere (the ZDSC). The direction of VR = Vs + _w lies along
the axis of this great circle (Figure 5).
2. The value of Rmi n directly determines the temperature T.
3. The module of VR is determined from the angular width As of the
absorption region along the ZDSC with the approximate relationship :
VR sin (A_ _ 2 mkT (7)
4. _Ve v_ctor. V is determined ; since _ is known, the vector
w = VR - Vs _s therefore determined, s
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Flgure 4. Determlnatlous of Vo and T from photometric observations of
the shape of the Helium focusing cone from various experiments. The
spectrometric La observation of Vo by Copernicus was coupled to Hellma
-observations by Harlner 10.
Figure 5. The pattern of the reduction factor R over the celestlal
sphere presents a "crunched-apple" shape. Along the plane perpendlcular to
the relativevelocltvvector V_, the reductionfactoris at a constant
" K
mlnlmumvalue Rmln D linkedto the temperatureT. The wldthof the trough
qs llnkedboth to T and the modulusVR-
FIEure6. The distributionof the reductionfactorR measuredby
PROGNOZ6 in a plane perpendicularto the EarthSun llne is shown(data
points)as a functionof anElePHZ with the Earth'svelocityvector - _E
when the eclipticlongitudewas Ii°. Threecurvesare resultingfrom a
model calculationat 3 differenttemperatures.The modulationof E is due
to the variableDopplershift.The fit wlth T - 8000K is goodeverywhere
exceptfor 170 • PHI • 240j which correspondsto downwindregion.Other
parameterswere fixedat _- 0°75 and Vo - 20 kn. s-I (afterBertauxet
al., 1984).
lqgure7. The La intensitydlstrlbutlonmeasuredat an eclipticlongi-
tude 58" (notfar from the downwindaxis)is comparedto two modelsof the
solarwind (solidlines).One Is Isotropic(A - O) and the other (A = 0.40)
correspondsto a decreaseof 40 X of ionizationrateat the solarpole
(afterLallementet el., 1984).The intensityscaleis In counts,s-I. The
lowercurvehas beendisplacedfrom the real curveby 500 counts,s-I The
sensitivityis = 3.6 countsper Rayleigh.
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Up to now it was assumed that the only source of L= radiation is the
interplanetary L= from the LISM. If there is a L= galactic background
(which should be = isotropic because of radiative transfer), Bertaux and
Lallement (1984) have demonstrated that it is still possible to determine
V with a purely geometric method (with three sets of observations at
different places in the solar system). Once _ is determined, the galac-
tic L_ contribution can be derived and also the temperature.
This DASS method was successfully applied by Lallement et al. (1984)
to a series of measurements made with the H-cell L_ photometer flown on
Prognoz 5 and Prognoz 6, with the following results :
- an upper limit of 15 Rayleigh is found for the galactic background
(whereas the interplanetary L_ ranges from 200 to 1,000 Rayleigh).
- both the bulk velocity _ and the thermal velocity spread of H atoms
are changing with position in the solar system.
This was the first experimental evidence that the real situation
departs from the uniform gaussian case. However, one can still define, for
each direction of observation, an effective temperature Te , because a
projected velocity distribution can still be approximated by a gaussian.
With the DASS method, the value Rmi n of the minimum reduction factor
obtained in a plane of scanning allows to assign an effective temperature
Te for the direction where Rmi n is found, since the Doppler shift is
known to be zero in this case.
Wu and Judge (1980) concluded that the first spectrometric temperature
measurement of the VLISM (T = 8,800 ± I 000 K), published by Bertaux et al.
(1977) form an early use of the DASS method with Prognoz 5 results, had to
be re-interpreted because of the velocity distribution perturbations by
gravitation, radiation pressure and ionization, and that the VLISM tempera-
ture was in reality T = 7,000 K ± i 000 K. In order to arrive at this
result, they had to assume in their model a certain value of the solar
parameters _ and 6, whereas, if enough measurements of the H absorption
cell can be obtained, they can be compared to the result of the interaction
model with _ and _ as free parameters. This was done by Bertaux et al.
(1984) in their final analysis of the Prognoz results, which could extract
from such a comparison the following set of both solar and VLISM
parameters :
= 0.75 ± 0.I Ecliptic Coordinates
T = 8 000 + i 000 K k = 254 ± 3°
-- W
Vw = 20 ± I km s _w = + 6 ± 3°
In this global analysis, not only the values of Rmin and the corres-
ponding directions were used, but all measurements, many of them showing
some absorption by the H cell.
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The reduction factor measurements are compared for various models on
Figure 6 from Bertaux et al. (1984). On each figure all parameters are
fixed at their best final fit, except for T. Measured data were collected
in scanning planes perpendicular to the Earth-Sun llne at various places in
the. solar. +system, implying large differences for the relative vector
V_ = V + V_, VE being the Earth's orbital velocity. A visual estimate
al_owedWto dEeflne the uncertainty bar for the various parameters. It can be
noted that the fit is excellent for directions of sight probing upwind
regions, but becomes poorer for downwind regions, corresponding to angle
120 < _ < 240 @ for observations made when the Earth was on the right side
of the wind flow (when _E and _w have opposite directions).
This is evidence that the observed heating effect is larger than
predicted by DEGREE ONE approach. In particular, measurements toward the
downwind region show still a significant absorption when the Doppler shift
is large, which can be explained by a temperature of 20,000 K of the atomic
hydrogen in the downwind region. This is probably the result of elastic
collisions with the solar wind, as suggested by Lallement et al. (1984).
As Lallement and Bertaux (1984) pointed out, the ionization modifies
substantially the line shape when the rate is changed from
= 0 to _ = 2.5 × 10-7 s-I. Then, larger values (up to 10-6 s-l) do
not modify substantially the llne shape. Another effect is the convergence
introduced by ionization.
In order to determine the ionization rate, the L_ photometric
results were used. The shape of the cavity, once T, Vw and _ are deter-
mined by the DASS H cell method, indicated that the ionization rate (during
1975-1976 period) was _ = 4 × 10-7 s-I in the equatorial plane, and
decreasing with latitude up to a value _ = 2.4 x 10-7 s-1 at the solar
pole. This solar anlsotropy is attributed to a 50 % decrease of the solar
wind mass flux at high solar latitudes [Lallement et al., 1984], and is
imposed by the photometric observations, as it is clear on Figure 7.
Once the ionization rate is known, formula (3) can be used to
determine the neutral density "at infinity" n_(H) (when it is not
perturbed by the hellosphere interaction). The coefficient y contains an
integral which takes into account all DEGREE ONE physical assumptions.
Since the absolute value of _ is determined (by the bending of the H flow
under gravltatlon/ radiation pressure), the solar flux Fs is determined.
For the Prognoz photometer, a stellar observation of several hot stars
allowed to derive in addition an estimate of the calibration factor a = 3.6
counts .s-I per Raylelgh, and the value of n_ (H) could be deduced :
n_ (H) = 0.04 to 0.06 atom.cm -S,
the range allowing mainly for the uncertainty of the stellar calibration
procedure.
i6
HIGH RESOLUTIONSPECTROMETRICMEASUREMENTSOF HELIUM 58.4 NMLINE
T
The best results in this field were obtained with a helium absorption
cell with a fixed value • = 10 5 during the Apollo Soyouz Test Project by
Freeman et al. (1980). Their results are reproduced on Figure 8, where
their measurements are compared with model calculations of the DEGREE ONE
type. Though they clearly measured a substantial absorption, varying with
the Doppler shift, their model calculations indicated an absorption very
little sensitive to the temperature, and the comparison of the observed
absorption to their model yielded a wide range of temperature from 5,000 to
20,000 K.
As discussed by Bertaux and Lallement (1984), this is mainly due to
their choice of a large optical thickness • = 10 5• When the DASS method
is used for • = 10 5, the absorption convolution profile ressembles very
much the transmission curve T (_ of the helium cell, which is larger
than the interplanetary He line. There are some experimental difficulties
to use a low optical thickness within a Helium cell, because as it is a
monoatomic gas, the corresponding pressure would be very small and quite
difficult to measure and control. The use of a buffer gas is therefore
recommended in such a case [Bertaux and Lallement, 1984] for a future space
experiment.
The photometric measurements of the helium cone shape remain up to now
the ones yielding the narrower temperature range of interstellar helium.
COMPARISON OF HYDROGEN AND HELIUM LISM PARAMETERS
The direction of the wind as determined from the helium cone or from H
cell analysis are identical, within the ± 3° error boxes. At variance,
there is a major discrepancy between Hydrogen and Helium for the module
velocity Vw and the temperature T :
Hydrogen Helium
T (°K) 8,000 ± 500 16,000 ± 5,000
Vw (km. s-l) 20 ± I km.s-I 27 ± 3
density n_(cm-3) 4 to 6 × 10-2 1.5 to 2 x i0-2
It is quite difficult to admit that the temperature difference is
intrinsic to the VLISM, since the local mean free path of atoms between
collisions is 0.04 pc only. Collisions would also tend to equalize the
velocity modulus.
In order to have the same direction of _ but different velocity
modulus it would require an extraordinary colncYdence, as pointed out by
Lallement (1983). As explained on Figure 9, the velocity _ of the solar
w
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system in respect to the VLISM is the compositionof the solar motion Va
toward the Apex (_ = 271°, 6 = 30°) and the motion of the VLISM respec-
tive to the nearby stars forming the local frame of reference, the inter-
stellarwind Vt = Va - Vw.
Applying this relationship for H and He separately and subtracting
will yield :
= (He)Vt (He) - Vt (H) Vw (H) - Vw
The difference of intrinsic velocity vector is parallel to
(H) - _ (He), which is parallel to both Vw (H) and Vw (He), whichw
are found t_ be in the same direction.But this directionis imposedby the
+
solar vector V , a random vector which is completelyindependentfrom theaintrinsicdifferencebetweenH and He interstellarflow.
Therefore, it is likely that the difference of modulus is an artefact
of our diagnostic methods. Since high resolution spectrometric measurements
are quite sensitive to the Doppler shift, I believe that the hydrogen
determination is more accurate for the modulus than the photometric deter-
mination of the helium velocity.
Returning to Figure 4 representing the (Vw, T) parameters giving a
good fit to the helium cone shape, it was remarked a certain coupling
between Vw and T. If a lower velocity Vw = 20 km. s-I was imposed,
perhaps a lower temperature for helium would also result in the fitting
process, which would alleviate somewhat the H-He temperature discrepancy
tOO.
The celestial and galactic coordinatesof the intrinsicinterstellar
+
wind Vt can be computed. Assuming the hydrogen determination to be
correct, the motion of the VLISM in respect to the local standard frame of
reference (LSR) is characterizedby a velocity _t of 16 + 1 km. s-I
which directioncoordinatesare :
Celestial Galactic
= 14 _ 3@ %II = 124 ± 3°
6 = 66.5 ± 3° bll = 4 ± 3°
The ratio of neutral densities n_ (H) / n_ (He) is = 3, whereas one
would expect a cosmological ratio I0. This is easily explained by a
substantial ionization of the VLISM. If x is the fraction of ionized
hydrogen,(we drop _ in the following)
x = n (H+) / (n (H) + n (H+)) = 1 - n (H) / I0 n (He)
it indicatesthat f = 0.7 in the VLISM, the total densitybeing
n (H+) + n (H) + n (He) = 0.II cmS.
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Of course, neither H+ nor He+ are accessible to studies in the solar
system,since they are preventedto enter throughthe hellosphere.
We will discuss these VLISM results in the next concludingsection,in
the frame of the other LISM studies.
CONCLUSIONS
The study of H and He back-scatteredresonanceemissionsin the solar
system provides information on three different topics, which are of
interestto three differentscientificcommunities:
- The very local characteristicsof the LISM.
- The interactionprocesses between the solar environmentand the inter-
stellar medium in which it is embedded,which is of broader interest
than just solar system studies, since similar interactions can be
encountered in other astrophysical conditions (i.e., Stellar wind
expansions).
- Some basic solar parameters concerning the solar wind and the L_
output at llne center.
I. Solar parameters
The bending of the H atoms trajectoriesis determinedwith relative
measurementswith the H cell. It needs no calibratedinstrument,and still
yield a quite important absolute value of a solar parameter : with
= 0.755 ± 0.II, the solar L= flux at llne center is :
Fs = 2.5 ± 0.25 x i0II phot (cm2 A s)-I
This value is an average over a = one year period (the typical time for
one H atom to travel through the solar system), and holds for a period of
minimum solar activity(1975-1976).
The decrease of H density along the VLISM flow, which can be measured
with an uncallbrated L= photometer,allows to measure the absolute value
of the ionizationrate _. With weakly demanding physical assumptlons,this
ionization rate can be transformed into an abs@l_te determinationof the
solar wind mass flux at all latitudes by remote sensing. The solar wind
flux of protons Fp, averaged over one year, and for the 1975-1976period
(minimumsolar activity),is :
Fp = 1.87 x 108 protonscm-2 s-I in the equatorial plane and a strong
anlsotropy is found, with a 30 % decrease toward the solar poles. Large
scale propertiesof the solar wind flux, averagedover = one year, can be
monitored through Lyman-alpha mapping. A correct interpretationof the
results needs, however, the accurate knowledgeof _ and T which is now
in our hands. In a near future, the study of otherWdata (VOYAGER) will
allow to check if this anlsotropy persists during a maximum of solar
activity.
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2. Interaction processes
The DEGREE ONE physical assumptions are clearly verified in the data.
however_ the H cell spectral data on the H velocity distribution s together
with the photometric mapping of the helium cone give slightly inconsistant
VLISM results. It seems more and more obvious that some interaction between
the sun and the neutral gas, not included in the DEGREE ONE approach, is of
importance to describe completely the data and reconcile H and He results.
Mainly two kind of effects have been considered by various authors.
One is located at the boundary of the hellosphere (at several hundreds
AU), where the solar wind plasma and the VLISM neutral-ionlzed matter are
interacting. As a possible consequence, Ripken and Fahr (1983) predict a
decrease of density of H by a factor of = 2.
The second kind includes elastic collisions with the solar wind
plasma. One difficulty is that these effects, if they are of importance,
would have a tendency to heat more hydrogen atoms than helium atoms,
whereas what is observed is that T (He) > T (H).
However, PROGNOZ observations toward the downwind region do indicate
very hot hydrogen (= 20 000 K), after interaction with the solar environ-
ment. Together with the helium cone shape, both discrepancies are found in
the downwind region, which is in my opinion a strong indication that
deviations to the DEGREE ONE approach are more related to an interaction
near the sun (i.e., elastic collisions with solar wind ions) than at the
large distance of the hellosphere boundary.
3. The VLISMparameters
In the ISM description of Mc Kee and Ostrlker (1977) small clouds of
dense and cold neutral H (T = 80 K, n = 42 cm-3) are embedded in a hot
(105 - 106 K) low density (10-2 cm-3) and totally ionized medium.
According to this model, there is an intermediate phase of the ISM at
the interface between the cold and hot phase, composed of two dlstlncts
parts, both at 8,000 K (warm). The one on the side of the dense cloud is
only weakly ionized (x = 0.15), and the one on the side of the hot ISM is
substantially ionized, with x = 0.68, and a total number density of
n = 0.25 cm-3 •
Though there is some discussion about the number of such cloudlets in
the LISM (within = i00 pc) [Bruhweiler and Kondo, 1982], the characte-
ristics found for the VLISM : T = 8,000 _ i000 K, n = 0.ii cm-3 and
x = 0.70 are strikingly reminiscent of the ionized part of this last
interface phase as described by Me Kee and Ostrlker.
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Therefore, it would mean that the Sun is presently within = 2 pc from
a dense cloud. The possibility that such a cloud is moving rapidly in our
direction was discussed by Vidal-Madjar et al. (1978), on the ground of
Copernicus LISM soundings, D/H distributions and EUV anisotropic radiation
pattern. The estimated distance of the dense cloud was 0.03 pc, however,
which seems uncompatible with the = 1 pc thickness of the weakly ionized
medium immediately surrounding the cold cloud in the description of Mc Kee
and Ostriker (1977), and the strongly ionized medium in which the Sun is
moving presently.
Figure I0 is an attempt to compare the characteristics of the VLISM,
namely the density and the direction of the VLISM flow, with LISM densities
measured on a few nearby stars, either with Copernicus or with IUE taken
from Vidal-Madjar et al. (1977), and Bruhweiler and Kondo (1982).
If there is a dense cloudlet in the vicinity of the Sun, then it could
very well be toward = CEN A, which is the nearest star (1.33 pc) and shows
the largest averaged H neutral density of 0.20 _ 0.05 cm-3 [Dupree et al.,
1977]. This neutral density is larger than the VLISM by a factor of = 4,
but is not very different from the total VLISM density (0.22 cm-3).
One striking feature in that the VLISM flow is exactly opposite to the
direction of this enhanced density, and is suggestive of an evaporation
mechanism from the cold and dense cloudlet toward the hot and tenuous ISM.
It should have therefore a quite local significance. However, accurate
positionning of optical absorption lines on a number of stars in a range of
I00 pc [Crutcher, 1982] shows a coherently moving piece of ISM of this
scale around Sun. Suggesting that the = i00 pc ISM around the Sun could be
material which has been shocked and accelerated by stellar winds and super-
novae associated with the Scorpio-Ophiucus OB stars, which lies approxi-
mately at the opposite of the VLISM flow. But, as indicated on Figure i0,
the VLISM flow is near the galactic plane, at longitude %II = 124°,
whereas the Crutcher's vector (in respect to LSR) lies at %II = 169°"
This = 45° difference points again to a local significance for the VLISM
flow. In this respect, the recent detection of a dust cloud in the far
infra-red around %II = 315°, extended over several tens of degrees [Caux
et al., 1984], may confirm the proximity of a moderately dense cloud in the
near vicinity of the solar system.
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PIONEER 10 AND VOYAGERO_SEEVATIONS OF THE INTERSTELLAR IIEDIUM
IN SCATTEREDE_IISSION OF THE He 584 A AND H Lya 1216 A LINES
D. E. Shemansky, D. L. Judge, and Y. M. Jessen
Center for Space Sclence_, University of Southern California
ABSTRACT
The combination of Pioneer photometric and Voyager spectrometrlo
observations of EUV interstellar-interplanetary emissions in the region beyond
5 AU have been applled to a determination of atomic hydrogen and hellum
densities. These density estimates obtained from direct measurement of
scattered radiation depend on absolute calibration of the Instrmnents, in the
same way as other earller dete_ninatlons based on the same method. However,
we have combined the spacecraft data _Ith daily full sun averages of the H Lya
1216 A llne obtained by the Solar Mesoapherlc Explorer (S_) satelllte, to
obtain a measure of atomic hydrogen density independent of instrument absolute
callbratlon. The method depends on observations of long and short term
temporal varlabillty of the solar llne over a I year period, and the fact that
the ISM is optlcally thick. The density estimates from prellmlnary work on
these observationG are [HI = 0.12 cm -s and [He] = .016 cm -s, giving a density
ratio close to the cosmic abundance value, in contrast to some earlier results
indicating a depletion of atomic hydrogen. _e have obtained estlmates of
galactic background emissions in the slgnals of both spacecraft.
Introduction
The estimation of neutral densities in the LISM through observations of
resonance scattered solar radiation is slmpllfled somewhst if the observations
are made beyond 5 AU, where local perturbation by the sun Is not a serlous
consideration in the analysis. We have combined the data obtained by Pioneer
10 (PI0), Voyager 2 (V2) and S_ to produce estimates of hydrogen and helium
densities usln8 two basically different methods. The first method is the
convontlonal one in which the H and He densities are estimated using
instrument callbration and solar emission intensities to calculate densities
from the scattered He 584 A and H 1216 A and 1025 A lines. The second method
depends on comparing the daily average variation of the 1216 A line as
measured by PI0 and V2 with the directly measured solar emission llne from the
SME satellite. The time variations measured by the three instruments during
the year 1982 are interpreted in terms of optlcal thickness of the LSIH to the
solar 1216 A llne. The measure of optical thickness then reduces to an
estimate of H density through multiple scattering calculations. The present
work obtains a rough density estimate on the basis of multiple scattering
characteristics calculated by Keller, Richter and Thomas (1981). The results
are preliminary in nature because _e require more specific multlple scattering
calculations. We suggest that the data is of sufficient quallty that further
detailed multlple scattering calculations specific to the observatlonal data
be pursued. In addition to IS_ densltles we have obtained estimates of
galactic background emissions in the slgnals of the two spacecraft.
SU_iARY
Pioneer 10 and Voyager 2 observatlons of the ISM in the )5 AU region have
been used to estimate hydrogen and helium densities. The spacecraft data has
also been combined with SME 1216 A solar observations to obtain an H density
independent of absolute instrument callbratlon, and to set a l imlt on 8alactlc
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background at 1216 A in the upstream direction.
1) The helium density based on the calibrations of both the P10 and V2
instruments is estimated to be [He] = 0.016 cm-s. This density is based on a
benchmark He 584 A flu• of 1.3 • 10 _ Ph cm-_ s -1 measured by Herou• and
Hlgglns (1977) in 1973. The PI0 data for this estimate is taken from DOY
104/73 and DOY 163/74. The line width is assumed constant at 29.3 cm-I.
Using this benclnnarkat solar mlnimun the P10 data on DOY 278/79 imply a solar
flux of 4. • 10_ Ph cm-= s-I at I AU. With this value of F0 and the V2 data
obtained on the same day, we obtain the same density [He] = 0.016 cm-_. The
two instruments are thus on the same calibration scale at 584 A.
2) Comparison of the two instruments at 1216 A on DOY 278/79 indicates a
calibration difference of a factor of 4.4, where
IV2(1216)= 4.41pi0(1216). (i)
Using PI0 data and an S_ reference in 1982, we estimate Fo = 4.3 • 1011 Ph
cm-_ s -1 on DOY 278/79. This ylelds [H] = 0.14 cm-s, based on optlcally thin
model and the V2 calibration. With equation I, the two instruments 81ve the
same implied solar fluxes from 1979 to the present, within eslmated
temporal-spatial uncertainties. Correction for optlcal thickness using Keller
Richter and Thomas (1981)o gives [H] = 0.12 cm-s. The most recent estimate of
solar flux predicted by the two instruments on DOY 35-37/84 are Fo = 4.0 •
1011 Ph cm-= s-x, for V2 and F = 3.5 x 1011 Ph cn-2 s-I for P10. Line shapes
are based on Lemaire et al. (_978)
3) The I(1216)/I(1025) ratio measured by V2 in the ISM is constant over
time and spacecraft position from 1977-1981, 1.5 AU - 10 AU. Assuming that
relative line shapes do not change, this result is in accord with multiple
scattering theory. The measured mean ratio is I(1216)II(1025) = 485 ± 37.
The mean solar source ratio using Heroux and Higglns (1977) and Hintereggcr
(1979) data is Io(1216)/Io(1025) = 79.7 and 63.7 respectively. Using Lemaire
et al llne shapes we then have Ion(1216)IIon(1025) = 84.1 and 67.2 The
predicted ratio from solar llne intensities is then I(1216)/I(1025) = 503 and
402, for the optically thin model. For the optlcally thick model of Keller et
al. (1981) we correct to obtain I(1216)/I(1025) = 600 and 480, which is to be
compared to the measured value above of 485. On this basis the V2 1025 A
measurement gives [H] = 0.10 and 0.12 cm-z for the two cases.
4) Another method for calculating the H density independent of instrument
callbration has been applled through comparing daily averages of the 1216 A
signal of P10 and V2 with the solar emission line flux measured by SHE, during
1982. During the last half of 1982 a strong 26 day cycle shows good stabillty
for 7 cycles. Although the long term variation of V2 and SHE during 1982 is
the same, the 26 day period variation is depressed in the V2 data. This is
also the case for P10, but the 26 day modulation is depressed still further.
We interpret this to be caused primarily by multiple scattering, and using
Keller et al. (1981) we obtain, [HI = 0.16 cm-3, from the modulation of V2
observations at 10 AU and, [H] = 0.11 cm-s, from observation by P10 at 30 AU.
This calculation assumes there is no addltional contribution caused by line
center intensity ampllflcatlon relative to the integrated llne. If there is
line center amplification according to the formula obtained here, we have [H]
= 0.17 cm-s and [H] = 0.12 cm-s, in the two cases. Accordln8 to these
calculations only 20% of the PIO signal is zero order scattering. For V2, 50%
of the observed signal is zero order scattering.We emphasize that spacecraft
, background signals have been carefully assessed using three independent means,
in applying this method.
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5) According to Keller et al. (1981), observations nade at different
radlal distance should follow a I/r curve whether the line is optically thick
or not. This is borne out by the V2 I(1216)/I(1025) ratio measurements. On
this basis we can use the continuous data of PI0 to establlsh long term
variation of solar flux line center. If we use the integrated 1216 A line
full sun plot for solar cycle 21 estimated by Lean and S_umanich (1983), we
obtain a slightly lower variation over the 1973-1982 period. If thi_ is
attributed to line center variation we obtain the relation fo = C (Fe)" Ph
cm-2 s -x A-x where C = 4.18 x 10 -6 and n = 1.46, following the relatlon
developed by Vidal-_ladjar. However, it is not clear this relat!on would
improve the fit of the variations, F o from the above formula and Pl0 data vs.
F o from Lean and Skumanich, over the whole 1973-1982 period.
6) Galactic background
Cross-correlation of the V2 and S_ data at 1216 A in the first half of 1982
where there is a slow variation in solar intensity, indicates that there is no
measureable galactlc component. That is, <i0 R of the 800 R total intensity
can be attributed to a galactlc 1216 A component. V2 is looking upstream and
falling off proportional to 1/r from 1979 onward and there is no detectable
bow shock component. P1O contains a galactic component in its field, detected
by V2 in 1977. This emission accounts for the clock angle variation of the
P10 1216 A signal at 36 AU.
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FIGURES
Figures 1 and 2 show the daily average data of P10 and V2 plotted against
the phase shifted S_ direct observations of the solar 1216 A llne in 1982.
Although both sets of ISM data follow the long term trend in solar line
intensity during 1982, the 26 day cycle modulatlon is depressed pro8resslvely
in each spacecraft; V2 is at _12 AU and P1O is near 30 AU observing
approxlmately radially outward. The spacecraft data are sho_n as heavy lines.
Figure 3 shows the inferred solar flux at 1216 A from 1973 to 1983 using
P10 data, compared to Lean and Skumanich (1983) calculations. To assume a
constant line shape in the calculation. The P10 data is shown as a heavy
line.
Figure 4 showsoVoyager 2 spectrum in the direction of the galactic pole
(RA 194.8, Dec 28._8) compargd to the spectrum in the direction oF the P10
line of sight (RA 73.64, Dec 18.12). The latter spectrum (light p!otted line)
shows a relatively strong spatially diffuse galactic emission longward of 912
A, and a substantially weaker 1216 A line due both to a lower solar source
emission rate and observation across the downstream depletion cavity.
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CHANGES OF LISM CHARACTERISTICS IN THE HELIOSPHERIC INTERFACE
Hartmut W. Ripken and Hans J. Fahr
Institut fur Astrophysik, Universit_t Bonn, F.R. Germany
ABSTRACT
It is possible to deduce LISM properties from observations of interstel-
lar neutral gases in the inner solar system. Parameters accessible by this
method are the interstellar wind vector and the densities and temperatures
of hydrogen and helium, implying also the deduction of the relative abun-
dance ratios and the degree of ionization in the LISM. Direct inference from
observations, for example resonance luminescence measurements of Ly-alpha
and He-58.4 nm radiation, yields values appropriate only for the inner solar
system, i.e. for the regions within the heliopause dominated by the solar
wind plasma.
Particularly the subsonic LISM plasma interface ahead of the heliopause
causes profound changes in the properties of the neutral LISM gas traversing
this region. Mainly p-H charge exchange processes give rise to the destruc-
tion of primary hydrogen and the production of secondary hydrogen atoms, the
net effect being a depletion of the neutral hydrogen component of the LISM
by about 50%.
Details on the depletion mechanisms, the hydrogen and oxygen extinc-
tions, and the consequences for the Ly-alpha resonance luminescence inten-
sity interpretations are presented.
INTRODUCTION
Neutrals penetratingthe region of a perturbedinterstellarplasma flow
along individual dynamical trajectoriescannot be treated as moving under
conservationof total energy and angular momentum,since their collisional
mean free paths in most cases are smallerthan the interfacedimensions.Due
to large charge exchange cross sections,especiallyH and 0 atoms effective-
ly undergo charge exchange collisions with interstellarprotons. This leads
to both destructionof one sort of neutrals and productionof another sort
of neutrals with differentdynamical trajectories.Thus the flow of neutrals
along a specifictrajectorys through the interfaceis not carriedexclusive-
ly by those primary particles that have originally entered the perturbed
region from the unperturbedone. Instead, primary particlesare effectively
removed from the trajectory s via charge exchange processes, and neutrals
belonging to other trajectoriesundergo charge exchange reactions with ions
moving along s at the instantof interaction,thus causinga repopulationof
the trajectory s. In this respect, the primary neutrals on s are gradually,
and in an extended subsonic interfaceentirely,replacedby secondaryparti-
cles.
THE BOLTZMANNFORMULATION
The local change of the velocity distributionfunction f of the neu-
trals is thus defined by the local balance between destructio_and produc-
tion rates. This is adequately formulated in the characteristicsform of
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Boltzmann's integro-differential equation for charge exchange collisions
(see Ripken and Fahr (1983), Eqs. (2), (3), and (5)),
= d3
v____(fn) fi(_,X) f3 fn (!'_n) Vrel (X'V--n)Oex (Vrel) Xn - (i)
- n d3f (r,v) 13 fi (i'_i) Vrel (_'_i) qex (Vrel) _i '
where f. is the ion velocity distribution function, v . is the relativerex
velocit_ between the collision partners, and G is the velocity-dependent
charge exchange cross section. The differential e_ine element ds is measured
along the specific dynamical trajectory s that belongs to the particles with
a velocity v at a place r. The integrations are carried out over the entire
velocity sp_ce. It need_ to be stressed that in this form Eq. (i) fully
incorporates the multiple collision concept and thus represents a complete
treatment of the underlying redistribution effects.
The relative importanceof loss and gain terms critically depends on the
type of species treated, the relevant individual particle velocity _valong
s, and the current position E in the interface. Due to the very small cross
secti_ fo_ charge exchange collisions between He atoms and protons
(2 I0 _- cm- ), charge exchange interactions of interstellar helium atoms in
the pre-heliospheric plasma interface can be neglected. Other helium losses
due to electron impact ionizations and critical velocity effect ionizations
(Petelski et al., 1980) can be disregarded also since sufficient ionization
energies are not available.
This is different for 0 and H atoms that traverse the interface. In
these cases the relevant cross sections f_cha_ge exchange (O-H+, H-H+) are
much larger (i.e. of the order of i0-_ cm ). For 0 atoms the charge
exchange collisions with protons only represent a loss process_ whereas 0
atom gains only result from charge exchange collisions between O- interface-
ions and H or 0 atoms. Assuming a cosmic abundance of 0 atoms and a degree
of ionization comparable to that of interstellar hydrogen, (N_/N,,)__
(N^ /N^)_, and realizing that production processes are predominantly_pr_por-
,.U+ .U.
_1onal _o N , one can only expect loss processes for 0 atoms. Therefore the
depletion o_ 0 atoms during the traversal of the heliospheric interface
region is much larger than that of H atoms. The different elemental
depletions can qualitatively be extracted from Fig. i (O atom depletion:
corresponding to curve B, H atom depletion: curve A). In addition, at any
given specific position in the 0 atom velocity space the local production
and loss rates are greatly disbalanced, thus causing pronounced changes in
the strongly depleted 0 atom velocity distribution function f .o
Changes of the H atom velocity distribution function f. are predominant-M
ly caused by charge exchange collisions between H atoms and protons. The
resulting changes of f lead to a H _tom depletion factor of_0.45. Thus, for
values of ND_H3--._ O.O135 cm-_ and NH_ = 0.1105 cm--, at the solarboundary
wind shock NH = 0.05 cm is realized, with a corresponding hydrogen tempera-
ture increase of 10%.
PRODUCTIONAND LOSS PROCESSES
Under thermodynamic equilibrium conditions a detailed balance exists
between collisional losses and gains for each cell in velocity space_ i.e.
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Figure I: Hydrogen extinction EXT
_T
as a function of the asymptotic
I- cBc/--/ LISM proton density N _ Curve A:
08-___ calculated including _oth produc-
tion and loss terms; curve B: cal-
o.6- culated using only loss terms,
with G = q (v .); curve __
o.,- sa_e ase_,bu%Xwi%%± a = 6 i0 --
0z cm . ex
o o._ Q_Io._Iso._2o.d2so._3o_3s.o6_N_E_'j
df/ds = O. Such an equilibrium state can be adopted between ions and
neutrals in the unperturbed interstellarmedium far ahead of the hello-
sphere. However, in the region where the interstellar plasma flow approaches
the heliosphere and becomes hydrodynamically perturbed and deflected around
the impermeable heliospheric obstacle, a non-equilibriumbetween neutrals
and ions is built up because the dynamicalcoupling of the two species is
only very weak. The ion distribution function f., due to the action of
el_ctromag_eticforces and plasma waves, drasticallychanges over the last
I0- to i0- AU ahead of the heliosphere,whereas the neutral distribution
function cannot fully adapt to these rapidly varying ion conditions and
attains an intermediate state.
A note concerning the balance of H atom production and loss terms and
the method of calculation is in order here. For an extended subsonic
interface like that proposed by Parker (1963) a solution of the form
s Vre1
f (s) = f (s_) exp ( - I _ _ N ds) (2)
n n s v ex p
obtained from Eq. (I) when neglecting the production term is entirely
unrealistic since no reasonable upper limit for s_ can be defined. Thus for
s_ . _ the function f and thus also NH would systematicallytend towards
zero. This is due tonthe fact that even in the unperturbed plasma regions
the loss processes do not drop to zero. Nevertheless,in the unperturbed
region these loss processes are completely compensated by gain processes,
and f remains unchanged.
_he importance of treating the production term in Eq. (i) properly is
further emphasized when considering Fig. i. Curve B shows the extinction
EXT = 1 - N../No.ofM t_ versus proton density N in the interface, calculated underneglect production term (i.e_ using a formula of the type
N _ i- exp(-T)). This yields absolutely unrealistic values of the extinc-
tion. In contrast, inclusion of particle gain processes leads to the
realistic curve A. This curve is not derivable under "forward scattering" or
"destruction"_ concepts employing depletion factor expressions of
(i + <l-x>W) -I (Wallis, 1984) or exp(-T).
An interesting consequence of the interface-related H-atoms depletion
is a revised form of how the unperturbed interstellar hydrogen densities NH_
correlate with the interplanetary Ly-alpha resonance luminescence intens_-
ties. In the earlier theory, reviewed for instance by Thomas (1978), a
3O
=up Figure 2: Upwind Ly-alpha resonance lu-
(m minescence intensities versus asympto-
tic hydrogen density NH_. Curve A:
500- "Classical" dependence wlthout inter-
face extinction; curve B: with inter-
4o0. face extinction, and constant N ;
curve C: with interface extinction,
using (N. +N ) = const; curve D: self-
consistentp_ interface of Baranov
(1981), using only loss processes.
Curves A, B, and C use as a reference
point the interplanetary Ly-alpha ob-
0 servationsof Bertaux et al. (1976).
0 0.04 0.08 0.12 N.= (c_ _)
linear relation between the upwind Ly-alpha intensity I and the unper-
turbed hydrogen density NH_ was expected (curve A in Fig.u_). In the model
of Ripken and Fahr (1983), a strongly varying nonlinear relation is found
N o_s)s employed in the
(curve C) due to the boundary value (N.= + = i0 NHe =
model. Baranov (1981), though only trea_ing processes, has calculated
the resulting interface configuration in the two-shock approach self-consist-
ently. In this case a different nonlinear relation of Iup and NH_ , shown in
curve D, was obtained.
A rigorous treatment of both loss and gain processes, leading to the
"luminosity-hydrogen density" relationshi p characterized by curve C, sug-
gests that observed upwind Ly-alpha intensities strongly depend on the
actual interstellar hydrogen density N. , and that the possible range ofM=
the densities NH.= is narrowed down considerably as compared to the conven-
tional solution zn curve A. On the other hand, due to the steepness of curve
C, an observational inaccuracy in I (e.g. by about + 50 R) only leads to
• U
small differences i_ the derived in_erstellar hydrogen densities NH_ (e.g.
by about + 0.002 cm ).
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BROADENING OF THE INTERPLANETARYHELIUM CONE STRUCTUREDUE TO ELASTIC
COLLISIONSOF LISM HELIUM ATOMS WITH SOLAR WIND IONS.
+
Hans J. Fahr, Hans U. Nass and Daniel Rucinski
+ Institutfur Astrophysikder Universit_tBonn and
Space Research Centerof Polish Academyof Sciences,Warsaw
ABSTRACT
Neutral interstellar particles penetrating into the heliosphere,be-
sides being subject there to specificloss processes,suffer elastic collisi-
ons with KeV-solar wind ions. The momentum transfer to the neutrals connec-
ted with these collisions leads to a loss of angular momentum with respect
to the sun and to a fractionalcompensationof the effectivesolar gravity.
The dynamical particle trajectories hence are changed into non-Keplerians
leading to density and temperaturedistributionsdifferingfrom those calcu-
lated in the past. This is found from a solutionof the Boltzmann equation
that linearizes the effect of this additionalforce. It is shown here that
the HeI-584A resonanceglow of the heliospherichelium cone lead to substan-
tially lower interstellarhelium temperaturesif re-interpretedon the basis
of this revised theory. These temperaturesnow seem to be in accordancewith
the derivedtemperaturesfor interstellarhydrogen.
INTRODUCTION
The problem of an LISM diagnosticsbased on interplanetaryresonance
glow interpretationsis closely connectedwith the modellingof the penetra-
tion of neutral interstellargases into the inner regions of the hello-
sphere, where they are resonantly excitedby the solar radiationfield. This
modellingwas done up to now taking into accountonly the effectsof the net
solar gravity and specific loss processes. There is, however, a definite
need to consider also the effect of elasticcollisionsbetween interstellar
neutrals and solar wind ion species, because, as shown by Fahr, Nass,
Rucinski (1984), these substantiallymodify the LISM density structure in
the heliosphere.
The virtue of elastic collisionsto transferspecificamounts of energy
to the neutrals, and thus to increase the mean velocity dispersionof their
local velocity distribution function, had already been appreciated in a
series of papers in the past (Fahr, 1974, Fahr and Lay, 1974, Wallis, 1975,
Holzer, 1977, Fahr, 1978, Wu and Judge, 1978, Hassan and Wallis, 1983, Kunc
et al., 1983). However, it was noticed only recently (Fahr, Nass, Rucinski,
1984) that due to these collisions also a linear momentum transfer to the
neutrals takes place which results in a "drag-like"force of non-negligible
magnitude operating into the direction of the relativevelocityv . between; --re±
a neutral and the solar wind bulk flow. The individual interaction is
connectedwith the Coulomb field of the ion and the electricmultipolefield
of the polarizedatomic shell of the neutral.
In this context the "drag-like"force resultsfrom the averagingeffect
of many distant elastic collisions that one neutralundergoessimultaneously
with a statisticallyrelevant sample of solar wind ions passing over it per
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unit of time. Each individual collision, when considered as a separate
event, would turn the relative velocity v . of the collision partners
-r_ . esaround their center-of-mass-velocity [ by specific angl X,_ as illustrated
in Figure i. _e to the homogeneity of the solar wind flow over a Debye
length 1D (i0 cm!) this results in a cancellation of velocity changes
perpendicular to v ., but leads to a systematic change of the neutral
particle velocity,-_%hivalent with the action of a force in the direction
ZreI "
Fig. i: Schematic illustration
in velocit_ space of velocity
_-_-% changes A V. of the neutral
species j e_astically colliding
with solar wind ion species of
velocity V..1
This force can be calculated from the following formula (Fahr, Nass,
Rucinski, 1984):
1D
(i) Fv(r'v) = niVrel _ij Vrel o_ (1-coaX) 2z Pel(X)dPel (X)
where n. is the density of the solar wind ion species, _.. is the reduced
mass oflthe collision partners, and p_. is the collisional 1_mpact parameter.
The two components of the above force,_ the radial component, F_v,r, and the
latitudinal one, F yield the following ratio:
--v,P'
i0-I(2) F JF v =v, ,r Vrel' P /Vrel,r %
It turns out that for helium 30 percent of the gravity is compensated by
F , whereas for hydrogen even a full compensation of gravity can be
-v r
established.
The joint influence of these two drag force components on the neutral
atom velocity distribution function cannot be disentangled." Nevertheless,
for clarifying purposes, their pinciple effects may be described separately:
i) The component F partly compensates solar gravity leading to particle
--v r
trajectories that ar4 less curved towards the sun. This would cause smaller
helium cone densities, but no change of the half angle of the density cone,
as is made evident in the Feldman-formula for this angle (Feldman et al.,
1972).
2) The component F leads to an angular momentum loss of neutrals with
-v,P
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respect to the sun. Hence neutrals would be forced to move along trajecto-
ries with a stronger inclination towards the sun. A continuous change from a
hyperbolic into elliptic Keplerians is occuring, even enabling a capture of
interstellar neutrals into bound orbits. In an isolated consideration of
this latter effect on LISM helium, an _ncrease of the helium cone densities
is obtained, even overcompensating the density decrease due to the first
effect. Furthermore a broadening of the density structure of the helium
cone, i.e. an increase of the cone angle, is caused.
It is clear that only the combined influence of the two drag force
components on the velocity distribution function is worthwhile to be trea-
ted. This kinetic theory for particles moving under gravity- and drag-forces
has been developed by Fahr, Nass, Rucinski (1984) as solutions of an
appropriate Boltzmann equation, where use had been made of the solution
f (r,v) known for the simpler problem of sole gravitational forces. The
0 --
local neutral atom density then is represented by
(3) n(r) = n (r) (i + _n(r))
where _n(r) is the relative change of the local density with respect to the
density n (r), obtained from f (r,v) as the first velocity moment. The
density n _r) has to be considered as the conventlonal LISM model denslty in
0 _ . , .
the heliosphere used in the up-to-now model flts for the observed Interplane-
tary EUV resonance glow intensities. In the following we shall give results
of an application of our theory to interstellar helium.
In Figure 2 we have given a contour plot of _n(_) in a plane containing
the sun and the interstellar wind vector [_. It can be seen that the
relative helium density changes with respect to n (r) are of inferior
0 --
importance on the upwind side, whereas appreciable values are attained on
the downwind side, especially pronounced at regions _40 ° apart of the
downwind axis, i.e. at regions flanking the conventional helium density
cone. This is especially evident from Figure 3 where _n(r=3AU) is shown for
different interstellar helium temperatures.
Figure 4 now displays the total helium density n(r) obtained with
formula (3) at a constant solar distance of r = 3AU versus the angle 8 from
the downwind axis. The lower curve in this figure gives, for comparison,
conventional model densities n (r) that would have been obtained for the
• 0 --
same LISM hellum temperature T.. =i0 K. As is evident in a comparison of
M
these two curves the n -density _ructure yields lower helium densities at
0
the downwind axis and a smaller cone angle. In order to fit the helium
density profile, a i0 percent increase of the LISM helium density and an
increase of the LISM helium temperatures by 4000 K had to be applied to the
conventional theory. This effectively means that the realistic density struc-
ture described by the formula (3) would give rise to the deduction of
substantially too high helium temperatures T_ if interpreted with the helpMe
of the conventional model approaches. Since the effect raised here is of
importance only for neutrals that reach the downwind side at relatively
small solar distances r < 3AU, we believe that this leads to a mis-deriva-
tion of temperatures only for helium, but not for hydrogen. Therefore we
conclude that the up-to-now outstanding problem of helium and hydrogen
showing up in the heliosphere as gases of drastically different temperatures
is breught to a satisfactory solution.
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Fig. 2: Contour plot 6n([)=const Fi8. 3: The relative helium density
showing curves of equal relative enhancement 6n(r=3_i,e)for both
helium density enhancementin a cir- _o=l'lO-Kand T_=2"IOK is shown ver-
cumsolar plane containing the inter- sus the angle e at a constant solar
stellar wind vector V_ The solar distanceof 3 AU.
distance r and the angle @ have been
used as coordinates in this plane.
The unperturbed interstellarhelium
temperature is taken to be
T_=I.IO-K. (For solar data used,
see: Fahr, Nass, Rucinski, 1984).-
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Fig. a: The unperturbed
densities n (r) and per-
0 -- _..
turbed denslties n(_r) in
the downwind cone region
are shown versus the angle-
w
% 8 at a constant solar dis-
tance of 3 AU. All densi-
ties are normalized with
the helium density at
large solar distances, n_.
For comparison, the dashed
curves give solutions for!
.-- unperturbed densities n
which yield on the down 0
wind axis a density that
i ^:ts identical to
but which be-
long to elevated interstel-
lar helium temperatures
T " The solid lines, are
ou" 4
calculatedfor T_=I"I0 K.
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ABSTRACT
Previous published absorption line studies performed at ultraviolet and
visual wavelengths are combined with new ultraviolet data in order to map out
the distribution of HI within 150 pc of the Sun. Newly presented data for
distances less than 50 pc further support the local cloud model as presented
by Bruhweiler (1982). The Sun is embedded, near the edge of a diffuse cloud
with total column density of 2 x 1019 cm-2. Most observed directions within
50 pc away from the cloud body reveal trace amounts of gas (N_HI) _ 1018
cm-2) presumably arising in the outer skin of the local cloud. At greater
distances (50 _ d _ 150 pc) most directions show significant absorption with
N(HI)>I019 cm--. Two directions, one toward the northern galactic pole
(NGP), the other toward 8 CMa exhibit unusually low HI column densities out
to distances of 150-200 pc. However, substantial amounts of gas, N(HI) >
1019 cm-2, are seen toward the NGP at greater distances. Theoimplications
of these results on astronomy at wavelengths shortward of 912A are discussed.
i. INTRODUCTION
We shall here concentrate upon reviewing interstellar absorption line
data for lines-of-sight _ 150 pc in the local interstellar medium (LISM)
acquired at both visual and ultraviolet wavelengths. We will, first, develop
a coherent picture for the distribution of neutral hydrogen within the
proximity of the Sun, then we will expand this picture, as revealed through
interstellar absorption line studies to larger distances. Our principal goal
is to sketch out a "broad brush stroke" picture of the distribution of neutral
H I. By including new ultraviolet results, some of which are still prelim-
inary, and visual interstellar line data, a more detailed morphology of
neutral hydrogen is presented than that presented previously for the local
cloud by Bruhweiler (1982) and by Frisch and York (1983) for longer
distances.
One of the initial principal reasons for studying the LISM was to prose
the so-called "intercloud medium" (ICM). Naturally, only by sampling short
lines-of-sight can we hope to examine the typical volume element of the ICM
and avoid the unwanted contamination of cloud complexes and H II regions.
Our preceptions of the ICM changed dramatically when ultraviolet observ-
ations using the Copernicus satellite revealed the ubiquitous presence of
interstellar 0 VI toward 0 and B stars (Jenkins and Meloy 1974). Instead of
a warm ICM with T _ I0,000 K and n-0.1 cm-3, these observations wer_ strong
evidence for pervasive, hot (T_IO 5 - I06K), low density (n_lO-2-10 - cm-3)
component (or substrate) to the ISM. This conclusion is valid and regardless
of whether the 0VI predominately arises in cloud interfaces (McKee and Cowie
1977) or in the pervasive hot substrate. Positive 0 VI detections in four
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thatN I column densitiescorrelateextremelywell with those of H I and is
typicallydeletedby only 0.15 dex where log (N(NI)/N(HI+ 2H2)) = -4.21.
Of five white dwarfs sampledwith parallaxesindicatingdistancesless
than 50 pc, all yield N(H I)_1018cm-2 and clearlyindicatea dropoffin
_HI for longerllnes-of-slght. The values of n(H I) ranged from 0.987for
Sirius B (2.7pc), the closestwhite dwarf studied,to 6 x 10-J cm-j for
GI91-B2B (48 pc), the most distant. These resultsmesh well with previous
Copernicus studiesof Lc in late-typestars,EUV results (Holberget al.
1981a, 1981b),and backscatterlngdata. The dropoff in H I number density
at larger distancesimpliesthat the Sun is embedded in a cloud with a
spatialextent of 3-4 pc in the directionsstudied.
B. Mg II toward nearby A and B stars.
Ultraviolet observations of interstellar Mg II in nearby A and B stars
has also been used to trace out the distribution of neutral gas about the
Sun. Both Copernicus and the IUE have been used to observe the interstellar
lines of the Mg II resonance doublet at 2800 A as seen superimposed upon
rotationally broadened corresponding stellar features in these stars (Kondo
et al. 1978; Morgan et al. 1978; Frisch 1981; Bruhweiler and Kondo 1982b;
Bruhweiler et al. 1984). Analysis of high quality Mg II data, where the
doublet ratios can adequately define the Mg II curve of growth, provide
important constraints on the distribution of this ion. We emphasize that
high quality data are essential since Mg II lines in some lines-of-sight
are approaching saturation. The Mg II distribution about the Sun is defi-
nitely not uniform. In particular, Mg II lines toward c Leo (25 pc) lie
close to the linear portion of the curve of growth, while c Gru (20 pc) in
the opposite direction in the sky yields N(Mg II) = 6x 10+13 cm-2, a
column density an order of magnitude larger (Bruhweiler et al. 1984; also
elsewhere in these proceedings).
Estimates of neutral hydrogen column densities based upon Copernicus
data (York 1976) are available for two early-type B stars within 50 pc.
From the lines of S II, which is like N I and relatively undepleted in the
ISM. York found N (H I) = 7 x i0 +17 cm-2 for n UMa (50 pc) and (0.8-1.6) x
i0+19 cm-2 for c Gru (20 pc). Since these stars also have measured Mg II
column densities, we can combine these results with the H I column densities
for white dwarfs, which are toward other nearby stars with well-measured
Mg II column densities, to determine the depletion of magnesium in the gas
of the local cloud. We, then, infer that magnesium is depleted by only
0.7 ± 0.2 dex in the gas of the local cloud (Bruhweiler et al. 1984). Based
upon this Mg depletion we find that the Mg II results of other A and B stars,
o IIwithin 50 pc, in the general direction f 1 = OF imply N(H I) = (i- 2) x
1019 cm-2. Directions away from the galactic center indicate N(H I)<_lOl8cm-2.
The above combined data indicate that the Sun is embedded in, and near
the edge of, a rather diffuse cloud with a total column density of 2 x 10+19
cm-2. Interstellar polarization data are also interpreted as supporting
this conclusion. A study of stars within 35 pc by Tinbergen (1982) shows
detectable polarization only for stars within 20 pc in small "patch" with
30 - 60° total extent located near 1 = 5@, b = -20 °. This patch coincides
remarkably well with the bulk of the local cloud as delineated by the
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stars with distances _ I00 pc also shows that this component is quite local.
This suggested that the typical volume element in the LISM was xepresent-
atlve of the hot interstellar substrate.
Studies of the LISM have been elevated to new levels of importance with
current plans and discussions about spaceborne observatories with capab-
ilities of sampling wavelength regions shortward of the Lyman limit
(_ < 912A). Even trace amounts of absorbing gas could greatly attentuate
the radiation from any potential source at these wavelengths. For example,
a H I column density of only 1018 cm-2 corresponds to optical depths of
6.7 and i at the Lyman limit and just longward of the ionization edge of
He I (504 A), respectively.
II. Distribution of Gas within 5 pc.
Interstellar absorption line studies for llnes-of-slght within 5 pc
have been, for the most part, limited to studying H I La absorption super-
imposed upon chromospheric emission profiles in late-type stars (Anderson
et al. 1978; McClintock et al. 1978; and references therein). There is a
large degree of uncertainty in the derived H I column density estimates,
since these results are very sensitive to profile modeling and the broadening
parameter (b). Yet, these results, as a whole, are in relatively good agree-
ment with the H I L_ and He I backscattering results (Bertaux et al. 1976;
Weller and Meier 1981) and these combined results indicate that the immediate
vicinity of the Sun has a average neutral hydrogen number density,
0.04-0.1 cm-3. It is important to mention that toe most distant late-type
star studied, HR 1099 (33 pc), yielded a very low n-_-_= 0.005 cm -3
(Anderson and Weiler 1978), possibly signifying a dropoff in _ at larger
distances.
III. The LISM within 50 pc
A. Ultraviolet observations of nearby hot white dwarfs.
The almost featureless spectra of hot white dwarfs make them ideal
backdrops to probe the LISM. Indeed, a serious attempt, within the last
few years, has been made to utilize the International Ultraviolet Explorer
(IUE) to investigate the interstellar lines in these objects. So far,
results on five white dwarfs have appeared in the literature (Bruhweiler
and Kondo 1981, 1982; Dupree and Raymond 1982), and £urther detailed results
of other nearby white dwarfs should soon follow. The interstellar species
detected in the IUE spectra of these white dwarfs include C II, N I, 0 I,
Si II, Fe II, Mg II, and possibly Si III in one llne of sight. Interstellar
H I is superimposed upon the white dwarf stellar prefiles and is unuseable
for a direct determination of the H I column density. Thus, we must rely on
estimates derived from lines of heavier atomic species.
A good estimate of N(H I) can be derived using the IUE from the N I
triplet near 1200 A. Like H I, N I is neutral with an ionization potential
(14.5 eV) not too different from that of hydrogen. More importantly,
nitrogen appears to exhibit little or no depletion in the interstellar
medium. A review of N I and H I Copernicus data by Ferlet (lqSl) shows
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Figure I. H I Column Densities Toward Stars with d _50 pc.
The stars with derived H I column densities are displayed in
LEGEND galactic coordinates. The star names are given, and their dis-
tances in parsecs are indicated in parentheses. Most stars
Loc._.,>=s,. ,92o2o-2,_2, with small symbolshave N(H I)_i018cm-2. The stars,_UMa and
D_CT.,,,_^S._._.T<COPE_._CUS>. • • • 40 Eri B, have N(H 1)<1018cm-2. The white dwarf,HDI49499B,
o,_c_.__^_._._.Tco^o-,_ ® ® has N(H I)_4xl018cm -2. The stars delineating the local cloud
,._._o.,_._o^_> , • have N(H l)--l-2xl019cm-2, although the path to_Oph may be
,._D. __,_._Lo^_ [] [] higher. (Note: The column density estimates come from refer-
ences cited in text, Results different from published results,
such as HDI49499B, reflect more complete data. Additional
data come from Bruhweiler and Kondo(to be published).
ultraviolet absorption line studies (See Figure i).
IV. The LISM At Greater Distances: 50 pc< d_ 150 pc.
At ultraviolet wavelengths, perhaps the most extensively analyzed lines-
of sight in the LISM, are thos toward _ Vir (88 pc; 1 = 316 ° b = 51°) and
Sco (105 pc; 1 = 352 °, b = -2 °) (York and Kinahan 1979; York 1983). The
Copernicus data for _ Vir indicate N(H I) = 10+19 cm-2 with probably an equal
amount in H II. Both the neutral and ionized regions have the same velocity
within 2 km s-1, and could be in the proximity of e Vir. Although we can
not rule out the possibility that the local cloud intersects the path to
Vir, thereby giving rise to the observed 10+19 cm-2 of H I.
Detailed profile fitting of Copernicus data reveal possibly five
different interstellar velocity components toward % Sco. Yet, the over-
whelming bulk of the H I (1.7 x 10+19 cm-2) is in a component at -32 km s-I.
Since % Sco lies behind the body of the local cloud and the -32 km s-I radial
velocity is in accord with what is expected from the local interstellar wind,
this component, most assuredly, arises in the local cloud. Comparison of
the b-values for various ions indicates that this component is warm, with
T _ 10+4 K. Indeed, recent observations of Mg I and Mg II in the local cloud
also supports this conclusion (Bruhweiler et al. 1984). All the other
velocity components appear to be significantly ionized and only one has
significant column density (log N(H II) = 18.5-19.3). These components must
lie beyond the local cloud.
Interstellar 0 VI is seen in both _ Vir and % Sco and is most likely
formed in thermal conduction fronts associated with the larger column density
velocity components.
The Copernicus survey of Bohlin, Savage, and Drake (1978) has proved to
be an important source of direct measurements of H I column density toward
stars in the distance interval 50-150 pc. These H I measurements were
supplemented with those determined from OAO-2 data (Savage and Jenkins 1972).
Of the 35 stars in common in these two data, the derived H I column densities
were in good agreement, generall well within a factor of two. We have
combined these UV data with preliminary inferred H I column densities for
several hot white dwarfs by Bruhweiler and Kondo in order to more fully map
out the H I distribution away from the galactic plane (See Figure 2).
Up to this point, we have not made use of interstellar line studies
undertaken at visual wavelengths. The reason for this is that many lines-
of-sight within 50 pc exhibit only small traces of absorbing gas withN(H I)
< 2x 10+19 em -2, which has gone undetected in published studies at visual
wavelengths. The IUE and Copernicus have demonstrated the ability to detect
interstellar features of species of abundant, relatively undepleted elements
corresponding to H I column densities of a few times 10+17 cm-2. Published
results for studies undertaken at visual wavelengths indicate detectable
amounts of Ca II, Ti II, K I, and Na I in directions where the H I column
density is a few times 10+19 cm-2 (Stokes 1978). Although improved detectors
mated with large ground-based telescopes should, in the future, provide
smaller detection limits for these species, and more information on
directions with lower column density.
Despite the problems for the directions displaying the lowest H I
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column densities,very high-slgnal-to-noise,high-resolutiondata exist for
the visual interstellarlines seen towardmany of the early-typestars in the
LISM (Stokes1978;Albert 1983; Hobbs 1978 ; Marshalland Hobbs 1972; Hobbs
1969; and referencescited therin). These high qualitydata often show
multiple velocity components in the interstellar gas in the same line-of-
sight.
We wish to use the present high signal-to-noise and high-resolution
visual data to again, further supplement the ultraviolet data in deriving
a more complete map for the H I distribution in the LISM. First, however,
we need to calibrate these data with the derived H I column densities
obtained at ultraviolet wavelengths. All the visually observed interstellar
species in the LISM show some depletion. Moreover, the elemental depletions
appear to be variable and seem to be much lower in the low column density
clouds of the LISM than in the much longer, higher column density lines-of-
sight (York and Kinahan 1979; Hobbs 1978; Bruhweiler and Kondo 1982; York
1983). Therefore, we have taken the average of the relative abundance of
Ca II/H I toward o Sgr and _ Vir along with the N(NaI)-N(H I) relation
inferred from Hobbs (1978) to obtain estimates or the H I column densities
when visual data are only available. We notice a possible tendency for the
Na I to give a too high H I column density for stars near to = Vir in the
sky and also toward _ Oph (20 pc). The Ca II and Na I data indicate N(H I) =
6 x 10+19 cm-2 toward _ Oph. (See also Frisch 1981). However, we consider
this as an upper limit based upon the non-detection of cloud shadows with
N(H) > 5 x i0+19 cm-2 in the soft X-ray background in this direction (Fried
et al. 1980). We emphasize that it has been long known that the N(Ca II)/
N(Na I) ratio can vary dramatically in the ISM. Higher ratios are usually
associated with higher velocity gas (shocks), although lower depletions in
lower column density clouds might also be expected for both species. In
short, our approximation of the H I column densities, based upon Ca II, may
be lower limits for higher column density lines-of-sight.
The nearest substantial amount of gas not associated with the local
cloud may lie toward _Cyg_i(50 ph) Twhere the NalI column density given by
Stokes (1978) Implies log N(H)=20.3. On the other hand, the observed Ca II
features imply N(H) = i.i x 1019 cm-2. The foreground white dwarf, W1346
(15 pc), in this direction exhibits an extremely low column density, log
N(H I) = 18.0, which probably arises entirely from the outer skin of the
local cloud in which the Sun is embedded. We conclude that the bulk of the
observed gas toward _ Cyg must reside at greater distances than W1346.
We now turn our discussion to the regions of high column density reveal-
ed by the interstellar lines studies as displayed in figure 2.
We, first, point out a region of large column density with N(H) = 10+21
cm-2 in the constellations Scorpius and Ophiucus (340°<1<30°; 0<d<30) °.
This region is behind the local cloud. Both the Copernicus data for _ Sco
and soft X-ray indicate this complex is not near, but is at distances greater
than i00 pc.
Ultraviolet and visual data ihd_cate absorbing gas with N(H) = 1019 -
1020 cm-2 to higher galactic longitudes and latitudes from the gas complex
seen in Scorpus and 0phicus. The stars, 85 Vir, 69 Leo, and _ Vir, all with
distances on the order of 85 pc show evidence of this gas. This gas may also
be linked to that seen in Centaurus as delineated by 0A0-2 data in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. H I Column Densities Toward Stars with 50_150 pc.
(See caption for Fig.l) Most directions exhibit N(H 1)>1019
LEGEND cm-2. Two regions,with N(H I) on the order of 1018 cm-2
_oc,(. t): .=_, .,-,o ,o-,_ _,,, (_ C_a) or less(GD 153 and HZ 43 toward the NGP), are indicated.
D,.,CT., .,^,u,_.,.,(co,,,,t=us) . • • • Stars at greater distances toward the NGP reveal significant
D,,,c,., .,.u,_.,,,(o,o-,> ® <_ amounts, N(H I)> 1019 cm-2 (See text.). A low column density
measurement for the white dwarf, 2111+49, seems in conflict
tI_F[ItlED A [(UV DATA) • •
,,r,_tD,_ (vzsuA,0ATA) [] [] with that of 6 Cyg, a few degrees away in the sky. Yet,
uncertianties in distances may make 2111+49 llke W1346(Fig. I),
a foreground object to 5 Cyg. The column density measured for
Sco is probably mostly due to the local cloud, which extends
no further than 20 pc from the Sun.(Again, see Fig.l.)
Currently, there is no information for stars with shorter pathlengths in this
general direction. Thus, we also can not rule out the possibility that some
of the observed H I originated in the local cloud. Yet, the absence of soft
X-ray cloud shadows in this direction indicates that this gas is at much
larger distances.
The Copernicus data reveal what appears to be a low column density hole
where N(H I)< a few times 1018 cm-2 extending to distances of at least 200 pc
in the direction of 8 CMA and _ CMa (Bohlin et al. 1978; Bruhweiler and Kondo
1981; Frisch and York 1983). The IUE and EUV data also indicate another hole
where N(H I) < 1018 cm-2 up to distances of 100-150 pc toward the north
galactic pole (NGP). Evidences for this hole comes from the ultraviolet and
EUV data for HZ 43(62 pc), qUMa (50 pc), GD 153 (100-150 pc) and possibly the
visual data for 32 LMi (170 pc).
Near i05 ° <i<200 ° and -30°<d< 0°, stars in Taurus, including the
Pleadies, and in Perse_ indicate a large complex of gas with hydrogen
column densities of i0_ cm-=
Another patch of significant absorption can be found in Pegasus (i_90 °
d=5_°). Both _ Peg and 58 Peg at distances of 160 pc indicate N(H)= i02U '
cm . This gas could be an extension of the complex seen in Taurus and
Perseus. Weak or non-detectable features in # Aqr (140 pc) could indicate
that this gas complex does not extend to more southerly galactic latitudes.
Comparisons with the interstellar reddening results within i00 pc of
Perry, Johnston, and Crawford (1982) based upon Str_mgren photometry of stars
accessible from the northern hemisphere, show good agreement. Notable
reddening is only seen in stars with distances greater than 75 pc. This
implies that gas complexes with column densities greater than 1020 cm-2
must lie at distances > 75 pc. The Perry et al. results delineate two
distinct regions. One is a narrow concentrated arc perpendicular to the
galactic plane (30 ° < 1 < 45°,-20 °< d < 45°). The other is a broad
diffuse band near the Milky Way extending from Cepheus through Taurus and
Perseus to Orion (90 ° < i _ 205 °, - 45 < d < 20°).
V. Other Interstellar Absorption Line Results Relevant to the LISM
Some astronomers have voiced hopes of studying the EUV spectra of nearby
extragalactic sources through holes in the neutral hydrogen distribution near
the galactic poles. At first glance, the region of unusually low hydrogen
column density near the NGP in Figure 2 (i.e. toward HZ 43, GD 153, q UMA)
might provide a possible window for extragalactic EUV astronomy. However,
observations of objects at greater distances (d _ 300 pc) at b > 60 ° reveal
significant column densities of neutral hydrogen. Galactic absorption due
to hydrogen at 21-cm has been seen a_ainst the continuum of extragalactic
radio sources indicating N(H I) _ 1020 cm-2. Also, IUE data for hot stars,
especially Feige 86 (1=48 °, b=79 ° and HZ 44 (1=8_°, b=79 °) show that neutral
hydrogen column densities are at least I0lq cm-z in these directions. We
can not completely rule out the possibility of a substantial hole in the H I
distribution toward the NGP. Nonetheless, if a hole exists, its angular size
must be quite small. Initial inspection of the 21-cm maps for the polar
regions (Burnstein and Heiles 1982) indicate that the chances of finding a
hole toward the SGP seems less promising than toward the NGP. Further
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studies of the ISM especially toward the SGP are needed to determine the
feasibility of doing EUV extragalactic astronomy.
Vl. Summary
We have attempted from the ultraviolet and visual interstellar absorp-
tion data, to present a picture of the distribution of the neutral hydrogen
within 150 pc of the Sun. We will briefly summarize these results for the
two distance intervals, d_50 pc and 50_ d_150 pc.
A. Distances less than 50 pc.
i. The Sun is embedded in and near the edge of a rather diffuse cloud
with a total column density of (1-2) x 10+19 cm-2 where the H I particle
density near the Sun is 0.04 - 0.I cm-3
ii. The bulk of the cloud can be found toward the galactic center
direction over the galactic latitude interval 25° >d >-70 °. (Figure I)
Yet the actual spatial extent of the cloud still needs to be better
defined.
iii. The backscattering data for H I Le and He I 584, the observed
N(Mg II)/N(mg I) ratios, _nd derived b-values indicate that the local
cloud is warm with T _ i0_ K. Although, cooler regions seem to exist
(i.e. toward _ PsA; Bruhweiler and Kondo 1982b, Bruhweiler et al. 1984).
iv. Most directions away from the body of the cloud, which sample only
the outer skin of the cloud, indicate rather low H I column densities,
on the order of 1018 cm-2.
v. The dropoff in H I particle density toward larger distances and the
lack of shadows in the soft X-ray background indicate that the local
is surrounded by the pervasive, hot i0U K, substrate.
B. The interval 50 _ d _ 150 pc.
i. Significant amounts, N(H I) _ 1019 cm-2, of gas are found in most
directions toward stars with distances greater than 75 pc.
ii. There are two regions, one in the direction of the NGP extending at
least i00 - 150 pc, the other in the plane in the direction of 8 CMa,
which have very low H I column density with N(H I) _ 1018 cm-2.
iii. The presence of extended regions exhibiting very low H I column
density indicate very long mean pathlengths between clouds, much longer
than the 12 pc between cloudlets as in the model of McKee and Ostriker
(1977). The general picture outlined by McKee and Ostriker may still be
valid, but the interstellar absorption line studies of the LISM imply
larger, more sparsely spaced clouds.
If the evolution of supershells (Bruhweiler et al. 1980; Tomisaka et al.
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1980) play a significant role in the ISM, then stellar winds and the super-
novae from massive stars in OB associations could efficiently evaporate
away small clouds and also sweep away the clouds from the central regions of
the supershells. This could account for the observed sparse distribution of
cloudlets in the LISM.
It is worthwhile to compare these results with the H 1 21-cm maps of
Colomb et al. (1979). The two large predominant structures, Loop I and the
Loop II-III complex, which are centered at galactic ]ong_tude 15 ° and i_5 °,
are found within 150 pc (Spoelstra 1973). These structures could have been
formed by supernovae and/or stellar winds (Develaar 1981; Weaver 1978).
Estimates indicate that the Sun lles within 130 pc of the center of the
115 pc radius Loop I. This position along with the general direction of the
interstellar wind (Weller and Meier 1981; Crutcher 1982) suggests that the
local cloud to be a possible shell fragment of the Loop I structure.
In the future, hlgh-resolutlon, high slgnal-to-nolse observatlons with
the Hubble Space Telescope and ground-based telescopes should not only
provide a clearer picture of the morphology of the LISM, but also a better
understanding of the physical processes occurring in both the local and
general ISM.
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Synthesis of Data on the Local Interstellar Medium
Donald G. York* and Priscilla C. Frisch
Department of Astronomy and Astrophysics
University of Chicago
I. Introduction
During this workshop, a considerable amount of data was presented, some
refined versions of earlier results and some entirely new. While no com-
pletely definite picture of the local interstellar medium can be presented
yet, some general conclusions can be drawn. We attempt to draw together the
most relevant data in Section III. Some new UV results are collated with
published results to help state the physical properties of the gas. A mor-
phological view of the local medium is given in Section III. We confine
ourselves to the region within i00 pc with the caveat that the distance of
much of the material under discussion is poorly known.
II. Data on the Local Interstellar Medium
A) Neutral Hydrogen (T<I04 °K)
Two views of the distribution of neutral hydrogen near the Sun can be
derived from observations. First, large scale features in 21 cm all sky maps
show high latitude loops and extensions above the galactic plane (Cleary et
al. 1979). These loops form one or two "shells" roughly centered on the
sight-line to the Sco-Oph association and known as "Loop I" or the "Sco-Oph
Bubble" (Berkhuijsen et al. 1971, Weaver 1979). From 21 cm line widths, the
• < Oshell gas materlal has T 400 K (Heiles 1982) and it is observed when N(HI)>
5 x 1019 cm-2. Studies of Nal absorption at the known velocity of specific
filaments show that much of the material in Loop I is within i00 pc of the
Sun (Frisch and York, this volume). Polarization studies (Mathewson and Ford
1970) confirm that interstellar dust with polarization vectors aligned along
the Loop I shell is evident in stars from 50-100 pc from the Sun. This dust
also shows up directly on i00 _ IRAS maps as elongated dust structures (or
"cirrus") along the shell. The observations of nearby dust by Knude (this
volume) and Perry and Johnson (1982), as well as nearby small CO clouds
(Blitz this volume), may also sample some of this shell material. The mag-
netic field threading the shell has B~6_G (Heiles et al. 1980, Vallee pre-
print).
A second view based on UV observations sensitive to neutral gas with
N(HI)_I0 I? cm-2 was formulated by Frisch and York 1983. Figure 1 shows a
view of a 500 pc region looking down on the plane. Figure 2 shows a i00 pc
region looking at the Sun from 1=270 °, b=0 °. Gas within the shaded contours
is generally cool (T<200 °K), from observations of molecular hydrogen and its
rotational excitation structure (Savage et al. 1977), Spitzer and Morton
*Also a member of the Enrico Fermi Institute
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180"
270" 90"
O"
Figure i: Nearby neutral hydrogen distribution as viewed looking down on the
galactic plane. Contours A, B, C and D correspond to N(H)=0.05, 0.25, 0.5
and 5 x 1019 cm-2, respectively. See Frisch and York (1983) for details.
1.180o I=0n
b.Oo b=Oa
$GP
Figure 2: Same as Figure i, but viewed from 1=270 °, b=0 °.
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1976), observationsof 21 cm llne widths (Crutcher,this volume),and observa-
tions of the hyperflnesplittingof NaI D lines (Bladeset al. 1980).
A warm component of HI is, however, evident in the UV data. Table 1
gives b-values for neutral species in the main neutral velocity components
toward four stars, all of which lie in quadrants III (180° to 270 °) and IV
(270° to 360 °) in Figure i. The components have N(HI)<3 x 1019 cm-2, and,
according to the apparent decrease of line width with nuclear mass T>6000 °K.
The small cloud near the center of Figure 1 may cover a large enough sdlid
angle to explain these warm components toward e Vir, % Sco, and 8 Cen (all at
distances !f00 pc). The Lye and HeI %584 backscattered solar radiation dis-
cussed by several authors in this volume may also be related to this feature.
Table 2 gives some constraints on the size of the HI regions toward the four
stars used in Table I.
Crutcher (1982) summarizes the local NaI observations that show a prefer-
ential direction of motion for gas seen in nearby stars. He concludes all
the data are consistent with a VHC=-28 km s-I flow from the "apparent" upwind
direction 1=25 °, b--+10°, corresponding to VLSR=-I5 km s-I from the "true" (or
LSR) upwind direction 1=345 °, b=-10 °. Table 3 gives, for stars within i00 pc
(or further for low column density paths), the velocity data for UV components
where VHI is the velocity of the dominant HI component and VHII is the veloc-
ity of the dominant HII component. Additional components are readily dis-
cerned from profiles of strong UV lines (York 1983). These are, in _eneral
of mixed ionization, with N(HI + HII) between 1016 cm-2 and 1018 cm-_. The
number of such components and the minimum and maximum velocity found in each
direction are also given. It is apparent that there is a tendency for all
gas components to have more negative velocities in the direction toward the
galactic center, more positive velocities away from it. On the other hand
the values VHI suggest more negative velocities than either Crutcher's NaI
analysis or the Lye backscatter of solar radiation from neutral interstellar
material within the solar system (e.g., Adams and Frisch 1977, Weller and
Meier 1981, and several papers in this volume) although several star positions
are very close to the true upwind direction. We conclude that there is a
general flow of nearby material, including regions with different physical
properties, originating from a direction near the center of Loop I.
Much more information is potentially available on the details of motions
of neutral gas near the Sun using MgI and MgII observations (Bruhweiler et
al., Beckman et al., de Boer and Lenhart, all in this volume, Vidal Madjar
private communication). However, MgII is formed in both neutral and ionized
gas and the necessary detailed breakdown into HI/HII components has not yet
been done for these data.
B) IonizedGas (T<I05°K)
Observations of nearby stars often show regions with SII and other ions
in absorption, but are accompanied by neutral nitrogen, argon, and oxygen
with N(XI)/N(SII)<~0.1(N(X)/N(S)), where X is nitrogen, argon, or oxygen and
N is the column density in units of cm-2. These are apparently HII regions.
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Table I: b Values in Neutral Components
VlrI _ Sco2 B Cen3 B CMa4
HI Ii(+i,-i) ii (+i,-i) 12 (+i,-i) 14.0(+0.5, -0.5)
DI 6(+2,-2) 8(+3,-2) 8(+2,-2) 9-12
OI 4(+0.5,-i.0) 2.4(+.i,-0.i) 2(+i,-I) 6-8:
NI 4.7(+0.3,-0.2) 2.5(+.i,-.i) 3(+i,-i) 3-7
ArI 2.7(+0.3,-0.2) 1.7(+0.2,-0.2) 3(+0.5,-i.0) ---
Iyork and Kinahan1979; 2york 1983; 3York,in preparation;4Gry, Vidal-Madjar,
and York in preparation.
Table 2: HI Regions Near the Sun
Star Size Method
VirI <5 pc Some CII* in HI since HII region observed2 is
larger ithanCII*/CII implies
Sco <5 pc CII* at HI vel.
B CMa <5 pc Same N(HI) to _ CMa 0.3 pc away from line of sight
B Cen <i0 pc CII* seen at HI vel.
IReferences are as in Table i; 2Reynolds, _bhis volume
Table 3: Velocities of Dominant Interstellar
Components in NearbyStars (LSR velocities given)
(dom) (dom)
Star 1 b d _Hi I VHII No.>1016 Vmin Vmax N(OVI_
n UMa. i00 65 29 "....... -........ <12.4
o And2 102 -16 90 0 -16 6 -16 +24 ....
Per3 150 -6 82 -5 +4 6 -9 +27 <13.7
20 Tau2 166 -24 78 1,9 --- 5 +i +27 ---
n Tau2 167 -23 59 8,16 -i 4 -i +16 ---
Leo 226 49 22 ...... -..... <13.4
B CMa4 226 -14 214 (-i) +9 6 -i0 +26 <11.4
Eri2 291 -59 22 0 --- 5 -15 +17 13.1
B Cen8 312 1 i00 -13 -5 6 -30 +12 13.0
VirI 316 51 87 -7 -15 4 -23 +2 13.4
Gru2,4 350 -52 29 -9 --- 3 -17 -i <12.9
Sco5 352 -2 i00 -32 -23 5(+1?) -40 -8 13.3
u Sco6 351 -2 134 -32 -22 4 -39 -12 ---
ISame reference as Table i; 2Martin (1981); 8Martin and York (1982); 4York
(unpublished); 5york (1983); 6Eder (1983); 7jenkins (1978).
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Observations of excited CII from these regions allows derivation of electron
densities. Doppler broadening of the lines from these regions may occur, but
THII<I2000 °K in all cases except B CMa, where THII<IO 5 °K from considera-
tions of b-values alone. Table 4 lists known HII regions from UV absorption
data which are or may be near the Sun (the case of B CMa is ambiguous).
In several lines of sight, Silll and CII absorption lines require the
presence of mater_al at velocities not seen in other species (a Vir, I Sco).
From considerations of ionization equilibrium, such gas has T>50000 °K, and
it consists only of low column densities, N(HI + HII)<IO I? cm-2.
From all sky studies of Ha emission maps Reynolds (this volume) con-
cludes that Ha emission often comes from regions with radii>f0 pc and ne>0.1.
A particular region likely to be near the Sun is centered on a Vir at d=100
pc.
Table 4: HII Regions Near the Sun 1
Star CII*/CII 2 n 2r Near Star?
e
a Vir <0.04 <0.5 >6 pc Yes (Ha)
I Sco 0.006 0.2 30 pc Yes(Eders 1982)
B CMa 0.003 0.i 60 pc ?
Cen 0.! i 6 pc ?
IReferences as for Table i._ 2The entry is N(CII*)/N(CII)=N(CII*)/[N(CII)*
(c/S)lo]
Studies of Mgll with Copernicus and IU___E(several papers this volume)
trace HI and HII gas indiscriminately. Every derivation from N(MglI) of
N(H)=N(HI)+N(HII) in any given direction requires an assumption about the
abundance of magnesium in interstellar gas. Magnesium may have a solar abun-
dance (Dufton et al. 1984) or less (de Boer et al. this volume). However for
all nearby stars studied so far in Mgll, N(H)<IO 20 cm-2 and N(HII)<I020 cm-2,
in particular. Observations, in fewer stars (Table 4), of SII indicate
N(HII)<3 x 1019 cm-2 within i00 pc of the Sun. It is noteworthy that
N(HII)>N(HI) toward (190°, 0°) over a 200 pc path length to B _a.
C) Hot Gas (T>I05 °K)
Jenkins (this volume) reviews the fact that observations of absorption
lines of OVI are consistent with the existence of gas within i00 pc with
T~4 x 105 °K. Theoretically, the ratio N(OVl)/N(Ototal) drops dramatically
with either an increase or decrease of temperature, so the absence of indica-
tions of gas at hotter or cooler temperatures in OVI is probably misleading.
Some material at 105 °K may be present, but CIV and NV, the prime indicators
of 105 °K gas, are weak (corresponding to N(HII)<I017-5 at 105 °K) and may
come entirely from the OVI producing regions. Small pockets of such gas may
exist near white dwarfs within i00 pc (Raymond this volume).
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oo X-ray emissionover the entire sky has been observednear 78 A (M-band),
56 A (C-band),and 16 A (B-band)(variouspapers in this volume by McCammon
et al., Sanderset al., Clark). It is argued that at b<60°, the observed
emissionin the low energy B-bandmust be local becausedark shadowsfrom
clouds are not seen towardany direction. The HI regionsoutside 100 pc
(Figurei) have N(HI)>5x 1019 cm-2 and would certainlyabsorbX-rays from
beyond. Since cloud shadowsare not seen, the emissionmust be foreground
to the HI. In the higher energyM-band, the region interiorto Loop I and
the North Polar Spur are bright,wlth a spectr_lsofteningtowardsthe edge
of the emittingregion caused by the Loop I HI shell (Iwan 1980).
For b>60°, large regionsof enhancedX-ray emissionsare seen. In this
case, a strong antieorrelationof HI emissionand X-ray emissionis seen
(Clark,this volume)but the expecteddecrease in thev_atloof B band X-rays
to C band X-rays as HI emission increasesis not seen (McCammonthis volume).
Severalauthors (thisvolume) concludedthat very small high column density
H I cloudsnot delineatedin broad beam 21 cm surveyscould offer a solution
to this dilemma,since they would be opaque to both of the two lowestenergy
bands yet allow some radiationto come throughunattenuated. On the other
hand, small scale 21 em structurethat would allow this is ruled out based on
severalstudies (thisvolume).
III. Synthesis
The above data can be fitted togetherin the followingway, as pictured
in Figure 3 A three dimensionalmodel of local stars and interstellargas
has been constructedtreatingH I associatedwith Loop I and the more distant
Sco-Ophfilamentsas a singlegiant bubble of radius roughly90 pc. This
model was photographedfrom a positioncorrespondingto 1=180°. The cotton
representsHI from the Heilesmaps and the dust clouds around the Pleiades
(left foreground). In this model, the Sun is locatedin the shell of the
bubble. The tight clump of stars at center left representsthe Sun, e Cen
AB, and e CMaAB. White dwarfsare small,stars hotter than F are blue,
cooler stars are yellow (in referenceto the color slldeused at the confer-
ence - copiesmay be obtainedfrom the authors). Ionizedgas seen in CII*
with Copernicusand/or in Ha emission (Reynoldsthis volume) fills large
sectionsof the empty space (perhaps10-30%of the volume). The large holes
at 1=230° and i=i00° are probablyfilled by HII regions seen toward y Cas
(Ferletet al. 1980) and toward 8 CMa (Gry et al., this volume).
The remainderof the void must be filled by the X-ray emittinggas. The
brighteningat the poles may be causedby shocks inducedby blast waves from
high latitudesupernova(Pop I) that travelunimpededthroughlow density
hot gas above the disk, but are slowed and emit X-rays on encounteringHI gas
in the plane. If higher densityclouds lead to greater slowingand softer
X-ray emission,the detailsof the X-ray flux discussedabove may find a
natural@xplanatlon.
Both interpretationsof the soft X-ray data and theoreticaldiscussions
at this meetinghave indicatedthe possibilityof a supernovaevent possibly
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105 years ago that reheated an already hot cavity (lwan 1980, Cowie this
volume, Edgar and Cox this volume, Rocchia et al. this volume). The models
place the X-ray emission primarily in an idealized shell of HI, so the sky is
uniform at b<60 ° in X-ray emission even if the Sun is off center. The high
velocity CII and Sill components (Table i) may be a consequence of the blast
wave.
Detailed observation of OVl profiles for stars at d<100 pc are available
(see Table 3). OVI may come from interfaces between the hot X-ray emitting
gas and the clouds (HI or HII) at T<IO S °K (Cowie et al. 1979). These lines
are narrow and well defined in e Vir, but broad in % Sco and B Cen. The
stars y Cas and B CMa show no OVI to very high limits. Considerations of
projected velocities of the nearby cloud of warm HI (Figure 2) and the HII
region velocities towards nearby stars (Table 3) offer a potential explana-
tion of these results. Toward % Sco and B Cen we may be seeing evaporation
from the far side of the nearby cloud and from the near side of HII regions
around these stars. Evaporation from the warm cloud near the Sun toward
i~0 ° at a higher velocity than the HII regions could cause the broadening of
OVl profiles toward these two stars. Toward e Vir, the HI and HII regions
have (accidentally) similar velocities, so evaporation from interfaces with
both could produce profiles of nominal thermal width because they coincide
closely in velocity space. (See York 1977, Cowie et al., 1979 for details
of the data and the evaporation possibility). The absence of OVI towards the
stars y Cas (Jenkins 1978) and B CMa (Table 3), where both T<20000 °K clouds
and X-ray emission are seen, is yet to be explained. The many different
types of gas and their distribution in space would seem to indicate that the
relatively smooth B-band X-ray emission around the Sun masks a rather complex
irregular distribution of X-ray emitting gas.
The warm HI toward e Vir and % Sco may well be within 20 pc of the sun
(Ferlet et al. this volume). The various evidences of gas near the sun indi-
cate there may be a single close cloud containing warm HI with a minimum
extension of 25 pc parallel to the plane of the sky. If this cloud is a
fragment of the Loop I shell it is probably much larger and may have a mag-
netic field of B~6_G threading it. Interstellar polarization is seen in
stars in this direction as close as 5 pc (Tinbergen this volume). The Lye
backscatter suggests parts of this cloud are within a few AU of the Sun. So
far, we have no good indication of what lies in the wake of the Sun if it is
actually moving through this cloud. This cloud has mean neutral density
nH<5 cm-3, but backscattering data implies a lower density, nH~O.l cm-3, near
the Sun. Refractory trace elements in this cloud show relatively high abun-
dances indicating it may have been shocked (Frisch 1981, York 1983). The
similar column densities of HI toward _ CMa and B CMa, in s_ite of the great
distance to the latter, suggest an extension of the warm cloud into Quadrant
III consistent with the view that the Sun is in the shell of the Loop I
bubble.
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Figure 3: Three dimensional model of nearby interstellar gas with Loop I and
the Sco-Oph bubble treated as a single giant bubble. Picture taken from the
position corresponding to 1=180 ° and b=0 °.
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OBSERVATIONS OF INTERSTELLAR HI TOWARD NEARBY LATE-TYPE STARS
Wayne B. Landsman I
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
Richard C. Henry and H. Warren Moos
Johns Hopkins University
Jeffrey L. Linsky 2
JILA, Unlverstiy of Colorado, and NBS
ABSTRACT
High-disperslon Copernicus and IUE observations of
chromospheric Ly a emission are used to study the distribution of
HI in the local interstellar medium. Interstellar parameters are
derived toward 3 stars within 5 pc of the sun, and upper limits
are given for the Ly _ flux from 9 other stars within I0 pc.
INTRODUCTION
Interstellar HI may be detected as an absorption feature
cutting into the chromospheric Ly _ emission of nearby late-type
stars. McClintock et al. (1978) have detailed methods for
deriving interstellar parameters from Copernicus Ly _ data.
Landsman et al. (1984) have applied these methods to high"
dispersion IUE observations of _ Cen A. Further discussion of
the results in this paper is given by Landsman (1984).
RESULTS
Copernicus Upper Limits
The Copernicus data consist of repeated scans with the high-
resolution U1 tube of the central 1.2A of the Lye emission.
Listed in Table I are those observations for which the hypothesis
of a featureless spectrum cannot be rejected at a confidence
level greater than 90%. Upper limits have been expressed in
terms of a typical solar flux of F_ = 4.3 x I0 II ph cm -2 s-I A-I
at I A. U..
iii=30 ° bll=ll ° Vr=-7 km s-l)70 Oph A (KOV, d=5.0 pc_ I
Reduced spectra from Copernicus observations of 70 Oph A in
1976 and 19.78 are shown in Figure I along with typical error
bars. Definite structure is seen longward of the expected
emission center at 1215.67 A. The asymmetric emission is not
1 NRC-NASA Research Associate
2Staff Member, Quantum Physics Division, National Bureau of
Standards
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unexpected, since 70 Oph is only 5° from the direction of the
incoming gas as defined by Crutcher (1982)• To further model
this low slgnal-to-nolse data, the following assumptions were
made; (I) a gaussian intrinsic stellar profile with a total flux
less than I00 times solar, (2) a fixed ratio D/H = 20 x 10 -5
and (3) a velocity dispersion bHl<20 km s-I. With these
constraints, and acceptable fit to the data can be made if the
intervening gas has a volume density 004 cm -3 <inHl < 0•45 cm -3
and a heliocentric bulk velocity VHl < -14 km s •
. bll=-9° Vr=-26 km s-1)Altair (=c Aql, ATIV, d=5.0 pc, 111=48 °,
The solid llne in Figure 2 is from a large-aperture IUE
observation (SWP 3427) of Altair, originally discussed from a
chromospheric perspective by Blanco et al. (1980).
Points contaminated by geocoronal emission have been deleted.
The signal-to-nolse is poor due to the existence of spectrograph
scattered light• The dashed line in Figure 2 shows a Copernicus
spectrum obtained on 20 Aug 1976, with the absolute flux level
divided by a factor of two. After this scaling of the absolute
flux, there is reasonable agreement between the two data sets•
If the intrinsic stellar emission is modeled with a gaussian
profile, then an upper limit can be set on the interstellar HI
volume density of nHl < 0.II cm -3.
, • , o , 3 ° _ , , _ ,Procyon (=c CMi F51V-V,d=50 pc_ 111=219 _bll=l , V r _3 km s I)
Figure 3 shows a Lyc spectrum of Procyon derived from a
large-aperture IUE observation (SWP6660). The removal of the
substantial geocoronal contribution and the estimation of
uncertainties followed the procedure in Landsman et al. (1984)
Modeling of the data yielded 90% confidence limits of 0.07 cm -3 <
nHl < 0•2, D/H > 0.8 x 10 -5 , and bHl < 14 km s-I. These
values are consistent with determinations using Copernicus data
by Anderson et al. (1978)• It is expected that substantially
improved limits on interstellar parameters may be derived using
small-aperture observations and co-addition of IUE spectra•
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Table I
Copernicus Ly a Upper Limits
Star Sp.T. dis Day Year Upper Limit
(pc) Cts (14 s)-I F/F e
8 Hyl G2IV 6.3 197 1976 2.1 2.8
6 Erl KOIV 8.8 300 1976 1.6 4.3
Pay G8V 5.7 199 1976 1.3 1.4
n Boo GOIV 9.3 Ii0 1976 1.3 1.4
Her GOIV 9.8 174 1976 1.0 3.3
n Cas G0V 5.7 304 1976 1.5 1.6
299 1978 1.0 3.5
p Her G5IV 7.5 213 1976 1.3 2.4
197 1978 1.3 5.4
T Cet G8V 3.5 264 1976 1.4 0.6
267 1977 i.3 0.7
40 Eri KIV 4.8 198 1976 1.6 1.2
297 1978 I.4 3.5
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OBSERVATIONS OF LOCAL INTERSTELLAR Mg I and Mg II
F. Bruhweiler, Department of Physics, Catholic University of America
W. Oegerle, Space Telescope Science Institute
E. Weiler and R. Stencel, NASA Headquarters
Y. Kondo, NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center
ABSTRACT
We have combined Copernicus and IUE observations of 5 stars within 50 pc of the Sun
to study the ionization of magnesium in the local interstellar medium (LISM). The high
resolution Copernicus spectrometer was used to detect interstellar Mg 12852 in the spectra
of a Gru, a Eri, and a Lyr, while placiiag upper limits on Mg I in the spectra of a CMa
and a PsA. Observations of Mg II 2795, 2802 for these stars were also obtained with ICE
and Copernicus. The column densities of Mg I and Mg II are used to place constraints on
the temperature of the LISM.
INTRODUCTION
Recent studies of the LISM indicate that the Sun is embedded in a cloud with a hydrogen
density of n H ,._ 0.1 - 0.15 cm -3 (McClintock et a1.,1978; Cash, Bowyer, and Lampton
1979; Frisch 1981; Bruhweiler and Kondo 1982a,b; and Bruhweiler 1982). Bruhweiler and
Kondo (1982a) have also presented some evidence that the Sun is near the edge of this
local cloud.
In the McKee and Ostriker.(1977] model of the ISM, small clouds of dimension 2-3 pc
are distributed in a hot (10_ - 10°K) coronal gas. The edges of the clouds are partially
ionized by evaporation and the diffuse UVand X-ray background and are predicted to have
temperatures of -_ 8000K and densities of ,,_ 0.25 cm -3. In this warm, partially ionized
gas, detectable amounts of Mg I should be present due to dielectronic recombination, which
is the principal means of recombination at temperatures of _ 104K (York and Kinahan
1979). Consequently, studies of the Mg II/Mg I ionization balance in the LISM can be
used to place constraints on the physical properties of this local cloud.
DATA
In Table 1, we present the equivalent widths of interstellar Mg I 2852 and Mg II 2795,
2802 in the spectra of a CMa (A1V, d=2.67 pc), a Gru (BSV, d=19.6 pc), a Eri (B5IV,
d=40 pc), a Lyr (AOV, d=8.12 pc), and a PsA (A3V, d=6.94 pc). The corresponding
column densities for the two ions are also listed. All the Mg I data was obtained with the
Copernicus spectrometer. The Mg II data presented here was obtained by both the IUE
and Copernicus.
The Copernicus near-UV photomultiplier tubes were subject to large particle backgrounds.
In obtaining the Mg I data used here, special background measurements (off-source) were
taken and were used in reducing the data. The Copernicus data for the Mg II lines in
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Table 1 were obtained by Kondo et al. (1978), except for the a Eri data. The special
techniques used to reduce the IUE data will bc presented elsewhere along with figures
displaying the spectra.
DISCUSSION
The Mg II lines in the spectra of a CMa are fairly weak, and the Mg I line was not
detected. Based on the geometry of the local cloud (Bruhweiler and Kondo 1982a), the
line of sight to a CMa is away from the cloud core. This could possibly explain the
low column densities in this direction. The Mg I 2852 line was also not detected in the
direction of a PsA (to be discussed further below).
Assuming that the LISM is in ionization equilibrium, we have
N(MgII) _ r
N(Mg I) neat(T) '
where at(T ) is the total recombination rate (radiative plus dielectronic) and F is the
photoionization rate for Mg I. The total recombination rate is a fairly strong function of
temperature, thereby making it possible to define the temperature of the absorbing gas if
values of N(Mg II)]N(Mg I), I' and ne are known. The value of the recombination rate
used here was obtained from Shull and Van Steenberg (1982).
Based on the data for the 3 stars in Table 1 for which a Mg I line was detected, we adopt
N(Mg II)/N(Mg I)-500 for the LISM. The photoionization rate is a function of the local
interstellar radiation field. Models for the radiation field have been calculated based on
observations made with OAO (Witt and Johnson, 1973) and TD-1 (Gondhalekar, Phillips
and Wilson (GPW), 1980). The radiation field in the wavelength region 1000-2000A
calculated by Witt and Johnson (1973) was much larger than previous calulations (Habing
1968) and is larger than the more recent calculations of GPW. Using the radiation field
from Witt and Johnson, we find F - 7.9x 10 -11 s -1 in agreement with the value calculated
by de Boer, Koppenaal, and Pottasch (1973). Using the radiation field calculated by GPW,
however, gives F - 3.8 × 10 -11 s -1, about a factor of two smaller.
Weller and Meier (1981) have recently calculated the density and ionization level of H
and He in the LISM, based on EUV observations of backscattered He I 584 in the so-
lar neighborhood combined with similar observations of H I Lya. These authors find
0.06_< ne _< 0.09 cm -3 and nJn(HI) -- 1.5. This value of n H = 0.1-0.15 cm -s is
in good agreement with other determinations of the density of the LISM (McClintock et
al. 1978; Frisch 1981; Oegerle et al. 1982; and Bruhweiler and Kondo 1982a,b). The
range in possible values of ne and F, therefore, results in a range of possible values for
the temperature of the LISM. Consequently, we find 7500 < T < 10,000K. The ratio
N(Mg II)/N(Mg I) increases rapidly with decreasing temperature-below 7500K, making
it extremely difficult to detect Mg I lines formed in a cool gas with low column density.
The non-detection of Mg I in the spectrum of a PsA, when combined with the limits
on the density of the ISM in this line-of-sight (Bruhweiler and Kondo (1982b), indlcates
temperatures below 7500K in this direction.
The temperature of the LISM derived here overlaps the lower end of the temperature
range found by Weller and Meier (1981) for the very local ISM (9000-15000K). It is also in
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good agreement with the temperature of 8000K predicted for ttle warm, ionized material
(WIM) in the cloudlet model of McKee and Ostriker (1977). More detailed results of this
work will appear elsehere.
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TABLE 1. Mg DATA
Star Equivalent Width(mA) Column Density(cm -9)
Mg II 2795 Mg II 2802 Mg I 2852 N(Mg II) N(Mg I)
aCMa 71 47 < 1.5 3.3×1012 < 1.1×1010
Gru 162 4-3 (3) 147 4-3 (3) - 6.1×1013 --
170 4- 14 153 4- II 12.5 5.4 × 1013 9.8 × I0 l°
a Eri 312 (1) 297 (1)
292 266 29.5 1.35 × 1014 2.4 × 1011
Lyr 105 (2) 102 (3)
1204-22 I00 4- 31 22 8.1 x I013 1.9 × 1011
a PsA 183 (4) 162,157 (4)
133: 127: < 2.5 4.0 x 1013 < 1.8 x 101°
Notes: For each star (except a CMa) there are two rows of data. The top row contains
measurements from the IUE spectra, while the lower row is from Copernicus. The
number in parenthesis for the IUE data is the number of spectra that were combined
to get the result. The c_ CMa data is from Copernicus. The photospheric and
interstellar features are probably not resolved in the spectra of a Lyr, which has
vsini=17 km s -1.
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MgII SPECTRA OF LATE TYPE STARS USED TO PROBE THE LISM
J.E. Beckman (i), L. Crivellari (2), M.L. Franco (3)
P. Molaro (2,4) and G. Vladilo (2)
i) Queen Mary College, Univ. of London, England;
2) 0sservatorio Astronomico di Trieste, Italy; 3) I.A.F.E.,
Buenos Aires, Argentina; 4) I.S.A.S., Miramare, Trieste, Italy.
ABSTRACT
IUE spectra of Mg IIh and k in late type dwarfs and giants
have been used to detect and measure absorption components due
to the LISM. This technique gives a method of probing the
awkward range from d = 3 pc to d = 80 pc from the sun . In
spite of interpretational uncertainties we can plot the HI
component of the LISM well enough to confirm it as a cloud some
20-30 pc in extent, peaking sharply in density towards _r= 25Q
moving towards the sun "from _K= 25°, bE= +i0_, at 28 Km/sec[
The "hole" towards 2 I= 150" is confirmed, suggesting a solar
position close to the cloud's edge in this direction.
OBSERVATIONS
In order to explore the LISM using MgII absorptions at h
and k we employed high resolution IUE spectra of late-type
stars, some from our own programme on chromospheres, some from
the IUE archive, and some taken specifically by ourselves for
LISM measurements. The observational parameters are summarized
in Table I: col. 6 gives the radial velocity of the stars
(RV), coi.7 gives the predicted heliocentric velocity of the
LISM according to Crutcher (1982) (VcR) and coi.8 the velocity
of any interstellar feature with respect to the photospheric
r_st frame (Vis=Vcz -RV). Detection of a feature at Vis implies
its origin in the LISM.
Table 1
Star Type d _ __° 1 b_!°l RV(km/s) Vc_km/s) Vis(km/s!
zCet G8 V 3.6 173 -63 -16 +15 +31
6Pav G518 V 5.9 338 -32 -22 -ii +II
_Hyi G1 IV 6.3 305 -40 +23 - 1 -24
_Tuc GO V 7.5 308 -52 . 9 0 - 9
_TrA F2 V 12.8 322 - 8 0 -12 -12
aHyi F0 V 24.4 298 -54 + iv + 6 + 5v
24UMa G2 III 25.6 143 +39 -27 + 7 +34
?Mic G6 III 29.4 12 -40 +18 -17 -35
6Dra G9 III 31.3 99 +23 e25 - 9 -34
20Mon K0 III 33.3 219 + 2 +79 +27 -52
_Vol K0 III 58.8 285 -22 +48 + 6 -42
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Figure I. Profiles of MgII h ((a) and (c)) and k ((b) and (d))
in four late-type stars within 60 pc of the sun. Dashed lines
show photospheric h or k rest wavelengths. Arrows show IS
wavelengths predicted by the Crutcher (1982) relation.
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Figure 2. Log column densities of MgII towards late-type stars within 60 pc of the
sun. Linear distances d to stars are solid lines. Projected distances d cost in the
qalactic plane are indicated by trianqles and circles.
RESULTS
Table 2 shows the results under the following headings:
cols. 2 and 3, equivalent widths of IS k and h features; col.
4, MgII column densities (derived using doublet ratio method
(Spitzer,1968)); col. 5, IS turbulence parameter (km/s); col.
6, HI column densities (assuming cosmic abundance and Mg
depletion factor of i0 (Paresce,1984)_ col. 7, seen MgII
number density along line of sight (cm -3 _0-T); col. 8, mean
HI number density (cm-9).
Table 2
Star Wk(mA) Wh(mA) LogN(MqII) b Lo___I_ n_!_M_q__I!_[
_Cet < 30 < 30 < 11.8 -- < 17.4 < 0.6 < 0.02
6Pay _ 98 _ 74 h 12.8 _3.9 _ 18.4 _ 3.5 h 0.13
_Hyi > 77 > 55 > 12.6 >3.4 > 18.2 > 2.2 > 0.08
<165 <137 < 13.2 <5.6 < 18.8 ( 8.9 < 0.34
_Tuc _ 92 _ 67 _ 12.7 _3.8 _ 18.3 _ 2.3 _ 0.09
_TrA 158±30 117±20 13.0±0.1 6.5 18.6±0.1 2.5 0.i
uHyi >135 >135 > 13.1 -- > 18.7 > 1.7 > 0.07
24UMa < 30 < 30 < 11.8 -- ( 17.4 < 0.I < 0.003
?Mic _ =230 _220 _ 14.0 -- b 19.5 _I0.2 h 0.39
Dra _ < 50 < 50 < 12.0 -- < 17.6 < 0.i < 0.004
20Mon m 4100 <i00 .....
_Vol _ 1340 1205 _ 13.1 =25(?) _ 18.6 £ 0.04 I 0.02
Preliminary reduction only: very recent data.
CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated the value of using late-type stars for
MgII LISM measurements and have augsented the sum of reported
MgII column densities within 80 pc by a factor two. We confirm
the observations by, i.a., Bruhweiler (1982) of a "hole" in the
neutral LISM centred on _X=150 °, and by, i.a., Paresce (1984) of
a strong density peak towards _I=10 °. Detailed treatment of
this work will appear elsewhere (Vladilo et al. 1984, Molaro e__tt
al___t.1984).
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FeII AND MgII IN THE NEARBY INTERSTELLARMEDIUM
Klaas S. de Boer and Heinz Lenhart
AstronomicalInstitute,Universityof TUbingen
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ABSTRACT
UV spectra with 15 km s" resolution of bright stars have been searched for
FeII and MgII interstellar lines. We present equivalent widths of absorption
for 8 stars and find average line-of-sight densities n(FeII)= 4 i0-_ and
n(MgII)= 2 10-7 cm "3 . This represents approximately n(H)= 0.03 cm"3 .
INTRODUCTION
High-resolution echelle spectra have been obtained between 2000 and 3000A
with the Balloon Borne Stellar Spectrograph (BUSS) in flights in 1976 and
1978. BUSS echellography is similar to that with the International Ultraviolet
Explorer (IUE) satellite, but with the echelle orders crowding towards the
longer wavelengths. The BUSS spectral resolution is about 3 I0a (better than
that of the IUE). Full details about the instrument are given by Kondo et al
(1979) and Kamperman et al (1979). The BUSS data base, made available by the
Space Research Laboratory in Utrecht on tape as wavelength calibrated spectra,
consists of some 80 spectra of 55 stars brighter than V= 5 and with spectral
types ranging from 09 to K5 of all luminosity classes. The BUSS spectra have
a large range in quality (perfect spectra, some with very low signal,
overexposed ones, reduced signal between 2500 and 2700A due to stratospheric
Ozone absorption). For stars later than BO stellar lines may appear. Only in
stars of later type with large rotation or with large radial velocity can
interstellar lines be separated from the stellar features. Examples of
spectra are shown in Fig. i. There are about 25 stars nearer than i00 pc in
the data base of which 8 show unambiguously recognizable interstellar lines.
RESULTS
We have plotted the relevant portions of BUSS spectra with velocity scale
(Fig. 2.) and assessed the presence of interstellar absorption. The FeII
2373.73 A line is in BUSS spectra near an instrumental flaw and is not
useable. The zero-point of the BUSS velocity scale is known to about 50 km s-i,
but relative velocities to an accuracy of 5 km s'L The two interstellar
components detected in the spectrum of _ Dra are separated by 37 km s-i.
The equivalent widths of the lines detected were determined and the data
are collected in Table i. The accuracy of each determination was derived from
the noise locally in the spectrum. The BUSS line strengths can be compared
with those from other observations. For _ Oph the agreement of our data with
those from the Copernicus (Lugger et al 1982) is fair, while for _ Vir the
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Fig. I. The MgII region in BUSS spectra (linear intensity scale; echelle
function not removed)showingthe resonancelines near 2795.6 and 2802.7A and
the subsidiary lines near 2790.7 and 2798.0A. In _Peg all MglI are
essentially stellar, in o(Vir essentiallyinterstellar,in o(Aql the narrow
interstellarabsorptionis seen near the bottomof the stellarlines which are
wide due to stellarrotation.
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Fig. 2. For 3 stars the Fell 2382.03A and the Mgll 2802.70A spectra are
displayed showing the narrow interstellarabsorption(shiftedto 0 km s" ).
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Table I. Eqivalentwidths (mA)of interstellarFell, Mgll and Mgl in
nearby stars observedwith the BUSS
o(And _ Leo K Dra _ Dra _ Com _Vir _ Aql _Aqi 29 CYg
HD 358 87901 109387 114378 116658 182640 187642 192640
V 2.06 -1.35 3.87 5.22 0.98 3.36 0./6 4.97
Sp.T. B81Vp BIV B6111p FSV BIIV FOIV A/IV A2V
v sin t 56 329 249 28 159 85 242 37
BUSS imageVIII32 IX04 IX05 IX05 IX]1 VIII1 VIllI2 VIII04 X05
VIllI6
Fell 2382.03 40 (5) <20 80 < 10 -- 175 (20) -- 76 (20} --
2599.40 55 (20) .......... 100 (50) 63 (10) --
2343.50 < 15 < 10 70 (20) < 10 -- 80 (10) ......
2585.88 ............ 80 (50) 34 (10) --
MgII 2795.53 155 (20) ]25 (10) 255 (15) 140 (15) 70 (20) 180 (30) 190 (20) >]85 (40) present
2802.70 145 (20) 95 (5) 235 (20) 70 (15) 40 (20) 215 (10) 165 (40) 185 (15) 420 (100)
Hg I 2852.13 -- < lO 50 (10) < 10 70 (20) 60 (10) 45 (10) -- 85 (20)
--= no continuum; ( )= estimated uncertainty; Hgll 2795A less accurate in poor part of BUSSimage
f-values for the listed FelI and HgIl lines: ]og f;k= 2.98, 2.88, 2.55, 2.34, 3.22, 2.92 respectively.
BUSSflights were on: VII Hay 16, 1976; VIII Sap 19, 1976; IX Hay 8, 1978; X May 30, 1978.
BUSS line strengthsare largerby 50% than those from Copernicus(Luggeret al
1982). For _Aql the BUSS Mg equivalentwidths are 2 times the very uncertain
ones reportedfrom Copernicus(Kondoet al 1978). Toward _ Leo the BUSS Mg
lines are 30% stronger than those from Copernicus(Kondoet al 1978),but
these in turn were 2 times as strongas those from other balloon payloads
(Boksenberg et al 1975, Morgan et al 1978). For the moment we must leave
these differencesfor what they are, even though they may have considerable
effect on the derivationof interstellargas densities.
Column densities(Table2) were derivedfrom plots of log f_ vs log WA/A
and comparison with standardsingle-cloudcurves of growth. We assumedthat
MgII and FeII follow optical-depth relations with the same (effective)
velocity dispersion b, and used FeII f-valuesfrom Nussbaumeret al (1981).
Stellardistancesare derivedfrom the parallaxes as given by Uesugi and
Fukuda (1982). For _ And, _ Leo and K Dra a reliableMg/Fe ratio is found,
which averagesat N(Mg)/N(Fe)= i0.
GAS DENSITIES
From the column densities and distances the ion densities can be
calculated. In order to get to gas densitiesthe abundancesof free Fe and Mg
have to be known. For Fe Savage and Bohlin (1979)found [Fe/H] = -6.0 in gas
with little reddening; Mg has little depletionin such gas, was, however,
never studiedin detail,and we thereforeassume [Mg/H]= -5.0 from our Mg/Fe
column densitiesabove. The gas densitiesso found are given with Table 2.
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Table 2. Column densitiesof Fell and Mgll derivedfrom BUSS spectra
Name _Aql _ Aql 29Cyg _And K Dra _Leo _Vir _Com
l° 39.6 47.7 74.4 Ill.7 125.2 226.4 316.1 328.0
b° - 6.1 - 8.9 1.2 -32.8 47.3 48.9 50.8 79.5
d(pc) 15 5 53 39 90 26 80 18
log N(FeII) --- 12.9 --- 12.4 12.8 <12.1 13.1 ---
log N(MgII) 13.3 >14.0 >14.3 13.3 13.8: 13.0 13.0 12.4
log n(H) -I.3: -0.3 >-0.9: -I.8 -I.6 -I.9 -I.3 -2.3:
Gas densitiesare based on N(FeII),[Fe/H] =-6.0, and the distance;
for 6 Aql, 29 Cyg and _Com N(MgII)was used with [Mg/H] =-5.0
The averageis n(H)= 0.03 cm-3, while the number of determinations is too
small to discriminatelarge scale directionaldifferences.
When collectingfrom the literatureall determinationsof N(MgII) in the
ISM within I00 pc, we find the averagen(MgII)=8 i0-B cm"3 for 90°< 1 < 270°,
and n(MgII)=2 10-7 cm"3 for the directionstowardthe galacticcenter. These
numbersconvert (withEMg/HJ=-5 ) into n(H) = 0.014 cm-3.
An accountof all interstellarlines in the BUSS data base is in preparation.
We thank the Space Lab in Utrecht,in particularKarel van der Hucht and Theo
Kamperman,for so generouslymaking availableall information regarding the
BUSS data. KSdB is supportedthroughthe grant Gr438/14afrom the DFG. He
also acknowledgesa travel grant from the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft
which enabledparticipationin this IAU Colloquium.
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ABSTRACT.-
Withthe aim to samplewellthe LocalInterstellarMedium(LISM),wepro-
poseto use A starsas targets.The Mg II UV linesseemsto be the best inters
tellarabsorptioncandidates.Severalhundrethsof A starscan be reachedwi--
thin 100pc. Firstpreliminaryresults(20 linesof sight)are presented,ba-
sed on previousCopernicusandactualIUEobservations.
I. INTRODUCTION.-
Typically,in order to study the gas in the interstellarmedium (ISM),
one uses rapidlyrotatingearly type stars as backgroundsources.For instan-
ce,UV observationswith the Copernicussatellitehave evidenced,through0 VI
sharp absorptionlines, the existenceof a pervasive,extremelylow density
(n-_ 10-2.5cm-3) and high temperature(TN 105.5 °K) interstellar(IS)compo-
nent which is quite local ( _I00 pc;Jenkinsand Meloy 1974).Thispicturehas
been confirmedthroughdiffuseX-ray observations.
Independentobservationalevidenceshave led severalauthors (e.g.Vidal-
Madjar et al 1978;Bruhweilerand Kondo 1982;Tinbergen1982;Crutcher1982;Pares
ce 1983;Frischand York 1983) to the conclusionthat the Sun could be imbedde_
near the edge of small cold neutralIS cloud,whichitselfmight be immersed
in the observedhot component.
Nevertheless,Oand B stars are distantand their lines of sight general-
ly interceptseveralcloudswith very differentproperties,making any analy-
sis somewhatcomplex.Therefore,ISabsorptionhas been observedwith Coperni-
cus and IUE towardmuch nearer late type stars but superimposedover stellar
features.Despitethe uncertaintiesdue to the unknownintrinsicshape of the
stellarprofile,these resultsconsistentlypointedout a sharp drop-offin
the hydrogendensity( _Hi,vO.1 cm-3) beyond)3.5pc of the Sun (see e.g. McClintocket al,1978;Ander_enand Weiler 1978 . Furthermore,morer cent IUE
data on Mg II toward nearbywhite dwarfs (Bruhweilerand Kondo,1982)further
supportthe above overallpictureof the LISM.
However,all of these recent resultsappear to conflictwith the model
of Mc Kee and Ostriker(1977) in its presentform (Bruhweilerand Kondo 1981)
and much more additionallines of sight are neededbefore claimingthat the
currenttheoreticalmodels have been adequatelytestedand in order to cons-
truct a detailedmap of the LISM at a small scale length.
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11. OBSERVATIONALSTRATEGY.-
To refine our knowledge of the ISM in the immediate vicinity of the Sun,
one must study many sight-lines toward stars closer than the 0 B type ones.
Because the visual IS lines are limited to species of low abundances and/or
low oscillator strenghts,the UV resonance lines are much more sensitive and
thus better candidates to the study of the low column densities expected in
the LISM.
Weare thus facing the following alternative: to sample well the LISM
we need cooler stars (presenting less emission in the UV) and strong UV reso-
nance lines (more and more numerous when going toward the far UV). The best
choice is thus to select the strongest UV line present at the largest possible
wavelength: the Mg II doublet near 2800 A is obviously the best candidate.
Having selected this line, we simultaneously define the observatory to
be used (IUE) and the target stars that should be selected. The observatory
having a spectral resolution of_20 Km/s at 2800 A, this constraint imposes
to use fast rotating background stars in order to avoid stellar feature conta-
mination extremely difficult to resolve with this instrument. These condition
leads clearly to the A stars and the hotter coolFstars as ideal target stars.
In effet, from Allen (1982) one can easily show that within 100 pc from the
Sun,several hundred target stars of that type could be found.
Another advantage of this approach is that a large sample of sight lines
could be explored with a unique observational technique.This should thus lead
to an extremely homogeneousobservational set of data sampling in detail the
LISM.
III. STARTING THE Mg II, A STAR SURVEY.-
Such an approach was performed first by Kondo et al (1978) who derived
Mg II column densities toward 2 late B and 4 A stars ( _Gru,_Leo and_CMa,
Lyr, _PsA and _Aql) observed with Copernicus. In that type of stars,the
IS lines appear superimposed on the photospheric absorption profile of, the
stellar Mg II lines. Therefore,both will be more easily delineated when obser-
ving A stars with high rotational velocities. In general, rotation washes out
the small differences in the computed line cores for different upper stellar
atmospheric models and with the same abundances, giving convolved profiles
that are more or less similar. But in the case of slow rotators,one can only
measure crude limits on equivalent widths (W). Even if a detailed theoretical
stellar profile can be computed in the frame of non LTE,with the assumptions
of complete or partial redistribution Freire Ferrero,Gouttebroze and Kondo
(1983) have shown that in the case of _ Lyr (v.sin i = 17 Km/s) the previous
determination of Kondo et al (1978) may be decreased by a large factor.On the
contrary,preliminary computations by Freire Ferrero et al (1984) for Altair
(_Aql,v.sin i = 220 Km/s) give IS Mg II equivalent width similar to the pre-
vious ones reported by Kondo et al (1978).
The present paper is a first step to sinificantly increase the sample of
Kondo et al (1978): 14 A stars were observed in October 1982 and February 1983
with the long wavelenth camera of IUE (Freire Ferrero 1984;Freire Ferrero et
al 1984a) out of which 10 are rapid rotators. Relevant stellar parameters
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along with Mg II equivalent widths are given in Table I. More details can be
found in Freire Ferrero (1984) and Freire Ferrero et al (1984).
Wepresent here the first step toward a complete map of the LISM as
seen through the Mg II lines in front of fast rotating A stars (Fig. 1).This
study is still preliminary and for that reason only the quantity "equivalent
width par parsec" (W/d) is presented.These values can underline quite clearly
inhomogeneities in the LISM.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION.-
From this map,we can already underline the following main characteris-tics:
- the size of the sample is still too small to properly cover the LISM ;
- the general tendency found by other techniques is confirmed here,i.e, more
matter seem to be present in the general direction of the galactic center,a
drop in density beeing visible in the opposite direction.
This approach also shows fluctuation from line of sight to line of sight
underlining the probable patchiness of the LISM. Before reaching such conclu-
sions it is clear that a much larger sample of stars should be observed.This
will be done by selecting properly target stars that will fill the large gaps
present in the map, as well as stars which will allow a proper estimation of
the precision of this approach. We think that when more than 100 A stars will
be observed,a more detailed view of the LISM should arise.
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TABLE 1
H D name Sp T 1 b d(pc) v.sini Wk(mA)W/d F_g.1
48915 _CMa A I V 227.22 - 8.88 2.67 11 71 26.6 I
87901 _Leo B 7 V 226.43 48.94 25.6 330 95 3.7 6
172167 _Lyr A 0 V 67.44 19.24 8.13 17 70 8.6 4
187642 (_Aql A 7 IV-V 47.74 - 8.91 5.05 220 142 28.1 2
209952 _Gru B 7 IV 350. -52.47 19.6 240 170 8.7 5
216956 _PsA A 3 V 20.49 -64.90 6,94 IOO 133 19.2 3
19832 56 Ari B 9 p Si 157.68 -25.95 140.** 115 300 2.1 15
28910 _Tau A 8 V 182.05 -21.67 38.5 125 65 1.7 10
91312 - - A 8 IV 178.93 58.62 32.3 135 <50 <1. 19
95934 51Uma A 3 lll-lV 179.75 65.03 70.** 100 150 2.1 12
1106661 6 Com A 3 V 267.16 75.25 38.5 175 80 2.1 9
127762 "_Boo A 7 IIIvar 67.26 66.17 40 145 <50 <I. 20
135382 "I_TraA I V p 315.71 - 9.55 100. 225 255 2.6 14
139006 _Crb A 0 V 41.87 53.77 22.2 135 95 4.3 8
159561 _Oph A 5 III 35.90 22.57 14.9 230 160 11. 16
205767 _ Aqr A 7 V 46.45 '40.34 83.3 165 135 1.6 13
11753 _ Phe A 3 V 267.17 -69.99 64. ;_ 15 <50 <1. 17
28978 - - A 2 V 190.32 -27.08 78.** 15 <50 <1. 18
155125 _ Oph A 2 V 6.72 14.01 19.2 <10 150 7.8 7
214994 o Peg A 1 IV 91.71 -25.59 41.7 10 150 3.6 11
* Kondoet al (1978) observations.
** distances deduced photometrically.
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=4
12
1B
15 FIG. I.- Plotof theobservedA stars(thispaperN°7 to
20) and the Kondoet al (1978)observations(N°1
to 6).Thevalues(mA/pc)of W/d (onlyupperlimitsfor
slow rotators)are alsoindicatedbesideeachsight-line.
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PROBE OF THE NEARBY INTERSTELLARMEDIUM
BY THE VACANT LINE OF SIGHT TO 8 CMa
C. Gry D.G. York A. Vidal-Madjar
ESA Satellite Tracking University of Chicago Institut d'Astrophysique
Station, Madrid U.S.A. Paris
ABSTRACT
The line of sight to 8CMa has been probed by Copernicus observations.
This particular line of sight is remarkable for the low mean densities. We
find 5H _ .002 cm-3. However we can distinguish two separate regions:
I) A local nearby HI region extends over a few parsecs from the sun with a
density of the order of 0.I cm-_ and a temperature of ii000 to 12500 K.
2) An HII region lies somewhere beyond the HI region and is spread over about
60pc. Its total hydrogen mean density is of the same order as the HI
region, i.e. of_O.l cm-3 and it contains only elements in low ionization
state. All the data are coherent with the picture of a cloud in ionization
equilibrium at T _ 23 000 ° K.
INTRODUCTION
Interstellar lines in all bright unreddened B stars within 150-200 pc have
been observed with Copernicus to study the distribution of the various phases
of the warm interstellar gas. This paper presents the results for _CMa, the
line of sight to which is remarkable for the low mean densities (nHl_O.002 cm-_).
THE STAR AND ITS LOCATION
8CMa is a 1.98 magnitude star, of type B1 II-III. It is situated at a
distance of 200pc, with galactic coordinates of 1 226, b_-14 °. Figure i shows
its position on the galacti c plane together with a few nearby stars to the
direction of which the neutral hydrogen abundance is known.
THE OBSERVATIONS
Measurementsof UV resonance oo-
lines of i0 elements (listed in Table .A.,
O* I_ /_ 137p€ Him1.2|80, 1011
I) were made with the Copernicus *---- .C.A
spectrographat high resolution _s.... ,,,._,,,,,€. .,.,o
°°" ""'\ 0c(0,045A). The analysisof the UV ""'"_" .-0,,.,,,0.lines was performed through line k 0c..
200 pcprofile fitting (methoddescribedin _,,.,,,0,,
Vidal-Madjaret al., 1977). F_,, o"
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Velocity analysis
The fitting program can include a large number of velocity components but
in the case of this line of sight the best fits were obtained for a unique
component. There is however a systematic shift of about 5 km/s in velocity
between the neutral and the ionised species with an intermediate velocity for
the strongest NI line D suggesting the presence of 2 components: one containing
almost all the neutral gas at about 1.5 km/s, the other one being almost
entirely ionised and moving at a slightly different velocity of 6.5 km/s.
Abundances
HI and DI: The low hydrogen abundance is evidenced by the shape of the Lyman B
line which shows no damping wings (see Figure 2). Independently of the assumed
stellar line, the acceptable fits imply N(HI) to be in the range i to 2.2 i0 _
cm-2, with a b-value of 13.5 to 14.3 km/s.
The deuterium line was fitted together with the hydrogen line, leading to the
ratio D/H = 0.7-2.310 -s.
Q_h___!_£: Examples of fits of the different lines are shown on Figure 3.
The results of the fits are summarized in the first columns of Table I. More
precise abundances are obtained for NI and SII which were derived with 4 and
3 lines, respectively. OVI was not detected but an upper limit could be set
| _ i i | iDISCUSSION: STRUCTURE OF THE LINE OF .... Lv-_
SIGHT "
• N:S_ 101e I N:I.5 _w*e b ,N b :I0
Neutral region % v=,_
Considering that the neutral _ _
hydrogen absorption comes from a unique
component, the data give directly its mt Hi =
column density (i to 2.2 I0 m cm-2) and I J
its temperature (II000 to 12500K).
This latter is derived from the b-value
which, being much higher than those
found for the heavier species (see
Table I), indicates thermal broadening.
On the other hand, the comparison with
igh , , , i i i , , , ishorter lines of s t containing _, _,., ,_,., ,_ ., ,_ .,
approximately the same amount of Fig2
neutral matter shows that the neutral HandD Lyman profiles_..Jobserved,
region can not be much extended. In {_/:theoretical. The IS absorption is
particular, the line of sight to 8CMa superimposed on the stellar line_-_.
passes as close as 0.3 pc to the star eCMa in the direction of which the
interstellar gas density is about 0•I cm-3 (UV observations; Bruhweiler and
Kondo 1982).
The HI contribution in the spectrum of 8CMa thus evidences the existence of
a nearby neutral cloud of density 0.I cm-3, temperature 12000 K, extending
over a few parsecs (less than 8 pc), the density of neutral gas dropping off
by at least a factor of i00 beyond this cloud•
The contribution of this neutral region to the absorption profiles of other
elements have been calculated on the assumptions of mean interstellar
abundances (as given by Spitzer and Jenkins 1975; Ferlet, 1981; York et al.,
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Fil 3i , i i i i J a I i J
101_.4 1012.1 lS_414 lSml.e _sOl.•
o b s e r v a t i o n s
N (Cm-2) as
SPECIES N (cm-2) [ b (km/s) I V (km/s) expected inthe HI region
HI 1 - 2.2 I0Is 13.5 - 14.3 0.5 - 2.5
DI 1.5 - 2.3 1013 9 - 12 0.5 - 2.5
NI 6 - 8.2 1013 6.5 - 8 0.6 - 4.3 5 - 14 1013
SII 1.7 - 2.2 1014 6 - 8 4.4 - 6.2 < 2.9 1013
Sill 0.9 - 1.6 1013 7 - 8 5 - 8 < 7 107
Silll 1.2 - 1.7 1012 7 - 8 5 - 8 < 4 101°
Nil i - 50 1014 7 - 8 5 - g
Ol 3.8 -16.8 1014 6 - 8 3.2 - 4.5 5.7 - 14.5 1014
CII 0.8 - 1.3 1013 7 - 8 5 - 7
OVl < 5 1011
Table 1: Column 1,2,3 :column densities, b-values and velocities derived by
fitting the profiles, column 4 :predicted abundances in the HI region
deduced from the HI column density, a temperature of 11000 to 12500 K
and the asumption of solar abundances.
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1983) and thermal equilibrium ionisation fractions (as calculated by Shull and
Van Steenberg, 1982), and are displayed also in Table i.
From the comparison of the Ist and 4th columns of Table I, it is clear that
the neutral region contributes to part or all of the neutral species (NI and 01)
column densities, but can not account for the abundances of the ionised species
as SII, Sill, Silll: an ionised region must lies beyond the HI cloud.
lonised region
Since H/S and C/S can be assumed to be solar for this unreddened
_ 1015cm-2 "
line of sight, we find N(H+) _ 1.6 -I_ I0_ cm-2 and N(CII) _ 3.7 _3From Table i, N(CII*) _ 0.8 - 1.3 i0 , thus N(CII*)/N(CII) = 1.6 i0 - 3.5
10-3. From Table 4 of York and Kinahan (1979), this implies collisional
excitation of the ground term of CII by electron in a medium with density
nH+ = ne = 0.07 - 0.14 cm-3. Thus, the HII region is density bounded and
extended over 40 to 90 pc.
It is unlikely that the ionisation is due to the UV flux of BCMa, as to get
rise to such an abundance of H+, the density in the Stromgren sphere of this
star should be higher than 0.7 cm-3.
Alternatively, a unique temperature (T = 22500 - 25000 K) can account for all
observed line intensities ratios in the asumption of collisional ionisation
equilibrium (again the ionisation ratios given by Shull and van Steenberg
(1982) were used).
Finally two more remarks can be made after this studysFirst the non-detection
of OVI shows that there is no coronal gas in this direction within 200 pc .
Second, the presence in the distant line of sight to %Sco (see Figure I) of
a component presenting abundances and characteristics very similar to those
of the HII component discussed here (York, 1983), could suggest that these
2 components arise from a same hot (22500K-25000K), diffuse (NH _ 0.I cm-3)
cloud surrounding the nearby HI regions.
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ABSTRACT
We underline the present situation of deuterium abidance evaluation in
interstellar space and show that it should be < 10-_. Studiing in more
detail the X Sco line of sight and having observed two Nal interstellar
components toward that star, we can show that the D/H evaluation made toward
}, Sco is in fact related to the local interstellar medium (less than i0 pcfrom the sun). Because this evaluation is also < 10- it is in stricking
contrast with the one made toward _ Aur (D/H > 1.8 10-b) confirming the fact
that the deuterium abundance in the local interstellar medium varies by at
least a factor of two over few parsecs.
I INTRODUCTION
The most likely source of formation of light elements is during the
first few minutes of the Universe, according to the so-called generally
accepted Big Bang theory (Wagoner, 1973). They represent thus extraordinary
cosmological probes, the primordial deuterium abundance in particular being
probably one of the best tracers of the present baryon density of the
Universe. On the other side, deuterium is almost always destroyed in stars
and therefore should be also a probe of the chemical galactic evolution.
In that frame, one should expect a constant deuterium abundance in the
nearby interstellar medium and until recently it was accepted that the
measurements were in good agreement with the standard Big Bang predictions
(see e.g. Austin, 1980). However, the question has now arised about the real
cosmological significance of the deuterium observations and of the validity
of the many assumptions made either in the Big Bang model or in the Chemical
evolution calculations (Vidal-Madjar and Gry 1984).
In effect, Vidal-Madjar et al (1983) showed that in the case of _ Per,
the DI line is blended by a'n--Hi-component present in the stellar wind,
changing in column-density and moving away from the star at approximately 80
km s- . Although this study could not give a significant D/H ratio, it
clearly showed that a stellar wind phenomenon can lead to an apparent
overestimation of the deuterium abundance and may have influenced the
previous D/H evaluations.
To check this possibility Gry, Laurent and Vidal-Madjar (1983)
carefully re-analysed the _ Per Copernicus deuterium spectra and they
pointed out that definite time-variations were present. More recently, Gry,
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Lamers and Vidal-Madjar (1984) have found similar variations in the
Copernicus data toward three stars whose D/H have been mea#ured by York and
Rogerson (1976) through the curve of growth technique : y-Vel, _ Cru and
Vir. Therefore, one may suspect that the interstellar D/H ratio toward these
stars could be lower than previously evaluated (though probably still within
the originally quoted errors) and thus more in agreement with the low D/H
values found toward the three Orion stars studied by Laurent, Vidal-Madjar
and York (1979). Note that these Orion values already represented a strong
constraint since they correspond to an average over three components
detected on these sight-lines analysed with the profile fitting method. Note
also that it is still possible to invoke a particularly strong astration
toward the Orion region.
As a preliminary conclusion and in view of the possible stellar
contamination of the interstellar DI absorption line, we suggest that the
D/H interstellar ratio (within 1 kpc of the Sun) as measured toward early
type stars with the profile fitting analysis should be more likely of the
order or less than I0 -_, w_ereas the average of currently published valuesfor hot stars is 1.45 x 10- .
II The X Sco line of sight
Recently, York (1983) analysed the nearby B 1.5 IV star X Sco, also
through the use of the profile fitting method in many lines of different
species observed with Copernicus.He has detected five components in that
line of sight. The main one (2) seems to be essentiallyneutral,while all
the others are partly or strongly ionised.The D/H evaluationwas_possible
wit_ precision only in this component and led to the range 6 x 10-b < D/H <
10-_ deduced from the quoted H and D column densities and error bars. This
result per-se confirms our previous conclusion and seems to show that in t_e
nearby interstellar medium the D/H abundance is in fact smaller than i0 -_.
Since X Sco is only at about 120 pc from the Sun, one could question
the fact that this evaluation is not only representative of the nearby ISM
(~ i00 pc) but even of the local ISM (~ i0 pc ; LISM).
It could be therefore interesting to show that this main component
observed toward L Sco is in effect related to the immediate viccinity of the
Solar system. Several studies have shown (see e.g. Vidal-Madjar et al,
1978 ; Mc Clintock et al, 1978 ; Bruhweiler and Kondo, 1982 ; Crutcher,
1982) that the LISM seems to contain a small neutral cloud in the general
direction of the Sco-Cen association. Following the most recent compilation
of observational information, Frisch and York (1983) showed that in the
general direction of X #co one should expect a neutral hydrogen column
density N(HI)~5.10 IB cm- located over the first i0 pc away from the sun.
This value is only a factor of 3 _ay f_om the total HI column density
observed toward X Sco (N(HI)~ 1.7 10_J cm-_), 90% of which being locked in
component 2. The HI cloud observed toward X Sco thus must be related to the
local interstellar cloud (LIC). York (1983) gave evidences that this HI
component is probably quite compact and should spread over less than 5 pc.
This is in very good agreement with the infered size of the LIC.
To be further convinced of the component 2 identification with the LIC,
one should check two other physical parameters observed in this component :
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temperature and velocity. From the b-values evaluated in absorption lines
correspondingto elements presentingvery differentmasses, York (1983) has
derivedb (HI) > b(DI) > b(OI) > b(Arl), concludingthat component2 cannot
be cold and that the observed b-values are compatiblewith a medium at T =
104 K. This result is in very good agreementwith other studies and in
particularwith the observed temperatureof the interstellarmedium flowing
inside interplanetaryspace (see e.g. Bertaux,1984).
The component2 velocity also could be comparedto the LISM velocities
as predicted and studied by Crutcher (1982).Unfortunately,the Copernicus
velocity informationare not precise enough to clearly identify through
velocitycomponent2 with the LISM since furthermoreYork (1983) found five
componentsseparatedby about 10 km/s, a value in the range of the maximum
absolutevelocityerror to be expectedwith the Copernicusinstrument.
Since no optical observations of the quality required to obviously
detect faint interstellarabsorption lines and to have a precise velocity
scale were available, we decided to reobserve the D-lines of the
interstellarneutral sodium toward X Sco with a spectralresolutionof 3 km
s-_ and a signal to noise ratio high enough to be able to clearly detect
equivalent width of the order of i mA. Performed at the ESO - La Silla
Observatory in Chile with a Reticon detector, the details of the
instrumentation,observationalprocedureand data reductioncan be found in
Ferlet and Dennefeld (1984).For the present purpose, let just recall that
the wavelength calibration is based on more than 13 thorium-argon lines
emittedby a hollow-cathodelamp over the 501A of the spectrumlengthgiving
an internalaccuracyof 0.002 A or 0.1 km s- . By comparingspectrataken at
different epochs to be able to separate interstellar absorptions from
telluric water vapor ones very numerous in the Nal D region,.we have
undoubtedlydet#cted two interstellarcomponentsat V0 = -26 km s-z and at
V0 = - 17 km s-_ (see Figure 1).
From the study of York (i983) it is clear that one should expect some
Nal counterpart (although weak) only from component 2 (the main HI
component) and component3, a component in which there is in fact a similar
total hydrogencontent as in component2, but in which hydrogen is at about
90% ionised. Neverthelessthis component is still weakly ionised and NaI
could be significantlypresentin it. All other componentsare much too weak
or too ionizedto show any NaI.
Component2 and 3 have a velocity separationof 9 km s-I in remarkable
agreementwith the observed velocity _eparationof the two NaI components
which is also observedto be of 9 km s-_.
From Crutcher (1982) analysis,one should observe in the direction of
the star X Sco an heliocentricvelocity for the LISM of -23 km s- . This
result thus shows independentlythat component 2 is the more likely to be
related to the LISM since as indicated by Crutcher (1982) most of the
interstellarcomponentsobservedtoward nearby stars seem to fall within ± 3
km s- from the predictedvalues.
In conclusion, from that study, we have showed that all parameters
relatedto component2 observedby York (1983)towardX Sco are in excellent
agreementwith the LISM parameters (column density, velocity, temperature)
and thus seem to be clearly related to the LIC located at the edge of the
solar system.
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Figure 1 : Reticon spectrum of the interstellar D-lines of neutral sodium
toward X Sco, after corrections for the read-out noise and pixel to pixel
sensitivity. The positions of the detected Nal absorptions are indicated.
All other lines are telluric water vapor absorptions, superposed on broad
stellar lines. The two interstellar lines near 5889 A are almost
uncontaminated by water vapor lines while the two corresponding ones near
5895 A are heavily blended with two telluric lines.
III Discussion and Conclusion
Coming back to the deuterium evaluation, we now see that the X Sco
evaluation is not only related to the nearby interstellar medium but also to
the LISM. It could be thus interesting to compare this value with the
previous estimations of D/H in the LISM.
These estimations are very difficult due to the unknown stellar Lyman
profile of the target cool stars. Nevertheless, in the direction of _ Aur,
the Copernicus data are of very high quality and the conclusion of two
independant groups (Dupree, Baliunas and Shipman, 1977 ; and Mc Clintock et
al, 1978) are very similar, showing _hat at least in that direction the D-_
v'_lue s_ould be larger than 1.8 10-b, a more probable value beeing around
2.5 10-_. This result is in stricking disagreement with the _ Sco one,
showing that the D/H ratio in the LISM varies by at least a factor of 2 (and
more probably by a factor of 4) over a few parsecs.
Although this peculiar behaviour of the deuterium abundance in the LISM
is clearly shown in at least two lines of sight, it is still difficult to
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try to explain it by precise mechanisms due to lack of observational
material (see some possibilitiessuggestedby Vidal-Madjaret al, 1978).To
improvethe situation,more lines of sight toward nearby stars observedwith
Copernicusshould be analysedwith the profilefitting approach in order to
give the component by component characteristics of the line of sight.
Certainlyalso, one will have to wait for ST - HRS data which should improve
considerablythe situation.
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IUE OBSERVATIONS OF THE GASEOUS COMPONENT
OF THE LOCAL INTERSTELLAR MEDIUM
Daya P. Gilra
S M Systems and Research Corporation
Lanham, Md. 20706, U.S.A.
ABSTRACT
Discovery of interstellar Ge, the column densities can be
Ga, and Kr is reported. Several easily derived since the lines
intercombination lines of Fe II are are on the linear part of the
detected. The depletion is most pro- curve of growth (Gilra 1982,
nounced in Ca, Ti, and V. The highly Gilra et al. 1982b).
ionized gas C IV and Si IV is not co-
extensive with the Si II and C II 2. Depletion - Ca, Ti, V (and pro-
gas nor with the O VI gas. The mo- bably Sc) are the most depleted
lecular gas (CO) shows very small elements, the second place being
velocity dispersion (b~l km/sec), taken by Cr, Mn, Fe, CO and Ni.
Discovery of Ge, Ga, and Kr
shows that elements with atomic
INTRODUCTION number greater than 29 are very
little depleted (atomic number
About 350 high resolution IUE of Zinc is 30). Elements
spectra of about 40 stars (mostly in occupyin_ neighboring places in
C Ma, Ara, Scorpius and Orion Nebula) theperiodic table show similar
were obtained from the IUE VlLSPA depletion.
data bank to study interstellar ab-
sorption lines. To handle such large 3. Higher ionized species - The
amounts of data, several computer lines of C IV, Si IV are broad
programs were developed and prelimi- and show multiple components,
nary scientific results were reported often with no corresponding com-
(Gilra et al. 1982a,b). In the pre- ponents in C II, Si II etc.
sent work a modified version of the Even in neighboring stars the
programs was used. C IV and Si IV lines show com-
ponents at different velocities.
N V lines have proved elusive
RESULTS with a probable detection in
just one case. The C IV and
Averaging of several spectra has Si IV _as is not coextensive
helped in detecting weak lines. How- with the C II and Si II gas, nor
ever, the final limitation is due to with th___e0Vlgas.
the fixed pattern noise. Highlights
of the results are given below: 4. Neutrals - There is a probable
detection of one Fe I line. On
i. Several intercombination lines of the other hand, 6 Mg I lines
Fe II and several Ni II have been have been detected (many for the
detected. With the observations first time). Apart from the
of the intercombination lines, much higher depletion of Fe,
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the ratio [Fe I] / [Fe II] is Si IV lines.
much lower than the [Mg I] /
[Mg II] ratio. Interstellar CO line observa-
tions, e.g., in HD 147889, will be
5. Recombination - An apparently very useful in determining the in-
unsuccessful attempt was made to strumental profile of the ST high
detect interstellar lines from resolution spectrograph.
highly metastable levels of ex-
cited terms. Specifically, no
line was detected from the Mg I REFERENCES
3Po level (life time = 1012
seconds). This fact combined Gilra, D.P., Pwa, T.H., Arnal, E.M.,
with the strength of the lines and Vries, J.de 1982a, in
from the ground level of Mg I has Proceedings of the Third
important bearing on the ioniza- European IUE Conference,
tion, recombination and collision Madrid, ESA Special Publica-
processes in interstellar space, tion, ESA SP 176. pp 385-390.
6. Molecules - A specific search for Gilra, D.P., Pwa, T.H., and Arnal,
molecules other than CO was E.M. 1982b, in ibid, pp 391-
apparently unsuccessful. How- 397.
ever, in the IUE spectrum of
Zeta Oph there is an unidentified Gilra, D.P. 1982, in ibid, pp 139-
interstellar line which is almost 141.
certainly of molecular origin.
Two "forbidden" C120 bands were
also observed.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
HD 149404 has the richest inter-
stellar spectrum (except molecules)
of all the stars in this study.
Ground-based work will be very use-
ful. In particular, one should look
for Zr II, Sc II, Y II, Rb I, and
Fe I resonance lines, a_d, Mg I meta-
stable lines near 3850 A.
HD 147889, the heavily obscured
star in the Rho Oph cloud, has the
strongest interstellar CO spectrum.
Noisy nature of the spectra precludes
detection of other molecules. Space
Telescope (ST) observations will be
very useful.
Space Telescope high resolution
spectrograph observations will re-
solve many blends, even of C IV and
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VOYAGEREUV AND FUV OBSERVATIONS
J.B. Holberg
Lunar and Planetary Laboratory, University of Arizona
ABSTRACT
The Voyager 1 and 2 ultraviolet spectrometers are sensitive over the
wavelength range 500 to 1700 A. In the EUV, at wavelengths shortward of the
Lyman limit (912 A), Voyager observations have detected emission from three
out of a sample of II nearby hot DA white dwarfs. These observations imply
very low HI column densities in the directions of the three stars detected.
In the FUV, at wavelengths between 912 and 1200 A, Voyager observations of 0
and B stars can be used to study interstellar reddening at the shortest
wavelengths and to provide useful estimates of interstellar H2 column
densities.
INTRODUCTION
The ultraviolet spectrometers aboard the two Voyager spacecraft provide
several unique means of exploring the local interstellar medium. Routine
access to the 500 to 912 A region of the extreme ultraviolet (EUV) allows the
use of nearby hot stella= sources as a probe of local neutral hydrogen column
densities. A comprehensive set of observations of luminous 0 and B stars in
the far UV (FUV) between 912 and 1200 A offers the possibility of
systematically studying reddening at the shortest observable wavelengths.
Because of the strong and characteristic band absorption from the H2 molecule
at these wavelengths, these same observations hold the promise of measuring
interstellar H2 column densities.
EU_ OBSERVATIONS.
Observations of hot nearby subluminous stars in the EUV can be used to
obtain local HI column densities. Meaningful results however, require the
existence of lines of sight having very low HI column densities (_HI _ 5 x10 s' cm-2). In this regard observations of hot white dwarfs have been
especially important. Of the four sources initially detected with the
Apollo-Soyuz EUV telescope two, BZ 43 (Margon et al. 1976a) and Feige 24
(Margon et al. 1976b), were determined to be hot DA white dwarfs.
The 500 to 912 A EUV capabilities of the Voyager I and 2 spacecraft have
been used to survey a sample of nearby hot white dwarfs. A list of the DA
white dwarfs surveyed along with their temperatures, distances and galactic
coordinates is contained in Table 1. Of these eleven objects, three exhibit
detectable continua shortward of 912 A (Fig. 1). Voyager 2 EUV observations
of HZ 43 (Holber8 ¢t al. 1980a) indicate a column density of N = 3.9 x 10s. 7
cm-= for this white dwarf. An interesting comparsion of HZ 4_Iwtth a nearly
identical white dwarf GD 246 is shown in Figure 2. Here the FUV count rate
spectra of both stars are vlrtually Indistlnguishable while only HZ 43 shows a
measurable EUV continumn. Since there is no detectable EUV emission from GD
246 it is only possible to place a lower limit on the HI column density (NHI1.5 x 10ss). It is interesting to note however that GD 246 was detected as an
Einstein soft X-ray source (Petreet al. 1983). The HI column density along
its line of sight therefore cannot be much in excess of the above quantity,
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and in fact could be easily determined by simple comparison with the IIZ 43
soft X-ray flux.
Voyager observations have yielded two new EUV sources, G191 B2B (Holberg
et al. 1980b) and GD 153. For GI91 B2B the estimated N_T column density is
10 is cm-2. The corresponding preliminary value for GD 15_-is 6 x 1017 cm-2.
Two interesting comments can be _ade concerning GD 153. First, GD 153 is
separated from HZ 43 by only 8.3 of arc and lies at approximately the same
distance so that it almost certainly is within the same low HI window in the
ISM. Second, this star has also been identified as an Einstein soft X-ray
source (Kahn et al. 1983) so that its entire EUV spectrum is potentially
observable with future EUV instrumentation.
A survey of over 50 of the brighter subluminous objects has been
conducted with Voyager. These observations include DO white dwarfs (PG
1034+001, HI) 149499B, etc.), hot central stars of _lanetary nebulae (NGC 246,
NGC 7293, etc.), and hot 0 and B subdwarfs (BD +28 4211, Feige 34, etc.). No
EUV emission has been detected from any of these objects. Of particular
interest are Voyager observations of cataclysmic variables in outburst. On
the basis of soft X-ray and IN observations, it has been proposed (C6rdova and
Hason 1982) that the bulk of the outburst energy from cataclysmic variables
such as SS Cyg and U Gem could be emitted in the EUV. This, in conjunction
with the Apollo-Soyuz detection of SS Cyg at _I00 A (Hargon et al. 1978) has
led to the expectation that cataclysmic variables might represent a large
class of EUV sources. Voyager has observed three cataclysmic variables in
outburst, SS Cyg, U Gem and VW Hyi. No EUV emission (integrated flux ( 2 x
10 -Ix ergs cm-_ s-x, between 540 and 740 A) is detected. Descriptions of the
SS Cyg and U Gem observations are contained in Polidan and Holber8 (1984)_. In
the case of U Gem this EUV upper limit can be translated into a highly model
dependent lower limits on the El column of 10 x7 to 10 xs cm-_ compared with an
upper limit of N_ ( 5 x 10 xs cm-2 derived from soft X-ray observations
(C6rdova et al: 1984). The failure to detect any of the cataclysmic
variables in the EUV with Voyager is significant but perhaps even more
important are the Voyager FUV observations (Polidan and Holberg 1984) which
indicate a substantial flattening of the outburst energy distributions of all
three objects below 1200 A. The clear implication of these observations is
that little intrinsic EUV flux is actually emitted and that the FUV and soft
X-ray fluxes arise from separate regions. Thus while cataclysmic variables
may represent significant sources at 100 or 200 A, they have a diminished
prospect for detection at longer wavelengths.
FU_OBSERyATIONS.
In addition to the Voyager observations of the subluminous stars
discussed in the previous sections there exists a large body of observational
data on luminous 0 and B stars. While none of these objects exhibits any
detectable EUV emissions, the ability to observe down to the Lyman limit
represents a unique opportunity to explore the effects of interstellar
extinction below 1200 A. The only data currently available at these
wavelengths is a study involving four, reddened-unreddened, pairs of stars
observed with Copernicus (York et al. 1973). In Figure 3 we show an
extinction curve derived from Voyager 2 of one pair of the stars observed by
Copernicus (_ Per and 15 Men). Compared with this observation are the
extinction data of York et al. and older 0AO-2 data. Over most of the
wavelength range agreement is good, as might be expected. Shortward of 1140 A
however, the results diverge with Voyager extinctions lying higher than the
Copernicus measurements. The simple explanation for this divergence is that
at the spectral resolution of Voyager (~25 A) it is not possible to
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distinguish narrow bands of continuum which are free from absorption due to
interstellar H. bands. In effect extinction, as measured by Voyager, has two
components, absorption due to interstellar dust and interstellar H2. In spite
of the fact that what is being measured is a low resolution convolution of
absorption due to both dust and H2, initial analysls has shown that. a
separation of these two components is practical through modeling. This
separation is aided by the fact that, at Voyager resolution, H_ absorption has
a characteristic wavelength dependence which manifests itself in a broad
'absorption trough' centered on 1000 A.
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TABLE I
Voyager Observations of DA White Dwarfs
Object Type Tef f (K) a V _ll,bll D (pc) s S/C: EUV' Ref.
1. COD-38°10980 DA2 24,700 11.00 342,7 13 2 --
2. Sirius B DA2 27,000 8.30 227°-9 2.7 1.2 (2.6 Holber$. Wesemael,
Huben_ (1984)
3. EG 118 DA2 31.400 13.45 359,24 40 2 N
4. OD 394 DA2 33,000 13.09 91,1 30 1
5. G1) 71 DA1 34,800 13.06 192.-5 45 1
6. GD 659 DAI 38,500 13.36 299.-84 40 1.2 -- Holberg and Wesemsel
1984
7. GD 153 DA1 50,000 13.42 317,85 40 1,2 0.8
8. BZ 43 DA0 55,000 12.86 54,84 63 1,2 3.8 Holber$ et el. 1980s
9. GD 246 DA0 55,000 13.11 87,-45 40 1.2 (0.3
10. G191 B2B DA0 62,500 11.78 156,7 48 1,2 3.5 Holber| et sl. 1980b
11. Fei|e 24 DAO 70,000 12.25 166o-50 90 1,2 ?
Notes
I. Temperatures datelined from either Koester, Schultz and Weldemsnn (1979) or Voyager FUV fluxes.
2. Distances are from either measured parallaxes or absolute magnitudes (McCook and Sion, 1984).
3. Voysser 1 or 2.
4. Measured integrated EUV flux in the 540 to 740 _ band in units of I0 -so ergs cm-' s -z.
No entry implies a preliminary upper limit of 5 x 10 -ss erg cw-' s-x.
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THELISMAT OPTICALWAVELENGTHS:SPECTRALINESTUDIES
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OPTICALEMISSIONLINESTUDIES
AND
THE WARM, IONIZEDCOMPONENTOF THE LOCAL INTERSTELLARMEDIUM
R. J. Reynolds
PhysicsDepartment,Universityof Wisconsin-Madison
Abstract
Observationsof diffuse, galactic Ha, [NII]_6583,and [SII]_6716
emission lines provideevidence for a warm (_ lO_ K), primarilyionized
componentof the interstellarmedium distributedthroughoutthe galactic
disk This c_mponentof the interstellargas has an electron density
O.l-O.2cm"_ and occupies about I0-30% of the interstellarvolume.
InterstellarHa emission near the galactic poles, the dispersionmeasure
of a nearby pulsar,and observationsof interstellargas flowing into
the solar system indicate that this ionizedcomponent is an important
constituentof the interstellarmedium in the solar neighborhood. The
intensityof the Ha backgroundat high galacticlatitudes impliesthat
this component is maintainedby an av_rag_ hydrogen ionizationrate inthe vicinity of the Sun of (2-4) x 20 s- per cmz of galacticdisk.
The emissionmeasure is 1.3-2.3 cm-° pc toward the galactic poles The
sources of this ionizationhave not yet been identifiedbut may include
escaping Lyman continuumradiationfrom planetarynebulae,hot white
dwarfs, and early type stars. Investigationsof the regionssurrounding
Oph (09V), the nearest (d = 140 pc) 0 star, and _ Vir (Bl IV), one of
the nearest (d = 87 pc) early B stars, have revealedareas of enhancedHa
emission extending6°-12° from each star. However, it appears that
these stars do not contributesignificantlyto the more diffuse
ionizationwithin the local interstellarmedium.
I. INTRODUCTION
Diverseobservationsof the interstellarmedium have provided
evidence for significantionizationof the interstellargas outside
bright, localizedHII regions. These observationsincludepulsar
dispersionmeasures (e.g.,Taylor and Manchester1977), free-free
absorptionof low frequencygalactic radio emission (Ellis1982), ultra-
violet absorptionlines (e.g.,York 1983), and faint,optical interstellar
emission lines (Reynolds,1980). The developmentof the large aperture
Fabry-Perotspectrometer(Roesleret al. 1978) has made it possible to
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detect and study very faint Ha, [NIl], and [SlI] emission from the diffuse
interstellar medium. These emission_lines have provided strong evidence
for widespread regions of warm (= 104 K), nearly fully ionized hydrogen
distributed throughout the galactic disk.
Observations near the galactic equator (e.g., Reynolds 1983) reveal
emission in every direction with a typical intensity (between the
rel_tiv_ly bTight, discrete emission regions) of about 1.3 x 10-6 ergs
cm- s-" sr-', while observations at higher latitudes (Reynolds 1984a)
suggest that galactic Ha emission extends over the entire sky with an
intensity that falls to 1.2-2.4 x I0 "! ergs cm-2 s-I sr -I near the
galactic poles. Although interstellar grains may scatter Ha photons from
bright HII regions located near the galactic plane (Jura 1979), Ha
observations toward high latitude reflection nebulae indicate that the
intensity of this scattered component is small compared to the total
background Ha intensity that is observed (Reynolds, Scherb, and Roesler
1973). Additional strong evidence that such scattered light is not a
dominant source of background emission has been provided by the recent
discovery that the [SIIJ_6716/H_ intensity ratios in the diffuse back-
ground are approximately three to four times higher than the ratios found
in the classical bright HII regions (Reynolds and Shih 1983).
The detection of the collisionally excited [NII]_6583 and [SlI]_6716
emission in the galactic background places a lower limit of about 3000 K
on the temperature of the emitting gas. If the H+, N+, and S+ ions are
well mixed within the ionized regions, the_ the observed widths of the
emission lines indicate a temperature _ I0 _ K (Reynolds, Roesler,
Scherb 1977; Reynolds 1984b, in preparation). The absence of detectable
[01]_6300 and [NI]_5200 (Reynolds 1981; Reynolds, Roesler, and
Scherb 1277) suggests a high fractional ionization of hydrogen
(i.e., HT/H _ 0.75). A typical electron density of 0.1-0.2 cm-3 within
an ionized region has been derived from a comparison of emission
measures and pulsar dispersion measures (Reynolds 1977). This analysis
also indicates that the ionized component occupies about 10-30% of the
interstellar volume.
II. THE Ha BACKGROUNDAT HIGH GALACTICLATITUDES
a) The Ha Intensity Distribution and The Emission Measure of the
Galactic Disk Near the Sun
The Ha background near the galactic equator appears to originate
from gas within the galactic disk that is distributed out to 3 kpc or more
from the Sun (Reynolds 1983). On the other hand, observations at high
galactic latitudes sample interstellar material that is more local to the
Sun. A study of galactic Ha intensities at high latitudes has recently
been carried out (Reynolds 1984a), and a summary of the results as they
relate to the local Solar neighborhood are discussed below (Sections
lla, b).
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Scans of the H_ were obtained toward 72 high galactic latitude
pulsarsas part of a programto compareemission measuresand dispersion
measures along lines of sight throughthe interstellarmedium (in
preparation). These observationsincludeall of the pulsardirections
listed by Manchesterand Taylor (1981) that have galacticlatitudes
Ibl > 5° and declinationsbetween-lO° and +74°. (The siderostatwhich
feeds the spectrometercannot access declinationsgreaterthan +74°).
Two additionalscans that are not toward known pulsarswere obtained near
the north galacticpole. Figure l shows the distributionof observation
directionsin galacticcoordinates. The galactic H_ intensityI_ for
each of the 74 directionsis plottedversus galacticlatitude in
The intensit.iesare in rayleighs(R), where l R =Figure -72.4 x l ergs cm-z -I sr-! at H_. The open symbolsin Figure 2
denote directionstoward or within 5° of emission nebulositythat is
visible on the PalomarSky Survey red prints or on the photographic
surveysof Sivan (1976)and Parker, Gull, and Kirshner (1979),and thus
indicatedirectionsthat may not be sampling truly "background"H_.
The very large scatter in intensitywithin this subset of the data is
evidence for significantcontaminationby discrete HII regionsalong some
of the lines of sight. All except two of these potentiallycontaminated
directionshave galacticlatitudes< 15°. The remaining "background"
directionshave H_ intensitiesthat range from about 4-8 R for |bI < lO°
to about 1 R or a little less at Ibl > 50°.
90°
-90°
Fig. l - Directions of the high galactic latitude Ha scans. The map is in
galactic coordinates centered on _ = 180°, b = 0°. The crosses represent
directions toward pulsars and the two open circles represent additional
very high latitude Ha observations which are not part of the pulsar survey.
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The general decrease in Hc intensitywith increasinglatitude for
Ibl> IO° is consistentwith a disk-likedistributionof the emitting gas,
although the considerablescatter in intensitiesat any one value of Ibl
suggests that the distributionis not entirely uniform. The two dashed
curves in Figure 2 representthe expectedvariationof H_ intensitywith
galactic latitude for a uniformlyemitting disk with values for
Ic x sinlbI of 0.5 R and 1.7 R (and no extinction). These curves appear
to bracketthe data well. The clumping of data points near
x sinlbl: 1.7R for30°< Ibl< 40°andnear Ic x sinlbl= 0.6R for
IbI > 60° could be merely statisticalfluctuationsin the small sample,
or it may be an indicationof large-scalefeatures in the galactic Ha
intensitydistributionat high latitudes. Systematicallylower values
for le x sinlblat lbl> 60°, for example,would occur if the Sun were
located in a regionof the interstellarmedium with a lower than average
H_ emissivity. More detailed informationabout the smaller scale
distributionof diffuse emissionat high latitudeswill have to await a
more intensiveHa mapping program.
The radius of the region surroundingthe Sun within which the H_
emissionat a given latitudeoriginatesdepends upon the scale heightof
the emitting gas. Pulsar observationsindicatea scale height of
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500-1000 pc for the density ne of free electrons (Bridleand Venugopal
1969; Readheadand Duffett-Smith1975). These electronsappear to be
closely associatedwith the H: emitting regions (Reynolds1984a). If ne
decreasesexponentiallywith increasingheight z above the galactic
plane, then the Ha emission from this gas would originate from a region
withe scale heightof H/2, since the H_ emissivityis proportionalto
This suggests that the emissionat galacticlatitudeIbl _.60° -70°
Is from gas located primarilyWithin a cylinder of radius 150 pc
centered on the Sun. Therefore,the mean value of I_sinlb(from all
the data in Figure 2 appears to be _ l R with some evidence that the
value decreasesto _ 0.6 R within the more local 150 pc radius region
surroundingthe Sun. These values correspondto emission measures _M
along a line of sight perpendicularto the galactic disk of 4.5 cm-U pc
and 2.7 cm-6 pc, respectively. A comparisonof the emission^measure
with the estimatedcolumn densityof electronsNe : 1.5 x lOzu cm-2
throughthe galacticdisk in the Solar neighborhood(e.g.,Harding_and
Harding 1982) indicatesa mean electrondensity ne = O.ll-O.18cm"3
within the ionizedregions near the galactic plane.
b) The Hydrogen RecombinationRate and PossibleSourcesof Ionizin9
Radiationin the Local InterstellarMedium
The H_ intensitynear the galactic pole_ providesa direct estimate
of the hydrogen recombinationrate rg per cm_ of galacticdisk in the
vicinity of the Sun. Specifically,
8xl
rg = _ ,
where I_ is the galactic H_ intensity(in photonscm"2 s-l sr'l), and €
is the averagenumber of Ha photonsproduced per hydrogenrecombination.
The value of _ changes slowly with electron temperatureand ranges from
about 0.57 to 0.37 for temperaturebetween 1250 K and 80,000 K,
respectively(case B, Pengelly1964). Therefore,the results presented
in Section IIa indicate that rn _ (2.4-4.0)x lO6 s-l cm-z for the region
of the galactic disk within 15_ pc of the Sun. In steady state rg must
equal the hydrogenionizationrate.
This rate places an importantconstrainton the possible sourcesof
ionizingradiationin the Solar neighborhood. Table l lists the ionizing
fluxes per cm2 of galacticdisk of known sourcesof ionizingradiation
averaged over a region within about 3 kpc of the Sun. The fluxes listed
in Table l are upper limits on the amount of radiationthat is actually
availableto ionize the diffuse interstellarmedium, since some radiation
may be absorbed by gas in the immediatevicinityof the source (e.g.,to
form a classicalHII region)or may escape the galaxy entirely (X-rays).
Each absorbed photonwill produceapproximatelyone hydrogen ionization
in a nearly fully-ionizedgas (Shull 1979). Only O-starsand perhaps
planetarynebula nuclei have ionizingphotonfluxes equal to or greater
ioi
TABLE 1
SOURCES OF IONIZING RADIATION
Lyman Continuum Flux
Source (106 photons s- ' per cm" ofdisk) Reference
O stars ................................ 10-29 1.2, 3
W-R stars ............................. 1.6 3
B stars ................................ 0.5-1 1.2. 3
PN nuclei and white dwarfs ......... 0.4--4 1,4, 5
Supernovae ........................... 0.7 6. 7
QSOs ................................. 0.2 8, 9
Cosmic rays .......................... 0.008-0.08a I0
X-rays (hv > 0.1 keV) ................ 0.002 11
a Estimated number of hydrogen ionizations s-' per cm2 by cosmic rays (x 10-_).
Rm:m_ENCES.--(I)Terzian 1974.(2) Torres-Peimbert, Lazcano-Araujo. and Peimbert
1974. (3) Abbott 1982.(4) Saipeter 1978. (5) Hills 1973.(6) Chevalier 1974.{7)McKee
and Ostriker 1977. {8) York 1982. (9) Paresce and Jakobsen 1980. (10) Spitzer and
Jenkins 1975. (I1) McCammon et al. 1983.
than the observed recombination rate. If O-stars are the primary source
of the ionization, it remains to be determined how a significant fraction
(_ 10%) of the hydrogen ionizing radiation from these stars can escape
the immediate vicinity of the stars and travel long distances through the
interstellar medium. For example a line of sight through the galactic
poles passes no closer than about 140 pc from the nearest O-star, C Oph
(see Section IV). On the other hand, if the Lyman continuum flux from
the central stars of planetary nebulae and hot white dwarf stars is near
the high end of the" range listed in Table 1 and if most of this radiation
escapes the nebulae as has been suggested by Terzian (1974), then these
older stars could be the primary source of the ionization for gas in the
Solar neighborhood. Although B-stars, supernovae, and QSO's may not be
able individuall% to account for the ionization rate, their combined
effect (< 2 x 106 s -I cm-2) could be significant if a large fraction of
the ionizing radiation from each of these sources were absorbed in the
diffuse interstellar medium. High resolution maps of the Ha background
in regions which contain nearby planetary nebulae, hot white dwarfs,
0 and B stars may reveal surrounding ionization and thus may help to
determine the importance of such sources for the ionization of the
local interstellar gas (see Section IV).
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IIl. EVIDENCE FOR WARM, IONIZEDGAS IN THE LOCAL INTERSTELLARMEDIUM FROM
PULSARAND UV BACKSCATTEROBSERVATIONS
While optical emission line observationssupply useful information
about the temperature,fractional ionization,emission measure, and
ionizationrate within the diffuse, ionized component,they providevery
little informationabout the precise locationof the ionizedgas. For
example,all of the Ha backgroundnear the galacticpoles could originate
from gas at z-distances> lO0 pc. It is even temptingto speculatethat a
possibledecrease in the value of Is x sinlbI for Ibl> 60° (Sectionlla)
could be explainedby a deficiencyof ionized gas within about 150 pc of the
Sun, displacedperhaps by the hot, x-ray emitting gas. However, the
dispersionmeasure of a nearby pulsar and backscatteredsolar UV radiation
in the interplanetarymedium provide strong evidence that a substantial
amount of ionized gas is presentwithin the local interstellarmedium.
A distanceof 127 _+13 pc has been determined for PSR 0950+08by
Gwinn et al. (1984) using the parallax method. This pulsar has galactic
coordinates_ = 228_.9,b = +43°.7 and a dispersionmeasure of 2.97 cm-3 pc.
Therefore,along3theline of sight to the pulsar the mean electron density
<np> : 0.023 cm- , which is comparableto the mean electron density in the
galacticdisk (0.025 - 0.03 cm-3) derived from much more distant pulsars
(Weisberg,Rankin,and Borakoff 1980). It should also be noted that
PSR 0950+08is located in a quadrant in which the mean neutral hydrogen
densityappears to be < O.Ol cm-_ (Paresce1984; Frisch'_ Y-ork1983). If
the ionizedregions have an electron density ne _"_O.l cm"3 (see below), then
they occupy _ 30 pc or _ 24% of the line of sight to PSR 0950+08. This
suggeststhat a significantfractionof the local interstellarmedium may be
occupied by ionized hydrogenand that for some lines of sight the column
densityof H+ may exceed that of H°. Salter, Lyne, and Anderson (1979)
deriveda distance_ofabout 50 pc for PSR 1929+I0, which has a dispersion
measureof 3.2 cm-3 pc. If this distance is correct, then <ne> _,0.064 cm-3
along the line to this pulsar (_ = 47°.4,b =-3°.9). However, the validity
of this distance is in some doubt (Backerand Sramek 1982).
Evidencethat warm, ionized interstellargas is present in the
immediatevicinityof the Sun is providedby the hydrogen and helium Solar
L_ backscatterresultson gas flowing into the solar system. An analysis
by Weller and Meier (1981) indicatesthat immediatelyoutside the Solar
system this interstellargas has a temperaturenear lO_ K, a neutral
hydrogendensityof 0.05 +_O.Ol cm-j and a neutral helium densityof
0.019 _+0.008 cm-3. They have suggestedthat the departureof the H° : H_
ratio from its cosmic value can be explainedif most (_ 75%) of the hydrogen
is ionized. This interpretationis supportedby the resultsof Bobroff,
Nousek,and Garmire (1984),who concludedthat the failure to detect
Hell 304 _ emission from Capellacould be explainedif the hydrogen
ionizationfractionis greaterthan 40% along the line to the star
(distance= 14 pc). These resultsindicatethat in the immediatevicinity
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of the Sun there exists a regionof ionizedgas with ne _,O.l cm-3 and
T _,lO4 K. This gas thereforeappearsto be part of the same widespread,
ionizedcomponentthat is revealedby the Ha and pulsardata.
IV. 0 and B STARHII REGIONSIN THELOCALISM
In order to investigate the effect of 0 and B stars on the ionization
of the local interstellar gas, Ha scans were obtained in the regions
surrounding _ Vir(Bl IV+B2 V), one of the nearest (d : 87 pc) early B stars,
and _ Oph (og V), the nearest (d : 140 pc) 0 star. The observations reveal
significant Ha intensity enhancements in the vicinity of each star. The
Oph H_I region extends over an 8° x 12° region and has an emission measure
of about 400 cm-° pc and an electron density of 3.8 cm-3 near the star
(Reynolds and Ogden 1982). The H+ column density through the region is
expected to be approximately 3 x 1020 cm-2 The total _ydrogen recombination
rate within the region is estimated to be 1.8 x 1048 s- , which is close to
the predicted Lyman continuum flux of an 09 V star (Panagia 1973). Thus
most of the ionizing flux appears to be absorbed in the immediate vicinity
(within 15 pc) of the star.
Twenty-nine Ha scans were obtained in the region surrounding a Vir. The
resulting Ha intensities are displayed as a contour map in Figur_ 3. The HII
region has an extent of 14° x 18° and an emission of about 8 cm-Q pc near
+'o°I , i , o I '
F
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-I0° t o o o 4 5 o
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Fig. 3 - An H= intensity contour mapof the region surrounding = Vir, The
open circles represent the location and field of view of the H= scans. The
contour values are in rayleighs (R). A galactic backgroundHa intensity of
about 1.3 R near = VJr is indicated from the scans located outside the 2 R
contour.
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the star (abovea backgroundemissionmeasureof about 3 cm"6 pc). The
regionappearsasymmetricwith the brightestemissiontoward_nd south of
a Vir. The radialvelocityof the regionis -6.1 _+l.O km s-" with
respectto the LSR (-9.8_+l.O helioceQtric),and the width of the Ha
emissioncomponentis 21.2 _+1.5 km s-'. The electrondensitywithin this
25 pc diameterregion is _ 0.58f-I/2cm-3 (wheref is the fractionof the
HII region'svolumeoccupledby ionizedgas),2andthe H+ columndensity
throughthe region is thus_ 4 x lolgfI/z cm- . The total hydrogenrecombin-
ation rate within the HII regionis estimatedto be 2.0 _+0.7 x lO46 s- ,
which is larger than the total Lymancontinuumflux (= 5.8 x lO45 s"l)
expectedfrom a Bl IV + B2 V system (Panagia1973). The factorof 3.5
discrepancycould be accountedfor if a Vir had a slightlyearlierspectral
type (e.g.,BO.7 IV insteadof Bl IV) and/or its distancewere less than
87 pc. In any case it appearsthat nearlyall of the star's ionizingradia-
tion is absorbedwithin its HII regionand thus is not availableto
contributeto the ionizationof the more diffusecomponentof the local
interstellarmedium.
The outer Ha intensitycontourin Figure3 is nearly coincidentwith
a hole on th_ Berkeley2l-cm emissionsurveymaps at radial velocities
near 0 km s-l (LSR). Also, the 21-cmmaps centerednear -6 km s"' show the
edge of a large HI featurejust southof a Vir, where the Ha emissionfrom
the HII regionis brightest. These coincidencessuggestthat the HII region
surroundinga Vir is associatedwith the large,arch-likeHI complexwhich
extendsup from the galacticplane at 0° to 20° longitude. The distance
of this complexis thereforeabout 87 pc.
The Gum nebula,a 250 pc diameterregionionizedby ¢ Pup and y Vel
(Reynolds1976a,b),and the equallylargeOrion-Eridanusshell ionizedby
the I Ori O-association(Reynoldsand Ogden 1979) are two HII regions
which may influencethe local interstellarmedium even thoughthey are
outsidethe arbitrarilydefined150 pc distancelimit. Both regionshave
outer boundariesthat appearto extendto within 300 pc of the Sun in the
longitudeinterval190° to 275°. This is the quadrantin which extremely
low H° columndensities(< 5 x lO18 cm"z) are observedout to distancesof at
least 200 pc (e.g.,Paresce1984, and Figure4 below). These two regions
could be partiallyresponsiblefor these low H° column densitiesif the
boundariesof the regionsextendsomewhatcloserto the Sun than their
projectionon the sky suggests,or if the regionsare densityboundedwith a
significantLyman continuumflux escapinginto the surroundinglow density
medium.
V. SUMMARYANDCONCLUSIONS
Observationsof faint opticalemissionlines and pulsar dispersion
measuresprovideevidencefor a warm (IO4 K), ionizedcomponentof the
interstellarmedium which has an electrondensityof O.l-O.2cm°3, and
occupies% I0% - 30% of the interstellarvolume. The dispersionmeasure
of a nearby pulsar,the observationsof interstellarhydrogenand helium
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in the interplanetarymedium,and UV observationstoward Capella indicate
that this ionizedcomponentis an importantconstituentof the local inter-
stellarmedium.
The source of this ionizationhas not yet been identified. However,
the intensityof diffuse, galacticHa emissionat high galactic latitudes
_ hydrggenlionizat_onrate in the vicinityof the Sun ofimplies4(2.4- x lOo s-' per cm_ of galacticdisk. This plac s a important
constrainton the possiblesourcesof ionization. For example, this rate
requiresthe equivalentLyman continuumluminosityof one 09 V star or about
15 planetarynebula nuclei within a cylindricalregion through the galactic
disk of radius 150 pc centeredon the Sun. The presence of an ionization
Vlr
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Fig. 4 o Observed regions of ionized gas in the local interstellarmedium
projected onto the galactic plane and superposed on a contour map of H° column
densities by Paresce (1984). The lines of sight to PSR0950+08 and Capella
(_ Aur) are indicated by straight dotted lines. The size and location of HII
regions are indicated by dotted circles. The number in parentheses denotes the
H+ column density in units of lO19 cm-2 along the line of sight to the star or
pulsar or through the center of the HII region. The contours of H° column
density (solid curves) are labeled from l to 200 units of lO19 cm-2.
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boundedHII region surrounding_ Oph, appears to eliminatethis nearest
O-star as an importantsource of ionizationfor the local gas. The combined
i'onizingflux from B-stars, supernova remnants,hot white dwarfs,and
planetarynebula nuclei may account for the ionizationprovidedthat the
Lyman continuumfluxes from these sources are near the upper end of the
ranges listed in Table l and provided that a significantportionof the flux
is not absorbed by gas immediatelysurroundingthe sources. For example,
the one local (distanceof 87 pc) early B star that was investigated,_ Vir,
has an ionizationbounded HII region which appearsto be immersed in a large
HI complex. The ionizingradiationextends nd further than about 18 pc from
Vir. Figure 4 summarizesthe locations (projectedonto the galactic
plane) and H+ column densitiesof the regionsof ionized gas revealed by
the Ha, pulsar,and UV data. The regions are denoted by dashed lines and
are superposedon a contourmap of H° column densitiesin the local inter-
stellarmedium prepared by Paresce (1984). The number associatedwith each
ionized region is_theestimatedH+ column densitythrough the region in
units of lO19 cm"z. Understandingthe relationship betweenthese warm,
ionizedregionsand the neutraland the X-ray emitting regionsshould lead
to a better understandingof the morphology and physicsof the local
interstellarmedium.
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A HIGH-RESOLUTION STUDY OF LOCAL INTERSTELLAR SODIUM
A. Ardeberg, H. Lindgren, E. Maurlce
European Southern Observatory
Lund and Marseille Observatories
ABSTRACT
A high-resolutlon spectroscopic investigation has been made of interstellar
lines of sodium. From identifications of D I and D2 line components concentra-
tions of interstellar sodium gas have been Studied. Some preliminary data are
provided on the spatial distribution of stronger sodium concentrations.
INTRODUCTION
For investigations of stronger concentrations of interstellar sodium gas
spectroscopic identification of line components is a standard method. For the
weak line components to be expected from local gas, identifications are more
difficult than normally due to influence of stellar and atmospheric lines and,
in case of more distant background stars, also due to blending by stronger
sodium components from richer concentrations of interstellar sodium along the
line of sight. Finally, the signal-to-noise ratios necessary for identifica-
tion of faint lines require special observing techniques.
OBSERVATIONS
With the ESO Coud_ Echelle Spectrometer at a resolution of 105 we have
observed the interstellar lines of sodium at 5890/5896 A. A total of around
250 observations have been made for 200 stars. With the Reticon array detector
very high signal-to-noise ratios can be obtained. This means that at least for
brighter stars we can avoid line-identlfication difficulties due to the limi-
tations in the observing technique.
IDENTIFICATION OF CONCENTRATIONS OF INTERSTELLAR SODIUM
There are several features aiding us in our survey for faint line components
of interstellar sodium. First, our spectral resolution is very high. Second,
the signal-to-nolse ratio of our spectrograms is very favourable, for brighter
stars often well above 103. Third, the fact that both D 1 and D 2 are included
is of high importance.
For a first analysis we have inspected our spectrograms visually and
identified the stronger line components of interstellar sodium gas. Especially
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for the line components resulting from local gas concentrations this provides
only a lower limit to the number of interstellar sodium components really
available.
Following the visual survey, a more detailed analysis is now in progress.
A most important feature in this analysis is a careful mapping of the lines of
atmospheric water vapour present in the spectral range of interest. From
spectrograms of early-type stars and without interstellar sodium lines the
relative atmospheric .water-vapour spectrum is obtained. Measurements of the
strengths of selected water-vapour lines in the programme spectrograms then
transforms the relative atmospheric water-vapour spectrum into an absolute
one. Correction for these lines provides programme spectrograms of consider g
able purity. Also very faint sodium-line components can then be identified.
For our detailed analysis of lines of interstellar sodium detailed
account has to be taken also of the influence of stellar lines. Mapping of
such lines for all spectral classes concerned is therefore very important.
Mutual blending of sodium lines from interstellar gas is another problem
which needs careful attention. The problem is especially serious when distant
stars are used and the line of sight crosses more massive sodium clouds out-
side the local solar neighbourhood. Spatial line mapping is the most direct
approach. Still, blending can be rather serious, demanding facilities for
powerful disentangling procedures. A special deconvolution programme has been
developed for our purpose. The use of this programme is greatly facilitated by
the presence of the two sets of sodium lines.
DISTANCES OF STARS
From available spectral classifications on the _ system and from UBV photo-
metry distance moduli, corrected for influence of interstellar absorption,
have been determined. They should be of an accuracy relevant for our present
preliminary analysis.
PRELIMINARY RESULTS
In Figures 1-3 we present our preliminary estimate of the spatial distribution
of interstellar sodium gas. For three intervals in galactic latitude we have
noted the number of (stronger) interstellar lines in plots of distance modulus
versus galactic longitude.
As could be expected, the stars most nearby do not display many stronger
line components of interstellar sodium. However, there are examples of compo-
nents of significant strength obviously resulting from gas clouds quite close
to the sun. It is interesting to note that this is true also for stars
situated outside the galactic plane.
The data presented indicate a number of nearby concentrations of inter-
stellar sodium gas. It is our intention to follow this up in two ways. First,
detailed analysis of our present spectrograms should provide increased
accuracy and resolution for the local interstellar lines. Particularly,
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fainter lines can be studied and thereby more components be identified.
Second, more observations are planned for the nearby clouds indicated in the
present work as well as for parts of the sky so far less well covered by our
observations.
A programme is under way to determine radial velocities for all compo-
nents of interstellar sodium from _he observing material discussed in the
present paper. We expect an accuracy of the order of I kms -I. At the same
time, llne intensities will be measured for all components of interstellar
sodium. Combination of radial velocities and line intensities will provide
useful data on the distribution and kinematics of local sodium gas. Moreover,
it means that much better use can be made also of more distant stars for the
study of local gas clouds.
In this presentation we have excluded results from a relatively extensive
study of interstellar sodium in the direction of IC 2944. This study clearly
indicates at least two local gas components. The agreement with the present
work is good.
Fig. i: Our estimated lower limits to
the number of interstellar line com-
ponents given in a diagram with dis-
tance modulus versus galactic longi-
tude. Interval in galactic latitude,
b, is -5° < b < +5° .
iii
+Fig. 2: Same as Figure 1 but for the
latitude interval -25 ° < b < -5°.
Fig. 3: Same as Figure 1 but for the
latitude interval b < -25 °.
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OPTICALOBSERVATIONSOF NEARBYINTERSTELLARGAS
P.C. Frisch and D.G. York
Astronomy and Astrophysics Center, University of Chicago
The yellowD |inesfromneutra!sodiumare someof the mostuseful
interstellarabsorptionfeaturesfortracingout lowdensityoptically
thin interstellarmaterial.Hobbs (1978)comparedcolumndensities
of Nal as determinedfromthe D lineswithHI columndensitiesderive_d
fromultravioletobservationsand foundvaluesof N(Nal)/N(H)<6.3xlo-"
in 18sight-lineswithvery lowreddening,with the exactvalueof the
ratioapparentlya functionof temperature.If thisratiolimitholds
fordiffusecloudsin nearbyspace,we expectthatobservationsof the
Nal _ linesat the 3 mA levelcan be usedto _race2outnearbyclouds
with columndensitiesinthe rangeof_2.Sxl_ cm'. Thus sensitive
measurementsof the Nal D linesare a usefu!way of observingnearby
neutra!cloudmateria!.Withthis in mind,we havechosenhigh-resolution
observationsof the yellowsodium!inesas a meansof !ocatingand mapping
nearbylowdensityinterstellarclouds.
In the past,most interstel!ar!ineobservationshave reliedon
0 and B starsas targetobjects. Sincethesestarsgenerallyfall in
associationsthat lieoutsideof the nearest100parsecs,thereis no
a prioriway of identifyingthoseinterstellarabsorptionfeatures
whichare formedin cioudswithinthe nearest100parsecs. In orderto
determinethe distanceof nearbyclouds,we havesingledout relatively
abundantnearbycoolstarsas targetobjects. The distanceof the
interstellarcloudisthendeterminedby observinga sequenceof stars
spacedin distancealongone !ineof sight. The distanceof the nearest
starsinwhichthe interste1!arabsorptionfeatureis seenprovides
an estimateof the distanceof the cloud. Mostof the distanceswe
haveusedso farare basedon the spectraof the targetstars,and are
thereforenot knownaccurately.However,the upcomingastrometricHipparcos
satellitecombinedwiththe nextgenerationof ground-basedastrometric
te!escopeshouldallowthe determinationof steI!ardistancesout to
100parsecsmoreaccurate!y.
The resultsof applyingthistechniqueto the cloudsin the sight-line
towards_ Oph are shownin FigureI. Thisstaris !ocated170 parsecs
fromthe Sun withprobablythe mostwell-studiedinterstellarspectrum
of any star. We searchedfor,and found,surprisinglystronginterstellar
Nal _ and D2 absorption!inesin threestarswithintwo degreesor less
fromthe sightlineto _ Oph,andwithdistanceslessthan 100parsecs
fromthe Sun. A fourthstarwitha slightlygreaterseparationfromthe
Oph sight-line,butwithin56 parsecsof the Sun,producedno detection
of interstellarmaterial.TheseNal _ absorptionfeaturesare shownin
Fig. I whereintensityis plottedversusheliocentricvelocity.These
dataweretakenusingthe McDonaldObservatorycoudeDigicondetector
at a resolutionof 3 km/s. Informationaboutthe starsare givenin
the Tab!e. The stellardistanceslistedin theTableare all spectra!
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distances and taken from Sky Catalogue 2000.0. Interstellar ab-
sorption features are seen in all but the nearest of these stars,
20 Oph. The broad absorption feature seen in that star is stellar.
Broad, very shallow, stellar Nal absorption features are also
found for the stars HD149662and HD149807on tracings of a larger
velocity interval of the spectral continua. Also note that the
weak absorption features seen between +15 and +40 km/s in all of
the stars are telluric features from the earth's atmosphere.
In the 2x3 degree region of the sky defined by the four stars
showing Nal absorption, two distinct cloud complexes are present
centered near -14 km/s and -28 km/s (heliocentric velocity).
Ultraviolet observations of _ Oph show that each of these two Nal
features is actually made up of several individual velocity features
with distinct ionization properties (Morton 1975). Maps of 21-cm
emission at 0 km/s and -14 km/s in the local standard of rest
(corresponding to the two Nal clouds) in this 2x3 degree region do
not show pronounced patchiness that could explain the variations
in the line profiles seen in the Figure. (Cleary et. al. 1979)
Based on the fact that one star, HD149108, shows only the -28 km/s
cloud, while the other stars show both clouds, we thus conclude that
the spectral star distances listed in the Table may not be correct,
since the interstellar line strengths should increase in strength
with star distance. The relative star positions implied by the inter-
stellar lines, starting with the nearest stars, are 20 Oph, HD149108,
HD149807, HD149662and _ Oph.
This narrow unsaturated2Na D_ feature in HD149108has a column
density of N(Nal).-,3x10__ cm-2, corresponding to a hydrogren column
density of N(HI)_SxIO cm- , providing the ratio limit quoted
above from Hobbs (1978) encompasses the value for this cloud.
According to the stellar distances entered in the Table, this cloud
is certainly within 80 parsecs of the Sun, and within 55 parsecs
if the distance to HD149662 is correct, in agreement with previous
conclusions that this -28 km/s feature is near the Sun (Frisch 1981,
Crutcher 1982).
Another point to note from these data is that material associated
with some portion of the main interstellar absorption feature at
,,,-14 km/s found in _ Oph must also lie within the nearest 100
parsecs. This strong feature has substantial amounts of _ as
well as other interstellar molecules associated with it and is the
prototypical diffuse cloud (Herbig 1968, Morton 1975). Based on the
two stars HD149807and HD149108, at estimated distances of about
80 parsecs and which both show distinct absorption from this -14
km/s gas, we conclude that this main feature is actually a cloud
complex and that part(s) of this complex are within 100 parsecs.
A third thing to note from these data is that the variation
in the strength of the -28 km/s cloud between the different
stars indicates some patchiness is present within diffuse clouds
on scales of the order of a parsec or less.
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In summary, these observations indicate that a cloud with a
heliocentric velocity of r_-28 km/s and a hydrogen column density
tha} possibly could be on the order of, or greater than, 5xI#'
cm is located within the nearest 50-80 parsecs in the direction
of Ophiuchus. This is a surprisingly large column density of
materia! for this distance range. The patchy nature of the absorp-
tion from the cloud indicates that it maynot be a feature with
uniform properties, but rather one with small scale structure which
includes loca! enhancementsin the column density. This cloud is
probably associated with the interstellar cloud at about the same
velocity in front of the 20 parsec distant star _ Oph (Frisch 1981,
Crutcher 1982), and the weak interstellar polarization found in stars as
near as 35 parsecs in this genera! region (Tinbergen 1982). These
data also indicate that someportion of the -14 km/s cloud also must
liewithinthe 100parsecregion.
.Similarobservationsof bothNal and Call interstellarabsorp-
tionfeatureshavebeenperformedin otherlinesof sight. We
findsimi,larinterstellarabsorptionfeaturesin a dozenstars
between20 and 100parsecsof the Sun,and locatedin Quadrants
IV, I and II of the galaxy. A numberof thesestarsalsoshow
surprisinglystrongNal absorptionlinesin lightof theirreported
distances.
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Tab]e" Stellar Data
Star i II bII Sp V r vsini RVstar
(mag) (pc) (km/s) (km/s)
_,Oph 6.3 +23.6 09.5Vn 2.6 170 379 -15
HD14 9807 5.2 +22.8 F2V 7.9 87 -- --
HD149108 5.6 +24.4 A5V 6.8 81 - -
HD149662 7.7 +24.7 F2V 6.8 55 - -
20 Oph 8.0 +20.9 F71V 4.7 <56 13 -I
I I i I I
Nol(Oil
HDI49662
:'Viw
I I I I I
-40 -20 0 20 40
HC Velocity(kin/s)
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DISTANCES OF LOCAL CLOUDS FROM OPTICAL LINE OBSERVATIONS
Richard M. Crutcher and David J. Lien
Astronomy Department, University of Illinois
ABSTRACT
We observed the interstellar D-lines of Na I toward 49 stars in order to
determine the distance (125 ± 25 pc) to a cold H I cloud. This sheet of gas
may be part of the back side of the shell formed by the Loop I supernova.
INTRODUCTION
Riegel and Crutcher (1972) and Crutcher and Riegel (1974) studied the
angular extent and physical properties of an H I cloud detected as a narrow
self-absorption feature in 21-cm line profiles. It is seen in self-absorption
over 345 ° < i < 385 °, Ibl < 7° and apparently also in emission at higher
galactic latitud_ and lower longitu_e. Its typical properties are Tk = 30 K,
n(H I)= I00 cm-j, N(H I) = 3 x I02u cm-z. Two separate velocity components
are seen, at LSR velocities of +4 and +7 km s-I. Narrow molecular lines of OH
and CO are sometimes observed at the same velocites, and the cold H I seems to
be spatially correlated with the distribution of local dust clouds.
OBSERVATIONS
In order to better define the distance of this cloud, observations of the
optical interstellar Na I D-lines were made toward early-type stars in the
direction of the cold cloud. The Na I lines are better tracers of denser gas
than either the Ca II lines or color excess. The Varo-reticon detector on the
coude spectrograph of the Mt. Wilson 2.5-m telescope was used. The velocity
resolution was about I0 km s-1, which was sufficient to exclude the
possibility of stellar Na I lines with a high degree of confidence. The rms
error in measured equivalent widths and the minimum detectable equivalent
width were typically I0 mA and 20 mA, respectively. New observations of the
21-cm line of H I were also made at the position of each star with the
43-m telescope of the NRAO. The velocity resolution was 0.4 km s-I and the
beamsize was 20 arcmin. A strong optical interstellar line at the velocity of
H I self-absorption was taken as evidence that the stellar distance was an
upper limit to the distance of the cold cloud. Velocity differences of
4-5 km s-I between Na I and H I are not significant because of the low
spectral resolution of the optical data, the complexity of the background H I
emission profiles, and the presence of multiple velocity components. Using a
curve of growth with a velocity parameter b = 2.5 km s-_, we estimated column
densities of Na I from the weaker D-line which was observed. Because of line
saturation, these estimates are not particularly accurate; and any column
density greater than 1013 cm -2 is given as a lower limit only. For the
relative comparison purposes of this paper, this procedure is adequate.
Our results are given in the Table. Column headings are the HD number of
the star, the galactic coordinates in degrees, the spectral type, the visual
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magnitude and color, the color excess, the photometric distance derived from
the preceeding data, the equlvalent widths in milllangs_oms _f the Na I DI
and D2 lines, the column density of Na I in units of I0_ cm- , the LSR radial
velocity of the Na I and of the H I, and an index p which specifies the nature
of the H I line. Figure I shows the H I profiles which are the prototypes of
the H I classification index p. The very strong self-absorption feature
toward HD163955 is p = i, and the progressively weaker features as one moves
clockwise in the Figure are of types 2 and 3. The lack of self-absorption
seen toward HD154481 is p = 4; in these cases the H I emission velocity is
given. Some of the stars had missing luminosity type or photometric data.
Although such stars are included in the Table, they are not used in the
subsequent analysis.
DISCUSSION
Figure 2 shows the Na I column densities plotted against stellar
distance. The points begin to rise significantly at about I00 pc, and by
150 pc virtually all stars have strongly saturated interstellar Na I lines.
Hence, our distance estimate for the cold cloud is 125 ± 25 pc. Figure 3
shows the stellar distances plotted against galactic longitude. There is no
clear evidence for part of the cloud being closer than other parts. However,
at longitudes near 20° a distance near I00 pc seems most appropriate. For
1 < 360 ° the distance is less well defined and may be up to 200 pc. There is
therefore a fairly dense cloud of cold H I, dust, and molecules about 125 pc
from the sun with an extent of at least 90 pc along the galactic plane. Since
the thickness is I-5 pc, the morphology is that of a sheet.
Berkhuljsen (1973) found a distance of 130 ± 75 for the center of the
Loop I supernova remnant; the corresponding radius of the remnant is 115 pc.
The morphology of a cold sheet of gas lying within Loop I and oriented
radlally with respect to the center is rather unlikely. The observations of
x-rays from this direction argue against the cold sheet being in front of
Loop I. We suggest that the cold sheet forms part of the back side of the
compressed shell of gas swept up by Loop I. If the distance of the sheet were
I00 pc for I > 20 ° and 150-200 pc for i < 0°, which is perfectly compatible
with our data, the morphology would fit this hypothesis very well.
Crutcher (1982) analyzed the velocltles of published optical interstellar
line data and showed that the sun is immersed in a coherently moving local
interstellar medium which he identified with the solar system's interstellar
wind. The velocity vector is consistent with this gas being the front side of
the Loop I shell. The center of Loop I would then have a radial velocity with
respect to the LSR of about -5 km s-i a_d an expansion velocity of about
10 km s-l; hence, the age would be < I0" yr.
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HD 1 b Sp V B-V EB_v dist WD1 WD2 N(1012) VNa VH p
148898 356.3 17.8 ATp 4.46 .12 .00 30 - - <0.2 - 2 3
149438 351.5 12.8 B0V 2.83 -.25 .05 260 87 45 0.6 6 5 3
150366 355.3 14.2 FOV 6.06 .22 .00 50 - - <0.2 - 4 1
150638 349.6 9.0 B9 6.46 -.08 .00 >240 62 - 0.4 3 4 2
150768 353.4 11.8 AO 6.38 - - >140 - - <0.2 - 4 3
150894 352.6 11.1 A2 5.96 - - >90 74 - 0.4 4 4 4
151527 4.3 18.8 A0V 6.03 .20 .20 90 254 214 >10 -2 4 1
152909 1.6 14.4 B6V 6.28 .07 .21 180 286 216 >10 -4 5 2
153613 352.0 6.0 BSV 5.03 -.10 .00 110 - - <0.2 - 4 1
154204 1.9 12.4 B6IV 6.30 -.02 .12 320 179 142 4.6 9 4 3
154481 357.3 8.5 A3IV 6.28 .02 .00 110 261 116 2.5 11 5 4
155379 359.0 8.3 A0 6.52 -.01 - >150 83 64 0.9 0 5 4
155401 356.9 6.7 B9 6.11 .02 - >180 - - <0.2 - 4 1
156247 22.7 21.6 B5V 5.70 .07 .23 160 219 164 9.5 2 1 4
156325 353.8 2.9 B6IV 6.37 .14 .28 270 241 192 >10 5 5 3
156717 6.3 11.0 A2V 6.02 .04 .00 90 - - <0.2 - 7 2
156928 10.6 13.5 AIV 4.33 .03 .02 50 - - <0.2 - 2 2
157056 0.5 6.6 B2IV 3.28 -.21 .03 200 89 51 0.7 0 4 1
157546 6.3 9.7 A0V 6.37 .00 .00 140 201 147 5.4 2 5 4
157792 1.7 6.2 A9V 4.17 .28 .02 20 - - <0.2 - 4 1
158643 2.5 5.4 B9.5V 4.81 .00 .03 70 - - <0.2 - 4 1
158704 0.6 4.0 B9p 6.08 -.06 - >200 - - <0.2 - 4,7 1,2
159877 10.5 8.6 A5V 5.94 .37 .22 180 514 509 >10 0 3 3
159975 17.0 12.3 B8II 4.62 .11 .20 140 319 250 >10 7 4 1
161056 18.7 11.6 B3V 6.28 .38 .58 180 483 440 >10 10 4 2
161701 12.4 6.9 B9III 5.95 .01 .07 170 167 93 1.6 7 3 1
161840 358.0 -2.1B8V 4.82 -.04 .05 100 156 88 1.5 6 5,7 1,2
163318 2.0 -1.6 A3 5.72 .21 - >70 - - <0.2 - 6 1
163336 12.5 4.6 A1V 5.89 .05 .04 90 - - <0.2 - 6 1
163955 6.0 -0.1B9V 4.75 -.05 .01 80 - - <0.2 - 7 1
164536 6.0 -0.9 O9III 7.11 -.03 .28 2500 228 174 >10 6 7 1
165402 20.3 6.1B8IV 5.84 .20 .29 140 202 181 >10 -1 4 1
165814 5.6 -2.7 B4V 6.66 .04 .22 300 229 173 >10 4 7 1
166393 10.8 0.5 A4V 6.36 .16 .04 80 126 51 0.7 10 7 1
166937 10.0 -1.6 B8Ia 3.85 .22 .24 1100 253 180 >10 9 6 1
167666 3.7 -5.9 A4 6.12 .16 - >70 233 162 9.0 7 6 4
167833 20.3 3.0 A5III 6.30 .38 .23 130 150 132 3.6 8 4 3
169033 19.0 0.7 B8V 5.73 .01 .10 150 190 168 >10 6 5 1
169990 14.5 -3.0 BSV 6.03 .01 .10 150 189 148 5.6 -2 7 2
170296 17.5 -1.8 A3V 4.70 .06 .00 40 116 93 1.6 1 3 4
170680 14.3 -4.0 A0V 5.14 .00 .00 80 - - <0.2 - 7 3
170740 21.1 -0.5 B2V 5.91 .27 .51 240 234 189 >10 5 4,8 1,1
170902 17.7 -2.3 A4V 6.37 .22 .10 80 87 74 1.1 4 4 3
171130 17.7 -2.9 A2V 5.76 .04 .00 80 - - <0.2 - 4 4
171957 18.9 -3.5 B9IV 6.40 .21 .27 140 346 346 >10 9 4 3
171961 10.5 -7.8 B9 5.75 .02 - >170 179 129 3.4 5 5 4
175156 19.3 -7.7 B5III 5.08 .17 .33 150 351 279 >10 6 6 2
175623 20.2 -7.9 B9 7.15 .22 - >320 351 304 >10 3 6 3
176162 22.3 -7.6 B5IV 5.53 -.04 .12 170 201 171 >10 -1 3 4
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LOCAL INTERSTELLAR EXTINCTION
WITH AN EMPHASIS ON uvby_
RESULTS !
Jens Knude
Copenhagen University Observatory
l_troduction
Despite only a few percentages of the interstellar mass are con-
tained in solid dust grains knowledge of its distribution is of im-
portance per se,for dereddening purposes and because it probably
correlates with the interstellar gas.General information on the
bulk of the interstellar mass is thus obtainable from continuum ab-
sorption studies. Compared to diffuse emission data interstellar
reddenings have the additional advantage by including an upper di-
stance to the material observed.
Three dimensional mapping of the local dust has been attempted
since the calibration of the uvby_ system,Str_mgren(1966),for B,A
and F stars was completed by Crawford (1975,1978,1979). Being the
primary calibrating sources makes local field F stars particularly
useful as background sources in the search for interstellar redde-
ning matter. Computed distances and color excesses for A and F
stars are thought to be more accurate than 15% and 0.01 mag respec-
tively.
Two interpretations of the color excess observations have been
suggested. Either is the solar vicinity virtually free from dust
within 75 - i00 pc or 4.4 10,*-4 clouds/pc_*3 filling about 2 % of
the volume are distributed randomly in a low density medium.
Average reddenings and the distribution of local dust
Several comprehensive surveys for local dust by means of uvby_
photometry have been published recently.
Perry and Johnston (1982) obtained data for 3458 northern A and
early F stars. Spectral types and limiting magnltudes were select-
ed in order to sound a volume with inner and outer radius lO0 and
300 pc respectively. This sample has later been supplemented with
data for 305 late F stars within lO0 pc, Perry,Johnston and Craw-
ford (1982).
If the scale height of the dust density distribution is about
200 pc the distribution of the dust concentrations in the galactic
pole directions, where they are studied most conviniently,may be
typical for the solar vicinity. The existence and abundance of
matter perpendicular to the galactic have important consequences
in galactic as well as in extra galactic studies. Hill,Barnes and
Hilditch (1982) have presented uvby_ data for about lO00 stars
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within 15 deg of the NGP. Program stars were taken from the llte-
rature and may lack spectral completeness and'a systematic limiting
magnitude. This may complicate the interpretati0n of their results.
An identical invesigation comprising 572 HD stars with b, -70 deg
has been conducted by McFadzean,Hilditch and Hill (1983).
Knude (1977,1981,1982) has taken a different observational ap-
proach by observing magnitude limlted,"complete", samples of B,A
and F stars in small areas. The three published llsts contain data
for about 1200 stars.
The distribution of color excesses calculated from published
photometric and spectroscopic data,Lucke (1978) leaves the impres-
sion that the sun might be located in a dust free region enclosed
by more or less coherent large scale structures. But it must be
noticed that the lowest reddening contour presented within 500 pc
is E(B-V)=O.1 mag ,a rather large excess in the present context.
Local excesses are thought to be much smaller. An important para-
meter in the search for local extinction is the angular spacing
of the lines of sight and it is essential for the detection of
small dust features how the spacing compares to the projected
sizes of the dust structures. Unless the dust distribution is con-
tinuous the applied angular separation determines the linear sizes
which may be detected. Cloud dimensions were expected smaller than
about lO pc. Within a few hundred pc this requires an angular re-
solution better than one degree. To be manageable such inverstiga-
tions are restricted to smaller areas. The survey of the complete
northern hemisphere by Perry and Johnston op.cit, has one star per
six square degree,whereas the Hill et.al, and the McFadzean et.al.
mappings have 1.4 and 0.5 line of sight per square degree on the
average. Knude's observations have an average ranging from 1 to a-
bout lO.
Concerning the existence of local dust,average reddenings may
not be representative if the matter happens to have a clumped di-
stribution. A significant amount of material may be concentrated
in a small part of space but only covering a minor fraction of the
local sky. With an irregular dust distribution within a certain
distance the fraction of the sky covered by diffuse dust clouds
must be estimated before any average reddening Value can be accept_
ed as valid for the volume sounded. Closer than 150 pc less than
50 % of the sky is expected to be covered by diffuse clouds and
for galac_ latitudes above 70 deg less than 20 % of the area is
thought to be reddened, Knude (1983). But dust is present.
The selection of the stellar samples used for probing the dust
in a certain volume is most important. If some upper distance ll-
mit is chosen a priori the amount of absorption expected must be
added to the magnitude of the unreddened sampel stars at this dl-
stance. If this is not done the lines of sight observed have a
tendency to avoid the reddened directions present,Perry and John-
ston op.cit. This point is also illustrated by the observation
that in magnitude limited samples themost distant stars are al-
ways among the less reddened ones.
The problems of the local dust distribution are closely con-
nected to the questions of the spatial distribution of the varies
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gas phases of the ISM as typified by e.g. McKee and Ostriker(1977)
and Fried et al.(1980). Three principal conclusions drawn from
Perry et al. op.cit, favor the local void: (a) the sun is located
in a reddening free region extending at least 75 pc in all dlrec-
tions.(b) the galactic pole zones have negigibel reddening.(c) the
local dust,distances larger than 75 pc, is concentrated in coherent
large scale structures,displaying density variations.
Detailed observations in many small areas, Knude (1979) do not
corroborate the conclusion (a). A substantial amount of clouds do
show up in the reddening data even within 75 pc in an area totaling
5 % of the sky. These clouds have color excesses E(b-y) in the
range from 0.014 to O.1 mag. From statistical considerations,Knude
(1981a),a maximum of 750 clouds is estimated to be present within
75 pc, but they will only be seen to cover about 20 % of the com-
plete sky. Tinbergen (1982) finds indications of a very local,D_20
pc, dust patch in the direction (1,b)_(O,-20). In this part of the
sky color excess data, Knude (1978), also show that some stars
closer than 50 pc have color excesses larger than 0.020 mag. In
the distance range from 50 to 75 pc some even have E(b-y): 0.03 -
0.04 mag. This is in the general direction of the proposed large
Sco - Cen bubble, Weaver (1977). So in some directions very local,
significant amounts of reddening seem present_
Of the published photometric data samples none are well suited
to locate any small dust concentrations within 50 pc. The spatial
density of the F stars is too small,so the clouds may sllp through
the network. Background sources more frequent by an order of mag-
nitude is required,but as the column densities of such structures
are unknown photometry may prove too inaccurate for a search.
Neither is there any perfect agreement on the existence oT local
dust in the pole directions. McFadzean et a1._1982) confirm the
conclusion that the average reddening at the SGP is about zero,
whreas Hilditch et al. (1983) find significant reddening in part
of the zone b>75 deg. Knude (1977b,1978) also finds substantial
amounts of dust in some regions at both polar caps. On Figure 1 is
shown a histogram of color excesses resulting from uvby_ observa-
tions of all stars earlier than G1 and brighter than V~12 mag in
SA 141,b_-85.8 deg. The distribution displays a positive tall and
the average excess is not zero but 0.02. Figure 2 is a compila-
tion of such data for 50 square degrees with b(-45 deg, and com-
prises data for about 450 lines of sight. Figure 3 is a similar
diagram based on data drawn from Perry and Johnston (1982), Tab-
le 1. There is a noticeable difference particularly in the low
excess parts of these diagrams. Such a difference is not easy to
explain but it is strange tc note that the distribution of the_
index observed by Perry and Johnston has a narrow maximum at 2.735
just where other investigations of field stars and galactic clu-
ster find a gap in the distribution and just where the calibra-
tions by Crawford may not be the most accurate.
Perry,Johnston and Crawford op.cit, do not find any variation
of color excess with distance (projected) from the galactic plane.
The reason for this may be that the observed distance range,200 pc,
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is too small to pick up any significant Changes. Averages excesses
in 50 pc bins for the stars in SA 141 within 650 pc are shown on
Figure 4. These excesses do show an increasingtrend with distance.
Assuming an exponential density variation a linear regression of
the averages on exp(-z/h) results in a scale height h=160 pc and
in an equivalent average gas density in the galactic' plane of
0.37 atoms cm_,-3. With the patchy dust distribution observed
cloud and inter cloud dust need not have identical scale heights.
Figure 5 shows a color excess distance diagram for a small area at
latitude +25 deg. There may be several explanations of the origin
a the lover envelope seen,one that it is a specimen of the effect
of intercloud dust exclusively.
Figure 1 of Hilditch,Hill and Barnes (1983) shows that about
half the area above B=75 deg has an average reddening O.OO1 mag,
the remaining half 0.008 mag but also the existence of a patch
with E(b-y)= 0.024 mag.
Another investigation of the distribution of the dust at the
NGP presently being conducted. T.Oja (1981) has performed a spec-
tral survey at the NGP, b>70 deg, to a limiting magnitude V_llmag
finding ~5500 candidates in the spectral range from A2 to GO.
Knude,Winther and Str_mgren have prepared positions for these
stars for subsequent uvby_ observations. The observations are
complete for about 50 % of the sample and some preliminary re-
sults for the north pole are presented. As the survey has four
stars per square degree these new data are expected to result in
a more detailed understanding of the dust distribution at the NGP.
Table 1 contains the variation of average excesses in 25 pc bins
with distance (not z) as based on color excess and distance for
about 2000 stars. The average starts out with a value E(b-y) =
O.Oll mag within the first 50 pc and rises to 0.014 mag in the
next 25 pc and then remains constant out to 300 pc. This beha-
vlour very much resembles the variation encountered within the
first few hundred pc in SA 144 at the SGP,Figure 4. In Table 2
a coarse representation of the reddening variation across the
north pole region and within i00 pc is given. The average redden-
ing is doubled from 0.009 to 0.O18 mag when the pole is crossed
from the center to the anticenter direction. Note that the ob-
servations so far is not complete to the same magnitude in the
three sections, the final values may therefor change a little.
At the north pole a most interesting result is the very small
distance within which significant reddening is found. Figure 6a
and 6b show the distribution of E(b-y) for the few stars closer
than 50 pc and how the excesses vary with distance respectively.
For the 18 stars with D< 50 pc E(b-y) = 0.011_0.013 mag and the
distribution does show a positive tail. Only two of the stars
have photometric distances smaller than 35 pc and have no redden-
ing but between 35 and 50 pc reddenings as large as 0.030 show up.
If the matter along these lines of sight is representative one
may tentatively conclude that within 35 pc noreddening material
is present but in the range from 35 to 50 pc reddening free as
well as rather heavily regions do exist. Similar data pertaining
to the distances 75 _ D< lO0 pc ,b_70 deg are shown in Figure ?a,c.
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In order to indicate the preference of positive reddenings for
stars at these latitudes Figure 7 b demonstrates the E(b-y) dlstriL
bution with the entire symmetric counterpart of the E(b-y),O part
of Figure 7a removed. Figure 7b may be a czude first approximation
to the dust column distribution to beexpected in the high latitu-
de dust features. Figure ?c displays the considerable scatter of
color excesses for a sample of stars with almost the same distance.
As Table 1 shows the scatter is nearly constant when moving out to
large distances contrary to what is the case in the galactic plane,
where the excess distribution is seen to flatten at the larger
distances. This is probably an effect of scale height, only in rare
cases a high latitude line of sight will penetrate more than one
cloud.As a final example of a reddening histogram, the distribu-
tion reddenings within lOO pc and with b>70 deg,_20 deg is shown
in Figure 8. This area covers the northern part of the Virgo clust-
er parts of which apparently have absorptions as large as Av=0.2
mag.
As to whether the local diffuse dust clouds exclusively are
located in larger coherent features Figure 9 shows the resulting
spatial distribution of clouds for which upper and lower distan-
ce limits could be determined from a survey of 63 small areas
with IbI_30 dog. The cloud distances are not projected in the ga-
lactic plane in order not to overstate their nearness. No clouds
are indicated in the immediate solar Vicinity ; this does not
necessarily imply that no clouds are present but may be caused by
the scarcity of very local background sources_most of which are
more distant than 50 pc. Apparently diffuse clouds are omnipre-
sent localy with a constant spatial density. There may be a weak
tendency that there are fewer clouds for the longtudes l: 3_0-0-
30 deg and those present are concentrated in a smaller volume.
This is however not born out by the results on Figure 10, where
the clouds with only upper distance limits are pictured. They
show much the same distribution as in Figure 9, but some clouds
are present even within 50 pc. On basis of Figure 9 and lO one
would rather suggest a homogeneous distribution of the local dif-
fuse dust clouds than that they only exist in large scale features.
There is thus only little support from the discrete cloud data to
conclude that sun is located in a cavity more or less void of dust,
not even a cavity as small as lO0 pc across. Within 35 pc 75 clouds
are expected, but they are estimated to cover only a mere lO % of
the whole sky.
Some properties of local diffuse dust clouds
From observations of suitable stars in fine but irregular net-
works and subsequent statistical correction for the sensitivity
of the observations to detect various dimensions at different
distances the distributions of dust column densitles,linear dimen-
sions,spatial density and volume filling factor have been possib-
le, Knude (1981 a,b). It is found that for the distance range
from 50 to 150 pc the diffuse clouds _n the dimension range from
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1.5 to i0 pc occupy 1.8% of space, have a spatial densit_ 4:4
i0,_-4 pc,_-3. Their linear dimensions obey.a power law (2R)_,-2.62.
Their one-dlmeslonal frequncy is 4.3 clouds/kpc . By usingthe
method of moments an average inter cloud density O.OO1 mag/lO0 pc
or 0.02 H atoms cm,_-3 is estimated, Knude (1979 b). Note how well
the local average density derived from cloud statistics n(H) = 0.5
cm_,-3 compares to the estimate from the scale height considera-
tions 0.37 cm_L-3. The average cloud density is about 20 H atoms
cm,e-3. The distribution functions of the cloud parameters must of
course reflect the physical conditions of the diffuse medium of
which the constitute the most massive part. As an example the vari-
ation of linear dimension With distance from the galactic plane is
shown in Figure ll. For Izl¢20 pc there is a remarkable absence of
clouds with (2R)> 5 pc, whereas clouds in the range 20_ Izl_ 40 pc
shown a tendency of being larger on the average. Figure 12 displays
the variation of the clouds equivalent density with z-distance.
Apparently the high Izl clouds have a lower density than those in
the plane. No temperature inform_ionis presently available for
these specific clouds, but the variation couldlndlcate that the
clouds expand in low pressure regions away from the plane?
Little is presently known on shapes anddenslty gradients in
the clouds. The Clouds used for statistical studies were identi-
fied from spatialy confined identical color excesses delineated
by lines of sight with negligibel excesses. The clouds were assum-
ed spherical,though only 20 % show equal radial and lateral di-
mensions. The constancy of the excesses used to identify a cloud
may indicate either that the clouds are part of stratified struc-
tures or that only the dominating cores have been detected. So far
clouds with dimensions as small as 1.5 pc have been identified.
An extremely interesting problem is whetherthedlstribution of
smaller dimensions fo_ows an extrapolation of the power law or
it shows an extremum somewhere below 2 pc. If the distribution
shows a maximum its location may be used as an indicator of the
ISM pressure. A search for local subparsec structures has been
initiated by observing a few areas with approximately lO stars/
square deg and one area with almost lO0 stars/ square deg.
Figure 13 is an example of a dust feature within lO0 pc and with
linear slze less than 0.8 pc. At the SGP the elongated feature
shown on Figure 14 was found. It has a western extension only
0.2 pc across. The higher resolution data may also be used ad-
dressing the unsolved problems on theshapes of the diffuse dust
clouds,on there internal structure and whether they general_ pos-
ses low density outer envelopes.
As an indication of what may be obtained from the high resolu-
tion data a diffuse cloud in SA 141 is discussed. Reddenings a-
long 13 lines of sight within 0.5 square degrees are shown on
Figure 15a as they appear on the sky and with stellar distances
indicated. A certain systematics is noticed. There are two iso-
excess curves: E(b-y) = 0.0085+0.0015 mag and E(b-y)=O.0335_
0.0013 mag, two close, nearly Tdentical reddening directions, with
E(b-y)=O.049 and 0.054 respectively and an apparently deviating
reddening not fitting any pattern.
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Two interpretations are possible:
a. The 0.00.85 mag contour represents intercloud lines of sight
and consequently delineates a cloud with E(b-y)£ 0.017 mag. The
excesses 0.049 and 0.054 are the result of a superposition of two
clouds with E(b-y)=O.017 and 0.0335 respectively. Figure 15b
visualizes this suggestion. The probability of having two clouds
within a distance of 300 pc is 0.2 .
b. The angular distribution of these 13 color excesses offers
another interesting interpretation in terms of only one cloud
displaying a change of column density nearly One order Of magni-
tude from its center to its outer portions. Figure 15 c shows
what the column density contours could be like. The cloud appears
a little elongated, but for computational convlnience it is anyhow
assumed spherical. The clouds center istaken between the two lar-
gest excesses. The radial dependenae of the dust column density is
seen on figure 15d, where also is shown a power law fitted to the
data: E(b-y)< _-0.785 ,r=-0.68. The low correlation coefficient
and the largely deviating point are caused By assuming sphericity.
Outer low density parts of diffuse clouds may not survive for'long
if the clouds are overtaken by supernovae blast waves too frequent-
ly, Hea_z.o.T_eandBrand (1983). The occurence of clouds with densi-
ty gradients would accordingly be interesting to evaluate. Unfor-
tunately no unreddened stars have been observed in front of thls
feature wherefor only an upper distance limit are avKilable,D_300
pc. The clouds equivalent density scales with 1/D. JFigure 15e is
finally a display of the clouds radial density dependence, assum-
ing a spherical structure. A maximum radius is assumed. The den-
sity E(e )/21(_ ) translates to n(H) = 7958 (E/21)/D(pc) atoms
cm,m-3. At lO0 pc the density will vary from 40 cm,_-3 at the
center to iO at the outskirts. At 300 pc the envelope densit_
approximates the WNM density suggested by McKee and Ostriker(1977).
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Table I
Average color excesses E(b-y) for A and F stars
at the NGP, b_70 deg.Only 40 % 0f the final sample
is presented
Distance range N E(5-y) _(E(b-y))
pc los mmag mmag
20 50 18 11.15 12.75
51 75 102 13.58 14..07
76 i00 206 13.52 16.80
i01 125 222 13.19 20.61
126 150 286 12".93 19.13
151 175 305 12,94 18.79
176 200 264 13.11 19.43
201 225 210 12.62 19.88
226 250 191 13.57 19.97
251 275 144 15.64 19.38
276 300 108 14.28 17.68
t
Table 2
Color excess variation across the NGP, b_70 deg,
only stars within i00 pc. The three cross sections
are defined by the range of BD numbers observed.
BD range N E(b-y) "(E(b-y))
los mmag mmag
+ 7 2586 112 9.39 17.48
+20 2779
+20 2786 112 13.99 16.59
+27 2034
+27 2037 108 18.41 15.56
+44 2289
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Figure captions
FigureI.E(b-y)histogramfor _ 150 starsin 15 squaredeg at theSouth
Galactic Pole.
Figure 2. E(b-y)histogramfor_450starsin 50 sq.degbelow-45 deg.
Figure3. E(b-y)histogramfor 158starswithb •-45deg fromPerry& John-
ston (1982).
Figure4. AverageE(b-y)in 50 pc binsversusdistancefor the starsin SA 141.
Figure5. An exampleof a lowerenvelopethoughtdue to interclouddust.
Figure6a. Histogramfor E(b-y)of starswithb,70deg andcloserthan50 pc.
Figure65.Variationof E(b-y)withdistancefor the starsdescribedin Fig.6a.
Figure7a.Captionas for Fig.6a,but for starswith 75,D _100 pc .
Figure7b.As Fig.7a but with the symmetricounterparto E(b-y)_0 removed.
Figure7c.Captionas forFig 6b,but for starswith 75_D •100pc.
Figure8. DistributionOf dustcolumnsfor starswithD 100pc and b,70deg,
_<20deg.This regioncoverspartof theVirgOcluster.
Figure9. Locationof diffusedustcloudswithknowndistance.
Figure10.As Fig. 9, but onlyupperdistancellmitsare a_railable.
Figure11.Variationof cloudslineardimensions2R (pc)withtheirdistance
fromthegalacticplane.
Figure12,Clouddensityn(H)cm-3versusz(pc).
Figure13.Exampleof a_ 0.8 pc structurein SA 162.
Figure14.Exampleof smallelongatedfeaturein SA 141.
Figure15a.Reddeningand dishanceof 13 starswithin0.5 sq.degin SA 141,
projectedon the sky.
Figure15b.Reddeningdistributionexplainedin termsof a superpositlonof
twoclouds.
Figure15c.Reddeningangulard_strib/tioninterpretedas a densitygradient
in onlyone feature.
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Figure15d.Colunmdensityversusradialdistance.A poweris adoptedto the
dataassuminga sphericalcloud:E_-0.785 .
Figure15e.Radialvariationof equivalentgas densityn(H).
n(H) = 7958E(b-y)(_)/21/ D(pc)atomscm-3.A maximimcloud
radiusof 50 arcmin is assumed.E/21 is measuredinmmag/arcmln .
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Clouds with upper distance limits
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OPTICAL POLARIZATION AS A PROBE OF THE LOCAL INTERSTELLAR MEDIUM
J. Tinbergen
Sterrewacht, Leiden; Kapteyn Sterrenwacht Werkgroep, Roden (Netherlands)
The use of interstellar polarization as a measurement tool for dust or
magnetic field presents practical difficulties (dust and magnetic field con-
figurations inextricably mixed up; limited number of suitable stars). This
general rule applies even more in the local environment, for which the polari-
zations are small and the influence of errors of observation changes in charac-
ter. Because of this, the use of polarimetry and the design of polarimetric
observing programmes for the local interstellar medium must be approached with
even greater care than in the general case. I propose in this review to ampli-
fy this point, so that the reader can judgefor himself to what extent he can
use published results and can also, given the opportunity and instrumentation,
design an observing programme that will really pay off.
In the immediate solar neighbourhood the average degree of polarization per
unit distance is less (possibly much less) than 2.5 10-6 per parsec. At dis-
tances between 50 and I00 parsec this figure increases to approximately 3 10-5
per parsec in the Galactic plane and I I0-5 at the Galactic poles. This in-
formation should be taken as very approximate. It is a composite of data from
Behr (1959), Walborn (1968), Appenzeller (1974), Piirola (1977) and Markkanen
(1979). Table 7 of Tinbergen (1982) provides a summary of this work and rela-
tes it to extinction data by Knude (1979) and Neckel and Klare (1980). This
sets the astronomical scene. The precision with which polarimetry can nowadays
be performed at a number of observatories is about 1 10-4 and this determines
the extent to which polarimetry can be used as a local interstellar probe.
The most immediate (<30 pc) local region may be thought of as mostly
intercloud medium (the polarization per unit distance, when translated into
extinction per unit distance, is consistent with Knude's (1979) intercloud
medium). The precision quoted above corresponds to a distance of 40 pc. It is
therefore unrealistic to expect to use polarimetry to see detailed structure
in this intercloud medium; one may expect to see only local thickenings, which
by definition should really not be reckoned part of such a medium, but should
perhaps be thought of as the tail of the "cloud" distribution. At larger dis-
tances, and particularly in the Galactic plane, the precision quoted corres-
ponds to perhaps 5 pc, so that more spatial detail may be seen. This detail
should, however, be interpreted in terms of cloud statistics, rather than a
continuous medium.
So far, I have not considered a very practical question: the availabili-
ty of sufficiently bright stars to obtain the photons required for the preci-
sion which we need (and which we can obtain in the way of systematic errors).
To obtain a degree of polarization with a precision of 10-4 we need approxi-
mately 3 109 incident photons (Q.E.=0.1). Using a 300 nm passband and a 104
cm2 telescope on a 10th magnitude star, we obtain roughly 3 106 photons per
second and a single observation is going to take 20 minutes of integration
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time. One may therefore observe perhaps 20 stars once in a single night and
a large programme of n stars each observed 4 times will typically take n/5
nights of dark or grey time on a 1.5-metre telescope. This shows that mv=10
will always be a rough limit in apparent magnitude for a practicable pro-
gramme (this does of course depend on the square of the precision one demands).
The existing programmes of better than 10-4 precision have been limited to the
brightest stars (mv=5), to the first 50 pc, or to special areas like the Galac-
tic poles (see Tinbergen (1982) for references). For extensions to 150 pc den-
ser sky coverage and fainter apparent magnitudes, the'potential number of sui-
table stars is more than I0 000 (extrapolated from 180 with mv<5 within 35 pc;
Tinbergen 1982).
I have mentioned that the influence of observational error has to be
examined with care. The reason is that linear polarization is a vector quanti-
ty and that we are interested in vectors (either absolute or differential)
which are of the same order as the error vectors. It is not a valid approxim-
ation to compute the degree of polarization of individual observations and
average that. Instead, one must average the Q and U Stokes parameters, but
this requires an appropriate frame of reference in which to express them. I
have used above a quantity one may loosely refer to as "all-sky average of
degree of polarization" as a function of distance. For this the appropriate
coordinate frame is not obvious. A quantity which is independent of coordinate
frame is the mean square degree of polarization; this can be unambiguously
corrected for observational error (Tinbergen 1982, appendix). For use as a
probe of dust content this has a slight advantage over the degree of polariza-
tion itself. Since linear polarization is proportional to the transverse com-
ponent of the magnetic field, it is equal to or less than the scaled extinc-
tion (e.g. Serkowski et al. fig. 9). The mean square polarization accentuates
the higher values, amongst others those where the projection factor is favour-
able and may therefore be a more reliable dust estimator than the mean polariza-
tion itself (it does of course also introduce a bias towards higher values of
dust content; it is best to regard the mean square as the prime observable and
to compare that with models).
Another kind of error one has to be careful of is that introduced by intrinsic
polarization of the stars used as background sources. Criteria for possible
intrinsic polarization are:
I) supergiant (extended, anisotropic outer atmosphere);
2) close binary (scattering polarization on companion or gas shell);
3) emission or other spectral peculiarity;
4) Call K-line activity (solar analogue, but more active);
5) IR excess (circumstellar dust);
6) variable polarization (even when not accompanied by one of the other cri-
teria).
Bearing these many sources of error in mind, we may well ask what we do
know of the local interstellar medium from polarization observations. I like
to believe that the following statements are approximately correct:
a) on the scale of several hundred parsec, there is a preferential magnetic
field direction, as evidenced by observations at the Galactic poles (Appen-
zeller 1974, Markkanen 1979) and selected longitudes in the Galactic plane
(Appenzeller 1974);
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b) the local (r< 50 pc) region is particular devoid of dust, as evidenced by _ne
mean square degree of polarization as a function of distance (Tinbergen
1982, using also the results by Piirola 1977);
and, less certainly,
c) at a distance of less than 5 pc, there is a patch of dust (Tinbergen 1982)
which may be of interest in connection with cloud models.
Lastly, what of the future? When HIPPARCOS flies, reliable distances
will become available on a homogeneous system. It would be worthwhile to carry
out a polarization programme, extended to the same magnitude limit, at about
the same time. For this, the requirements would be:
A) Two telescopes of 104 cm 2 aperture, one in the North and the other in the
South. I00 to ] 000 nights on each will be needed, depending on the scope
of the programme;
B) exclude all stars with possible intrinsic polarization;
C) use a passband from 500 to 700 nm, to discriminate for interstellar and
against many types of intrinsic polarization;
D) observe each star at least 4 times and use all possible tricks to randomise
error vectors but detect real variability.
Such a programme is time-consuming and requires awareness of all the
various pitfalls. It must be carried out by observers and instrumentation
dedicated to this for several years. It is only worth doing if the date on lo-
cal magnetic field, dust content and individual clouds are of sufficient inter-
est and cannot be obtained by more economic means; the present Colloquium
should contribute to an informed opinion on this point.
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Postcript to "Optical Polarizaton" - J. Tinbergen
Worried by the expense in telescope time and manpower of the very precise
polarimetry required for local interstellar medium investigations, I asked in
the general discussion whether it was all worth while, particularly:
-- is the magnetic field of any consequence for local considerations, or is
it merely the result of wherever the ionised matter has swept it?
-- if the latter, can the magnetic field configuration tell us something
about the history of the gas that drove it into that configuration (cf.
SNR radiopolarimetry)?
-- failing this also, can polarization serve some other purpose locally?
Two discussion answers were:
-- magnetic field forces are of importance in supporting hot coronal gas at
high z.
-- one may detect that a line of sight passes through a dust cloud from
polarimetry of stars at various distances. This technique is 5 to I0
times more sensitive than colour excesses.
I feel this is a somewhat restricted use of hard-to-obtain data. The
trouble is that most other techniques applicable to the local interstellar me-
dium are expensive, too.
A point I did not mention explicitly is that in localising clouds in
space, one uses differences in colour excess or polarization between 2 stars.
Therefore the observing precision required is the same throughout the volume
investigated. The problem is not eased as one obtains larger colour excesses
and polarizations at increasing distance. This is why I did not mention the
older, less precise polarimetry at distances greater than about 50 pc. Such
polarimetry is useful for line-of-sight integrals, but is not precise enough
to be used differentially as considered during this Colloquium.
If the mismatch between colour excess and polarization precision can be
reduced by improved photometry (e.g. by a longer wavelength base and redundant
photometry of several absorption lines or spectrophotometry), one may expect
to be able to derive approximate magnetic field projection factors from the
ratio of (differential) polarization to colour excess (this would assume
"uniform" magnetic field strength and dust alignment).
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Do the arching HI filaments show in local reddening data ?
Jens Knude
Copenhagen University Observatory
Probable dust counterparts of arching structures are looked
for in two cases. (a) the Eridanus expanding shell, Heiles
(1976) and (b) the extended Sco-Cen feature, Weaver (1977).
Apparently the color excess data may be used to derive distance
and dimension estimates of these structures.
(a). Color excesses from two areas SA 121 and SA 144 situat-
ed on the position of the 3.2 - 6,3 km/s velocity-slice are
applied. Some stratification of the color excesses is noticed
for both areas but extreme patchiness typifies particularly _
the dust in the SA 144 region,Figure 1. This Figure differs
from the normal appearence of such diagrams for magnitude lim-
ited stellar samples by having an upper reddening limit,con-
stant with distance. This fact alone may indicate the presence
of a wall like structure. Three distinct reddening levelsE(b-y)
are present: 0.012, 0.018 and 0.030 mag. But not over the com-
plete area, only in certain cross sections. If these reddenings
are assumed to be due to dust in the HI shell when it is first
met, for the second crossing and for lines of sight penetrat-
ing the shell twice respectively, the distance to the shells
center and its radius may beestimated from the spatial locat-
ion of the dust. Velocities of interstellar absorption lines
for these stars are required to justify this assumption. Fig-
ure 2 displays the level E(b-y) = 0.012 mag attributed to the
near part of the shell in a 20 by 300 section along the NW-SE
diagonal of the area. Stars in this subsample have constant
longitude. The distance to the 0.012 mag dus_ is accurately
determined to llO pc, because the dust is known to be within
ll5 pc and some unreddened stars are observed in front of it
as far out as lO0 pc. The 0.018 and 0.03 mag levels are dis-
played in Figure 3 and 4 respectively. The distance to the
0.018 level is similarly derived to 165 pc whereas only an up-
per limit,170 pc, for the combination 0.030 mag is deducible.
As SA 144 is 14 deg from the shells center a Simple calcula-
tion results in a distance 137 pc to the shells center and a
radius of 46 pc. Only three stars arA found to have reddenings
above 0.03 mag, indicating the presence of a level at 0.05 mag
within 300 pc, about the minimum distance to the H filaments
studied by Reynolds and Ogden (1979) at this latitude.Redde_-
nings in SA 121 also display the three levels and their distan-
ces result in an estimate 126 pc to the shell center and a ra-
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dius of 51 pc. Originaly Heiles (1976) suEgested a distance
150 pc to the shells center and a radius 49 pc.
(b). Color excesses in the direction of the proposed
Sco-Cen bubble show an organized variation with distance.Most
stars more:distant than 150 pc •have reddenings above 0.02 mag
and levels off at 0.07 mag_ Figure 5. Such a behaviour may be
due to a spatialy confined,non coherent structure with •some
diffuse matter inside it. Sampling effects ean cause biased
interpretations. Figure 6 and Figure A =•Figure 5 in Knude
(Local Interstellar Extinction) go fainter than Figure 5oand
more reddened parts of the same volume •are picked up. These
two figures have a clearly defined lower envelope fitting well
to the upper confinement of Figure 5. A sample of B stars be-
yond 300 pc has also a distinct lower reddening limit. Within
the shell concept excesses on the lower envelope of Figure 5
originate either on the front or on the backside; excesses on
the upper envelope of Figure 5 are caused by two crossings and
a contribution from the matter behind the shells backside. The
lower envelopes of Figure 6 and A are populated by reddenings
from two encounters, points above in addition by non swept up
dust inside. The absence of distant low excess stars may be
taken as an indication of a pervasive homogeneous medium.
Shell dimensions are estimated from SA 193,(1,b)=:(293,0) •.
Figure 7 shows the excess levels pertaining to the first and
combined encounters. From this reddening distributlon•the
shell radius is estimated to 140 pc and the distance to the
expansion center to 190 pc. With this dimension•and the red,
dening variation for stars beyond 4OO pc in Figure A,which
is postulated to be similar to that.:• in the medium before the •
bubble was blown. The slope of the envelope gives an estimate
of a density in a postulated homogeneous medium : 0.22 atoms
cm -3. This translates to a swept up gas mass 10_,5 solar
masses, as a lower limit because the diffuse dust clouds have
not been accounted for, The mass Of the moving gas has been •
computed to 10,_6 solar masses, Weaver (1977).
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A LARGE-SCALEDARK CLOUD SYSTEM IN THE NORTHERN SKY
WolfhardSchlosser
AstronomischesInstitut,Ruhr-Universit_tBochum,
Germany
Wide-anglephotographsof the NorthernMilky Way reveal a complexsystem of
dark clouds coveringthe galactic longitudesfrom 1 = 9o° to about 1 = 2oo°
(fig.).This Northern Dark Cloud System is a coherent structureof individual
clouds of preferentiallycellularappearance.The cloud system has to be as-
signed to the local spiral arm. This is substantiatedby the large extent in
galacticlatitudesand its proximityto well-establishedtracersof the local
spiral arm.
_&_ , _, a , , , , i I i i i i
The Northern Dark Cloud System between 1 = 9o° and 1 = 2oo° . The letters refer
to individual structures discussed in a forthcoming paper (Astronomy and Astro-
physics, in print).
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HOTGAS INTHE LISM: OPTICAL,UV,ANDEUVWAVELENGTHS
']53

OBSERVATIONS OF ABSORPTION LINES
FROM HIGHLY IONIZEDATOMS
Ed,waxd B. Jenkins
Princeton University Observatory
Princeton, N. J. 08544
ABSTRACT
In the ultraviolet spectra of hot stars, we can see absorption lines from highly ion-
ized species in the interstellar medium. Observations of these features have been
very influential in revising our perception of the medium's various physical states
and how gases in space are heated and ionized. The pervasiveness of 0 VI absorp-
tion lines, coupled with complementary observations of a diffuse background in
soft x-rays and EUV radiation, shows that there is an extensive network of low den-
sity gas (nm fewxl0-3cm -s) existing at "coronal" temperatures, 5.3 _ log T g 6.3.
Thus, while we once thought that x-rays and cosmic rays were the dominant
sources of excitation and heating of the interstellar gas, we now realize that
shocks created by supernova explosions or mass loss from early-type stars can
propagate freely through space and eventually transfer a large amount of energy
to the medium. To create the coronal temperatures, the shocks must have veloci-
ties in excess of 150 krn s-l; shocks at somewhat lower velocity (v g 100 km s-1)
can be directly observed in the lines of Si III. Observations of other lines in the
ultraviolet, such as Si IV and C IV, may highlight the widespread presence of ener-
getic uv radiation from very hot, dwarf stars. More advanced techniques in visible
and x-ray astronomical spectroscopy may open up for inspection selected lines
from atoms in much higher stages of ionization.
I. BEGINNINGS
Well before space-borne instruments were launched to observe ultraviolet
absorption lines from the interstellar medium, it was suggested that featu_'es from
highly ionized atoms might provide a valuable insight on the magnitude and char-
acter of ionizing and heating processes which were responsible for the observed
physical states of gases in space. Early proposals centered on the notion that pri-
marily neutral gas (HI regions) occupied most of the space, and that low energy
cosmic ray particles or x-rays were responsible for the observed temperature and
small traces of ionization (Pikerner lg67, Spitzer 1968, Spitzer and Tomasko 1968,
Field, et al. 1969, Spitzer and Scott 1969, Goldsmith, et o2. 1969, Silk and Werner
1969, Dalgarno and McCray 1972). Since low energy cosmic rays are shielded from
us by interplanetary magnetic fields and low energy x-rays were difficult to meas-
ure. with existing experiments, we could not measure the strength of these pro-
posed sources of heating and partial ionization. Instead, it was suggested that the
fluxes could be ascertained indirectly by observing the interstellar abundances of
some highly ionized forms of particular heavy elements, such as C HI, C IV, N III, N
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¥, Si III, Si W, S III and S IV, all which had strong resonance lines in the ultraviolet
(Silk 1970, Silk and Brown 1971, Weisheit 1973).
A few years after a search for such absorption features in stellar spectra had
been initiated by the Copernicus satellite, Steigman (1975) cautioned that the
highly charged ions could be severely depleted in HI regions if, as seemed likely,
the cross section for charge exchange with the neutral atoms were reasonably
high. This effect could be much more important than recombinations with free
electrons considered earlier. In the years which followed, Steigman's warning was
shown to be valid: Blinf, et o2. (1976) calculated <av> _ 10-°cm3s -1 for charge
exchanges between C IV and H for temperatures between 1000 and 20,000 K, and
similar conclusions for N IV, the primary reservoir for the observable N V, were
derived by Christensen, eta/. (1977). These calculations using the scattering
approximation were valid only for impact energies ~ 1 eV, but Watson, eta/. (1979)
carried out quantal calculations which showed that the large cross sections per-
sisted even to energies which were characteristic of temperatures in ordinary,
dense interstellar clouds (T ~ 100 K).
While these theoretical conclusions muted one particular incentive for observ-
(1)highly ionized atoms in the interstellar medium, the Copernicus researchers
were also interested in the prospect of detecting low density, thermally ionized
gases which could conceivably inhabit some voids between the clouds of ordinary,
cool H I. Their efforts were rewarded by an early indication of absorption near the
wavelength of the 1032 ._ feature of 0 VI in the spectra of a Eri and _ Sco, reported
by Rogerson, eta/. (1973). There soon followed definitive studies which showed
that both members of the 0 VI doublet could be seen in many stars, that the
absorptions were very likely interstellar, and that the high state of ionization was
created by collisions in a hot plasma, instead of cosmic ray or x-ray bombardment
in an ordinary cool gas (York 1974, Jenkins and Meloy 1974). From the ubiquity of
the 0 VI lines and their large apparent widths, coupled with a lack of conspicuous
feaLures from other ions having a slightly lower ionization potential, these authors
concluded that low density gases having a temperature somewhere in the interval
2×105 to 2x 10° K were pervasive.
The 0 VI findings were published concurrently with an article by Williams on, et
a/. (1974), who suggested that the diffuse, soft x-ray background radiation
observed from their sounding-rocket experiments originated from the same very
hot medium, although their measurements were mostly sensitive to emissions
from gases at the upper end of the temperature range, 1 to several ×106 K. These
two fundamentally different experimental results, the detections of uv absorption
features and the emissions at x-ray energies, were important milestones which
precipitated a new era of thought on the state of the interstellar medium. In many
respects, the widespread existence of hot material was reminiscent of a proposal
by Spitzer (1956) that the corona of our galaxy is comprised of a v low density
medium in a temperature regime similar to that of the solar corona.
(1) Other ways were found to measure indirectly the cosmic ray and x-ray ionization rates in the
interstellar medium, using the abundances of HD and OH which are influenced by the proton 'den-
ies (0'Donnell and Watson 1974, Jura 1974, Black and Dalgarno 1973).
Unfortunately, the Copernicus satellite lacked the sensitivity to measure the spectra of
sources more than 1 or 2 kpc. from the galactic plane, so the structure of a corona of our galaxy
could not be investigated. Recent data from the IUE satellite showevidence for an excess of SiIV
and C IV in high latitude sources, indicating the presence of material at "transition layer" type
temperatures (Savage and deBoer 1979, 1981, Pettini and West 1982), but the wavelength cover-
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II. INVESTIGATIONOF THE O VI-BEARINGGAS
_z) Origi_s: Stellar, Circumstellar or Interstellar?
The first, and perhaps most critical challenge for those who advocate an inter-
stellar interpretation for certain absorption lines is to convince the skeptics that
the stars themselves, or their influences on the environment, are not responsible
for the observed features. This problem is not a new one; controversy in this area
extends back to the turn of the century when the first interstellar lines, those of
Ca II, were identified in the spectra of binary stars (Hartmann 1904, Slipher 1909).
For the 0 VI features, which must arise from material which is subjected to strong
heathlg, a resolution of circumstellar versus interstellar origins is particularly
relevant, inasmuch as the 0 and B type stars which produce enough radiation to
show features at 1032 and 1038_ are the very stars which must deliver a large
amount of energy to the environment. Plausible theoretical interpretations of the
observed 0 VI column densities were advanced for both viewpoints: The 0 YI could
reside in zones associated with the target stars or whole groups of stars in the
association (the "interstellar bubbles" of Castor, et o2. 1975; also see Weaver, eta/.
1977) or, alternatively, there could be an interconnected network of regions in
space heated, on successive occasions, by supernova blast waves (the "interstellar
tunnels" of Cox and Smith 1974).
While the atmospheres of hot stars are responsible for broad 0 VI absorption
features, often with P-Cygni type characteristics, the radial velocities of the nar-
rower features identified as "interstellar" show no correlation with stellar veloci-
ties (Jenkins and Meloy 1974, Jenkins 1978b), nor are the 0 VI hnes influenced in
any way by the stars' projected rotational velocities, v sini. In addition, York
(I977) studied the 0 VI feature in the spectrum of the spectroscopic binary ASco
and found no variation with orbital phase.
The possibility that 0 VI is Circumstellar is a more difficult issue to address. A
detailed discussion of the observational clues was presented by Jenkins (1978c),
based on a comprehensive survey of 0 VI lines (Jenkins 1978a) which followed the
earlier discoveries. Briefly, Jenkins concluded that most of the 0 VI came from
truly interspersed material, but that some of the absorptions might be attribut-
able to the evaporation zones within the very hot cavities created by the high velo-
city mass loss from the stars being' observed, as described by Castor, et o2. (1975)
and Weaver, et o2. (1977).
An interesting outgrowth of Jenkins's (1978c) analysis which is relevant to the
local interstellar medium is that the general rate of increase of the 0 VI column
density N(0 VI) with distance r, while indicating an average density n(0 VI) =8 31.7x10-cm- but with considerable scatter, favors the existence of a positive
intercept with N(0 VI) of around 5xl01Zcm -_ at r=0. (8) This offset could be
age of IUE does not extend down to the 0 VI lines, so the structure of material at "coronal" tem-
peratures has yet to be determined. This paper will not dwell on the conclusions about gas away
from the galactic plane, since the theme of this volume is on the properties of the local interstel-
_ edium.
The few lines of sight with anomalously high column densities (containing Jenkins's [1978b]
"second population" regions) were excluded in this study. If one were to include_these regions
and also insist the intercept is really zero, the average n(0 YI) increases to 2.8×10 "t_cm ";j.
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interpreted either as an excess resulting from the circumstellar bubbles around
many of the stars, or as a contribution from a local concentration of hot gas in our
neighborhood which has a disproportionate influence because all of the lines of
sight, by necessity, emanate from a single point instead of being randomly scat-
tered about.
b) General Properties
A striking feature of the 0 VI profiles seen in the survey of 72 stars reported
by Jenkins (1978a) is that the dispersion of radial velocities is much smaller than
that expected from the shock speeds of v ~ 150 km s-1 needed to heat the gas to
the temperatures T _ 3x 105 K for collisionally ionizing oxygen to +5. A composite
of all the profiles extending over a total distance of about 50 kpc. to all of the stars
had an rms spread in radial velocity of 28 km s"1, after applying small corrections
to compensate for differential galactic rotation. Moreover, Jenkins (1978b) exam-
ined the statistical behavior of the velocity centroids and widths of profiles seen in
the individual lines of sight, and he concluded that the distributions were con-
sistent with the notion that individual packets of 0 VI, each with a column density
of about 1013cm -2 and internal broadening of 10 km s "1, moved about at random
with an rrns dispersion of radial velocities of only 26 km s-1. Large fluctuations in
average 0 VI densities to different stars independently supported the idea of
discrete domains of 0 VI-bearing gas; such variations were in accord with the
expected Poisson statistical fluctuations.
While appreciable concentrations of 0 VI can exist in colhsional equihbrium for
temperatures in the range 1.7×105 - 2.0x106 K (Shull and Van Steenberg 1982), the
relative lack of accompanying N V absorptions (York 1977) indicates that most of
the material is at T > 2.5x 105 K, since N V has its peak fractional abundance at T ~
1.8×105 K. The narrowness of many of the individual profiles ( <v2> ½ £ 14 km s-i),
however, puts a restriction on the amount of thermal doppler broadening present,
which means T < 16rn_<v_>//c = 3.8×105 K. Actually, the proposition that the hot
gas is nearly isothermal is probably overly simplistic and has no compelling
theoretical justification. (4) Jenkins (1978b) showed that the effects from the above
mentioned observational constraints, when integrated over the peak of the curve
for the 0 +5 ionization fraction with temperature, still permitted a power-law distri-
bution in temperature for the electron density n_, with dn,/dlnT = T°'5_°'5 for
4.7 £ log T£ 6.3.
The most difficult attribute to measure for the 0 VI-bearing gas is the average
volume filling factor f -<riB>2/<n_>. Contrary to what is seen for the low
[4) Paresce, eta/. (1983) interpretated the diffuse ultraviolet emission observed by_Feldman, e_
a/. (1981) to come from gas within a very narrow range of temperatures: 1.6-2.0x10 U I_ Strictly
speaking, their conclusions would not permit the existence of any power law distribution over a
broad temperature range. However it is quite possible that some of the spectral features have
been misidentified; the resolution of the apparatus which observed the emission was only 60_,
and the feature identified as N IV] _1488 might be something else, such as H2 fluorescence (Duley
and Williams 1980); see, e.g. the emission spectrum shown by Brown eta/. (1981) which comes
from the Lyman bands of vibrationally excited interstellar H2 exposed to L-a emission. If the N
IV identification is indeed incorrect, a power law in temperature would be permitted (and the in-
ferred emission measure could be lower).
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energyx-raybackground(McCammon,et a!. 1983),thereseems to be no
antieorrelationbetweentheexcessesordeficienciesofN(OVI)perunitdistance
andvariationsofnormal(cool)interstellarmaterial,asevidencedby theredden-
ir_stotherespectivestars.From anupperlimitothisanticorrelation,Jenkins
(1978b)concludedthatf <0.2,providedmostofinterstellarspaceisfilledwith
thegasresponsibleforthereddeningandnotsomeotherphaseatlowdensity.If
f wereconsiderablylessthanthisupperlimit,we wouldconcludefromtheoverall
averagefor_%(0VI)thatthepressureofthecoronalgaswouldexceedareasonable
upper bound for the pressureof most of the interstellarmedium,
Io/_= 104cm-SK.
c) CompurLson _,t,h, iX f2use Beckground Em_s_or_
In simplest terms, a measure of N(0 VI) can be translated into an integral of
the electron density r_ over a well defined path for gases at temperatures near
the peak of the curve for the 0 VI ion fraction. The intensities of the soft x-ray
[130 - 850 eV] and EUV [50 - 100 eV] emission backgrounds, which arise chiefly
from collisional excitations and radiative decay of the electronic levels of highly
ionized atoms, allow us to determine the integral of n, _ for the high-temperature
phases over paths of somewhat indefinite length, in large part defined by absorp-
tion phenomena from intervening or interspersed denser material ("normal" inter_
stellar matter). Thus, the observations of absorption and emission by these atoms
are complementary, since they sample the hot material in different ways. We must
acknowledge, of course, that the conclusions will have some errors attributable to
not only the observations themselves, but also to uncertainties in temperatures of
the gas, the relative abundances of key elements, and the calculations of ion frac-
tions (and, for the x-ray and EUV results, the excitation cross sections). Indeed,
the ion fractions are probably not governed by an equilibrium, since the time
scale for heating or cooling of the gas could be substantially shorter than the
equilibration time for collisional ionization and recombinations.
It is generally believed that the immediate neighborhood of the Sun contains a
gaseous medium which is partially ionized with n(H) ~ 0.1 cm "3 and T ~ 1 - 2x104 K
(Weller and Meier 1981, Dalaudier, et a/. 1983). In turn, this local complex of warm
gas is surrounded by a volume roughly 100 pc in diameter which may be almost
completely filled with hot gas (Sanders, eta/. 1977, Tanaka and Bleeker 1977,
Hayakawa, eta!. 1978, Kraushaar, 1979, Fried, e_ a/. 1980, Arnaud and Rothenflug
1984). This conclusion follows from the observation that a good portion of the x-ray
background at lower energies is fairly uniform over the whole sky, and this emis-
sion seems not to have undergone any (energy dependent) absorption short of
reachin_ known dense clouds which are approximately 100 pc away. A general pic-
ture where neutral hydrogen and hot plasmas are intermingling over small scales
seems to be disfavored by the steepness of the spectrum of the EUV/solt x-ray
emission between 50 and 190 eV (Paresce and Stern 1981). The x-ray results indi-
cate that the emission measure of the hot bubble is generally of order
1 -: 3xl0-Scm-6pc if there is virtually no absorption IN(H) << 10Z°cm -_] and T ~
10 K (atemperaturegivingthemostemissionintheB andC x-raybands). On
b)Incertaindirections,otnecessarilyassociatedwithidentifiablesup rnovaremnants,the2
emissionmeasurereachesabout10"cm pc.(MeCammon0e_a/.1988,Rocehia,e_al.1984)
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thebasisofthex-raydataalone,onemust concludethatthepressureofthegas
p/k _ 104cm-SK.Whilethislocalpressureseemstoexceedby asubstantialmar-
ginthegeneralvalueofabout2-3xl0Scm-SK,itisnotoutofthequestionthatthe
Sun isinside a supernovaremnant 100pc indiameterhavingan internaltem-
peratureT _ I06K,aget_ 1.4x10_yrand a thermalenergy_ 3x1050erg(Coxand
Anderson,1982).
When we trytoreconcilethe0 VIdatawiththex-rayand EUV emissionmeas-
ures,we findthatthereistoolittle0 VIfortheamountofemissionseen,ifthegas
were disLributedfairlyuniformly.One way toresolvetheproblemistosaythat
thehotgasisverypatchy(i.e.,f islow)and ratherdensewithinthepatches,but
thentheinferredpressureofthemedium rises.A discussionfthisideawas origi-
nallypresentedby Shapiroand Field(1976)who derivedremarkablyhighpres-
sures,butmore recent,refinedinterpretationsseem toindicatethattheapparent
deficiencyof0 VIisnottoosevere.
Burstein,etaZ.(1977)foundthattherelativestrengthsofthex-raysinthree
differentenergybandscouldonlybe explainedby havingtheemissioncome from
gasesattwoverydifferenttemperatures[alsoseedeKorte,eta!.1976.A dissent-
ingviewhas been presentedby Hayakawa (1979)however.]They estimatedthat
the lowertemperatureregime(T_ I0s Ix')was responsibleforabouthalfofthe
emissionsensedby theirlowestenergy[Bband:130-190eV]detector;thesetem-
peraturesarenottoofarremovedfromtherangewherethe0 VIisproduced.For
thepower-lawtemperaturedistributiondefinedearlier[§Ilb],onecanmake halfof
the"Wisconsingroup'saverageB-bandcountrateconsistentwith<n8> from the0
VIdataifp/k = 4+l.Sxl04cm-SK,ifone assumesforthex-raysthatthereisvery
littleforegroundabsorption[N(H)< Zx1019cm-2]andd = I00pc.(6)
A comparisonofthe0 VIdatawithEUV emissionintensitiesisless ensitiveto
uncertaintiesintemperatures,sincethemost EUV emissioncomes from a plasma
at T bestsuitedfor0 VIproduction.Paresceand Stern(1981)foundn(0 VI)too
lowby a factor5-10ifp/k issetto 104cm-SK,againassumingtheemissionisvir-
tuallyunabsorbedby interveningeutralgasesand theexistenceofa power-law
distributionforhotgastemperatures.Howevertheynotedthatthelock n(O VI)
couldbe somewhathigherthantheoverallaverage(seelastpara.of§IIaabove);
by stretchingtheirlowerlimitfortheEUV emissiondownwardby 50Z and assum-
ing the local_(0 VI) = l.Txl0-Tcm-s,they could arriveat f = 0.4 and
p/]c = l.Sxl04cm-SK.
d) Interpretation
A principal theme of the theoretical description of the interstellar medium by
McKce and 0striker (1977) is that a very inhomogeneous mixture of gas phases is
subjected to shocks from supernova explosions. These shocks propagate rather
freely through the intercloud medium and heat it to temperatures of around 5x105
(6) This result is obtained by evaluating p/i¢ = (1.91)25countss-*6,_ , where _ =
(I00 pc) 5", Inl0 ._,sTV-*RBdlog r
0.5+0.5 and Ce are as defined by Jenkins (1978b) from the 0 VI survey, and RB is the B-band emis-
sivity vs. temperature shown in fig. 11a of McCammon, et ag. (1983).
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K. Since the isothermal sound speed in this gas is about 80 km s"1 and there is
probably considerable turbulence, one might expect that there may be much more
0 VI in the medium than observed, but that this additional 0 VI has not been seen
because its large velocity dispersion makes the profiles difficult to distinguish
from the undulating continua in the spectra of the target stars. Thus the ultra-
violet absorption measurements may be badly biased toward only those 0 VI com-
ponents which have a low velocity dispersion, and this may explain why there is an
apparent deficiency relative to the soft x-ray and EUV backgrounds.
There is some indication that the components which are observed in 0 VI come
only from interfaces undergoing conduction and evaporation between the cool
_louds and the hot intercloud medium, wl_ch could explain why the profiles appear
to be narrow. Cowie, et a!. (19791 found correlations between the end-point veloci-
ties of 0 VI profiles and those of some NII and Si III components which seem to
support this interpretation. It is also interesting to note that the statistical
description of Jenkins (1978b) for packets of 0 VI gas, each with N(0 VII ~
10mere -2, implies that roughly 6 of these regions will be intercepted by a random
line of sight 1 kpc long. Although possibly coincidental (or attributable to observa-
tional effects), this figure is remarkably close to the 7 to 6 clouds kpc "1 deduced
from surveys of visual interstellar lines and extLuction by dust (Spitzer 1968). If
the interpretation that we are seeing conductive interfaces is correct, one must
employ the theory of such interfaces in concert with models for the clouds and
intereloud medium to ascertain the conditions in the medium. It is important to
emphasize, however, that we badly need more definitive observations to confirm
more directly that the 0 VI indeed arises from evaporation zones around clouds.
Finally, one might ask whether we should be embarrassed by the apparent
mismatch in pressure between the very local, partially ionized medium with
T _ 1 -2×104 K and n _ 0.1era -3, discussed earlier, and the much hotter, x-ray
emitting gas which surrounds it. The answer is, "probably not," or at least, "not
yet." When our local cloud was suddenly exposed to a big increase in external pres-
sure as it was overtaken by supernova blast wave, an isothermal shock started to
progress toward the cloud's interior. If the ratio of external to internal pressures
was, say, a factor of 5, this shock moved at a velocity 5_ times the local sound
speed, vs = 10-20 km s-1. Over the 1.4x105yr lifetime for the local supernova
remnant calculated by Cox and Anderson (19821, this shock has probably eaten
through only the outermost 3 - 6 pc of the perimeter of the local cloud. This
length is only comparable to, or possibly much less than, the various estimates for
the distance to the cloud's edge, which range from 3 or 4 pc (Bruhweiler and
Kondo 1982, Bruhweiler 19821, out to about 50 pc in some directions (Paresce
19841.
III. Ibi'r.__a-_b-rlfil.,[/tR_-IOCI_
Except for the Vela Supernova Remnant and one star (15 Mon) (Jenkins, et o2.
1976, Jenkins and Meloy 1974/, components of O VI at high radial velocity (v ;_ 50
km s"l) have not been detected. Those which have been seen may be confined
within specific regions of enhanced density. The thickness of post-shock, O VI-
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bearing gas in the general intercloud medium could be so large that interactions
with small clouds may create enough ricochet shocks and turbulence to wash out
the profiles of 0 VI, as discussed above. Slower shocks which produce less ener-
getic ionizations may be more coherent and thus more easily observed.
Cohn and York (1977) have observed high velocity features (50 _ v _ 100 km
s"I) of C II, C Ill and Si Ill, mostly toward stars in active associations (e.g. Orion) or
high-latitude stars. The absence of detectable Si II in these components indicates
that photoionization is not the primary cause of ionization. Thus, they were not
just viewing high speed clumps within ordinary H II re_ions. Instead, shocks which
are strong enough to create temperatures of 3 - 8×10 K are the most likely expla-
nation, according to the calculations of Shull (1977). More elaborate shock models
by Shull and McKee (1979), which include the effects of ionizing radiation on the
preshock gas, confirm that Si Ill should be abundant in the immediate post-shock
region for a shock travelling at around i00 km s-1, but that there should be virtu-
ally no Si Ill farther back where appreciable cooling and recombination have
occurred, because of the rapid charge exchange with neutral hydrogen.
Cowie and York (1978a) performed additional CoTer_.icus observations to look
for more high velocity features; this survey extension also emphasized low ioniza-
tion sta_es of abundant elements which had intrinsically strong lines in the ultra-
violet. They synthesized velocity distribution functions based on the statistics of
velocity extrema of the strong lines and concluded that shocks which had reached
the isothermal phase were extremely rare (Cowie and York 1978b). Combining
their upper limits with estimates for supernova energies and birthrates, they con-
eluded that densities for the intercloud regions with large f, the primary medium
for shock propagation, should either be > 0. i cm "3 or < 7x10-3cm -3. The high den-
sity alternative is based on the containment of high speed isothermal shocks to
small enough radii that they are rarely seen, but this possibility seems pretty
unlikely in view of the 0 VI and EUV/x-ray backgrounds and the theory of McKee
and 0striker (1977). The low density possibility is based on the notion that the
shocks never have a chance to become isothermal before they escape from the
galactic plane (Chevalier and 0egerle 1979, Cox 1981) or run into other supernova
cavities (Cox and Smith 1974, Smith 1977). The upper limit given by Cowie and
York (1978b) is consistent with McKee and 0striker's (1977) estimate of
3.5× 10-3cm -3 for the typical hot medium.
IV.DIVERGENT CLUES FROM C IVAND SIIV
The spectrometer on the Copernicus satellite was not well suited for observing
the lines of Si W and C IV because at these wavelengths it had low sensitivity and
uncertain scattered light levels. Hence, in spite of its inferior wavelength resolu-
tion, the International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE) has been more productive in
exploring the properties of Si IV and C IV absorptions toward a broad selection of
sources. Even though results for the narrow features of these ions toward many
stars have appeared in the literature, and suitable spectra for hundreds of other
stars exist in the archives, several factors have hampered our progress in achiev-
ing a clear interpretation on the lines' origins and significance. First, in many
instances strong stellar (and possibly circumstellar) features have made it very
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difficult to achieve a clean differentiation of the narrow, supposedly interstellar
components. (Sometimes a fairly drastic overexposure of a spectrum is needed to
properly register an interstellar line in trough of a stellar feature: see, for exam-
ple, fig. 2 of Pettini and West (1982).) Second, and perhaps more important, is that
unlike 0 VI which has a very high ionization potential, we can plausibly attribute
the creation of Si IV, C IV, and to some extent even N V to either photoionization
from very hot stars (and/or x-ray sources) or, alternatively, to gas which is either
part of, similar to, or somehow connected with the hot, coronal phase which is
responsible for the 0 VI, EUV and x-ray results discussed in §II. Finally, for gas at
low radial velocities, we usually can not use the presence or absence of species at
lower ionization to differentiate between these fundamentally different origins
because of the io_vitable contamination from H I regions or other H II regions of
lower excitation. (7)
So far, the results of many of the standard tests to discriminate between truly
interstellar origins and effects from the target stars (or their immediate neigh-
bors) have not been completely satisfactory; the observations are evidently
influenced by a complicated interplay of several phenomena, and more definitive
investigations may be needed to unravel the picture. A simple relationship to
examine is that of column densities versus distance. Column densities toward
stars more distant than i kpc should not suffer appreciably from fluctuations due
to Poisson statistics, if the sizes and separations of discrete interstellar gas com-
plexes are comparable to what has been seen in other studies of the local part of
our galaxy. However both N(Si iV) and N(C IV) vary over almost tzuo order of mu.9-
n_u_e for any narrow interval of distance beyond I kpe (Jenkins 1981, Cowie, et al.
1981). A survey of Wolf-Rayet stars by Smith, et a£ (1980) showed virtually no
correlation of the column densities of these ions with distance. Many upper limits
for closer stars obtained from the Copernic_ archives by Jenkins (1981) yield
column densities for Si IV and C IV which are lower than 1013era -2, well below a
linear extrapolation of the average N per unit distance from the stars at d > 1 kpc.
Another classic test, comparing the radial velocities of the features with the
expected velocities produced by differential galactic rotation at the positions of
the stars, was carried out by Cowie, et al. (1981). These results, however, showed
too much scatter to indicate whether or not the lines came from the positions of
the stars or halfway between.
A very convincing demonstration that some Si IV and C IV arises from the gen-
eral interstellar medium was presented by Savage and deBoer (1979, i981). In
spectra of stars in the Magellanic Clouds, they found features which correspond to
velocities in our galaxy, in addition to absorptions from gases attributable to the
halo and the Magellanic system. Galactic Si IV features were also seen in the spec-
trum of 3C273 by York, et al. (1983). How much of these low velocity absorptions
apply to highly ionized material within the galactic plane, rather than a transition
layer below the halo, is unresolved.
(7)On many occasions,discretefeaturesofSiIVand C IVathighvelocityhave been recorded by
IUE for sources withinor behind special,violentlydisturbedregions,such as those near 0
subdwarfs(Bruhweilerand Dean 1983),some binarysystems (Bruhweiler,etat. 1980),activeOB
associations(Phillipsand Gondhalekar1981,Cowie,etaZ. 1981,Laurent,etat. 1982)or superno-
va remnants (Jenkins,eta/. 1984).None have been identified withge_eratlydistributedmateri-
alinthe localneighborhood,however.
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Attempts to correlate the strengths of Si IV and C IV lines with properties of
the target stars have not been very fruitful. Black, et 02. (1980) found that the
lines did not seem to correlate with the velocities of stellar winds, and Jenkins
(1981) found that N(C IV)/N(Si IV) showed no correspondence with the tempera-
tures of the target stars. In support of the existence of collisionally ionized Si IV
and C IV in gases at T ~ 5x104 K, Bruhweiler, et 02. (1979, 1980) called attention to
the fairly restricted range in the ratios of N(C IV) to N(Si IV) in their sample,
extending between only 0.8 and 3.7 for most cases. This, they contended, was
much less than the spread one would expect for photoionization from the widely
divergent mix of stellar temperatures. Nearly all of their stars had T, < 35,000 K;
the calculations of Cowie, et 02. (1981) indicate that N(C IV) > N(Si IV) in photoion-
ized regions surrounding stars only with T, > 50,000 K. While it is possible that
these results indicate that photoionization by stellar photons is not the dominant
source of ionization, one could equally well propose that the density of ambient
material near these stars is low enough that the lines of sight are almost always
influenced by the starlight from nearly all of the stars in an association. This may
explain why N(C IV)/N(Si IV) does not seem to vary by large amounts and may also
account for the hint that observations of different stars within single associations
show some coherence (Cowie, et 02. 1981).
A conclusive way to demonstrate that collisional ionization is not responsible
for the production of Si IV and C IV is to find profiles with velocity dispersions lower
than that expected for thermal doppler broadening at temperatures needed to
produce these ions [at equilibrium, T _ 105 K; see Shull and Van Steenberg (1982).]
Slightly lower temperatures could be anticipated if the gas is cooling radiatively,
because recombination times are slower than cooling times (Shapiro and Moore
1976)]. Since the resolution of IUE is only 30 km s"1, the dispersions must be
inferred from the b-values derived from doublet ratios. Most of the observations
reported in the literature give b-values comparable to or greater than the limiting
values of 12 and 8 km s"1 for the doppler motions of C IV and Si IV, respectively. A
noteworthy exception, however, is Dupree and Raymond's (1983) measurement of
C IV absorption in the spectrum of Feige 24.
Some, but not all, white dwarfs observed by IUE show prominent features of Si
IV, C IV and N V (Bruhweiler and Kondo 1981, Dupree and Raymond 1983, Malina,
Basri and Bowyer 1981, Sion and Guinan 1983). The positive measurements to
these stars give column densities well above those generally seen within a few hun-
dred pc (Jenkins 1981). However, it is not completely clear whether these
enhancements result from the presence of circumstellar material produced by the
stars, or alternatively, from the action of these stars on nearby interstellar gas.
Calculations by Dupree and Raymond (1983) indicate that hydrogen-rich, hot
dwarfs ( t _ 6x104 K) should be able to ionize enough Si IV. and C IV to be seen with3 (B)IUE if the ambient density is greater than about 0.1 cm" . If a star has no appre-
ciable helium cutoff at the high energy end of its spectrum, some N V and 0 VI will
also be produced (O VI can not be seen with IUE however). More data from local
white dwarfs may give us a better insight on what proportion of the medium is
filled with gas at moderate densities, as opposed to the very low density
([5) No allowance was made for absorption of the ionizing photons by dust, however, so the actual
yields may be somewhat lower than those estimated by Dupree and Raymond (1983); see, e.g.
Sarazin (1977).
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(n _ few× 10-Zcm -3) hot material. As emphasized by Hills (1972, 1973, i974), white
dwarfs may be a very important source of ionizing radiation for the interstellar
medium in the galactic plane. Dupree and Raymond's (1983) calculations com-
bined with further results on the distribution of C IV and Si IV from IUE may give
us more insight on this important topic.
V. FUTURE PROSPECTS
In years ahead, our ability to investigate the ultraviolet absorption lines will
improve dramatically. The High Resolution Spectrograph [HRS] (Brandt, et al.
1962) aboard the Hubble Space Telescope will have a wavelength resolving power of
X/_X = 6x104, i.e., 6v = 4 km s"l, in its highest resolution mode (Bottema, et a/.
1964). The tremendous increase in photometric accuracy and resolution over that
obtainable with IUE should virtually eliminate the confusion in identifying different
parcels of gas at low velocity and allow us to differentiate those which produce the
features from highly ionized atoms from those which do not. Information on
whether the Si IV and C IV is ionized by uv photons or by collisions in a hot plasma
should come from good measurements of the velocity dispersions, provided, of
course, that turbulence and/or velocity shears are not too large. Unfortunately,
HRS will not be sensitive to wavelengths near the 0 VI features; to further study 0
VI we will need a facility such as the Far Ultraviolet Spectroscopic Explorer
Columbus, now in the planning stages, which will be designed specifically to do
spectroscopy at wavelengths below the efficiency cutoff of MgF2 coated mirrors
and conventional uv detector faceplates.
We desperately need absorption line data from ions which have their peak
abundances in the range 106£ T g 107K where most of the x-ray emission occurs.
One way to observe them is to use a good crystal or transmission grating spec-
trometer aboard some reasonably large, orbiting x-ray facility. York and Cowie
(1963) have calculated that the continua of brighter x-ray sources (with intensities
a few keV cm-2s-lkeV -1) should give enough signal-to-noise in a reasonable
integration time to permit detection of the strongest lines which might arise over
a distance of 1 kpc. These authors have tabulated an assortment of strong transi-
tions to levels 0.2 £ E £ 1.0 keV above the ground states of appropriate ions.
Another approach for measuring highly ionized species is to record the
extremely weak absorption features from some coronal forbidden lines at visible
wavelengths, the most promising of which seem to be [Fe X] X6375 and [Fe XIV]
X5303. Hobbs (1964) and Hobbs and Albert (1984) have already made a bold
attempt to detect these ions in the interstellar medium, but except for some tan-
talizing results for two stars (reported elsewhere in this volume), they were only
able to report rather high upper limits because detector instabilities limited their
signal-to-noise ratios to about 350. A very important result from these first
attempts, however, was an exploration of where one can expect to fred interfer-
ence from telluric absorption lines, diffuse interstellar bands, and stellar features.
These unwanted features, while present, do not seem to offer serious problems.
Thus in due course, when the practice of obtaining high dispersion spectra using
CCDs becomes more highly refined and we can routinely obtain photon-limited
accuracies with tens of millions of counts per velocity bin, there is a chance that
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the realm of absorption features from highly ionized atoms in space, now the
private hunting ground of space astronomers, will soon open up to a much wider
community of observers.
The writing of this paper was supported by NASA Grant NAGW-477.
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ABSTRACT
The Berkeley EUV telescope flown on the Apollo Soyuz mission in July,
1975 established the existence of a measurable flux of EUV radiation (I00 < X
< I000 _) originating from sources outside the solar system. White dwarfs_
flare stars and cataclysmic variables were discovered to be relatively intense
compact sources of EUV photons. Moreover, this and other subsequent experi-
ments have strongly suggested the presence of a truly diffuse component of the
EUV radiation field possibly due to thermal emission from hot (T > 10_K)
interstellar gas located in the general vicinity of the sun (r = i00
parsecs.) Closer to the HI, 912 _ edge, the effect of a few hot O and B stars
has been shown to be very important in establishing the interstellar flux
density. All these results imply that the local ISM is immersed in a non-
negligible EUV radiation field which, because of the strong coupling between
EUV photons and matter, will play a crucial role in determining its physical
structure. Conversely, of course, the local ISM is expected to leave a strong
imprint on the EUV field reaching the terrestrial observer.
The objective of this review will be to assemble and critically analyze
the available information on the local ISM derived from the limited EUV
observations carried out so far. These include measurements of the spectra of
bright EUV sources that reveal clear evidence of H photo absorption at
> 400 _ and of the He ionization edge at 228 _. The EUV diffuse background
is found to convey interesting information on the density, temperature and
possible location of the hot ISM component that can be profitably compared
with similar data on far uv absorption lines, principally OVI. The results
discussed in this context will be shown to be quite useful in illuminating the
path that future EUV sensitive observatories such as EUVE and Columbus might
profitably follow in the near future.
INTRODUCTION
The extreme ultraviolet (EUV) band of the electromagnetic spectrum
extending approximately from i000 to i00 _ should, in principle, be perfectly
suited to the detailed study of the local interstellar medium (LISM). The
high absorptivity of matter in the EUV insures a high probability of light-
matter interaction over relatively short, well defined path lengths and the
availability of a large number of well studied permitted transitions and
spectral features provides the tools required to accurately probe a wide range
of ISM materials and configurations. The effective photoionization cross
section of the LISMp ae = Eniai/n H where ni and nH are the volume densities of
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element i and H, respectively for a variety of possible phases has been
computed recently by Cruddace et al_, 1976. A peak cross section of almost
10-17 cm2 at 912 _ followed by a u-3 decline to shorter wavelengths
superimposed more or less prominently on which are the discontinuities due to
the ionization edges of heavier elements are the key features of these
calculations.
Using these results, the distance at which 90% of the radiation emitted
by an EUV source is absorbed in a neutral LISM phase is plotted in Figure i as
a function of wavelength for nH varying between 0.2 and 0.03 cm -3, a range
consistent with possible scenarios within the first hundred parsecs or so of
the sun. This figure clearly shows that for all intents and purposes, the
observable EUV source horizon is limited to a few hundred parsecs at the very
most at the wavelengths where most of the absorption is occurring. Thus, we
can expect to probe accurately the ISM only within this local region by
measuring the EUV spectrum of any compact or diffuse sources Nature can
provide. This, of course, assumes a decent understanding of the sources'
inherent emission spectrum can be obtained independently by some other
means. In the following, I describe the progress made so far in this very new
and exciting field and discuss some of the possibilities for future work.
COMPACT SOURCES
To move from principles to reality, we need observable EUV sources. Up
to 1975 these were mainly gleams in a few scientists' eyes. Since then,
thanks mainly to the pioneering observations carried with the EUV grazing
incidence telescope on the ASTP, the situation has improved dramatically. The
compact sources discovered so far are listed in Table I with their positions
in the sky, distance_ type, and approximate flux at Earth in the wavelength
bands in which they were detected. The reference to the discovery paper for
the appropriate source is listed in the last column. A more detailed
description of the discovery and characteristics of most of these sources can
be found in Paresce, 1980.
Several points about the present source statistics should be
emphasized. First, the sources observed so far all fall within i00 parsecs of
the sun although distances are somewhat uncertain, possibly up to a factor of
two in some cases. Second, only 7 sources in all have been observed so far
with, moreover, only four that can be considered bona fide EUV sources. The
cataclysmic variables are more aptly described as soft x-ray sources and
visible only at =I00 _ and in outburst (Holberg, 1984). Third, the "true" EUV
sources are all DA White Dwarfs. Fourth, only HZ43 has been observed
throughout the EUV from =800 to I00 _. Its spectrum between -200 and 2000
is shown in Figure 2, reprinted here by permission from J. Holberg. The solid
line represents the expectations of an unblanketed, pure hydrogen, non-LTE
model atmosphere with Te = 55000 K, log g = 8 absorbed by an LISM of density
nH = 0.002 cm- with the dashed lines quantifying the effects of changing nH
by ±50%.
It is evident from the results displayed in Figure 2 that the 500-800
region of the spectrum is the most sensitive to variations in nH as expected,
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Table 1
Catalo_ of Detected Stellar EUV Sources
Flux er_s cm-2 s-I
Name NA Dec Distance 500-780_ 170-620_ 50-150_ Type Reference
HZ43 13h14m +29°2 ' 65_15 pc 4x10 -I0 4x10 -9 l.lxl0 -9 DA White Lampton et al. 1976
Dwarf
Feige 24 2h32 m +3°31 ' 90_28 - 3x10-9 - DA White Margon et al. 1976b
Dwarf
Proxima 14h26 m -62°28 ' 1.3 - - 7xlO -10 Flare Star Haisch et al. 1977
Centauri
SS Cygni 21h40m +43°21 ' 30-50 - - 9x10 -II Dwarf Nova Margon et al. 1978
GIgI-B2B 5hlm +52°46 ' 48 pc 4x10 -I0 - - DA White Holberg et al 1980
Dwarf
VW Hyi 4h40 m -71 ° - - - 1.3x10 -9 U Gem Henry et al. 1976b
GD 153 12h54m +22°18 ' =40pc 8x10 -II DA White Holberg, 1984
Dwarf
_nd that the theoretical model fails to account for the detailed structure of
the spectrum in this band and for any of the observed data in the region below
=500 4. This case well illustrates the difficulties associated with accurate
extraction of LISM information from complicated stellar emission patterns.
Wesemael et al., 1980, and Wesemael, 1981 have computed the expected EUV
emission from hot, high gravity stars with pure H or He atmospheres that can
be used to compare with observations. The shape of the unabsorbed inherent
stellar spectrum above =400 _ for these objects depends critically on the
effective temperature Te, the surface gravity g and the chemical composition
of the surface. In order to reproduce a discontinuity of a factor of =2 at
the He+ ionization edge at 228 _, Malina et al , 1982 r@sorted to pure
hydrogen models having a trace amount of helium (~6"i0 -J fractional number
density of hydrogen). The Malina et al. model, however_ still fails to
account for the soft x-ray and far uv spectrum. The large uncertainties in
the stellar models clearly influence the determinations of the LISM parameters
since the former must be well known before precise inferences can be drawn on
the latter. This problem becomes particularly acute when observational upper
limits to EUV emission features whose origins are extremely controversial and
uncertain are used to draw conclusions on the LISM as has been attempted
recently with Capella and the He II, 304 _ line by Bobroff et al., 1984.
Armed with a better appreciation of the difficulties involved with this
brief introduction, we can understand the results of the attempts made so far
to derive the neutral hydrogen column density towards EUV sources listed in
Table 2. The best studied source, HZ43, shows how dramatically this parameter
can vary with the sophistication of the stellar model employed and, to some
degree, on the quality of the data obtained. Thus, we see the log of the H
column dropping from a high of 18.6 when a black body (BB) model at Te =
ii0000 K was used to less than 17.3 when the Berkeley rocket experiment was
analyzed in terms of a sophisticated mixed chemical composition model. The
variation is not trivial since it implies a chan_e of the average hydrogen
volume density from 2"10 -2 to less than 10-3 cm-3. Although it is pretty well
established that nH cannot be larger than =0.01 cm-3 towards HZ43 without
violating observational constraints in the visible (Auer and Shipman, 1977),
any stronger statement might not be appropriate at the present time in view of
the still large uncertainties in the correct stellar model and even in the
observations themselves. Contamination due to contributions from the second
order of the Voyager grating have been invoked to explain part of the signals
above 500 _ seen in the Voyager data in Figure 2 and the discontinuity at 228
has not been confirmed by EXOSAT. These are all troubling questions that
need to be securely resolved before more progress can be made.
Nevertheless, the results reported in Table 2 do have important
implications for the LISM. As discussed in more detail by Paresce, 1984 most
of the EUV determinations of N(HI) except perhaps GI91-B2B lie well below the
column density expected at their @istance from an extrapolation of a very
local medium having nH = 0.07 cm-_. This discrepancy is particularly striking
in the case of HZ43 at i = 50 °, b = 84 ° where it reaches at least an order of
magnitude. Since GDI53 is only 8 ° away from HZ43 and at a similar distance it
is comforting that its implied column density is consistent with HZ43. A
lower than average density implies that the very local cloud described by
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TABLE 2
Source Te'lO -3 nHe/nH log NH nH REF
HZ43 ii0 (BB) - 18.6 2"10-2 Lampton et al., 1976
Margon et al., 1976a
125 i0-I 18.9 4"10 -2 Durisen et al., 1976
55-70 10-6-10 -3 17.8-18.4 3"lO-3-10-2!Auer & Shipman, 1977
< 18.3 < 10-2 Heise & Huizenga, 198060 Layered _ _
55 0 17.3-17.8 10-3-3"10 -3 Holberg et al., 1980
45-64 10-5-6"10 -5 < 17.3 < 10-3 Malina et al., 1982
m
Feige 24 60 0 18.5 10-2 Margon et al., 1976b
> 55 0 18.7-19 2-5"I0 -2 Cash et al., 1979i
GI91-B2B > 55 0 > 18.7 > 3"10-2 Cash et al., 1979
62.5 0 17.9-18.2 < 10-2 Holberg et al., 1980
GD 153 50 0 17.7-18.0 5"10 -3 Holberg, 1984
GD 246 55 0 > 18.2 > 10-2 Holberg, 1984
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Bruhweiler (1982) can only be a few parsecs in extent outside the galactic
plane. If the discrepancy between Cash et al., 1979 and the Voyager results
on GI91-B2B could be settled, this object might resolve the important issue
concerning the extent of the local cloud in the plane itself, since it lies at
i = 156 °, b = 7°.
A correlated issue in this context is the extent of the ionization cavity
around the very hot white dwarfs used in the survey summarized in Table II.
As first pointed out by Hills, 1972 and further developed by Dupree and
Raymond, 1983, cavities of many parsecs in extent may be carved out of the ISM
if the H density is of order 0.01-0.i cm-3. Feige 24 shows clear evidence for
such an extended H II region. Consequently, if the cavity radius is a fair
fraction of its distance, transforming the measured column density into an
average volume density over the whole distance might lead to an underestimate
of the actual density of the absorbing medium. The effect would be most
critical for very nearby objects and probably does not significantly affect
the results shown in Table II but might have to be accounted for in the future
when more white dwarfs will, hopefully, be detected by ROSAT, EUVE and
Columbus/FUSE.
A way out of this problem is to use the EUV emission from hot transition
regions and coronae of nearby cool stars. The expected emission from these
sources have been computed by Landini et al., 1984 using a self-consistent
formulation of a magnetically confined coronal loop model. The effect of even
a small amount of absorption is quite dramatic and should be exploited. The
crucial advantages of using such sources are their very high space density and
their better understood spectrum as it is very similar to the sun's. The
advantage of using white dwarfs, on the other hand, is their better defined
continuum and relative absence of emission lines which may hamper absorption
work. An interstellar He+ ionization edge, for example, could be separated
from a purely stellar one by even moderate resolution (_/_ > i00)
instrumentation as is being presently comtemplated for EUVE and Columbus/FUSE.
THE DIFFUSE COMPONENT
Between =2 and I0 keV, the intensity of the x-ray background exhibits a
power law dependence with photon energy and appears essentially isotropic to
moderate angular resolutions surveys. Possible sources of this emission are
discussed by Marshall et al., 1980 and Fabian, 1981. Below 2 keV, however,
the diffuse background becomes decidedly anisotropic and deviates sharply from
the extrapolation of the higher energy spectrum even in the absence of
hydrogen absorption as shown in Figure 3. The spectrum continues to climb
well into the EUV, peaking at 4-10 photons cm-2 s-I eV-I at = 200 _ before
appreciable ISM absorption sets in. The background fluxes plotted in Figure 3
are described in Paresce and Stern, 1981 and represent average intensities in
regions of the sky far from the established soft x-ray enhancements due to
emission from much higher temperature gas (see McCammon et al., 1983 and
Marshall and Clark, 1984 for a review of soft x-ray survey results). Although
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there is evidence for a substantial (-20%) contribution due to unresolved
point sources above =250eV, in the EUV the radiation field is almost certainly
truly diffuse in origin (Stern and Bowyer, 1980; Rosner et al., 1981).
The failure of any known non-thermal emission mechanism to account for
the observed spatial variations and the average spectrum shown in Figure 3,
compelling evidence for the existence of hot (T > IOJK) gas in the ISM from
O VI absorption measurements and a supernova blast wave production mechanism
at least theoretically identified and understood all together make a strong
case for a thermal plasma origin of the EUV background. In this case, the
intensity of the radiation field is given by:
d nec _r(E)d I1 f _(E,r) n e din T I)l(E) = _ fl T ec d in r
where r(E_ = c(E)N(HI) is the optical depth of the absorbing medium,
_(E,T)nec _ is the volume emissivity of the gas at E and T, nec the electron
density of the emitting cloud of gas and i is the distance parameter along the
line of sight. Unfortunately, eq. i) is not invertible easily unless some
simplifying assumptions are introduced. The most common is that the bulk of
the emission is due to a single temperature component. Although there is no
a-priori theoretical reason to suppose the gas is thermostatted precisely at
one temperature, observations are normally made with instruments that are
sensitive only to a rather narrow range of photon energies. Moreover, the
temperature distribution around a classical evaporating cloud is very sharply
peaked around the typical substrate temperature (McKee and Cowie, 1977).
Having thus disposed momentarily of the inhomogeneities in the physical
structure of the emitting plasma, its spatial distribution has still to be
dealt with. Not having any knowledge of this parameter it is common practice
to consider two limiting extreme cases .. The first assumes the emitting plasma
is homogeneously mixed or finely interspersed with the absorbing medium. In
this case, it can be shown that eq. 1 reduces to:
<n >2
1 e (I - exp[-c(E)N(Hl)]) 2)
I(E) = _ _(E,T) Ce<nH>
where <ne> = fnec and f is the filling factor of the hot plasma and <nH> is
the average neutral hydrogen density in the line of sight. In this scenario,
the observations shown in Figure 3 can be fitted by models parameterized by
the variables <ne>2/<nH >, T and N(HI).
In the other extreme we assume that the emission from the hot plasma is
absorbed by a single cool slab of material of column density N(HI). Then the
intensity I(E) can be expressed simply as:
i
I(E) = _ _(E,T) <n2>eR exp [-o(E)N(HI)] 3)
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where R is the physical length of the emitting region. In this case, the
theoretical expectations may be parameterized by N(HI), T and the emission
measure EM of the gas:
EM = _ n2dr = <n2> R = n2 fR = (P/k)2 fR 4)
e e ec (1.91 T)2
The actual spatial distribution clearly lies somewhere between these extreme
cases. For r < 0.5, in fact, the interspersed plasma model becomes, for all
intents and purposes, indistinguishable from the slab absorbed model with
N(HI) = 0. Finally, we can relax the isothermal assumption adopted so far by
allowing the emitting plasma to have a specified distribution of temperatures
for each of the two cases considered above. This effect was first explored by
Paresce and Stern (1981) who adopted the power law form suggested by Jenkins
(1978b):
d n
e - C T= 5)
d in T e
where Ce is an independently determined normalization parameter and _ is the
power law index. In this more complicated scenario, the theoretical slab
absorbed model for example depends on a, N(HI), EM, and the temperature limits
of integration in eq. i, TI and T2.
Computations of the plasma emissivity _(E,T) have been carried out by a
number of authors in the last few years. Only very recently, however, has the
full i to 2000 _ range of the spectrum been covered systematically (see Gaetz
and Salpeter, 1983, Paresce et al., 1983 and references therein for a more
complete discussion). The expected emission spectrum in photons cm-2 s-I
sr-i_ -i of a plasma at T = 2"i0 J K, EM = 0.I cm-_ pc absorbed by a slab of
. 19 2
N(HI) = 2 i0 cm- is shown in Figure 4 as a function of wavelength. The main
assumption that has to be made to generate expected fluxes such as those shown
is that the gas is in steady state collisional ionization equilibrium. If the
plasma has been recently subjected to shock heating such an assumption may be
naive and we should expect substantial deviations for some if not all of the
emission features in the EUV and far UV displayed in this figure.
Detailed comparison with observations, however, come so close to self
consistency that this desperation move with its huge associated uncertainties
may not actually be required at least not with the quality of the data
presently available. The situation for the EUV and far UV has been discussed
in some detail by Paresce and Stern, 1981; Paresce et al., 1983 and Kimble,
1983. In general, the observations down to I00 _ and perhaps slightly beyond
to the C soft x-ray band _an be reasonably well explained by emission from a
relatively nearby hot (i0_ _ T < i0v K) plasma that pervades a fair fraction
of space out to =i00 pc or so. More specifically, if the simple slab absorbed
single temperature model comes closest to reality, the range of the three free
parameters allowed by the observations is given by the regions bounded by the
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solid lines in Figure 5. The_e curves are the 90Z confidence level contours
obtained by using a minimum x- fitting procedure with three degrees of
freedom.
Several conclusions leap out from even a cursory glance at Figure 5.
First, the temperature of the hot gas cann_ be much higher than =5"105 K.
Second, there cannot be much more than =I0 absorbing _ atoms in the way and,
third, the temperature cannot be much lower than 2.5"I0 J K if we impose an
upper limit on the gas pressure of p/k = 104 cm-3 K as shown by the dotted
line in Figure 5 for a fixed effective path of I00 parsecs. Using the
interspersed models reduces these ranges even further. The real problem with
isothermal models, however, apart from the absence of a known physical
mechanism that would thermostat the plasma in a region of high cooling rates,
is that they imply far too much O VI absorbing gas. If we demand, as we
should, consistency with the O VI results summarized by Jenkins (1978a, b) we
are forced to look for another source of the EUV background or require a
significant pressure imbalance in the ISM, evidence for which has yet to
surface. Notice that there is no easy escape from this conclusion here as
there is in the soft x-rays since the preferred temperatures at which a plasma
emits in the EUV is precisely the same as the one at which the O+) ion is most
comfortable.
The temperature distribution models represented by eq. 5 go a long way
towards easing this dilemma, however. The allowed parameter space for this
case and the absorbing slab scenario is shown in Figure 6 for log T1 = 5.0 and
log T2 = 5.8. Allowing for the customary factor of two uncertainty both in
the predictions and the _bser_ations, a model of this type having f = 0.4,
R = i00 pc, p/k = 1.5"I0 _ cm-J K, a = 1.5 reconciles all the available
observations and theory in a self consistent manner. The predicted average
0+5 ion density is 1.2"10 -7 cm-3 over this pathlength which, although is = a
factor of four higher than the average of 3"10-8 cm-3 over kpc pathlengths, is
quite consistent with the more local lines of sight (Jenkins, 1978a). We note
in passing that the EUV background compatible value of <n(O VI)> is much more
consistent with that predicted by the McKee and Ostriker (1977) theory to be
present in the conduction interfaces.
As Figure 4 clearly illustrates, i_ we assume the EUV background is
generated by a hot plasma in the T > I0 K, EM = i0-I cm-6 pc range, a
substantial part of the total emission has to show up in the 912 to 1600
band. The expected fluxes may have been detected towards the north galactic
pole by Feldman et al., 1981 but an interpretation of these observations by
Paresce et al., 1983 in terms of a hot plasma emission model yields only a
marginal compatibility with the EUV emitting plasma. Since the lines in the
far UV are all of lower ionization stages, sufficient emissivity is achieved
at generally lower temperatures at comparable emission measures. The tail of
the best fit EUV power law distribution is insufficient to account for the
intensity of the observed EUV lines. In the absence of additional data on
this fascinating subject, one must conclude that the present observations may
indicate either the presence of a new cooler component of the local ISM or
that the assumption of a steady state ionization equilibrium needs to be
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revisited. Maneuvering room in the steady state isothermal models is very
limited, unfortunately since upper limits on N V place severe constraints on
filling factors of any gas at temperatures around 2"105 K.
Similarly interesting are the observations in the 900-1200 _ region
summarized by Kimble, 1983. In this range, the density of the radiation field
is dominated by emission of known normal stars. The observational upper
limits to the specific intensity of the radiation field in particular
directions available presently are just beginning to constrain the allowed
regions of the physical characteristics of a hot plasma. If the upper limits
to the 912-1200 _ radiation field intensity obtained recently by the ECOM-721
spectrometer on the STP78-1 satellite that surveyed an appreciable fraction of
the sky where the contribution of known sources is negligible are converted by
means of equations i-5 into a limit on emission measure as a function of T,
for example, the allowed region of Figure 5 is reduced to the log T > 5.4, EM
< 0.I region of the plane. More sensitive observations made by Voyager 2 are
now becoming available and a closer scrutiny of the implications of the
measurements in this range deserves the highest priority. What has been
definitely lacking up to now is a systematic study of the global pattern of
the diffuse background from the soft x-rays through the EUV and well into the
far UV. The theoretical underpinnings should now exist for a thorough study
of the local hot gas with a more physically plausible distribution of
temperatures and, perhaps, filling factors such as that suggested by eq. 5.
CONCLUSIONS
We have established in this brief overview that the local ISM leaves a
clear signature of its presence on the EUV spectra of nearby compact sources,
on the spectrum and, probably, on the spatial variations of the diffuse EUV
background. Compact objects such as hot white dwarfs and even main sequence
stars certainly disturb the surrounding ISM by creating large ionization
cavities and by contributing to the general radiation density at any point.
The diffuse background whether truly diffuse or not also contributes to the
ionization of the local ISM. The most efficient photons in this respect are
those in the Lyman continuum. The observational situation in this region is
presently very confused, unfortunately. A measurement of the intensity of the
radiation field at 750 _ in a particular dire_tio_ has been claimed by Sandel
et al._ 1979 to be 2.3"10 -8 ergs cm-z s-I sr-_ _-_ or approximately 900
photons cm-2 s-I sr-I _-i.
It is very instructive to consider what implications this flux averaged
over the whole sky would have on our LISM. This problem has been studied by
Meierp 1980 and Kimble, 1983. In a steady state situation where recombination
just balances photoionization, a local Hydrogen ionization fraction of .5 or
less is maintained by a Lyman continuum flux of i0 photons cm-2 s-I sr-_ _-i
or less. Since 0.5 is a reasonable observational upper limit set by solar
backscatter observations9 the local flux cannot be much greater than this
value. Conversely, if the Voyager field were actually as high as quoted, the
LISM would have an ionization fraction of at least 0.9. The implication has
to be that the Voyager measurement is not of a typical line of sight. A
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recent theoretical calculation performed by Grewing (1975) also predicts a
radiation field that would ionize the LISM to a degree not observed in
practice.
Consequently, it is in the 700-900 _ range that the LISM and the
radiation field are most intimately coupled and where observations of one
crucially implicate the other. It is safe to conclude that the EUV is one of
the most promising and fertile areas of LISM research today and in the
immediate future.
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l)Astronomical Observatory of Trieste, Italy
2)I.S.A.S. Miramare, Trieste, Italy
3)Queen Mary College, London, England
4)I.A.F.E., Buenos Aires, Argentina
ABSTRACT
Detection of narrow ( 6_( 0.5 A ) absorption features in C IV
at A A 1548 and 1550 have been made in the spectra of 4 late B
dwarfs within 200 pc of the sun} the Si IV doublet at A1 1393
and 1403 shows up in two of them. We argue that it is difficult
to account for the strengths, widths, shapes , and C IV/Si IV
ratios in terms consistent with a circumstellar origin except
possibly for an asymmetric C IV component in one star (HD
185037). The most probable source is "semi-torrid" gas (cf.
Bruhweiler et al. 1980) in the 50,000 K range forming the
interfaces between cooler H I clouds and the ambient medium at
coronal temperatures. Our technique, using late B rapid
rotators, is useful for LISM probing of this kind.
INTRODUCTION
Sharp line detections of Si IV and C IV have been made
widely using the SWI= spectrograph of IUE in the spectra of 0 and
early B stars (Cowie etal. 1981 , Bruhweiler et al. 1980) and
also of Wolf-Rayet stars (Smith et al. 1980, Black et al.
1981). In at least some of these stars the observed C IV and
Si IV features can be formed by photoionization in the H II
regions around the parent objects, while there is also evidence
that C IV and Si IV absorptions can originate in an intermediate
phase at temperature between the cool neutral an_ the hot
coronal gas. in order to distinguish circumstellar
contributions from true interstellar absorption it is desirable
to use cooler stars. Although the strong photospheric
absorption spectrum would normally make such detection very
difficult, the use of rapid rotators allows us to detect narrow
features even when quite faint (W _ 30 mA). This method also
offers the pc.ssibiiity of exploring the intermediate temperature
phase in a volume of space significantly closer to the sun than
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previous methods have permitted.
OBSERVATIONS
High resolution spectra of 4 late B dwarfs were taken on 4
April 1984 with the SWP spectrograph of IUE as part of a
programme for observing stars rotating at close to their
break-up velocities. The relevant observational parameters are
given in Table i.
Table 1
Star(HD) SWP No. Type Vsin i 1 b d(pc) z(pc)
23383 22664 B9 V 415 146 1 165 3
38831 22666 B8 V 400 154 16 180 50
135734 22669 B8 V 310 327 8 77 ii
185037 22665 B8 V 400 71 8 185 25
RESULTS
Figs. 1 and 2 show the C IV and S IV doublet resonance
regions respectively. Abscissae are in A and ordinates are
linear in relative flux. All the Si IV regions and two of the
C IV regions have been smoothed once with a triangular filter to
reduce high frequency noise. C IV features are present in all
four objects whereas unambiguous detection of Si IV was possible
in only two of them (HD 23383 and HD 185037). Table 2 gives
equivalent widths (W), widths at half maximum (FWHM) and column
densities (N) derived from the lines. Column densities were
computed assuming no saturation and should therefore be regarded
at this stage as lower limits.
Table 2
Star(HD) W(mA) _M(A) Log N CIV/SiiV
CIV SiIV CIV SiIV CIV SiIV
23383 172 94 75 40 0.4 0.2 13.2 12.5 5.3
38831 50 50 <30 <30 0.25 - 12.7 <12.2 >3.9
135734 122 116 <30 <30 0.4 - 13.1 <12.2 >9.5
185837 58 26 60 33 0.25 0.2 12.8 12.5 2.2
ARE THE LINES INTERSTELLAR OR CIRCUMSTELLAR?
Because our stars are so cool (Teff_ 12,000 K) it is not
possible for the C IV or Si IV to be formed by photoionization
from stellar UV, nor do these stars have powerful stellar
186
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winds which might collisionally produce the lines.
Theoretically, values for C IV/S IV of order 0.2 arise from
phoboionization (Cowie et al. 1981), even in stars with
Teff 30,000 K, and of order 16 collisionally in stellar bubbles
(Weaver et a11977). These should be compared with our observed
ratios of 2.8 and 5.3 and lower limits of 3.9 and 9.5. We
cannot rule out the possibility that our present stars are
causing the observed lines by the unknown mechanism that
produces observed "superionization" in somewhat hotter stars
(Slettebak and Carpenter 1983). However the lines here are
considerably narrower. The best agreement with models appears
to be with the "semi-torrid" gas scenario of Bruhweiler et al.
(1979,1980). Our FWHM's are consistent with collisional
ionization in an ambient plasma at around 50,000 K. We cannot
apply a radial velocity test for the LISM as we have
deliberately chosen rotationally broadened objects. But the
weight of the evidence points to an intestellar origin for these
lines. If the IS nature of the present detection is confirmed
the importance of direct measurements of the nearby 50,000 K
plasma is clear. Our column densities are not strongly
longitude or latitude dependent implying a general pervasion of
the galactic plane by this medium, in addition to its known
presence in the galactic corona (Pettini and West 1982). The
method of late B rapid rotators offers a new tool for detailed
exploration of the intermediate temperature LISM, and for
elucidating its geometrical relation to the cool neutral
component and to the higher temperature medium characterized by
such ions as 0 VI. The present detections are not co-spatial
with local 0 VI observations (Jenkins 1978).
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OBSERVATIONS OF HIGHLY-IONIZED INTERSTELLAR IRON
L. M. Hobbs
Yerkes Observatory, University of Chicago
ABSTRACT
The spectra of 24 stars, including 5 at distances d < 200 pc,
have been observed in the regions of the coronal [Fe X] %6375
and [Fe XIV]o%5303 lines at detection limits near an equivalent
width of 1 mA in the best cases. In general agreement with pre-
dictions based on a multi-phase model of the interstellar medium,
no absorption which can be attributed to Fe X or Fe XIV ions in
hot interstellar gas emitting the soft x-ray background is seen
in any of these spectra, except for two. Toward % Cephei an
absorption line near %6375 is measured with an equivalent width
of 8.1 ± 2 mA, a width corresponding to 20 ± 5 km s-I or a tem-
perature T < (0.5 _+0.25) x 106 °K, and,if it is caused by Fe X
ions, a radTal velocity of -355 km s-I. On that hypothesis, the
hot interstellar gas constitutes at least 63% of the column
density of gas along this light path.
INTRODUCTION
The goal of the observations described here is to determine
whether the physical properties, such as the space distribution,
temperatur_ and kinematics, of the hot, diffuse, broadly dis-
tributed component of the interstellar gas can be observed
directly, perhaps over kiloparsec path lengths, by a new method.
Direct observations of this gas apparently have been possible
hitherto only by virtue of its background emission at soft x-ray
and extreme UV wavelengths (McCray and Snow 1979; Cowie et al.
1979). The new method consists of searching for the for_i-d-_n
coronal [Fe X] _6375 and [Fe XIV] _5303 lines as extremely weak
interstellar lines toward bright stars (Hobbs 1984; Hobbs and
Albert 1984).
The method prospectively offers at least two advantages.
(i) The ionization balance of Fe in steady-state collisional
equilibrium in the temperature range 0.7 _ T_ < 2, where T_ is
the temperature in units of i0_ K, is generally favorable for
Fe X (Shapiro and Moore 1976), in contrast to the cases of C IV,
N V, and Si II, which are present predominantly in the cooler
surfaces of and transition regions around embedded cold clouds.
The lower part of this temperature range is that expected for
the hot gas, as judged from its soft x-ray emission (McCammon
et al. 1983). Non-equilibrium effects also could somewhat in-
crease the ionization level of this gas, further enhancing its
Fe X fraction. (2) With ground-based telescopes of large aper-
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ture at which adequate amounts of observing time can be utilized
for the search,overy favorable detection limits at equivalent
widths WX < 1 mA or WX/X < 2 x i0-_ are routinely achieved. This
advantage is further enhanced by the moderate instrumental res-
olution required, owing to the thermal line broadening AX _ 0.5_
or Au _ 25 km s-I contributed by the hot gas. A third consider-
ation is that a sensitive study of very weak lines near XX5303,
6375 in suitable stellar spectra has not previously been report-
ed.
The principal disadvantage of the method is that it relies
upon detection of a single, broad, extremely weak line of each
ion. The McKee-Ostriker (1977) m_del can be used to predict
typical line strengths W_ < 0.i mA; for a line width A_ _ 0.5,
the fractional absorption will not exceed 10-4, so that a
detector capable of delivering a signal-to-noise ratio S/N ~ 10-4
is required. Practical limits for existing detectors seem to be
S/N _ 500. Nonetheless, uncertainties about the ionization
balance and the column-density fluctuations in the hot gas
prompted this study of a potentially powerful diagnostic method
for the hot interstellar gas.
RESULTS
The initial results obtained in the period 1979 to 1983
using the 2.7 m reflector of McDonald Observatory have been re-
ported in two current papers (Hobbs 1984; Hobbs and Albert 1984).
Observations made with the coud_ spectrograph and a dual-array
Digicon detector were carried out for 32 stars at the [Fe X] line
and for 26 stars at the [Fe X_V] line, with 24 stars in common.
Detector limits near WX = 1 mA, corresponding to S/N Z 400, were
achieved in the best cases. Catalogues of telluric and stellar
lines, and of the diffuse interstellar bands at XX6376 and 6379,
were established through observations of bright standard stars,
to avoid erroneous identifications of such lines as [Fe X] or
[Fe XIV] absorption. The discovery of about a dozen very weak,
previously unreported telluric or stellar lines empirically
attests to the unprecedented sensitivity, at these two spectral
regions, of the search.
With two exceptions, the practical limit of S/N Z 400
yielded negative results for interstellar Fe X and Fe XIV ab-
sorption, in general agreement with theoretical predictions. It
should be emphasized that present telescopes are entirely ad-
equate to achieve the required S/N Z i0_ in practical exposure
times toward a suitable array of bright target stars, once
future improvements in detector stability are achieved.
Uniquely toward X Cep and _ Cep, which are two high-
luminosity members of the Cepheus OB2 association, an absorption
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line which can be identified as [Fe X] 16375 is unmistakably
present, with a strength W_ = 8.1 ± 2 (30) m_, a width Av = 20
5 km s-I or T6 _< 0.5 _+0.2_, and a radial velocity vr = -355
km s-1. The presence of the line in two stars separated by
d > 50 pc demonstrates that the inferred hot gas is not locally
co_fined near either star, owing, for example, to the impact
of a stellar wind upon the ambient interstellar medium. The
absorption apparently arises in an unusually dense, low-latitude
concentration of hot interstellar gas. It may be possible to
construct a simple, physically consistent model, which consists
of a thin sheet of hot gas expanding outward from the plane and
seen nearly edge on, which is consistent with other existing
x-ray, UV, optical, and radio observational data for the region.
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THE SOFT X-RAY DIFFUSEBACKGROUND: IMPLICATIONS
FOR THE NATURE OF THE LOCAL INTERSTELLARMEDIUM
Dan McCammon
PhysicsDept., Univ. of Wisconsin,Madison
ABSTRACT
Observationsof the diffuse X-ray backgroundin the B and C bands (130-
188 eV and 160-284eV, respectively)provideconvincingevidencefor the
existenceof high-temperatureinterstellargas. Since the opacityof normal
interstellarmaterial is very high, we must assume that the soft X-ray flux
observed in the galacticplane originateswithin a few hundredparsecsof the
Sun. The intensityand B/C ratio of this low-latitudeflux can be provided
by emissionfrom an equilibriumplasmawith normal abundances,T = lO6.° K,
and 0.0019 cm_6 pc emissionmeasure. More sophisticatednonequilibrium
models of material heated by a supernovablast wave would reducethe required
emissionmeasure somewhat,but not by so much as a factorof two. Arbitrar-
ily limitingthe pressureto lO4 cm-_ K gives a maximumdensityof 0.005 cm-3
and a minimumradius for the emittingregionof 75 pc. This fits in well
with UV interstellarabsorptionmeasurementswhich indicatethat the ISM is
very deficientin neutralhydrogenout to _lO0 pc from the Sun.
The constancyof the observed B/C ratio impliesthat there are less than
5xlO19 cm-2 variationsin any cooler materiallying betweenus and the bulk
of the emission. This is consistentwith the much smallercolumn densities
of neutralor partiallyionizedmaterialdetectedin the solar neighborhood
throughUV absorptionmeasurements,but the organizationof the cooler gas
and its interactionwith the coronalmaterial requirefurtherinvestigation.
X-ray intensitiesat high latitudesare larger than those in the plane
by as much as a factor of three. The fluctuationsshow a globalanti-
correlationwith H I column densitywhich suggeststhat they might be caused
by variationsin the transmissionof X-rays from an extragalacticsource,
such as a galactichalo or corona. Such models are very difficultto
reconcilequantitativelywith existingH I measurements,however,and it
seems more likely that the bulkof thehigh_latitudeexcess is producedby an
extensionof the unabsorbedinterstellaremission in those directionswith
the remainingfluctuationsproducedby a combinatiQnof absorptionand
displacementby embeddedcooler material,or possiblyby transmissionof
flux from a hot halo.
While it would be most interestingto resolvethis point becauseof its
impacton the nature of the galactichalo and the high-latitudeH I distri-
bution,it does not greatlyaffect the amount of hot gas which apparently
exists in the solar neighborhood:an isotropicemittingregionwith only the
emissionmeasure requiredby the average intensitynear the galacticplane
would accountfor about two-thirdsof the integratedB and C band flux
observedat the Earth. The total energy flux is _IxlO-6 ergs cm-2 s-I if we
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assume a thermal equilibrium spectrum.
INTRODUCTION
A rather large body of data now exists which pertains to the nature and
distribution of interstellar material within _I00 pc of the Sun. Models are
available which satisfactarily explain various subsets of these data, but it
is not obvious that they can all be combined in any physically reasonable
way.
Rather than giving a model to explain the X-ray data which would contain
oversimplifications and misinterpretations making it impossible to reconcile
with other kinds of observations, I will try to present the constraints
introduced by the X-ray observations which must be satisfied by any general
model of the local ISM. Two simplified models illustrating how some of these
might be met are given near the end.
OBSERVATIONS
Maps of the diffuse X-ray emission in galactic coordinates are show in
Figures 1 and 2 for the B and C bands, respectively. The B band responds
from approximately 130 eV up to the boron K-shell absorption edge at 188 eV.
The C band extends from about 160 eV to the carbon cutoff at 284 eV. More
detailed data can be found in McCammonet al. (1983), but the most important
features can be summarized as follows:
I. The B and C band maps appear very similar, with the exception of a
northern-hemisphere feature near _=30° that has been identified with
the North Polar Spur.
2. There is a finite flux in the galactic plane which is approximately
the same at all longitudes.
3. The observed flux is generally higher by a factor of two to three
at high latitudes. A large-scale anticorrelation with H I column
density exists which becomes quite detailed in certain parts of the
sky.
_iii Fig. I-- B band
<: :ii::_: _i _' !_i!_!i
_!i (130-188 eV) map.
.......... =,',.:;.'.:_,.:':,._-_ Galactic coordinates
oQ
with _ = at center,
-90
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Fig. 2--C band (160-284 eV) map.
DISCUSSION
The interaction of these X-rays with interstellar material is almost
entirely due to photoelectric absorption. The mean free path for B band is
about 5.6 x 1019 atoms cm-2 and that for C band is about 1.3 x 102o cm"2.
About one third of the absorption is due to hydrogen and almost all of the
remainder is due to helium.
The arguments that the X-rays are produced primarily as thermal radia-
tion from a hot component of the interstellar gas near the Sun can be
summarized as follows:
I. The rather short mean free paths imply that the X-ray flux observed
near the plane, at least, must originate within a few hundred
parsecs of the Sun.
2. The small-scale smoothness would require a space density of
discrete sources equal at least to that of all stars. Stars
provide less than 3% of the flux observed in these bands (RGsner
et al., 1981). Therefore the source must be truly diffuse.
3. No non-thermal diffuse emission mechanism has been proposed which
is not in serious conflict with other observations. We therefore
assume that the source is thermal emission from hot interstellar
gas.
4. For emission from a plasma in thermal equilibrium (Raymondand
Smith, 1979) the observed B/C ratio implies a temperature near
1 x 106 K. The average intensity in the galactic plane requires
an emission measure near 0.002 cm-6 pc. With a filling factor of
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unity over a 75 pc pathlength,this gives a density_0.005 cm-3 and
a pressureof _lO4 cm-3 K. Includingnon-equilibriumeffects
reducesthe requiredemissionmeasure,but by less than a factorof
two. It also will providethe observed B/C ratio over a wider range
of temperature(Cox and Anderson,1982; Edgar and Cox, 1983).
5. At these temperatures,the emissionis almost entirely in lines of
the partiallyionizedheavy elements,even for heavily depleted
material. There is strongobservationalevidence for emissionlines
from the regionwithin Loop I, and weaker evidence for other parts
of the diffusebackground(Inoueet al., 1979; Schnopperet al.,
1982; Rocchiaet al., 1984).
With any diffusebackground,it can be difficultto demonstratethat it
is indeed coming from where you think it is, rather than, say, the solar
wind, the upper atmosphere,or just backgroundin the intrument. We can
offer the followingarguments:
I. A few featuresare identifiablewith known objects, such as the
North Polar Spur. However,these are probablynot part of the
generalemission,and they have somewhatdifferentspecta.
2. The lack of parallaxin other featuresrequires them to be at a
distancegreaterthan 40 pc.
3. The above argumentdoes not apply to the minimum observed flux
level. This level accountsfor 60% of the total B and C band
X-ray flux at the earth if it is assumedto be isotropic,and
its removalwould greatlyalter the apparent connectionbetweenthe
soft X-raysand the local ISN, We have primarilythe following
evidencefor its origin beyond the solar system:
a. The Wisconsinobservationswere made from sounding rocketsover
almost a full solar cycle,with little evidence for vari-
abilityon scalesof minutes,weeks or years.
b. A map at energiescomparableto our C band has been made using
data from a quite differentinstrumenton the SAS-C satellite
(Marshalland Clark, 1984). It is in excellentagreementwith
the WisconsinC band map.
c. The broad-bandspectrumof this componentis the same as that
of the features (whichare known to be at D > 40 pc). This
would have to be coincidenceif the isotropiccomponentwere
more local.
The true locationof the X-ray emittingmaterialcould most readilybe
determinedby lookingfor absorptionby objects with known distances. The
few such objects tried so far are at distances_150 pc, and none has showed
any absorption. Column densitiesobserved in UV absorptionwithin 75 pc of
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the Sun are for the most part less than 1 x 1019 cm-2, andwould be difficult
to observe, even in the B band. If X-raysat still lower energiescan be
shown to be coming from the same materialas the B and C band X-rays,they
would make a more sensitivepmobe for these small column densities,and
should enable us to pin down the locationof the emittingmaterialmuch more
precisely. Meanwhile,if molecularcloudsor other such objectswith NH
5 x lO19 or greatercan be identifiedand locatedwithin the solar
neighborhood,they could be looked for on the existingC and B band maps.
CONSTRAINTS
A more detailedexaminationof the B and C band maps leads to the
followingconclusions:
I. The close trackingof the intensitiesin these two energy bands
impliesthat the majorityof the B band emissionis either from
the same materialemittingthe C band X-raysor from material
closelyassociatedwith it in space.
2. There is a generalanticorrelationof X-ray intensityand H I
columndensityas measured by its 21 cm emission. In some parts of
the sky a rathergood fit is obtained to a partiallyabsorbedmodel
of the form I = Io + 11 exp (_eff x NHI) while in other parts of
the sky there is a very large scatter-[Marshalland Clark, 1984).
3. The apparentcross section,aeff, requiredto fit the above model
is smallerthan the expectedcross sectionof interstellarmaterial
by a factorof _0.65 in C band and _0.35 for the B band. This
makes the apparentcross sectionsalmost the same for the two bands,
where a factorof two differenceis expectedbecauseof the E-3
dependenceof photoelectriccross sections.
4. An exceptionto (3) is found for the B and C band X-ray emission
supposedto be associatedwith the North Polar Spur. The spatial
variationof this is consistentwith its being absorbedwith normal
interstellarcross sectionsby the large concentrationof gas
extendingnorth from the galacticplane at these longitudeswhich
has been locateda distanceof 75 - 120 pc. We thereforeassume
that we are lookingat a brightportionof the limb of Loop I which
lies somewhatbeyond this gas.
Point (2) above causes the greatestdifficultiesin interpretingthe
soft X-ray background. A simpleway of handlingit is to assume that
essentiallyall of the interstellar gas at intermediateand high latitudes
is clumpedinto randomlydistributedcloudswith average thickness
_2 x lO2° cm-2. Such cloudswould be opticallythick to both B and C band
X-rays,but still thin to 21 cm radiation. This would reduce the apparent
cross sectionsin both bands to approximatelythe derivedvalues. One can
then identifyIo with an isotropiclocal componentproducedby lO6 K gas
in a sphericalcavity surroundingthe Sun and providingthe X-ray flux
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observed in the plane, and I i with an extensive galactic corona or other
source at approximately the same temperature which lies beyond the galactic
H I distribution.
This model is simple and attractive, and it is not very difficult to
explain the parts of the sky where the correlation is poor as being due to
random variations in I o or I I. The major problem is that 21 cm observations
measure rather directly those properties of the H I distribution which are
important to its apparent X-ray absorption, and existing data seem inconsls-
tent with the existence of the required clumping on any angular scale (Jahoda
et al., 1984, and references therein). This two-component model seems
viable only if some other way of reducing the apparent cross sections can
be found.
Another scenario has the local cavity spatially extended at high
latitudes where the ambient gas density is lower. In directions where the
extent of the hot gas is greatest, there is the least room left for neutral
gas beyond it, and this displacement effect could be the source of most of
the anticorrelation.
In this case, it is somewhat troubling that the detailed anticorrela-
tion is as good as it is observed to be in some areas. However, these areas
tend to be ones where the total H I column density is very low, and it is
possible that a hot corona or other extragalactic source exists, and that
transmission of some of this flux by the galactic gas with normal cross
sections provides the more detailed anticorrelation, but only a small
fraction of the observed X-ray flux.
A theoretical difficulty with the displacement explanation for anti-
correlation is that models of supernova blast waves in existing cavities
show most of the X-ray emission coming from a thin shell at the boundary of
the cavity (Cox and Anderson, 1982; Edgar and Cox, 1983). This tends to
make the intensity observed from inside the cavity simply a surface-
brightness effect, independent of the extent. It should be possible to
produce an anticorrelation of X-ray intensity with the density of the
material the blast wave finds at the cavity boundary if the age is properly
chosen, but it would be surprising to find the space density so closely
related to total column density as the X-rays appear to be in some
directions.
We note that both of the above models require the majority of the
observed X-rays to be produced in a region surrounding the Sun which
contains little cooler material. Either of the models also at least allows
the existence of a hot galactic corona of approximately the same intrinsic
luminosity.
THE DIFFUSEBACKGROUNDAT HIGHERENERGIES
The M band (440-1100 eV) may or may not be at all related to the local
interstellar medium. As can be seen in Fig. 3, the spatial distribution
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is entirely different from that of the B and C bands. This is not sur-
prising, since the mean free path in the interstellar medium is now a
kiloparsec or so. What is surprising is that aside from the large feature
in the direction of the g_!actic center, the flux is very nearly isotropic.
In particular, it shows little tendency to either go up in the plane, as
would be expected for a source associated with the galactic disk, or down
in the plane, as would be expected from absorption of a source lying outside
the disk.
Fig. 3-- M band (440-1100 eV) map.
Galactic coordinates with _=00 at center.
The bright area on the M band map corresponds fairly well with the
interior of Loop I, and most of this emission may be associated with it.
Possible sources of the remainder include an extrapolation of the extra-
galactic power-law spectrum observed above 2 keV, which provide about half
the high latitude M band X-rays, and dM stars, which could provide up to
25%of the flux seen near the plane (Rosner et al., 1981), and help fill in
the absorption dip in the extragalactic contribution. Additional flux at
high latitudes could be provided by either a hot component of the halo, or
by emission from the local hot cavity. A distribution of structures
similar to Loop I could provide additional flux in the plane.
A very reasonable model can be constructed which balances contributions
from these four anisotropic sources to produce an isotropic total (Sanders
et al., 1982), and this may turn out to be correct. One would be more
comfortable of course, with obtaining an isotropic flux from an inherently
isotropic source, which would have to be local to the solar neighborhood.
The interior of the local cavity is a candidate, but current blast wave
models do not easily make very many M band X-rays. It would also probably
require that the extragalactic power law spectrum turn over somewhere
between 1 and 2 keV.
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SUMMARY
Wecan briefly summarize the constraints introduced by diffuse X-ray
observations for models of the local ISM and make suggestions for further
observations:
I. Gas with a temperature near I06.°K and an emission measure near
2 x 10-3 cm-6 pc must exist in all directions near the Sun. The
tracking of the B and C band intensities seems to rule out any
concentrations of cool material between us and the bulk of this
emission with spatial extents greater than _6° and column densities
greater than m4 xlO 19 cm-2.
2. The H I concentration extending northward from the galactic plane
near _ = 20o with a distance believed to be 75 - 120 pc must lie
beyond most of the local emitting region, but appears to lie
between us and the North Polar Spur which is assumed to be the
limb of Loop I.
3. A mechanism must be provided to supply the observed anticorrelation
of the soft X-ray intensity and H I column density which can
explain its apparent lack of energy dependence.
4. It would be most useful to locate and observe optically thick
targets within _I00 pc of the Sun to determine the extent of the
local X-ray emission in various directions.
5. Similar shadowing experiments should help resolve the very
interesting question of the origin of the M band X-rays. Much
larger column densities are required for the absorbers, but they
could be fairly small; ROSATshould be capable of making such
measurements reliably on features from 1 arcmin up to about a
degree.
The Wisconsin diffuse X-ray observations have depended on the work of
a large number of people over an extended time period, and while I can
acknowledge all of them anonymously,l should name in particular D. N.
Burrows, W. L. Kraushaar, and W. T. Sanders. This work was supported in
part by NASAgrant GL 50-002-004.
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NON-LOCAL ORIGIN OF A SUBSTANTIAL PORTION
OF THE SOFT X-RAY BACKGROUND
George W. Clark
Center for Space Research and Department of Physics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139
Comparison of the SAS-3 soft X-ray sky survey (F. Marshall and G. Clark
1984) with the 21-cm neutral hydrogen survey of Starker al. (1984) confirms
the well-known anticorrelation between the counting rates in the C-band
(0.10-0.28 keV) and the column density of neutral hydrogen, and demonstrates
that this anticorrelation is significant on all angular scales ranging from
that of the general trend from the galactic equator to the poles down to the
angular resolution of the detecter (277 F_n_M). Included in this general
anticorrelation are numerous instances of what appear to be soft X-ray
"shadows" of nearby (100-300 pc) 21-cm features, and several bright X-ray
regions coincident with "holes" in the ISM.
The final set of selected data has an exposure of 2.2 x 104 cm2 s sr, a
sky coverage of 80%, and is free of spurious effects due to charged particles
and solar radiations. It affords an improved opportunity to examine the
validity of the two-component model of the X-ray background, introduced by
Davidsen et al. (1977), whereby the C-band intensity in a given direction is
represented as a sum of a constant term, I1, due to unattenuated emission
from a local "hot bubble" in which the solar system is immersed, and a term,
Ioexp[-(N_/N.L)], due to emission from a diffuse source beyond the neutral
h_drogen _e._T, the galactic corona). In this latter term NH is the column
density of neutral hydrogen and Nth is the theoretical attenuation column
density due to photoelectric absor_-tion in interstellar matter. When this
model is used to predict the counting rates of a soft X-ray detector with a
field of view that encompasses substantial variations in column density due
to the clumping of interstellar matter in clouds with optical depths of the
order of I or more, it implies a counting rate given by the formula
c' = C1 + C2 exp [-Ni/Nap] (1)
where c[ is the predicted counting rate and N. the average column density ini
the it_ field of view. Clumping, which causes the apparent attenuation
length, N , to be greater than N%h (Bowyer and Field 1967,Bunner et al.
1967) mus_Palso cause spatial fluct-uations in the C-band counting rates. The
question therefore arises as to whether a two-component model can he
constructed which fits both the anticorrelation and fluctuation properties of
the survey data with clumping parameters that are consistent with other
information about the ISM.
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The C-band survey is displayed in Figure 1 in the form of an
Aitoff-proJectlon map, smoothed to an effective angular resolution of 4.o5
(FWHM). Figure 2 is a similar map of the neutral hydrogen column density
data, most of which was measured with the Bell Telephone LaboratoryHorn
Antenna on 2° centersover most of the sky. The BTL survey has comparatively
little sidelobe contaminationand is well matched in angular resolution to
our X-ray survey. The numericalanalysisof correlationsand fluctuationsin
the X-ray and radio data were carried out with unsmoothed da_ stored in
arrays of elementscorrespondingto equal solid angles of 1°8 x 1.8.
For analysis of the fit to the two-component model the data were divided
into eight sets corresponding to octants of the sky running from the galactic
equator to pole between meredla of longitude separated by 90°. Figure 3
shows semilog correlation plots of the counting rates versus column densities
after removal of data contaminated by identified discrete sources llke the
Cygnus Loop, Capella, and HZ 43. The curves are the least-squares fits of
equation (1). The best fit is in the "second" octant defined by 0°<b<90°
90°<1<180° where:
C1 = 0.16 s-1
-1
C2 = 0.43 s
Nap= 2.7 x 1020 H-atoms cm-2
The rms residual deviation between the model values and observed values of
the countingrates in this octant is 13%, after allowancefor Poisson
fl_stuat_ns in the counting rates and estimates of baseline errors (+1 x
10 _ cm-_) and measurement errors (+5%) in N.. Since fluctuations in1
systematic errors of the X-ray measurements can account for a good portion of
the 13%, it is clear that the two-component model fits the data in the second
octant very well indeed. For _he SAS-3 soft X-ray detectors the value of N+h
for th_l X rays__rom a 10VK plasma afte_oatte@uation by passage throu_
2 x 10-- H-atoms cm --of the ISM is 1.4 x 10-- cm--. Thus the fact that N
is substantially larger than N=_, first brought to light by Bowyer, Fiel_p
and Mack (1968), is confirmed h_ with particular clarity.
To evaluate the small-scale spatial fluctuations in the C-band rates
that might be caused by clumping of the ISM, the difference between each
counting rate and the mean rate in the immediate neighbor (8) elements of the
counting rate map was evaluated. After allowance for Poisson fluctuations,
the residual rms fluctuation in the second octant is 10%.
Monte Carlo simulations of the X-ray attenuation by the clumpy
interstellar medium were carried out to explore the range of model parameters
that yield results consistent with the above findings, namely that N is
about 2xN.. and C-band fluctuations on a scale of 2° are about 10%. FigUre 3
illustratetn the model. Figure 4 summarizes the results of many runs which
yield mean values and standard deviations of N and the rms fluctuation, F,
apfor each set of model parameters. A parameter set which yields values close
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to those found for the second octant is as follows:
Distance to edge of local hot bubble = 104 pc
Mean density of HI outside bubble =
0.75 exp[-(z/h)2] cm-3, h = 190 pc
Distribution in radius of spherical clouds
dm_R-4dr, 0.4 pc<R<lO pc
Density of H1 in clouds nc = 80 cm-3
Fraction of H1 in clouds g = 0.75
The results for this set and others in which one parameter is changed
are shown in Figure 4 as ellipses centered on the means with radii equal to
the standard deviations. Also shown are the results obtained for a model
with parameters derived from the estimates of McKee and Ostriker (1977).
Clouds with approximately the above distribution of linear sizes and
optical depths have been observed in radio and optical studies. However,
detailed evaluations of the depression of mean transmission factors by
clumping in mid-latitude fields of view where high-resolution 21-cm data are
available consistently fall to yield values that oan account for the high
values of N . The value of g (0.75) used in our model is probably
unrealistica_ large. Moreover, the Wisconsin survey (McCammon et al. 1983)
shows that the ratio of B-band to C-band counting rates is approximately
independent of NH, contrary to the expectation of an attenuation model with a
substantial fraction of the absorbing gas not concentrated in clouds. Thus
some mechanism or combination of mechanisms other than simple clumping must
be found to increase the apparent attenuation column density of counting
rates if the two-component model with absorption of a distant component is to
be sustained.
If one accepts the view that C2 does, indeed, represent the rate due to
a galactic corona before attenuatio-n, then one can estimate the soft X-ray
luminosity of the galaxy from these data. Assuming a uniform corona in the
form of a disc _ radius 14 kpc, a density scale height _f 10 kp and a
temperature of lOVK, we find a coronal luminosity of 5 x 103_ergs sL_, which
can easily be supplied by halo supernovae.
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Figure I: SAS-3 C-band (0.10-0.28 keY) survey map in Altoff projection.
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Fl_ure 2: Altoff projection map of 21-cm survey data of Stark et al. (1984).
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Figure 3: Semilog co.rrelationdistributions of C-band counting rates
versus neutral hydrogen column densities, with best-flt two-component model
curve s •
b
Figure 4: Schematic diagram of the model used in Monte Carlo simulations of
attenation and spatial fluotuation of the C-bend rate with a clumpy
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FiKure5" Resultsof MonteCarlorunsto determine meanvalues(ellipse
aenters)and standarddeviations(ellipseradii)o£ N and F for many trials
ap x
witheacho£ the setso£ parametersindicatedin the ellipses.Where onlya
singleparameteris speci/iedthe othersare assumedto havethe valuesin the
elllpsecenteredat F = .08and N = 2.7 x 1020cm-2.
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THE NATUREOF THE SOFTX-RAY EMITTINGREGION
IN THE DIRECTIONOF THE NORTHPOLARSPUR
James P. Morrison* and Wilton T. Sanders
Space Physics Laboratory, Department of Physics
University of Wisconsin Madison
*presently with Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California.
The spatial structure of the X-ray sky in the direction of the North Polar
Spur was examined in two energy bands, the B band (0.I0 - 0.18 keV) and the
C band (0.15 - 0.28 keV). A model with two emitting regions, one local with
unabsorbed emission, and the other more distant with emission partially
absorbed by spatially varying amounts was investigated.
Using the distribution of atomic hydrogen as a measure of absorbing mate-
rial, this model was used to predict the flux in the direction of the North
Polar Spur. The predicted flux was compared to the data obtained from
several sounding rocket flights. The derived flux was found to correlate
well with the observed data.
If the model is valid, several conclusion can be drawn from this analysis.
The B band flux is almost entirely local in origin. While the local emitting
region provides a substantial portion of the observed C band diffuse back-
ground, the majority of the C band X-ray originate in a more distant region.
The contribution of the local region is relatively constant while the emission
from the more distant region, partially absorbed by varying amounts of mate-
rial, dominates the spatial structure of the X-ray sky in this direction.
This paper discusses one possible cause for the spatial structure observed in
the soft X-ray sky as observed in the direction of the North Polar Spur. The
data are from a series of sounding rocket flights. The detectors are two gas-
filled proportional counters whose seven degree field of view is determined
with honeycomb collimators.
Figure 1 shows the relative efficiency of the counters at various energies.
Energy resolution is provided at lower energies by carbon and boron filters
and at higher energies by pulse height discrimination. The minima which
follow the K-edges very effectively define a boron band (B band) from 130 to
188 eV and a carbon band (C band) from 160 to 284 eV. Pulse height discrimi-
nation allows a third band (M band) to be defined from 0.45 to 1.0 keV.
The North Polar Spur refers to a region of enhanced radio emission along a
longitude of 30° . That this region is also associated with enhanced soft X-
ray emission was shown by Bunner et al. (1972) and is apparent in the M and
C band maps and to a lesser extent in the B band map (Figure 2).
For the purposes of this discussion we will assume that the source of the X-
rays is thermal in nature and consists of a mixture of bremsstrahlung and
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lines from recombinationand collisionallyexcited ions. By convolvingthe
emissionspectrumof such a hot gas with the detectorresponse functions,one
can predictthe count rates as seen by the detectorswithin the various bands.
The relevantparametersare temperature,relativeelementalaboundances,the
extentof the emittingregion,and absorption. In this discussion,absorption
is an importanteffect.
Figure 3 shows the relative intensityfor each band for a one million degree
emittingregionwith varying amountsof absorption. The absorber is described
in terms of thecolumn densityof neutral hydrogenwith the relativeamounts
of heavierelements given by a specificset of relativeabundances. For B
and C band X-rays,helium and hydrogenare the dominantabsorberswith oxygen
becomingeffectivein the M band. It is importantto note that, while the
count rates dependon the extent of the emittingregion,the ratios of the
count rates do not. Figures4 and 5 illustratethe C/B and M/C ratiosas a
functionof temperturefor variousamountsof absorbingmaterial.
The M/C and C/B ratios for a series of points along the spur were determined.
Figure 6 indicatesthe temperaturesimpliedby the two sets of ratios. It is
immediatelyapparentthat the C/B ratio impliesincreasingtemperaturewith
latitudewhile the M/C ratio impliesdecreasingtemperature. This behavior
persistsfor increasingamountsof absorption. Clearly,the data cannot be
made consistantwith emissionfrom a single temperatureregion for any vary-
ing amountsof absorption. In an analysisof data froma single point of the
spur, John Nousek (1978)demonstratedthat, for the observationsto be fit by
a model of thermalemission,the data requiredtwo emittingregions,one local
and unabsorbedat about one milliondegreesand anotherat a temperatureof
about 3 million degreesbehind an absorbinglayer.
Savage et al. (1977)have determinedthe column densitiesof molecularand
atomic hy--dro-_gentowardsa number of nearby stars which includethe general
directionof the galacticcenter and the NPS (Figure7). Although the data
here tend to be for stars at less than twenty degreeslatitude,the distribu-
tion of the data suggests severalimportantpoints. (1) There appears to
be little neutralmaterial in the directionof the NPS out to about 135 pc.
(2) There is a dramatic increasein materialat 135 pc. (3) The fact that
the column densitiesdo not continueto increasebeyond 135 pc suggeststhat
much of the neutral gas may be concentratedat about 135 pc.
This suggestsa model in which the soft X-ray flux from the directionof the
North Polar Spur originates in two regions,one local and unabsorbedand the
other, more distantand partiallyabsorbedby varyingamountsof material.
The model is illustratedih Figure8. The two equationsstate that the ob-
servedC and B band fluxesoriginate in a local unabsorbedregion,the first
terms,and a more distant partiallyabsorbed region,the second terms. The
respectiveC and B ratios are determinedby the assumedtemperatures. Since
B band X-raysare stronglyabsorbed by even small amountsof material,the
observedB band flux in this model acts primarilyas a measureof the local
region. By using the observedB band flux and the neutral hydrogencolumn
densityas obtained from 21-cm measurements(Heileset al. 1976) we can make
the model predicta C band flux and then compareit to observations.
To improvestatistics,data were averaedover six by six degreesfor a number
of pixelswhich are indicatedin Figure 9. The model was then used to pre-
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dict C band rates which were then comparedto observedrates. The NH used
was the total NH from -20 to +20 km/sec.
FigurelO comparesthe predictedC band flux with the observed rates. The
predictedand observed fluxes appear to agree well. The error bars reflect
the uncertaintyin the measured B and C band count rates. The correlation
coefficientfor this plot is 0.89.
FigureII is a plot of the local and distantcontributionsto the C band flux
as predictedby the model. If the model is valid, it impliesthat, at least
in the directionof the NPS, much of the flux originatesin the more distant
region (in this•caseslightlymore than half). Also, as evidencedby the
large intensityvariationsin the upper part of the figure,the bulk of the
spatialstructureis caused by absorptioneffects. That almost all of the
B band flux is local is implicitin the model.
Bunner,A. N. et al. 1972, Ap. J. (Letters),_172'L67.
Nousek, J. A. 1978, Ph.D. Thesis,Universityof Wisconsin.
Savage,B. D. et al. 1977, Ap. J., 216, 291.
Heiles, C. et al. 1976, Astr. Ap., 46, 333.
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LOCAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE 0.6 KEV DIFFUSE X-RAY BACKGROUND
David N. Burrows
Astronomy Department, The Pennsylvania State University
ABSTRACT
The intensity of the X-ray background between 0.5 and 1.0 keV has sur-
prisingly little dependence on galactic latitude. Possible mechanisms for
the production of these X-rays include extragalactic emission and emission
from dM stars, both of which should be strongly dependent on galactic lati-
tude, and diffuse emission from hot gas (T _ 3 x i00 K) surrounding the Sun.
These mechanisms can be distinguished by the presence or absence of absorp-
tion by gas within a few hundred parsecs of the Sun. We use X-ray data from
the HEAO-I LED detectors and HI data from the recent Crawford Hill 21 cm
survey to place limits on the 0.6 keV intensity originating within 300 pc of
the Sun in the general direction of (_,b) = (150 °, -30°).
INTRODUCTION
The morphology of the X-ray diffuse background (XRB) varies greatly with
energy. At energies above 2 keV, where the galactic plane is optically thin,
the XRB is nearly isotropic, which implies that it is extragalactic in origin.
At energies below 0.28 keV, where the mean free path is of order i00 pc, the
XRB becomes highly anisotropic, and is generally thought to be primarily
local in origin.
In the interval 0.5-1.0 keV, the source of the XRB is probably less well
understood than in any other energy range. With the exception of several
well-defined features produced by supernova remnants and hot cavities created
by stellar winds or supernovae (e.g. the North Polar Spur and interior of
Loop I, the Eridanus enhancement, the Cygnus Loop and Cygnus superbubble),
the intensity of the XRB in this energy band is independent of galactic lati-
tude (Nousek et al. 1982, Sanders et al. 1982). This is remarkable, because
a mean free path for X-rays in this band is roughly a kiloparsec, so any non-
local source mechanism (such as an extragalactic diffuse background, a hot
halo, or emission from dM stars) should result in latitude-dependent intensity
due to either emission or absorption in the galactic disk.
A model of the .6 keV XRB can be constructed that reproduces the lati-
tude-independence of the data by balancing components from the three likely
sources of emission: extragalactic flux, dM stars in the galactic plane, and
local emission from hot gas (Burrows 1982, Sanders et al. 1982). This model
requires a substantial contribution from the local region, suggesting the
presence of gas with T _ 3 x 106 K within a few hundred parsecs of the Sun.
An independent test for the presence of such gas in desirable.
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Local and non-local sources of diffuse X-rays can be distinguished ob-
servationally by the presence or absence of absorption by gas at a known
distance. Such a test was performed by Bunner, Sanders, and Nousek (1979),
using the SMC as an absorbing NH feature. The results suggested that the
X-rays originated on the near side of the SMC. (However, Seward and Mitchell
(1981) found that this result could be influenced by unresolved X-ray sources
in the SMC.) We use the same technique to look for evidence of the 0.6 keV
absorption in nearby HI features.
DATA
The HEAO-I A-2 LED experiment surveyed the sky in the energy range 0.18-
3.0 keV. A map of a region centered on (_,b) = (150 °, -30 °) was made for
this analysis for an energy band with peak response at 0.62 keV. The angular
resolution of the map is about 3° x 4°. The data used are from layer i of
the LED detectors. Several stripes on the map parallel to the scan direction
indicate that some of the data are contaminated by electrons or non-cosmic
X-rays; these pixels were discarded. The response of the 0.6 keV band is
shown in Figure i. The absorption cross section for this energy band is
about 6.7 x 10-22 cm2 at unit optical depth, for the E-1"4 power law spectrum
of the 2-10 keV diffuse background.
We performed the analysis for two regions parallel to the galactic plane
which include a wide range of NH values. Region i is roughly bounded by
(142 ° < _ < 165°), (-27 ° < b < -15°). The Crawford Hill 21 cm survey (Stark
et al. 1984) shows an NH feature in region i with column densities of about
1.5 x 1021 cm-2. Comparison of the 21 cm data with UV absorption data
(Bohlin, Savage, and Drake 1978) and reddening data (FitzGerald 1968) sug-
gests that the bulk of this gas is within 200-300 pc of the Sun. Region 2 is
roughly bounded by (140 ° < _ < 175°), (-46 ° < b < -38°). No UV absorption
data and little reddening data are available for region 2, but the data
available suggest that this gas may also be relatively close to the Sun.
In order to place limits on the fraction of the 0.6 keV intensity pro-
duced on the near side of this gas, a simple model was assumed for the 0.6
keV intensity. We assume that there are two emission components: an unab-
sorbed isotropic component, and an absorbed isotropic component. The model
is given by
l(_,b) = IL + ID exp(-_ NH(_,b)) ,
where IL is the local component, ID is the distant component, _ is the cross
section, and NH is the measured HI column density.
RESULTS
The results of the model fitting in region I are shown in Figure 2. The2
solid line is the best-fit model (IL = 1.3, ID = 6.5, X_ = 5.3), while the
dashed and dotted lines represent the cases of purely local (IL = 4.3, ID =
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0.0, X_ = 8.7) and purely distant (IL = 0.0, ID = 9.2, X_ = 5.52) emission,
respectively. Clearly, none of the fits are very good, but the fits with
substantial fractions of the X-rays coming from beyond the gas are signifi-
cantly better than that in which all of the X-rays originate locally. The
poor fits may be due to small-scale structure in the emission region or to
residual contamination in the data. Unfortunately, the quality of the fits
does not permit the model parameters to be constrained in a statistically
valid way. However, it is probably fair to conclude that the evidence favors
a distant, rather than local, origin of these X-rays.
The opposite conclusion is reached from the data in region 2. The re-
sults are shown in Figure 3. Again, the solid line is the best-fit model
(_L = 3.6, ID = 1.5, X_ = 1.9), the dashed line is local (IL = 4.4, ID = 0.0,
X_ = 2.1), and the dotted line is distant (IL = 0.0, ID = 7.6, X_ = 5.4).
These fits indicate that most or all of the X-rays come from the near side of
the gas. This result suggests that the extragalactic power law observed at
high energies does not continue below i keV. It is not completely clear
whether it implies a truly local source of 0.6 keV X-rays, however, because
the location of the absorbing gas in region 2 is not well established. If
this gas is as much as a kiloparsec away, the results from region 2 may be
consistent with those from region i, where the gas is known to be close, if
the X-rays are coming from fairly distant regions rather than from the local
cavity that produces the 1/4 keV XRB in these regions.
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HEAO-I DIFFUSE SOFT X-RAY SKY MAPS
John A. Nousek, Gordon P. Garmire, and George Weaver
Department of Astronomy, The Pennsylvania State University
ABSTRACT
Maps of the diffuse soft X-ray background intensity are presented,
spanning four energy intervals. The lowest energy interval (0.18-0.56 keV)
is dominated by local emission, while the next two intervals (0.56-1.0 keV
and 1.0-1.4 keV) reveal more distant and more sharply defined structures.
Enlarged maps of several of these structures are presented, including the
North Polar Spur, the Galactic Center region and the Eridanus Loop.
INTRODUCTION
The HEAO-I Satellite A-2 LED (Low Energy Detectors) experiment surveyed
the sky at soft X-ray energies using thin window proportional counters.
Despite a premature end of the survey due to depletion of the counting gas
more than 95% of the sky was observed during its nine months of operation.
Although many point sources of soft X-rays were studied with the LED
(cf. the source catalog,2Nugent et al 1983), its combination of respectable
collecting area (_400 cm ), moderate solid angle (_2.2 msr), long integration
time (_i00 hours) and broad sky coverage make the LED data an important
source for study of the diffuse soft X-ray background.
A serious problem with all efforts to study the diffuse sky X-ray back-
ground with proportional counters is the presence of low energy particles
able to penetrate the thin window and mimic X-ray events in the detector.
Evidence of such contamination can be seen in the LED data, despite the
presence of magnetic brooms designed to prevent charged particles from
entering the detector. The contamination appears in our data as long
streaks at constant ecliptic longitude. Fortunately most of the charged
particle background can be rejected by employing data taken from the central
detector volume. Charged particles with energies low enough to mimic soft
X-rays are stopped before they enter this volume.
Such residual non-X-ray background as remains in the current maps is
not easily explained by charged particles. In some cases every indication
points to a true X-ray origin of these events. A speculation, unpalatable
because of the high electron flux required, is that some of these non-
celestial X-rays are produced by fluorescence of the residual atmosphere
near the satellite.
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Regardless of the nature of the contamination, the residual in these
maps is no more than 20% of the diffuse sky intensity, as infered from the
fluctuations.
MAPS
The LED data were collected in one detector having two separate
mechanically collimated fields of view. The response of each is approxi-
mately triangular in orthogonal directions, being 1.55 ° x 2.95 ° FWHM for one
(L), and 2.80 ° x 2.55 ° in the other (R). The collecting areas are 176.5 cm2
for L, and 205 cm 2 for R.
The collecting volume is surrounded on front, back and sides by active
veto volumes, rejecting charged particles. Data have also been excluded
from geographical regions of high background.
The data are grouped into pulse height bins prior to display. The
response of the four intervals is shown in Fig. i. Note that the absorption
due to the front layer causes the sensitivity of the intervals to be less at
low energy than the nominal pulse height labelling would imply. Thus the
0.56-1.0 keV band, for example, has half response points at 0.75 and 1.2 keV.
DISCUSSION
The higher resolution and longer exposure of the HEAO-I LED provide a
better glimpse of the intricate structure of the soft X-ray background. At
1/4 keV the features are largely diffuse. A reasonable explanation for the
origin of this radiation is in local emission from a hot plasma. Near i keV
the features are better defined, hinting at a more distant origin.
The true test for the origin of this radiation must come from detailed
comparison, at comparable resolution, of the X-ray intensity with other
aspects of the interstellar medium, for example 21-cm radio data, inter-
stellar extinction, and ultraviolet absorption.
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FIGURE CAPTION
Efficiency of each pulse height interval to a mono-energetic flux as a
function of energy. A-0.18-0.56 keV band. B-0.56-I.0 keV band.
C-I.0-1.4 keV band. D-1.4-2.8 keV band.
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SPATIAL STRUCTURE
Figure 3 shows the count rate in both the Be band (circles) and B band
(squares) as a function of angle along the scan path. They clearly are
highly correlated as shown in Figure 4. This suggests that the source of the
Be band X-rays is the same I million degree gas that is thought to produce
the B band X-rays (and most of the C band X-rays, 160-284 eV_ _ecause the
Be band X-rays must originate closer than the closest -2x10 cm- of neutral
material, the implication is that theB band and C band X-rays also originate
in the local interstellar medium.
SPECTRAL FITS
Figure 5 shows the pulse height distribution from both the Be band and B
band detectors accumulated over the times when the experiment scanned angles
0 to +25 degrees (see Figure I). The solid llne shows the calculated
detector response to a three-component model of th[.4soft X-ray background
(McCammon et al. _83). It assumes an liE- extragalactic spectrum
absorbed by NH = 2_0 , an equilibrium hot plasma of T = 3 million degrees
absorbed by 2x10_v, and an equilibrium hot plasma of I million degrees with
no absorption. We find no need for an additional softer component. The
80-110 eV flux that we measure is "I photon cm-2s-lsr-!eV-I, which is a
factor of 4 lower than that found by Stern and Bowyer (1979) over a similar
energy band. Figure 5 also shows the pulse height distribution that we wou_d
expect in our detectors for a thermal emission component of log T = 5.6, need
= 0.01 and NH = 0 (Paresce and Stern 1981).
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Inverse relations between 0.25 keV
counts and local interstellar dust
J.Knude P.Jakobsen
Copenhagen University Observatory
S.Labov S.Bowyer
Space Sciences Laboratory,Berkeley
A preliminary comparison of color excesses and HEAO-1, A2
0.25 keV counts have been performed on two angular levels in
order tosearch for indications of local photoelectric absorption.
a. Color excesses and background counts are smoothed to a common
1.5 1.5 sq.deg, beam. Although distance information On the color
excesses are available it is not used in this first attempt. The
lines of sight to which the excesses pertain have however a length
comparable to the expected viewing dist_ce at these energies in
the local medium. Figure 1 displays the resulting average counts/
pixel versus average excess/pixel for the five areas investigated.
A general decrease of the counts with excess is apparent. The wide
scatter in the individual regions is probably due to excess varia-
tions on scales smaller than the collimated beam. The minimum counts
on the diagram come from a region where an almost coherent sheet
of dust is present within a distance _200 pc. The constancy ef the
minimum counts in this particular direction indicates that the
soft X-ray emission probably originate exclusively in front of the
matter observed to be present. Note that the SGP counts show a
shallow inverse dependence on excess. The latitude distribution of
the five areas assures that the general inverse relation of the
0.25 keV counts on color excesses is not a latitude effect.
b. What may appear more exciting is the existence Of an inverse
relation between 0.25 keV counts and color execesses on angular
scales O.OO1 sr, corresponding to the projected size of individual
diffuse clouds. For this purpose SA 162,(1,b)=(21,-59) data are
presented . The counts and color excesses are now compared on a
O.5x0.5 sq.deg scale.Given a measured number of counts/pixel the
excesse's do show quite a ra_e of values. The absorbing material
varies however on scales ~30-. All excesses pertain to the nearest
few hundred pc. Most of the excess variation is due tothe small
scale angular variation and nct to any radial variation. The main
problem is to decide which measure of the amount of absorbing
matter to compare to the counts. In order to have a representa-
tion of absorbing matter present as typical as posibel, and se-
lected in an _nhiased way,the comparison is restricted to the
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pixels where the excess has been measured along at least two
different lines cf sight. Figure 2is a display of the upper and
lower excess limits versus counts/plxel for the subsample where
such a detailed comparison was possible. The 0.25 keV counts/
pixel do decrease with both the lower and upper excess limit.
Part of this variation is undoubtedly due to photcelectric
absorption but depends also on the fraction of the beam coevered
by absorbing material. The lower envelope may be due to the lar-
gest clouds and accordingSy be the best representation of the de-
pendence of counts on excess. To have an idea of the relative
distribution of local and remote contributions to the counts
an exponential is fitted to the average excess for a given
count:
N(counts) = 5 exp(-_0.25 keV)_N(H)/E(b-y)_,E(b-y)>) + ii
This expression indicates that 2/3 of the background originates
in front of the absorption but that the remote ¢ontributionhas
about the same importance in the directions w_ere there is little
obscuration.
It remains to be investigated whether the HEAO-1,A2 soft X-
ray data are sufficiently accurate to supp6rt a variation of only
lO - 20 %. The discussion also tacitly assumed a constant ratio
between gas and dust in thedlffuse medium.
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MOLECULAR CLOUDS WITHIN I00 PC
Leo Blitz and Loris Magnanl
Astronomy Program, University of Maryland
Lee Mundy
AstronomyDepartment,Universityof Texas
ABSTRACT
Observations at the 2.6 mm line of CO reveal the presence of a large
number of molecular clouds at high galactic latitude. If the velocity
dispersion of the clouds is a measure of their scale height, the mean distance
of the ensemble we have detected is i00 pc. The clouds are unusual in that
either they are not gravitationally bound or they are very deficient in CO
relative to molecular hydrogen. These clouds represent a heretofore
unrecognized component of the local interstellar medium. If they are
pervasive in the Milky Way, they probably represent the small molecular cloud
component of the interstellar medium.
OBSERVATIONS
The observations were based on a careful search of the Palomar Sky Survey
prints for regions of apparent obscuration. All of the prints at Ibl>20° were
examined and 457 candidate regions were identified. Of these, 439 were
observed in the J - I-0 transition of CO using the 5m dish at the Millimeter
Wave Observatory near Fort Davis, Texas. CO was detected from 105 (24%) of
the sources, a number in complexes of large angular extent. More than half of
the clouds at Ibl>30° have been mapped, and there are a limited number of
observations at the J = 2-1 transition of CO and at the J = I-0 transition of
13C0.
CO observations were also made of two regions which show ultraviolet
excesses (Paresce, Jakobsen and Bowyer 1983, Paresce private communication)
and of Cloud X, identified by Low et al. (1984) as a region of diffuse, cold
infrared emission detected by IRAS. We did not detect CO from any of these.
RESULTS
The clouds are generally well distrlbuted on the sky, but a number of
them are clustered together in complexes. The richest of these appear to be
high latitude extensions of complexes which occur predominantly at b<20°, such
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as the p Oph complex. The only empty region extends from 180°<%<315 ° at
positive latitudes (a large fraction of this range at negative latitudes is
not accessible from the northern hemisphere).
Of the clouds at Ibl>30°, CO was detected from 37 directions; these
appear to be in 29 distinct clouds. The CO lines tend to be relatively
strong, indicating that the observations are not sensitivity limited. Sixteen
of the clouds have been mapped, including 5 clouds previously mapped by
Montani and Morris (unpublished). Some have large angular extents (up to 5.4
square degrees) indicating that the high latitude molecular clouds may be
responsible for at least some of the "infrared cirrus" detected by IRAS (Low
et al. 1984).
The observed and derived properties of the clouds are given in Table I.
The internal velocity dispersion of a cloud, Or(internal ) is determined from
the velocity at the emission peak of each observed position within a given
map. The quantity _v(C-C) is the velocity dispersion of the ensemble; the
ensemble mean is 1.3_0.2 (km s-l) relative to the LSR.
The derived properties are based on a mean distance to the clouds at
Ibl>30° of i00 pc. This number is based on the scale height the clouds would
have with the measured velocity dispersion and the surface density of stars in
the solar neighborhood (van der Kruit and Shostak 1984). A longitude velocity
plot of the clouds indicates, however, that the velocity dispersion may not be
random and that the derived distance may be in error. The H2 column density
N(H2) is based on the conversion N(H2) = 2.5xlO20fTA*(CO)dv cm-2 derived from
X-ray, CO and HI observations of the inner Galaxy (Lebrun et al. 1983;
Bloemen, et al. 1984). Our 13C0 observations indicate, however, that N(H2)
may be overestimated by a factor of 3 using this conversion. N(HI) is
determined from the survey of Heiles and Hablng (1974), and Av is based on the
gas-to-extinction ratio of Savage and Mathls (1979). The quantity s is the
fractional completeness of the survey.
If the clouds are viriallzed, the velocity dispersion is given by
o¥(internal) = 0.0657(M/R) 0"5 km s-I if M is in Me and R is in pc. Table 2
gives the measured velocity dispersion of ten clouds we mapped and the
expected velocity dispersion based on the derived mass and radius for each
cloud. The table shows that six of the ten clouds have measured dispersions
which exceed the expected dispersions by a factor of 2.3 to 6.9. Since the
expected value of the velocity dispersion varies only as the square root of
the distance to a cloud, and since the masses may be overestimated, it appears
that the discrepancy between the expected and measured velocity dispersion is
real. The clouds are not gravitationally bound unless the masses or distances
(or a combination of the two) of the first six clouds in Table 2 is
underestimated by a factor of 20 on average. If the clouds are indeed
expanding, their ages are less than the crossing time of a gas clump within a
cloud: _i06 y! These clouds appear to be extraordinarily young and may
represent the earliest stages of molecular clouds condensing from the
interstellar medium.
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In any event, the high latitude molecular clouds are a heretofore
unrecognized and uncatalogued component of the local interstellar medium. If
the solar vicinity is representative of the galactic disk, the clouds probably
represent the small molecular cloud component of the interstellar medium.
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Table 1
Properties of the High Latitude CO Clouds
Observed Properties
quantity range or value mean
TA*(CO) (OK) 0.6-6.8 2.6
IrA* (CO)dv/ITA* (13CO)dv 2.3-18 10.5
AV(CO)(FWHM) (km s-i) 1.0-5.7 1.9
Ov(internal ) (km s-i) 0.2-2.2 0.73 (median)
Ov(C-C ) (km s-i) 5.7_1.2
Projected area (sq deg.) 0.1-5.4 1.3
Number detected 29
Derived Properties
Distance (pc) I00 (mean of ensemble)
Size (pc) 2.0 (mean of ensemble)
Mass (MQ) 2.0-260 66
HZ density (cm -_) 46-250 170
N(Hz)/N(HI) 0.2-30 5
Av(HZ) (mag) 0.3-1.4 0.7
Age (yr) _10_y
Number within i00 pc 64/g
Surface filling fraction 2.5xi0-_/_
within i00 pc
c(Hz) M_ pc-z 0.1/€
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Table 2
cloud _, 1(expected) _v (°bserved)
30 0.48 2.18
2 O.15 1•04
18 0.27 0.95
16 O.20 O.87
8 0.35 0.82
24 0.20 0.64
Stable Clouds
12 0.34 0.43
23 0.19 0.25
25 0.i0 0.17
27 (o.15) (o.lO)
1Ov(expected)_ O.0657(M/R)I/2 l<ms-I
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A WIDE LATITIUDE CO SURVEY OF MOLECULAR CLOUDS
IN THE NORTHERN MILKY WAY
T.M. Dame and P. Thaddeus
Goddard Institute for Space Studies and Columbia University
INTRODUCTION
It is now well established that molecular clouds are an important part of
the interstellar medium, containing much or most of the dense, cold component
of the gas, and producing the massive stars and supernovae responsible for the
diffuse, hot component. It would therefore appear essential in formulating
a complete picture of the local interstellar medium to have some knowledge of
the distribution and properties of nearby molecular clouds. To this end we
have used the Goddard-Columbia 1.2-meter telescope to carry out a wide
latitude, low angular resolution survey of CO along most of the first galactic
quadrant and a small part of the second. The survey is uniform and fully
sampled in galactic longitude from 12° to I00 °, and in latitude from -5° to
+6 °, with extensions to as high as +ii ° to include specific dark clouds; the
total area surveyed, 1128 deg z, is much larger than any region previously
studied in CO or any other interstellar molecule. _n order to fully sample
such a large area in a reasonable amount of time, angular resolution has been
sacrificed to coverage and speed; an angular resolution of 1° was obtained
synthetically by simply scanning a square 8 x 8 raster of points separated by
I/8 °, the size of the primary beam, and summing the resulting 64 spectra at
the end of an observation.
DISCUSSION
Figure 1 is the plane-of-the-sky map which results from numerically
integrating the survey over radial velocity. The velocity range of the
spectrometer was adequate to include all material in the longitude range of
the survey within ~Ii kpc of the galactic center for _ • 60°, and within ~19
kpc of the galactic center for _ > 60°. This map is the most direct way to
compare CO molecular clouds with continuum radio, IR, and y-ray surveys, and
has been used to study the relation of molecular clouds in the first quadrant
to high-energy y-rays observed by COS-B (Lebrun et al. 1983).
A striking aspect of Figure I is the large filling factor of the CO
emission - roughly 50% of the total area observed. About half this emission
comes from quite local clouds within N1 kpc; most of the rest is confined to
the intense central ridge of emission about 2° thick at £ < 45°. This is the
dense concentration of clouds in the distant Scutum and 4-kpc spiral arms that
has been called the molecular ring on the assumption that it represents an
axisymmetric distribution of clouds with respect to the galactic center.
These distant clouds are so heavily obscured by the foreground Rift material
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that the associated H II regions and young stars are almost entirely invisible
from the solar system; we can remove them to study the local clouds by
restricting the range of the velocity integration.
Figure 2 has been integrated over the range -i0 to 34 km s-1, the upper
limit chosen to include in the map all major clouds which contribute to the
obscuration of the Great Rift. On the same scale we show a wide-angle
photograph of the Milky Way with the lowest CO contour overlaid. It is
obvious from this comparison that there exists a remarkably good correlation
between the low-velocity CO emission and the optical obscuration of the Great
Rift. Nearly every dark nebula is a CO molecular cloud and vice versa.
The nature of the Great Rift is a very longstanding problem. In recent
times, there have been various attempts to divide the Rift into regions of
roughly uniform obscuration, on the assumption that each region corresponds to
an individual dust cloud at some fixed distance. With the aid of our CO
survey, it is a simple matter to resolve the Rift into discrete molecular
clouds, since even clouds which overlap in direction can be distinguished from
one another by their radial velocities. The Rift is decomposed into its
individual molecular clouds in Figure 3, Distances were determined either
kinematically (for some of the more distant clouds), or with the aid of
associated Population-I objects, or with graphs of visual absorption vs.
distance for stars within the cloud boundaries (Neckel and Klare 1980). The
entire Rift system is seen to be composed of a small number of fairly
well-defined clouds at distances ranging from 150 pc to more than 2 kpc.
Of particular interest to the study of local matter is the Aquila Rift,
the large lane of obscuration between _ = 20° and 40 ° apparently produced by a
single cloud containing several 104 M@ of molecular gas at a distance of about
150 pc. This cloud is probably related to the very extended, cold HI cloud
observed by Riegel and Crutcher (1972) (see Crutcher, this volume), seen as an
HI self-absorption feature in the region from _ = 345 ° through the galactic
center to _ = 25°, at Ibl < 10°. The CO and HI clouds are comparable in
angular size, are similarly displaced to postive latitude, have similar
narrow linewidths and quite constant velocities; they are estimated to be at
nearly the same distance, and partially overlap spatially in the region _ =
20 ° to 25°. The Aquila Rift molecular cloud and the Riegel-Crutcher HI cloud
may therefore comprise a single large lane of cold gas extending over 55 ° of
galactic longitude, corresponding to a linear size of 140 pc. Why this object
is molecular at one end, and apparently deficient in dust and molecules at the
other, as Riegel and Crutcher find, is a puzzle.
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Figure i. Contour map of the survey integrated over the full velocity range
observed. For Ibl _ 3° the velocity range is -83 to 83 km s-l,
while for Ibl < 3° the range is -13 to 153 km s-1 at _ < 60°, and
-113 to 53 km s-I at _ > 60°. The contour interval is 4 K km s-I.
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Figure 3. Schematic map of the individual molecular clouds which comprise
the Great Rift. The clouds are outlined by their 4 K km s-I CO
emission contours. Distances are indicated by the shading.
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DARK CLOUD AND GLOBULE DISTRIBUTION FOR GALACTIC LONGITUDES
230 TO 360 DEGREES
J.V. Feitzinger _Id J.A. Stuewe
Astronomical Institut, Ruhr-University, Bochum, FRG
ABSTRACT
A catalogue of dark nebulae and globules has been compiled
from a study of the ES0-B and SRC-J sky atlas for galactic longi-
tudes 230v_i_36ov. This catalogue closes the great southern gap
open since the work of Lynds (1962). We have listed 489 dark
nebulae and 311 globules, The catalogue contains positions, sizes,
opacities and the van den Bergh classification (1972)on the
filamentary morphology of dark clouds. We present statistics
concerning the northern and southern distributions and sizes of
the nebulae,
THE CATALOGUE
The 606 fields of the southern atlas were examined for the
presence of dark clouds; for _b|>30 ° no dark clouds are found,
although our search extended up to]b[ = 90 °. The overlapping
regions between the POSS-Lynds survey and our work were used to
calibrate our opacity classes. This linkage secures the equality
of the opacity classes in both surveys, inspite the differing
limiting magnitudes. The distribution of the dark clouds
(> o.oi sqdeg) in galactic coordinates is shown in Fig.1. The
map of this survey exists in a machine readable, digitized formo
as a 500 x 14oo pixel image (1 pixel = o.1). In Fig.2 we present
the distribution of the globules defined as _ o.ol sqdeg. The
numbers count globules almost at the same position. Besides
their different opacities interstellar clouds show a bewildering
variety of shapes and sizes. To take this fact into account we
supplemented the catalogue by descriptive categories (for example:
worm track, cometary globule) and the classification scheme of
Van den Bergh (1972)(for example: amorphous cloud, velYfuzzy).
STATISTICS AND COMPARISONS
l
The percentage of the sky obscured by dark clouds is 4,98%
for the northern ( o°< i L24o u) and 1.92% for the southern part
(24o°.<1<3600). The absolute numbers are: N=1273clouds, area=
1396 sqdeg, north and N=437clouds, area=264 sqdeg, south, This
reflects the well known fact that the visible Milky Way band
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changes its morphological appearance from north to south.
In Fig,3 we discriminate between the northern, southern and the
anticenter regions. The percentage of area covered by the different
opacity classes for the northern and southern regions are nearly
the same. The percentage of obscured area as a function of Ib]
in Fig.4 reveals that the southern distribution is much more
smoother as the northern distribution. This is a consequence of
the absence of the Great Northern Rift in the southern Milky Way
and results in fewer clouds of high opacity, which are responsible
for the ruggedness. Furthermore the southern part is much brighter
also a reason for greater homogenity of the Milky Way band.
An extended version of this paper will be published elsewhere.
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A Neutral Gas Jet in a Low Velocity Shock Front at the
Boundary of the Draco Nebula
P.W.M. Kalberla, U.°Herbstmeier and U. Mebold
Radioastronomisches Institut der Universitgt Bonn,
Auf dem HUgel 71, 5300 Bonn I, Fed. Rep. Germany
Abstract
21-cm line observations with the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope of a
dust and molecular filament at the boundary of the Draco Nebula (_ 91°,
b_ 38°) reveal a jet-like neutral hydrogen feature funneling through an
outlet in the low velocity shock front at the interface between the Draco
Nebula and the surrounding gas. The jet-llke feature is apparently connected
-I
with a high velocity filament at VLSR = -180 km s . We suggest that the
soft x-ray emission observed in the area is thermal bremsstrahlung
produced by the deceleration of high velocity gas in galactic gas.
Introduction
Dracula, a faint bright nebula (Lynds 1965) located at _ _ 93° b _ 38° in
the constellation Draco exhibits HI 121-cm and CO 12.6 - and 12.7-mm line
emission with a radial velocity of VLSR _ -22 km s-I in detailed positional
agreement (Goerigk et al., 1983) with the faint patches visible at the
Palomar Observatory Sky Survey (POSS) red and blue prints (cf. paper I,
"The Draco Nebula, a Molecular Cloud Associated with a High Velocity Cloud"
by Mebold et.al., in the present volume). One of the most striking aspects
of Dracula is the filamentary structure of its boundary facing the direction
of decreasing galactic longitude, _, and decreasing galactic latitude, b,
i.e more precisely galactic position angle GPA _ 240°. HI- line observations
with 9 arc min angular resolution show the presence of a positive velocity
gradient towards that position angle of about 5 km s-I per 9 arc min for a
strech of _ I75 along this boundary (cf. Goerigk et al., 1983). This
indicates that Dracula which is approaching us at a velocity of VLSR
-22 km s-I is beeing decelerated at this interface.
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Fi$. ] WSRT channel maps of 2]-cm line emission associated
with a dust and molecular filament. The contours are at
-I
4_8 and ]2 K. Note that the jet-like feature at V= -26 km s
is centered at the gap which is visible in the map at
V= -]9 km s ]. The maps which are observed in equatorial
coordinates have been rotated by 90° to allow an approximate
orientation in galactic coordinates(see Fig. 3).
Results and Discussion
The most prominent filament at this boundary which can be identified at the
POSS and in the HI- and the CO lines and which is called Drac ] in paper I
has been observed with the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope (WSRT) in
the 2]-cm line. The angular resolution is 48 arc sec in right ascension
-]
and 55 arc sec in declination. The velocity resolution is 0.5 km s .
Only a small fraction of the results of three observations can be presented
here. In Fig. ] we present isophotes of 2]-cm line brightness temperatures
-1 -I
in velocity intervals of 0.5 km s width centered at VLSR= -26.2 km s
(left hand side) and VLSR= -18.9 km s-] (right hand side). This so-called
channel maps were chosen to be typical for a velocity intervall of
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-28 to -25.5 km s-i and -19.5 to -17 km sTM , respectively. At the more negative
velocities we see a jet-like feature of about 20 arc min length and a width of
2 to 3 arc min at the position where an outlet - llke feature at the more
positive velocities has its narrow-most opening. We get the impression that
the negative velocity gas (VLSR _ -26.5 km s-l) is funnelled through an out-%
let in the boundary of Dracula which is formed by gas at a velocity of VLSR %
-I
-18 km s . Adopting the view point that Dracula is moving towards us with
VLSR _ -22 km s-I, it appears that the jet-like feature is accelerated towards
-I -I
us by about 4 km s and the outlet is decellerated towards us by about 4 km s
in the boundary region of Dracula.
The channel maps at the other velocities (-IO<VLSR<-35 km s-l) confirm the
notion of a deceleration of the boundary region of Dracula with respect to its
interior. The velocity gradient is about +5 km s-I per 5 arc min GPA _ 225 °.%
This is however not so for the notion that the jet-like feature is accelerated
towards us. We propose that the jet is decelerated material coming from a
high negative velocity cloud filament at VLSR _ _180 km s-I located about
15 arc min outside the frames in Fig. 1 along the axis of the jet-like feature.
TB[K Fig. 2 2]-cm emission line
b.0 - J ' , ' i from a high velocity filament
at V= -]80 km s-] located
_.D close to the jet-like feature
in Fig. I.
See Fig. 3 for the orientation2.u
of the high velocity filament
relative to the WSRT field
o.o
i l , I , I and the jet-like feature.
-200.0 0.0 ZOO.O
V[kms-1]
Fig. 2 shows the 2]-cm line spectrum averaged over the spectra observed with
the Effelsberg ]O0-m Telescope at the position indicated by five small crosses
(x) next to the frames of Fig. ] scetched into Fig. 3. In Fig. 2 the high•
velocity gas is seen with a peak intensity at VLSR % -180 km s ] and a tail%
towards more positive velocieties. This tail indicates that the high negative
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-I
velocity gas is beeing decelerated. The peak at VLSR= -22 km s corresponds
to the emission of Dracula.
Fig. 3 Large scale distri-
98' [ _' 94" _' _' _' bution o£ 21-cm line emission
42"_ t ' \ _ _v ! at V= -21 km s associated
_'_ with the Draco Nebula. The
b contours are at 0,2,4,6 and 8 K.
40' Both, galactic and equatorial
coordinates are given. The WSRT
field-located at the low latitude
38" border of this nebula- is sketched
in. The crosses give the
positions where the peak emission
36' of the V= -180 km s-I HVC (Fig.2)
' _' 0EC was observed with the Effelsberg
IOO-m telescope.
-I
In Fig. 3 the total extent of the VLSR= -22 km s emission feature of Dracula
is shown in an isophotal representation of 21-cm line brightness temperatures
averaged from VLSR= -22 to -20 km s-| The data are from the Heiles and Habing
(1974) survey. We see that Dracula is horse-shoe-shaped with an axis of
symmetry roughly in-line with the axis of the jet-like feature in Fig. I.
It is probably more than accidental that this axis is paralled to the direction
of the stream of negative high velocity gas extending from _ = 120° , b = 55°
to _ = 30° , b = 20° (Giovanelli, 1980). Finally we point out that the Darcula
complex itself as well as the stream of high velocity gas just mentioned are
in a fair positional coincidence with soft x-ray features in the B-, C- and
M-Band sky maps of McCammon et al. (1982).
It is therefore very suggestive thati_the jet-like feature in Fig. 1 and possibly
even the whole Dracula complex are related to the high velocity cloud
phenomenon and that the soft x-ray emission is thermal bremsstrahlung produced
by the interaction of the high velocity gas with the galactic gas. An
important link thatis missing here could be the discovery of soft x-ray
-I
emission between the high velocity filament at VLSR= -180 km s and the jet-like
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-Ifeature at VLSR= -26 km s
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The Draco Nebula, a Molecular Cloud
Associated with a High Velocity Cloud?
U. Mebold and P.W.M. Kalberla
Radioastronomisches Institut der Universitgt Bonn,
Auf dem HHgel 71, 5300 Bonn I, Fed. Rep. Germany
Extended and very faint bright nebulae are found in high (b_ 30°)
galactic latitudes at the Palomar Observatory Sky Survey (POSS) (Lynds, 1965)
and even more pronounced at a very sensitive photographic survey of the
galactic polar caps by Sandage (1976). Such a nebula, located in the
constellation Draco and called "Draco Nebula" or ':Dracula", was found to be
in detailed positional coincidence with a 21-cm emission line feature at a
-I
LSR velocity of VLSR _ -22 km s by Goerigk et al. (1983). Estimates of the%
minimum visual extinction, AV> 1 mag, from star counts ON and OFF Dracula%
(Goerigk et al., 1983) and an estimated visual surface brightness of
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b
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SBV _ 24 mag (arc sec)-2 (Lynds 1965) indicate that Dracula fits the relation
SBV = 24.2 - 2.5 log AV
for dust clouds located above the galactic plane and reflecting the integrated
starlight of the galactic disk (Sandage 1976). Hence Dracula is probably a
reflection nebula. The quoted observations gave a ratio NHI/E(B-_) of atomic
neutral hydrogen column density and colour excess that is about a factor of
IO smaller than the standard ratio NH/E(B-V) of hydrogen nuclei and colour
excess.
This lead us to search for indicators of molecular hydrogen, H2, like the
CO molecule. We used the 2.5-m mm-Telescope of the University of Bordeaux
(Baudry et al., 1980) for observations of the % 2.6-mm and % 2.7-mm transitions
of the 12CO and the 13C0 molecule. The 12C0 results are presented in Fig. 1
as isophotes of integrated brightness temperature (full lines) superimposed
on the distribution of the maximum 21-cm line brightness temperature
(broken lines). We see at Fig. I and by inspection of the POSS that 12C0 is
brightest where HI and - even more pronounced - where the dust is brightest.
13CO-lines were measured only at the positions of the peaks of the two
CO-clumps with lowest latitudes, called Drac 1 and Drac 2.
The results of the CO observations at these positions are summarized in
Table I. From the top to the bottom we give for these clumps the galactic
longitude, _, and latitude, b, of the centre of the clumps, the amplitudes,
T , the half power line widths, AV, and the LSR centre velocities of the
I_CO and 13C0 lines, VLSR, the LTE excitation temperature of the CO molecules,
TEX , the optical depth, T13, and the column density, NI3co, (cf. Dickman
1978) of the 13C0 molecules.
We have estimated molecular hydrogen column densities, NH2, first from a
direct observational correlation of CO column densities, NCO, with NH2
(Federman et al., 1980) adopting a CO- isotopic ratio of NI2co/N13CO = 50,
and second from observational correlations of NI3co and AV and the "standard"
ratio NH2/AV = 0.94"1021 molecules cm-2 mag I (Frerking et al., 1982).
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These two estimates of NH2 called NH2(UV) and NH2(AV), the total column
density of hydrogen nuclei,
NT = NHI + 2 NH2,
derived from the average of NH2(UV) and NH2(AV) and the 21 cm lines, and the
extinction, AV, derived from the "standard" ratio of NH2/AV are also listed
in Table I.
In order to be able to study the dynamics of our CO-clumps we have
attempted to determine the distance of Dracula in two ways: First we have
conducted a UBV photo electric photometry with the | m telescope of the
Calar Alto Observatory in Spain of about 60 stars in the brightest part of
Dracula. With some uncertainty due to the unknown metallicity of possible
halo stars we found only unreddened stars up to a distance of about 800 pc.
Also from the extinction given in Table |, from a relative star count
defizit of 11 percent ON and OFF Dracula and from models of the stellar
distribution perpendicular to the galactic plane (Scheffler, |982) we
derive a distance of about 800 pc. Adopting a distance of 800 pc and the
apparent sizes of our CO-clumps we estimate the densities, n, and total
masses, M, given in Table I. The virial theorem was applied to test whether
or not the CO- clumps are gravitationally bound systems. From the velocity
dispersions _ = AV/2.355 of the 13CO lines, the total masses M and the
linear diameters, d, we have (_ = gravitational constant)
o2 < 2_ M/d,
i.e. both clumps appear to be gravitationally bound systems.
Finally we like to point out that Dracula has a close positional and
possibly even astrophysical relationship to the high velocity cloud (HVC)
phenomenon. Dracula is located at the low latitude end of Hulsbosch's (1979)
HVC complex CI; indeed high negative velocity HI-gas is observed over most
of the region covered by Dracula. Further, Dracula is positionally coincident
with a C-band x-ray emission feature in the SAS- satellite sky maps (Clark,
private communication, see also the C-, M- and J-band maps of McCammon
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et al., 1982).It is thereforesuggestivethat the x-ray emission is thermal
bremsstrahlungproduced by electronsand ions in HV_ CI and the galacticgas
and that Dracula is a part of a deceleratedhigh velocity cloud.
SullKllar_
An extended and faint bright nebula at £ _ 91°, b _ 38° exhibits
HI 121-cm, !2CO 12.6-mm and 13C0 %2.7-mm emission lines in detailed
positional agreement with the brightness distribution at the Palomar
ObservatorySky Survey.Three colourUBV photometryof _ 60 stars in the
field of the bright nebula indicates a distance of _ 800 pc. With this
distance the total mass of two molecular clumps in the nebula is 27 and
219 M8 and they appear to be gravitationally bound systems. A possible
astrophysical relation to the high velocity HI- cloud phenomenon is
pointed out.
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Table 1
Drac 1 Drac 2
gal. long 91° II' 89° 32'
gal. fat. 36° 59' 38° 24'
12C0 13C0 12C0 13C0
TL/K 4.2 0.5 5.5 O.7
bV/km s I 1.3 0.8 2.0 1.4
VLSR/km s-l -25.2 -25.1 -23.7 -23.3
T_/K 7.4 8.80.12 0.13
N]3CO/cm -2 3.4 1014 8.6 1014
NH2(UV)/cm -2 1.6 1021 2.6 1021
NH2(AV)/cm -2 1,2 1021. 1.6 I021
NT/cm-2 2.9 1021 4.3 1021
AV/mg 1.6 2.3
n/cm-3 620 400
M/M0 27 219
o2(2_M/d)-I 0.74 0.69
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THE SMALLEST SIZES OF DIFFUSE INTERSTELLAR CLOUDS
John M. Dickey, J. Crovisier and I. Kazes
University of Minnesota, Obs. Paris
ABSTRACT
By observing the difference in optical depths between absorption spectra
toward the two components of double sources we have measured the variations in
opacity over lengths of less than 0.i up to i0 pc inside diffuse interstellar
clouds. Significant variations are detected on scales larger than about 0.2
pc, but not less. This may represent the minimum size for diffuse cloud struc-
ture. By comparing the variations of Gaussian fitted line parameters we find
that variations in the internal velocity field of diffuse clouds explain the
data rather better than tiny independent "cloudlets."
INTRODUCTION
Interstellar diffuse clouds are difficult to map. In 21 cm emission it is
possible to trace the broad outlines of clouds and cloud complexes (e.g.,
Verschuur 1974); and with large telescopes it is possible to measure the fluc-
tuations of emission on smaller scales (i0' to 1°, e.g., Jahoda et al. 1984),
but these fluctuations cannot be interpreted directly as cloud structure
because of spatial confusion, self-absorption, and line of sight blending of
various regions overlapping in velocity. The ambiguity of higher resolution
interferometer emission studies is even greater (e.g., Crovisier and Dickey
1983). Absorption studies at 21 cm have the drawback that they can only be
done in the directions of strong background continuum sources, which are
sparse, but they have the great advantage that only the cool gas appears in
the spectrum. Since linewidths are narrow for the cool gas there is less
velocity blending, and kinematic distance estimates are more accurate than
for emission features. Warm gas, which may be associated with the cool cloud
(Liszt 1983) does not appear in absorption.
There are two ways to use 21 cm absorption to study the smaller scale
structure of diffuse clouds and cloud complexes. The first is to map the
absorption across the face of an extended continuum source. This was first
done toward Cas A, Cyg A, and Vir A (Greisen 1973a,b), and it has been
improved by many other groups (e.g., Schwarz et al. 1980, Bregman et al. 1983,
Lockhart and Goss 1978, Landeker et al. 1981, Liszt et al. 1982). In many
cases small scale structure is found, but interpretation is difficult because
the noise level in absorption usually variesdrastically from point to point,
and even with the highest resolution interferometers there are seldom more
than five to ten independent pixels in either dimension across the source.
Gradients in optical depth have been unambiguously identified, and in some
cases higher order fluctuations are apparent, but a full statistical charac-
terization of the small scale structure, e.g., the cloud size spectrum or the
turbulence spectrum, is not tractable from these isolated regions. The other
strategy is to use double sources for the background continuum; if the two
components are unresolved such a double gives simply two spectra separated by
angle 0. Surveys of absorption toward many such sources are possible with
modest telescope and reduction time; the results provide a measure of the
average change of optical depth over small angles in diffuse H I clouds.
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A preliminarysurveywas performedwith the NRAO Green Bank interferometer
(Dickey1979); in the presentwork we have extendedthis using the WSRT to
higher sensitivitiesand more sourcesat lower galacticlatitudes. Many cases
of significantopticaldepth changesover anglesof about I' or less have been
detected,these correspondto appreciablevariationsin the column densityof
cold gas over distancesof 0.i to I0 pc. Severalcloudsare sampledat points
separatedby less than this distance,but none of them show significantoptical
depth variations. As discussedbelow, this is strong evidencethat the small-
est structures("cloudlets")in diffuseclouds are at least this large.
OBSERVATIONS
For backgroundsourcesfor this experimentwe have selectedextragalactic
doubleswhose continuumstructurewas well known,which were at low galactic
latitude,with componentseparationsof about 2' to about 30". At low lati-
tudeswe can use a rotationcurve to get kinematicdistanceestimatesfor the
variousspectral features ("clouds")detected. These distancesare particu-
larly importantfor this experimentbecause they tell us the linear separation
between the two lines of sight toward the two componentsas measuredin the
absorbinginterstellarcloud. If we call the kinematicdistanceD, then this
separationis D@, where 0 is the angularseparationof the two components.
For our sample,D@ varies from a bit less than 0.i pc to about i0 pc, with
most values between 0.2 and 3 pc.
The observationswere taken at the WSRT in 1981. The velocity channel
separationwas 1.25 km s-l, which we Harming smoothedto 2.5 km s-I to mini-
mize overlapbetween adjacentchannels. About threehours of integrationwere
spent on each source,the shortestbaselineswere rejected to eliminate21 cm
emissionwhich could pollute the absorptionspectra. For each velocitychannel
showingabsorptiontowardboth componentswe computedthe differencebetween
the two, and constructa differencespectrumAt(v) for each backgroundsource.
In this experimentevery source shows significantdifferencesin one or more
absorptionlines. We have also fittedGaussiansto the absorptionfeatures
toward each component. Data and resultsin more detail are given by Crovisier
et al. (1984).
DISCUSSION
The structureof an interstellardiffusecloudmay be as complexas a
Rorshachfigure,and studyingmaps, no matter how detailed,may be of little
value beyond the psychological. The importantastrophysicalquestionsrelate
to the range of sizes of clouds present,the orderedmotionsand turbulence,
and the density, temperature,ionization,and thermodynamicbalance. Our
resultscan be used to derive statisticsfor the small scale structureof
clouds in two differentways. These two approachesdifferin their assump-
tions about the way the observedabsorptionspectrasample the clouds. The
first assumeseach velocity channel (afterHanningsmoothingand resampling)
to be a differentstatisticalsample correspondingto a differentlocation
inside the cloud. Comparingthe correspondingchannelsof the two spectra
gives a sample of the variationof the medium over the distanceDO. This
approachgives the distributionshown in the figure,which plots DO, the
linearseparationof the two points,vs. the magnitudeof the differencein
optical depthsat the two points. There is a dramaticchange in the distri-
bution of the points on the figurebetween DO less than about 0.2 pc and D8
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greater than 0.2 pc. This change is pronounced even if one deletes several of
the highest points, or if one deletes certain background source directions.
The implication of the figure is that there is very little variation in optical
depth over distances D@ of less than about 0.2 pc, but that for larger dis-
tances the rms change in optical depth quickly increases. We may interpret
this as evidence that structures with sizes greater than 0.2 pc are common in
interstellar diffuse clouds, but that smaller "cloudlets" are rare.
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Fig. I. The distribution of variations in absorption (absolute scale) vs.
the linear separation of the two samples (D@). Each point represents one
velocity channel for which two optical depths were detected. The abcissa is
the difference in relative absorption.
The figure is somewhat deceiving because the points are not necessarily
independent. This is not simply because of the velocity resolution, whose
effects have been minimized by the Hanning smoothing and resampling, but
because of the velocity correlation inherent in the interstellar clouds. It
is not correct to assume that each velocity channel is a separate measurement
of the fluctuation of optical depth, since the lines are generally Gausslans
with widths of several channels. An alternative approach is to look at the
variation in the Gaussian fit parameters (line depth, center velocity, and
velocity width) between the two lines of sight. Each difference gives a
measure of the variation of that quantity over the distance D@. We can then
study separately the increase in variation of line depth with D@, line center
velocity with D@, etc. The increase in variation with D@ is still apparent,
but the sudden jump at 0.2 pc is no longer so abrupt. In general the increase
of variation with D@ is more pronounced for the line center and line width
than for the line depth, at least for D@ less than about 1 pc. This result
is highly suggestive that the variations we detect are not due to individual,
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distinct structureswith overallsizes of less than one parsec ("cloudlets"),
but rather to velocityvariationsinside larger structures. Whether these
variationsare due to orderedmotion such as rotation,expansion,or collapse
(e.g.,Goldsmith1984), or due to random turbulentmotion might be tractable
if we could measure whether the variationof line center is greater than the
variationof line width. This is not yet clear from the data.
If the variations in Gaussianparametersare due to turbulenceinside the
clouds a parameterof great interestis the turbulencespectrum (Armstrong
et al. 1981, Larson 1980, Myers 1983, Dickey 1984). Lookingonly at the varia-
tion in llne center velocitiesbetween the two lines of sightwe find an rms
velocity differenceof about 1.5 km s-I at DO of 1 to 10 pc, vs. 0.5 km s-I
at DO of 0.i to 1 pc. These numbersagree roughlywith Myers and Benson's
(1984)results for turbulentvelocitieson the same scales insidemolecular
clouds,although theirmeasurementused line width observationsrather than
direct differentialabsorptionobservationssuch as these.
On the other hand if the opticaldepth variationsobservedare due to
tiny independentcloudletsit is hard to understandwhy the velocity centers
and widths vary more stronglyon small scales than the line peaks. It is also
difficultto understandhow such small cloudscould be thermodynamicallystable
in the interstellarenvironment. As Cowie and McKee (1977)show, a cloud
embeddedin the hot phase must be at least a few parsecsin radius to resist
evaporation. Smallercloudsmight be stable if theywere embeddedin a
classical"inter-cloudmedium" of warm H I (Fieldet al. 1969),but the passage
of the shock from a young supernovaremnantwould soon destroy them in a McKee-
Ostriker (1977)interstellarmedium. One possibilityis that they are debris
from recent cloud collisions(Cowie1980), and thereforehave relativelyshort
ages. But altogetherthe data at this point seem to suggesta velocityfield
origin for the small scale structurerather than a cloudletexplanation.
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A WARM MAGNETOACTIVE PLASMA IN A LARGE VOLUME OF SPACE
Carl Heiles
Astronomy Department
University of California, Berkeley
i• INTRODUCTION
This paper will show that a diffuse ionized warm gas fills a large
volume of space in the general dlrect[on of Radio Loop II. There are three
types of observational evidence: Faraday rotation measures (RM's) of
extragalactic sources; emission measures (EM's) derived from the Hc emission
llne in the diffuse interstellar medium; and magnetic field strengths in HI
clouds derived from Zeeman splitting observations.
2. OBSERVED CHARACTERISTICS
The region of interest, 'Region A' of Simard-Normandln and Kronberg
(1980), occupies 80@to I30@in Galactic longitude and about -40°to +lO"in
latitude. This is a very large solid angle, a bit more than one steradlan.
All extragalactic _adio sources within this region have large negative RM's
and none have small RM's. This implies that the region contains a
magnetoactlve plasma smooth in the large-scale, without small-scale
structure. RM's in the opposite direction of the sky tend to be positive,
instead of negative, which might imply that Region A lies immediately
adjacent to the Sun. However, the RM's are much smaller in magnitude than in
Region A, which might mean simply that the gas is less highly ionized than
that in Region A, or alternatively that Region A lles some distance from the
Sun. Typical RM's in Region A are about 200 rad m-2. This constrains the
product
n(e)BL = 1.23E-3 RM
where n(e) is the electron density in cm-3, B is the llne-of-sight comp-
onent of the magnetic field in _G, and L is the extent of the plasma along
the llne of sight in kpc.
Some marginally interesting additional information is available from
one pulsar that lles at a high enough latitude to help constrain the
picture, although only weakly. PSR 2154+40, at (l,b)=(91°,-ll=), has RM=-44
rad m-2 and DM=71 cm-3 pc (Taylor and Manchester, 1975). This corresponds
to a magnetic field strength, computed in the usual naive manner from the
ratio RM/DM, of 0.7 _G. However, with an RM of -44 rad m-2, this pulsar
samples only about 25% of the total RM of region A. Thus the derived field
strength need not characterize the full extent of Region A. Furthermore, its
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DM implies a distance of about 2 kpc if the electron density is equal to its
usual value of 0.03 cm-3. However, this distance might well be
misleading, because at the relatively low latitude of ii° there might be an
intervening HII region along the line of sight--and, indeed, from the map of
diffuse Ha of Reynolds, Roesler, and Scherb (1974), there does appear to be
enhanced Haemission in this direction. It is more likely that the pulsar
lles closer than 2 kpc and that the true magnetic field strength in Region A
is higher than 0.7 _G.
Diffuse Ha emission has been surveyed with very high sensitivity on a
rough grid of 5 or I0 degrees by Reynolds et al (1974). The intensity of Ha
emission increases towards the Galactic plane, where ordinary HII regions
exist in abundance. Further from the plane, at latitudes below -20 °, the Ha
emission is weak, corresponding to EM's smaller than about 7 cm-6 pc except
for one position near longitude 120°; and at latitudes below -30 °, the EM is
smaller than 4 cm-6 pc. These EM's assu_e a temperature of 6000 K. A
somewhat lower upper limit, for that temperature, of 1.8 cm-6 pc is derived
by Slmard-Normandln and Kronberg from the low-frequency radio data of Novaco
and Brown (1978). Upper limits for Haemission scale roughly T-0"75, while
upper limits for low-frequency free-free absorption of radio emission scales
as T-1"35. We will be interested in gas at higher temperatures than 6000 K,
so we should use the EM limit derived from Ha Thus, the EM of 4 or somewhat
less constrains the product
n(e) 2 (T/10000 K)-0"75 L = 1.47E-3 EM
Measurements of Zeeman splitting of the 21-cm line in emission (Heiles,
1984), made in the directions of many of the same extragalactic sources used
in the RM study, show very weak fields in the HI gas, typically no more than
a few _G. All of the detected fields point in the same direction as the
field that produces the RM's. Nevertheless, the magnetoactive plasma cannot
reside in the HI clouds, because then the EM would far exceed the above
limit. Thus the HI measurements provide no directly relevant information
about the magnetic field in the plasma. However, it seems reasonable to
assume that the magnetic field strength in the less dense plasma is no
larger than that in the denser HI clouds.
3. DERIVED CHARACTERISTICS
Given the above observational constraints, together with an assumption
concerning the ratio of magnetic energy to thermal energy_ we can derive the
properties of the plasma as a function of a single parameter, which we
choose to be L. We assume that the energy ratio is equal to R. It is
presumably difficult to obtain R>I, because then the magnetic field would be
dominant. However, it is difficult to obtain large RM's unless R is large.
So it seems likely that R is roughly equal to unity.
Putting all of the above together with a little algebra, we derive the
following:
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n=l.08E-2 RM 6/17 EM 4/17 R-3/17 L-10/17
B=I.14E-I RM II/17 EM-4A17 R3117 L-7117
T=3.44E+2 RM 16/17 EM-12/17 R-8/17 L-_/17
For the observed values, which we take as RM--200 rad m-2 and EM=4
cm-6 pc, for an assumed value R=I, and L=I kpc, we obtain the following:
n=0. 097 cm-3
B=2.5 _G
T=I9000 K
Since the adopted EM might be larger than that characterizing the
magnetoactive region alone, the true density might be lower, and the
magnetic field and temperature higher, than the values quoted above.
These values don't seem particularly unreasonable from an a priori
standpoint. They are quite reasonable in that the pressure nT is about 2000
cm-3 K, which is close to the standard interstellar pressure. Over a
region i kpc in diameter, one expects this criterion to be satisfied.
However, they are unreasonable in an important way. The cooling time
scale for such gas is only 5000 years. Such a short cooling time for a
diffuse gas occuplng such a large volume is unacceptable. Instead, there
would need to be an efficient heating source to keep the gas so hot. It is
interesting to note that this temperature is just below thatwhere
collislonal excitation of heavy elements, not just hydrogen, starts to
become effective (see, e.g., Dalgarno and McCray, 1972), so it could be an
equilibrium temperature if a suitable heating source were available.
It would be more comfortable, however, for the gas to a bit cooler than
I0000 K, where the cooling rate rises suddenly with temperature by a factor
of about 40 for a fully ionized gas having a normal heavy element content.
However, this requires a very large region, because the derived temperature
varies slowly with L. A temperature of I0000 K requires that the product
R2L = 15 kpc. Presumably, R < I, which means L > 15 kpc! This size is
reminiscent of a Galactic halo, which hardly falls within the domain of this
conference! Nevertheless, we pursue this possibility briefly. The density
and magnetic field strength would be 0.020 cm-3 and 0.83 _G, respectively.
The recombination time scale would be very short, about 4E6 yr, and a source
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of ionization would be required. It would be surprising for such a region to
lie near the outer periphery of the Galaxy unless its primary association
was not with our Galaxy. In this context, it is curious that the general
direction of this region is the same as that of the most of the galaxies in
the local group, including M31 (!). None of all this is totally impossible,
we supppose, but in the absence of compelling reasons we prefer to drop this
possibility.
Alternatively, if we consider smaller values of L, then the density,
magnetic field strength, and temperature all increase. The cooling time
scale decreases, both because of the increased density and temperature, and
the requirement for a heating mechanism is accentuated. Roughly speaking,
the cooling time varies a L 0"6S. Furthermore, the temperature increases
above the possible natural equilibrium value caused by heavy element
excitation. These factors require a powerful heating mechanism, and it
seems preferable for such a heating mechanism to occupy a small, rather than
a large, volume of space. A small value of L, e.g. i0 pc, gives n=l.5
cm-S, B=I7 _G, and T=56000 K. This field strength is much stronger than
that observed in HI clouds in this region. Furthermore, such a strong field
strength is encountered only rarely in interstellar space, and then only in
relatively dense clouds near regions of star formation. It would be
remarkable for such a region to extend over a steradlan of sky. Finally, we
note that PSR2154+40, mentioned above, has an RM just 25% that of region A.
If L were small, it would be improbable for this pulsar to be located within
the magnetoactive region.
In the absence of further information it is impossible to make
definitive statements about the physical conditions in this region.
However, we believe that our arguments above are reasonable, and that
without further information we should accept them.
4. DISCUSSION
We conclude that the magnetoactive plasma in Region A probably occupies
a very large volume of space and that its properties are roughly as given
above for the L = I kpc case. The main problem with this possibility is the
short cooling time scale for the gas. A pervasive heating mechanism is
required to keep the gas at its temperature of about 20000 K.
Two possibilities suggest themselves. One is heating by cosmic rays.
Region A lies within the nonthermal radio continuum feature known as Loop II
(Berkhuljsen, Haslam, and Salter, 1971). The origin of Radio loop II is
unknown. However, a similar feature, Loop I (also known as the North Polar
Spur), was caused by stellar winds and superovae and is filled with hot gas
and, probably, cosmic rays (see Heiles et al, 1980). It is reasonable that
Loop II and Loop I have similar origins, although Loop II is probably older
because it is weaker. Energetically, this picture is attractive because
Region A contains about 3E51 erg in thermal energy, close to that expected
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inside an old shell formed by a collectionof supernovaand stellarwinds.
Thus an excess of cosmic rays might well exist insideLoop II, and this
could be the heatingagent for the gas. Alternatively,but very improbably
because of tlme scale considerations,the gas could be coolingfrom the
originalvery hot temperaturethat it had when the Loop was younger.
A less likely possibility is that the plasma is produced and heated by
infalllng very high velocity gas. The tip of the Magellanlc Stream descends
into the Galaxy near (l,b) = (90@,-40@) and seems to break up into a
multitude of very high negative velocity clouds (Giovanelll, 1981; Mirabel,
1981; Cohen, 1982a,b). It seems quite likely that this disturbance could
produce heating of a diffuse ionized gas, perhaps by generating
magnetoacouslc dlsurbances. In this case we would expect abnormal
velocities of HI clouds because recombination and cooling times are short,
However, these are not observed, which seems to be a strong argument against
this possibility.
It is a pleasure to acknowledge stimulating discussions of this
material with Dr. Shrl Kulkarnl.
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An Investigation of Small Scale H I Structure at High Galactic Latitude
K. Jahoda, J. M. Dickey, F. J. Lockman, D. McCammon
We present results of a search for small scale H I structure at high
galactic latitudes using the NRAO 140 foot telescope, which has a 21' beam
at 21 cm. We examined randomly selected 4° x 5° regions, as well as regions
of particularly low total column density. The amount of apparent structure
is small in directions with total column densities of a few times 1020 cm-2.
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The z-dependence of the Spin Temperature of HI
Shrinivas R. Knlkarni and Carl Heiles, U. C. Berkeley
and
J. Van Gorkom, NRAO, Socorro
and
John M. Dickey, Univ. of Minnesota, Minneapolis
I • INTRODUCTION
In 1981 we conducted an extensive, low-latitutde, HI 21-cm absorption
survey from the VLA. The goal of the survey was to answer the following
questions:
(a) What is the vertical distribution of the cold HI clouds?
(b) Do HI clouds get systematically warmer at high Izl?
(c) Does the fraction of warm intercloud mediun HI increase with high Izl?
(d) How much HI has been missed in previous HI emission surveys because of
optical depth effects?
(e) What is the galactic distribution of cool HI clouds?
In order to answer these questions a low-latitude survey is needed
because studies of local HI (i.e. distance < I kpc) are severely hampered by
our lack of knowledge of distances to the HI clouds and hence their Izl
values. This problem is circumvented in low-latitude studies wherein a
rotation curve can be used to determine distances to the HI absorption
features. The HI emission/absorption data has already been reported (Dickey
et al. 1983). Here, we present preliminary results which shed some light on
the first four questions (§III).
II. INTEGRATED MEASURES
a) Spin Temperature of HI
The 21-cm emission spectrum is described by
TB(V ) = Ts[ I - e-T(v)] (I)
where
T(v) --NH(V ) C-I Ts-I (2)
Her& C = 1.823 x 1018 cm-2 K-I (kin s-l)-I, NH(V ) is the column-denslty of HI
with velocity v, and Ts is the spin temperature of the gas. Thus if _(v) << i
then
TB(V ) --NH(v ) C-I. (3)
The 21-cm absorption spectrum is simply T(v). From (2) and (3) it should be
clear that absorption is biased towards cold clouds whereas emission is
unbiased. Ts' , the deduced spin temperature, is given by
Ts' --TB(V)[i- e-_(v)]-l. (4)
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Ts' is equal to Tk, the kinetic temperature only when the HI along the entire
llne-of-sight is isothermal. In general, as can be seen from (2), (3) and
(4), Ts' is the column-density weighted harmonic-mean temperature of HI. It
is important to appreciate this point when interpreting the results given
below.
b) Definition of Integrated Measures
The integrated emission brightness, VB is defined by VB = fTB(v)dv and
the integrated optical depth, VT, is similarly given by VT = fT(v)dv. Here
the integration is over the observed velocity range. Due to optical depth
effects, VB does not increase with NH, the total llne-of-slght column density
of HI. However V T samples all HI along the llne of sight and is not beset
with any problems arising out of the relative location of the clouds with
respect to each other. Another interesting parameter is F':
F' 5FIocal/(VB/VT) where Floca I = VB(Poles)/VT(Poles) and is the mean ratio
of the integrated em[sslon brightness to the integrated optical depth towards
the North and the South Galactic poles. The column density of HI towards the
poles is small enough that VB(Poles ) is not affected by optical depth effects.
Floca I has been measured to be 200 ± 20 K (Kulkarnl 1983).
The use of integrated measures may appear to throw away a lot of velocity
information in the data. However because of the small number of assumptions
made, the analysis of integrated measures leads to model independent results.
In particular, two broad class of problems are avoided by the use of
integrated measures:
(I) Since there is no attempt to finely bin the data by z or R, all the
problems connected with the determination of distance are avoided. The
distance ambiguity problem in the inner galaxy is also avoided.
(2) Since there Is no attempt to do a detailed comparision of the emission and
the absorption spectrum, the problems arising from small-scale
angular-structure in the HI features are avoided. Structures in HI on an
angular-scale smaller than the emission beamwidth lead to systematic biases in
analysis involving velocity information. In contrast, integrated measures are
not statistically biased.
III. RESULTS
We have divided the galaxy into three regions:
(a) inner galaxy (R < Ro and Iii < 90°; Ro has been assumed to be I0 kpc)
(b) outer galaxy in the second and third quadrants (R > Ro; 90° < i < 270 °)
(c) outer galaxy in the first and fourth quadrants (R > Ro; III < 90°).
Now consider a llne-of-slght with 90° < i < 270° • This line-of-sight has
a minimum Izl, Zmi n of 0 pc at the position of the sun and a maximum Izl, Zma x
when the line-of-sight crosses a circle with R = 20 kpc; this radius
corresponds to the assumed edge of the HI disk (Kulkarnl, Blitz and Heiles
1982). For llnes-of-slght with III < 90°, there is an additional complication
due to the fact that the line-of-sight will traverse both the inner and the
outer galaxy regions (i.e. regions (a) and (c)). For such llnes-of-slght we
compute F' separately for region (a) and (c). For region (a), Zml n is clearly
0 pc and Zma x is the Izl of the llne-of-slght when it crosses the circle
R - Ro. For region (c), Zmi n and Zma x are simply the Izl value of the
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line-of-sight when it crosses a circle of radius Ro and 20 kpc respectively.
In Figs. (i) and (3) we show F' as a function of the z-extent of the
line-of-sight for regions (a), (b) and (c) respectively. The z-extent is
shown by means of the vertical "error-bar"; thus the tips of this "error-bar"
correspond to Zml n and Zma x of the line-of-sight. The square in the center of
the "error-bar" is simply the arithmetic mean of Zma x and Zmi n i.e. <z> =
i/2(Zmin+Zmax). In Fig. (2) we show F' as a function of <z> to avoid a clutter
of lines.
In all the three regions of the galaxy we find that the points with the
smallest z-extent have F' > i. This is understandable since at low Ibl, VB
saturates due to large optical depths whereas VT is unaffected. Another
striking correlation is the increase of F' with <z>, or in other words, F'
values which average over higher- Iz HI seem to be systematically smaller than
F' values which represent smaller- zI HI. This is most clearly seen and is
statistically extremely significant in region (c) (Fig. 3) and somewhat
evident in region (b) (Fig. 2) and not seen at all in region (a) (Fig. i). We
attribute this correlation to an increase of Not-Strongly-Absorbing HI with
Izl
Stray radiation can produce the correlation seen in Figs. (2) and (3).
We believe that this is not an important effect quantitatively since a) stray
radiation is important at high latitudes where the signal is weak and the
sldelobes lie in the galactic plane and b) all the points shown in Figs. (2)
and (3) have VB in excess of I0B K km s-I and VT, in all but two
lines-of-sight, is not dominated by measurement noise. Thus neither
measurement errors nor stray radiation vitiate our conclusion.
IV. DISCUSSION
Concentrating on Fig. 3, where the variation of F' w+ith the z-extent is
best seen, we note that at high Izl, F' decreases to at least a sixth of the
local value of unity. Now a decrease in F' could be either due to (i) an
increase in the temperature of HI clouds or (ii) an increase in the fraction
of the warm intercloud medium HI or both. In an attempt to determine the
variation of the spin temperature of clouds with Izl we estimated the spin
temperatures corresponding to the absorption features through the use of eqn.
(4). Binning Ts' in Izl shows a weak correlation of increasing Ts' with Izl
- Ts' at most increases by a factor of 2 from low-lz I to high-lz I. If this is
true then the intercloud medium HI increases by a [actor of 3 from low-lz I to
high-lz I. There is a problem with such a naive determinationdeterminationof Ts' becauseat lOW-lZl, the plethora of absorption components makes of
emission brightness of each absorption component uncertain. Correspondingly,
at high-lz I the increased background of the intercloud medium HI increases
Ts'.
We would llke to point out that studies of local HI show that the
velocity-dlspers[on of clouds with T < 0.I is twice as much as that of clouds
with T > 0.i (Dickey 1977). Statistically Iow-_ clouds have larger Ts (this
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is the so called Ts-r relation; e.g. Liszt 1983). Thus there is an indication
of a z-dependence of of the temperature of HI clouds. For this reason we are
in the process of doing a detailed gaussian-component analysis to
quantitatively assess the importance of (t) above.
We have also derived average correction factors to account for the
underestlmat[on of the density of HI at z = 0 pc as derived from HI emission
studies. The underestimation arises because the 21-cm line is optically
thick. We find that the HI mid-plane densities have to be revised upwards by
-2 (inner galaxy) and _1.6 (outer galaxy). The details of the procedure
adopted in obtaintng these results can be found in Kulkarnl (1983).
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POLARIZATION OFRADIO MOLECUAR LINES
AND MAPPING OF MAGNETIC FIELD DIRECTION
Shuji Deguchi and William D. Watson
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
ABSTRACT
Two level calculations by others for the linear polarizations expected
for molecular emission lines from interstellar clouds are extended by con-
sidering a number of coupled rotational states of a diatomic molecule. High-
er transitions commonly have strengths comparable with that of the J=l-0
transition so that depolarization due to coupling between the various J-states
might be expected to reduce the predicted linear polarization. The signifi-
cance of the null observational results obtained recently by Wannier,
Scoville and Barvainis is assessed. The inclusion of additional states tends
to decrease the maximum polarizations, though the calculated polarization is
increased under conditions for which "superthermal" excitation occurs.
INTRODUCTION
Linear polarization of the emitted radiation is likely to occur when the
radiation field within the emitting region is not isotropic. Anisotropy of
the radiation in gas clouds can occur because of the optical depths for the
escape of line radiation are not the same in all direction. Goldreich and
Kylafis (1981, 1982) have examined the influence of anisotropy caused by
velocity gradients in producing linear polarization of thermal radio emission
lines from molecular clouds. At radio frequencies, the Zeeman splitting of
molecular rotational lines is normally much greater than the natural line
width. Then, the direction of the net linear polarization can be utilized as
an observational diagnostic for the direction of magnetic field. For their
idealized model, they find that linear polarization up to 10-20 % does occur.
Wannier, Scoville and Barvainis (1983) performed an extensive search for lin-
ear polarization in CO, HCN and CS emission lines, but no linear polarization
has been detected. An approximation in the Goldreich and Kylafis calculation
is to include only two levels and obtain explicit results for only the J=l-O
transition of CO. Coupling of the J=l state to the J=2 and higher states by
radiation and by collision would be expected to scramble the populations of
the magnetic substates and to reduce the predicted linear polarization.
NUMERICAL RESULTS
The treatment for the J=l-O transition of diatomic molecule by Goldreich
and Kylafis can be readily extended to multilevel problems. The equations of
radiative transfer for the intensities having two polarizations are solved
with the large-velocity-gradient approximation. All of our results are obtain-
ed for either (a) the one dimensional case in which the velocity gradient is
only along the magnetic field or (b) the two dimensional case in which the
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velocity gradient is present only in the plane prependicular to the magnetic
field. The two dimensional case is that of a cloud expanding with constant
velocity and may be a more realistic simulation of a molecular cloud. Results
are given for various ratios of thecollision rate to the radiative decay
rateoC/A for the J=l-O transition.
We have compared the multilevel (J up to 4) calculations for the CO
molecule with those including only the J=l and 0 levels. The peak polariza-
tion in the J=l-O transition is decreased by about a factor of two as a re-
sult of including the higher J-levels. Cascading from the higher levels in-
creases the intensity (the superthermal effect), however.qFo5 C/A=O.1, the
multilevel calculation actually gives higher values for Q_+U- . The higher
transitions exhibit less polarization. For the J=l-O transition, the frac-
tional polarization is largest for the smallest C/A considered (about 7% for
C/A=O.01)2 H_wever, the critical quantity for detecting the linear polariza-
tion is Q +U and this decreases at low C/A because of the intensity decrease.
For the two dimensional geometry, Q2+U2 does not exceed about 0.25 K for
CO and CS molecules.
In the one dimensional geometry, the velocity gradient is along the mag-
netic field so that the photons escape along the field. We consider line-of-
sight to the observer that is perpendicular to the magnetic field. The optical
depth is infinite and the observed intensity (temperature unit) is equal to
the excitation temperature. The polarizations computed for this geometry may
be unrealistic because the superthermal excitation strongly influences the
result and such excitation apparently has not been observed for CO. The max-
imum fractional polarization (approximately 12-14%) is similar to that found
by Goldreich and Kylafis. The temperature of linear component can go up to
about 3.5 K for C/A=1.
CONCLUSIONS
Though noise levels of about 0.1-0.2 K (one standard deviation) were
achieved in a few cases in the search by Wannier et al. (1983), no definite
polarization was detected. If three standard deviations or more is accepted
as the detectable limit, this level of sensitivity would be marginal for
detecting polarization of CO and CS as is expected from our calculations
unless the one dimensional case is applicable. Our explicit treatment of
polarization for the J=2-1 transition shows that it tends to be somewhat less
than predicted for J=l-O, and the latter is the preferable transition with
which the linear polarization is seeked.
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NEARBYMOLECULARHYDROGE_
F. Lebrun
Serviced'Astrophysique,C.E.N.Saclay,France
Abstract
If the gas-to-dust ratio is sufficientlyuniform throughout the local
interstellarmedium,galaxycountsmay providea usefulprobeof the large scale
structure of the interstellargas. This idea s_stantiated by gamma-ray
observationshas led to the discoveryof nearbymolecularcloud complexes.The
reddeningstudiesindicatethatone of themliesbetween80and 140pc fromthe sun.
FromCO observations,itsmolecularmassisestimatedtoDea few i0_ M .
1 INTRODUCI'ION
The observationsof the U-V absorptionlinesby the Copernicussatellitehave
shownthatevenin the solarneighborhood,molec_llarhydrogen(H2) is an important
componentof the ISM.This type of observationscan put usefulconstraintson the
gas distributionbut cannotrevealits detailedstructure.21 cm radiosurveyson
large angularscales(e.g.Heilesand Habing197&)have determinedpreciselythe
atomichydrogen(HI)distributionbut thatofHz isstilllacking.Threeindependent
waysof assessingthelargescaledistributionofthenearbymolecularhydrogenwill
be discussedin this_per: i)galaxycountsii)gamma-rayoDervationsiii)CO line
observations.Galaxycounts (Shaneand Wirtanen1.967)providea uniformsurveyof
the interstellarextinctionover the entire northerncelestialhemisphere(6
>-25°).If the gas-to-dustratiois sufficientlyuniforminthenearbyinterstellar
medium,thissurveymayprovideoneofthebestcurrentestimateofthe totalgas (HI
+ H2) distribution.Diffusegammarays (E>50MeV)are producedbythe interactions
of cosmicrays in the interstellargas.Collisionsof cosmic-rayprotonswithgas
nucleiproduce_o mesonswhichdecayintwo gan_ma-rays.Highenergybremsstrahlung
radiation is emitted by cosmic-rayelectrons in the electric field of the
interstellar-gasnuclei.If the cosmic-raydensityis uniformwithina few hunded
parsecs,gamma-rayemissionmay be considereda total gas columndensitytracer.
After H2, CO is the most abundantmoleculein the interstellarmedium.Its 140
rotationaltransitionis easilyobservabi_at 2.6 mmby standardradioastronomical
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techniques.If thevelocity-integratedintensityofthatlineiscloselyrelatedto
theH2 columndensity(N(H2)),COwouldbe thebesttracerofH2.
Heiles(1976)and Bursteinand Heiles (1978)studiedthe relationshipbetween
galaxycounts,interstellarreddeningand atomichydrogencolumndensity(N(HI)).
They foundthat the ratiobetweenN(HI)and the interstellaraDsorption(Apg)- as
tracedby galaxycounts- is non uniformoverthesky.Someregionswherethisratio
is low correspondto well-knownmolecularcomplexes,namelyOrion,Taurus,Perseus
and p Ophiuchi,where witha constantgas-to-dustratio,the HI deficiencycan be
well accountedfor by molecularhydrogenformation(Strongand Lebrun1982).The
lowest values of N(HI)/Apgare locatedinsidethe Ophiuchus-Sagittariusregion.
LebrunandPaul (1983)notedthatin the sameregion,HI isalsodeficientcompared
to the gamma-rayintensityobservedby SAS-2and concludedthat there exists
gamma-ray-emittingmaterial linked to the dust, this materialbeing most likely
molecularhydrogen. This conclusionis also supportedby the COS-B gamma-ray
observations(Strongetai.1982).
2 THE CO OBSERVATIONS
We haveundertakenanextended survey(370squaredegrees)in the CO (140)line
ofthenorthernpartofOphiucusandSagittarius.Theobservationswereperformedin
frequencyswitchingmode with the 1.2 m millimeter-wavetelescopeat Colttmbia
Universitywithananqularresolutiondegradedto 0.5°and a velocityresolutionof
0.65 km s-_. Furtherdetailsconcerningthe observationalprocedureandthe data
processingcan be foundelsewhere(Lebrunand Huang1984).The resultsin the form
of a map of the integratedCO line intensity(Wco= ;Ta-dv) are presentedin
figurei.
3 RESULTSAND DISCUSSION
The molecularclouds found here (see fig.I) appearas an extensiontowards
higherlatitudesof the very extendedCO complexassociatedwith the AquilaRift
(Dameand Thaddeus1984).The easterncloudshavethesamevelocityas thiscomplex
(6 - 7 km s-*),whilethe westernoneshavethe samevelocity(~ 3 km s-*)a_thep
Oph cloudcomplexwhichis 15°away.Thesecloudsarelocatedinor neartheplaneof
the Gould Belt and the averagevelocityof thesecloudsmatchesthat of the HI
featureA ofLinbladetal. (1973).
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Figurei. Contourmap of the integratedCO lineintensity,Wco. The contour
intervalis 2.5 K km s-*. The shaded areas indicateunobserved
regions.
Althoughthis dicoveryconfirmsqualitativelythe predictionsbased on galaxy
countsand gamma-rayobservations,a quantitativestudyis necessary.Lebrunand
Huang (1984)studiedthe relationsbetweenCO,HIand Apg (tracedby starcounts)in
the upper part (b>16°) of this region.They foundthat the gas to dust ratio is
norma! and proposed a calibrationof NH2 estimates from CO measurements:
NH=/Wco= 102.cm-=K-_km-*s.However,the column densitiespredictedwith this
calibration,basedon starcounts,areat least50%lowerthanthosebasedongalaxy
countsand HI. The originof thisdiscrepancymust lie in the calibrationof the
adsorptionmeasurements.It couldbe eitheran underestimateof the absorptionby
the starcountsoran overestimateoftheabsorptionby thegalaxycounts.
Anotherinterestingeffect is that the observedgamma-rayintensity(70-5000
MeV) appearshigher (_0%) than thatpredictedfrom galaxycounts(Stronget al.
1982).An underestimateof the absorptionby the galaxycountsis hardto believe
since it would implyan unrealisticunderestimateof the absorptionby the star
counts. It seems more reasonableto considerthisregionas havinga gamma-ray
emissivityhigher than the local average.This couldbe eitherthe resultof an
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additionalgamma-raycomponent (inverseComptonemission,unresolvedweak point
sources)or theresultof anenhancedcosmic-raydensitythroughoutthecomplex.
The distanceof these clouds can be estimatedfrom the distributionof the
interstellareddeningmateria!alongthe lineof sight.Inthe studyofOB starsin
the solarneighborhoodby Lucke(1978),thisregionstandsout ashavingthe highest
reddeningper unitdistanceof the entiresky.The reddeningdistributionsuggests
thatthe complexliesbetween50 and 375 pc fromthe sun. Onthebasisofthe study
by Knude (1978)of the reddeningof A and F stars,Arnaudet al.(1980)deriveda
distanceconsistentwithLucke'sestimate:80-150pc.Thereforethiscloudcomplex
seemsto be one of the closestto the sun. The factthatat theselatitudesit is
unlikelythata lineof sightinterceptsany othercloud,makesita goodcandidate
fordetailedstudy.Ifwe adoptthe calibrationproposedby Lebrunand Huang(1984)
and a distanceof 100 pc the H2 massof the complexis a few 103M . Althoughthis8
mass may be considereda lower limit,the total mass of the complexis probably
dominatedby thatof HI.
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Radio and I_ Observations of High Latitude I{1
Fellx J. Lockman, National Radio Astronomy O_servatory,
L. M. Hobbs, Yerkes Observatory, University of Chicago,
and J. Michael Shull, Joint Institute for Laboratory
Astrophysics, University of Colorado.
Interstellar Lyman-_ observations toward hlgh latitude stars, which glve
the column density of HI between us and the star, and 21 cm radio
observations, which give the total HI column density to and beyond the star,
can be combined to map out the amount of neutral gas as a function of
distance from the sun. We present recent observations of the 21 cm and
Lyman-_ lines made toward ~50 high latitude OB stars, and use these data to
discuss the distribution of HI in the solar neighborhood.
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THE PARALLAXOF PULSAR0950+08
AND THE LOCALFREEELECTRONDENSITY
C. R. Gwinn1, J. H. Taylor,J. M. Weisbergand L. A. Rawley
PhysicsDepartment,PrincetonUniversity
ABSTRACT
We reporta parallaxof 7.9_+0.8mas forPSR 0950+08,correspondingto a
distanceof 130+15pc. Themeasuredpulsedispersionof thispulsarimpliesan
averagefreeelectrondensityof 0.023+--0.002cm- alongthe llneofsight.This
parallaxmeasurementissubjecto systematicerrorsandquestionsof interpretation
whichhavenot yet been fullyexplored.
INTRODUCTION
Annualparallaxesof nearbyradiopulsars,in combinationwith theirpulse
dispersions,providedeterminationsof the localfreeelectrondensitywhich
areindependentof otherastrophysicalmodels.Thepulsedispersionis proportional
to thedispersionmeasure,DM=Sndl,wheren is the freeelectrondensityand
dl the lineelementalongthe li_eof sight_Manchesterand Taylor1977). The
pulsar'sparallax_ is the inverseof itsdistance,so theaveragefreeelectron
densityis alongthe lineof sightis <n >=DM._. PSR0950+08has the lowest
dispersionmeasureofanyknownpulsar,soit_parallaxis of particularimportance
to studiesof the localinterstellarmedium.
TECHNIQUES
Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) offers extremely high resolution
at radio frequencies, allowing correspondingly precise measurements of radio
source positions. In practice this precision is difficult to exploit, due to
VLBI's sensitivity to minute variations in interferometer baseline length and
orientation, and to changes in the radio signal's propagation medium. A particular
difficulty in astrometric VLBI observations of pulsars is that pulsar spectra
fall off steeply for frequencies f>100 MHz, while the ionosphere introduces a
phase error which varies as f--, and which can change by an order of magnitude
each day. With suitable ionospheric corrections, observations near 1.5 GHz
represent the best compromise between these effects.
We observed at 1.66 GHz, measuring pulsar positions relative to nearby
reference quasars with a phase-referencing technique similar to that used by
Shapiro et al. (1979) for astrometric observations of quasars. We referenced
the position of PSR 0950+08 to that of 0938+119, a quasar 4.8 degrees away. We
recorded data with the Mark II VLBI system at radio telescopes at Arecibo, PR;
Green Bank, WV; and Owens Valley, CA.
The tapes were cross-correlated to produce interference fringes at the Mark
II processor in Charlottesville, VA. The cross-correlation functions were
1 Present address: Center for Astrophysics, Cambridge MA
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corrected for the effects of clock errors, precession and nutation, and the free
motions of the earth. We also corrected for the ionosphere, the atmosphere,
and the gravitational deflection of light by the sun. The ionospheric correction
was made with data on the Faraday rotation of satellite signals, as observed at
stations near the telescopes. The Faraday rotation data were related to
ionospheric phase errors within a framework devised for correction of ionospheric
effects on navigation satellite signals (Klobuchar 1975). The accuracy of this
correction falls off rapidly with increasing separation, at ionospheric altitude,
of the lines of sight from the telescope to the radio source and from the
satellite antenna to the satellite. We observed at separations of up to 9 degrees
in longitude. Comparisons of relative source positions as measured on different
days indicate that our corrections reduce the systematic errors to an rms level
of 0.03 turns of fringe phase per degree of program-reference source separation
(Gwinn 1984). These comparisons are not complete due to lack of knowledge of
the Mark II processor model.
Though enormously sensitive, the Arecibo telescope can observe only within
20 degrees of zenith. One can therefore obtain only a narrow range of orientations
of interferometer baselines relative to a source, corresponding to a narrow
range of interferometer fringe spacings on the sky. Information from our two
more sensitive baselines, Arecibo-Green Bank and Arecibo-Owens Valley, yields
a lattice of possible positions separated by integral numbers of turns of fringe
phase. Additional assumptions are necessary to decide which combination of
possible positions at each epoch represent the pulsar's motions between observations.
RESULTS
We have eight positionsat four epochs for PSR 0950+08. To resolvefringe
ambiguities,we took the pulsar'smotion to agree as closelyas possible with
the proper motion as measured by Lyne, Anderson and Salter (1982). These
positions yield, as a solution for parallax and proper motion,
.a= 17.9 + 3.0
,6 = 35.8 + 4.0 C(,a,, 8) = 0.79
= 7.9 + 0.8 C(,a,= ) =-0.34 C(,6, =) =-0.Ii
where Pa and _6 are the components of the pulsar's proper motion and = is its
parallax. The C's are the normalized covariances, and the reduced chi-squared
is 0.86. The proper motion agrees with Lyne, Anderson and Salter at the i,
level. The solution differs from that reported by Taylor et al. (1984) only in
the correction for the gravitational deflection of light by the sun. Deleting
the positions from any one epoch leaves the parallax unchanged to within 0.8 mas,
as does deleting positions from two epochs and solving for parallax with the
proper motion fixed at the value of Lyne, Anderson and Salter. We searched for
alternative solutions by shifting positions from each epoch by one or two fringe
ambiguities. All solutions with a reduced chi-squared of 2.5 or less yielded
a parallax within 0.8 mas of the above result; these solutions resulted from
moving a single position by one fringe ambiguity, and are not fundamentally
different. Significantly different solutions have greater reduced chi-squared
and proper motions agreeing poorly with that of Lyne, Anderson and Salter.
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CONCLUSIONS
FSR0950+08'sparallaxof 7.9_+0.8__ascorrespondsto a distanceof 130+--15pc.
Its dispersionmeasureis 2.969cm pc, sowe concludethat the average__ree
electrondensityalongthe lineof sightto thispulsaris 0.023--+0.002cm .
Thisresultis in good agreementwith free electrondensitiesmeasured
alonglongerlinesof sightby othertechniques,whichare consistentwith an
averagefreeelectrondensityof 0.03 cm overkiloparsecscales (Weisberg,
Rankinand Borlakoff1984).
Previousattempts to measure pulsar parallaxhave used radio-linked
interferometers,withmuch shorterbaselinesand about a factor of 30 lower
resolution.Salter,LyneandAnderson(1979)obtainednineresults,only one
of whichwas significantlynonzero:theyobtaineda parallaxof 21.5-+8.0ma_
forPSR1929+10,correspondingtoanaveragefreeelectrondensityof0.069--+0.026cm
alongthe lineof sight. Theycombinedallnine3oftheirresults to find an
averagefreeelectrondensityof 0.029_+0.014cm In the solarneighborhood,in
good agreementwithour resultforPSR 0950+08above. Backerand Sramek(1982)
reportedan upperlimitof 4 mas for theparallaxof PSR1929+101thiscontroversy
has not yet been resolved.
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Modellingthe Local InterstellarMediumAs A
SupernovaRemnant In A MultiphaseGas
Lennox L. Cowie+
Space TelescopeScienceInstitute
PhysicsDepartment,M.I.T.
and
PhysicsDepartment,J.H.U.
INTRODUCTION
Tryingto understandthe localinterstellargas in detailmay be a
hopelesstaskfor a theorist.In the interstellarmediumas a whole,we
can at leastaddressglobalpropertiesand perhapscometo some
reasonable"timeaveraged"conclusionsuchas thoseof Cox andhis
collaborators(e.g.Cox and Smith1974,Cox 1979)or McKeeandOstrlker
(1977).Even thisis quiteuncertainof course,bothbecausethe ISM gas
has structureon scalesfromat least1 Pc (andprobablymuchsmaller)
all theway up to the sizeof thegalaxy,and becausenoneof us are
quitesurewhichphyslcalprocesses(suchas thermalevaporationor
heatingof coolergas by magnetohydrodynamicprocesses)are really
important.However,in the localISM thingsare significantlyworsein
thatwe no longerhaveeven theergodichypothesisavailableto us -
ratherwe have to try anddealwith individualeventsand structures.On
theotherhand,we do havemoredetailedobservationsand hencea
laboratoryto try to decideon the importanceof thevariousphysical
processes.
More specifically,it now seems highly likely from the X-ray
measurementsthat locallywe live within a "middleaged" supernova
remnantwith a radius of about i00 Pc (e.g.Cox and Anderson 1982 and
referencestherein)and that the local ISM was reheatedabout 105 years
ago. The questionI would llke to answer here is whetherwe can
constructa model of this remnantwhich is consistentin detail with the
observationsand what it tells us about the theory. It is clear at once
that this is far too complexand I will indeedconcentrateon certainof
the observations. However, I shall argue that thermalevaporationand
local inhomogeneityare crucialelementswhich are essentialto any
satisfactorydescription.
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Inhomogeneity
The optical and UV absorptionline studieswould seem to
unequivocallydemonstratethe presenceof high column densitycold gas in
some regionswithin the local hot bubble. From Paresce's (1984)recent
compilationone sees that eight of the stars ( _0ph, _ Cyg, o Sgr, 0
And, 0 Per, _ Vel, _ Cen and _ Crucis)l_i_hini00 Pcs could have
hydrogen columndensities in excess of 10 _'_. In the cases of _ Oph, <
Vel and _ Cen, such material is certainlypresent. The total sampled
line of sight distance of al____lobservedstars is 1300 Pc and the average
line of sight distance to high columndensitycold gas is then between
150 Pc and 430 Pc compared to typicalISM values of around 100 Pc (e.g.
Spitzer 1977). This may suggesta local deficiencyof high column
densitycold gas by a factor of up to 4, but there is no doubt that such
material does exist locally. It shouldbe emphasizedof course, that the
number of objectsexpected (12 or so) is so small that the deficiencyhas
little significance. Similarconclusionsarise from the Na optical
absorbtionline studies (see the discussionsof Frisch and Ardeberg in
the presentcolloquium).
All this of course says nothingabout whetherthe material is in
sheets or clouds but we can leave this for the moment because in
modellingthe hot gas in the supernovaremnantsthis type of material is
actuallyof minor importance. It has too high a space density and too
high a column density to much affect (or be affectedby) the hot gas. (A
corollaryis, of course, that it would have been surprisingif it had
been locallyabsent and it is just as well it isn't). The materialwhich
can providea mass source and energy sink to the hot gas is the 104 oK
material (hereafterthe WM) which, as M0 pointedout, must form given the
presence of the cold gas. Given a typicalUV flux, standard interstellar
pressuresand the presence of the cold gas, ionizedwarm materialwill
rapidlyoccupy a significantfractionof interstellarmedium. While we
have no good heatingmechanismsavailableexcept perhaps
magnetohydrodynamicwaves (e.g.Spitzer1982), presumablya substantial
fractionof warm neutralmaterial forms too.
EVAPORATIVESUPERNOVAREMNANTS
The importanceof the WM lies in its potentialto contributemass to
the hot gas by thermalevaporation(MO,Cowie McKee and Ostriker,1981
hereafterCMO). The importanceof thermalevaporationis the major
controversialquestion in describingthe hot gas in the local supernova
remnant (and indeed in supernovaremnants in general). Supernovaremnant
evolutionwith thermalevaporationfrom embeddedmaterial (suchas
describedby MO and CMO) has a radicallydifferentappearancefrom the
classicalSedov solution. (TheSedov solutionis an approximatelyvalid
descriptionof the gas when evaporationis not presenteven if there is a
populationof embeddedcold gas, provided only this gas does not occupy
too large a fractionof the volume or cover too large a fractionof the
surfacearea.)
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Since many peoplemay not be familiarwith the evaporativeremnant
theory let me run at least briefly throughthe principalfeatures. In
figure i, I have shown the densityprofilesfor the hot componentof the
gas obtainedby CMO for a 3x10Ju ergs fully evaporativesupernovaremnant
(theirmodel i). Before I even start describingit, I should say that
the salientfeaturesof the WM in this numericalmodel is that it had a
fillingfactorof 27%, an assumedcylindricalshape, and a size of 2.7
Pc. It would have made very little differenceif the WM had initially
been in sheets since,becauseof the low column densitiesin WM
structures,dynamicaleffectswould fragmentthem very rapidlyanyway.
The densitydistributioninside the remnant is very flat compared to
Sedov solutionswhich are sharplypeaked towardsthe outsideedge. It
should also be noted that once the WM propertlesare specified,the
densityof the hot gas is predicted.
Specifically,we can make an approximatecalculationof the average
densityof the hot gas as follows. If,
n = averagehot gas protondensity,T = averagehot gas temperature
R remnantradius,E51 = supernovaenergy in units of 1051 ergs(70%thermal, 30% kinetic)
c = isothermalsound speed at T, m = averagemass per proton
R = _c (definesu), aDc= cloud radius in parsecs
M mass of hot qas in'remnant,n____=_= number density clouds/Pc34 572 u±uu
m 2.8 x i0 T aDc _ g/s ( @ = e_iciency)
thermalevaporatlonrate from single cloud,
then
-- i_ -I OK
T = 0.7 m E = 1.7 x 109 E5
and M = 4 K Rpc3 ncloudsm3
This can be integratedto give
= 2/3_. apc_ I/3 M_
M = 16 Rpc4/3 _51 __"cl_ds _ 2
or n = 130 Rpc-5/3 E512/3(_I1/3cm-3
where 0 = nclouds_ apc
is an indeterminateparameterof order unity which is best determined
by comparisonwith the numericalsolutions. Settingstandardparameters
of fwm = 0.23, apc= 2.3 and 2 = 1 (or nclouds= 6 x i0-_ Pc= to _define standard = 1.2 x 10-z gives:
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Figure 1 Density,velocity and temperatureof hot gas within an
evaporativesupernovaremnantat varioustimesteps. (From
Cowie, McKee and Ostriker 1981). The parametersof the
remnant (model1 of CMO) are discussedin the text. Ages
are a = 1.01 x 104 yrs., b = 9.9 x 104 yrs, c = 4.6 x l0b yrs,
d = 7.7 x 1056Yrs''10e = 9.8 x 105 yrs., f = 1.21 x 106 yrs.,g 1 36 x yrs. Stage (b) corre pondsmost closely to the
radius,age and densityof the local region,but for the
assumedmodel parametersthe densityof the hot gas is too
high.
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n = E51 standard_ cm-3
The rapid fall-offin interiordensityradius and age is another
strikingdifferencebetweenevaporativeand Sedov models. The flnal
strikingdifferenceof the evaporativesolutions(and the one I llke
best) is that they go radiativein the interiorsrather than at the edge
(c,f,Fig. i). This is just a consequenceof the constantdensityand
temperatureprofiles,but it is extremelyuseful becausecoolingoccurs
at low velocities. As Ed Jenkinsdiscussedin his presentation,
observationallywe cannot let coolingoccur at high velocities (Cowleand
York 1978) becauselow columndensitymaterial in ionizationstages such
as Si III and _ II is relativelyscarce at velocitiesmuch greaterthan
about 50 km S-±. This means in turn that evaporativemodels can achieve
radiationbalance in the disk and non evaporativemodels cannot.
Lookingout from the interiorof the evaporativesupernovaremnant,
one sees ony a slightlylower emissionmeasure than one would see in a
Sedov solutionwith an ambientdensityequal to the average interior
density. This means that we can draw on the resultsof Cox and Anderson
for example (at least to the degree of some uncertainty19 the ionization
balance)and that we should have temperaturesof about 10" OK, _ radius
of about 100 Pc, and an average interiordensityof about 5x10-_ cm-_.
(We adopt a slightlyhighervalue for the densitythan Cox and Anderson
because the interiordensity is more uniform.)
This means in turn that we need a o which is about 15% of my
so- called standardvalue. This is probablymalnly caused by
inefficiencyin the evaporativeprocess (MO suggest = 1/3) but could
also correspondin part to the possiblelocal deficiencyof materlal by
factorsof 2 or 3. The accuracyof the predictionis actuallyremarkably
good however, (andit shouldbe emphasizedthat it is a prediction).
THE DISTRIBUTIONOF WARM MATERIAL
A substantialfractionof the interiorof the remnantis cleanedof
WMby the supernovaremnant. There are three contributoryprocesses:
I) WM sweep out
dominate in earlierstages
2) WM evaporation_
%
3) WM compression later stages
The numericalsolutionsshow that the last mechanismis probably
dominantby radii of 100 Pc. The rise in pressureby about a factor of
four or five reducesthe volume of the WM by a correspondingamount given
a fixed heating source. However, it does take a finite time to compress,
and after enteringthe remnant,WM "clouds"will remain througha region
of approximately
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R = _nWM__I/2 a _i0 a or rougly 20-25 Pc
q ot
The sun probably should lie in this region becausethe local
heliospherichydrogenand helium measurementssuggestpressureof less
than 2000 oK cm-3 which is almostan order of magnitudel_er than the
remnantpressure. (As Ed Jenkinspointedout during the conference,
searchingfor surfacemotionsof this very l_al _ driven by the re_ant
pressuremight providea very interestingtest of this point. However, as
Don Cox pointedout, magnetic field pressuremight allow us to avoid it.)
I've illustratedthis schematicallyin figure 2 and initially
lookingat this one might worry about isoptropy. However, in the Sedov,
and to a lesser extent, the evaporativemodels the outer regionsdominate
and as long as one is interiorto most of the emission,it will appear
rougly isotropic.
LOCALHOT BUBBLE
100 Pc
_& ,cation
of Sun
25 Pc
Figure 2 A schematicillustrationof the local hot bubble. Cold
dense material is shown by the darkestshadingand is spread
throughoutthe region.Regionsof warm material only
survivein the outer regionswhere they may not yet have
come to pressureequilibriumwith the hot gas. (The sun is
shown as lying in such a region).The densityof the hot gas
is slightlylower to the center and higher towards the
outsideedge as illustratedby the uniformshading. The
dimensionsindicatedare quite approximate.
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0 VI AS A DIAGNOSTICOF THERMALEVAPORATION
Apart from the theoreticalconsiderationsabout energy balancethere
is little to choose between the models to this point and to my mind the
key diagnosticbetweenevaporativeand non evaporativemodels is the
local O VI (Jenkins1978). Of the eight stars observedby Jenkins,
within 100 Pc and tabulatedin ±_T_ble_, three have been detectedin O VI
with columndensitiesaround i0 " cm- ; the remainingstars are
undetected. (In one or two cases at significantlylower levels.)
TABLE I
LOCAL OVI OBSERVATIONSOF STARS WITHIN i00 PC
DISTANCE (Pc) LOG N(OVI) (cm-2) ( l,b )
eLEO 25 <13.4 226,49
eGRU 25 <12.9 350,-52
_U Ma 30 <12.4 100,65
eER3 40 13.1 291,-59
oSGR 65 <12.9 10,-12
_PER 80 _13.7 150,-6
eVIR 85 13.4 316,51
_CEN 100 13.1 314,14
The evaporativemodel finds it easy to interpretthese results.
With substantialWM destruction,the O VI arises on the evaporative
surfacesof cold clouds or on residualWM clouds. From Cowie, Jenkins,
Songailaand York (1980) (CJSY)each cloud has a column density (both
surfacesincluded)of
NO VI = 6 X 1012_38--_T6-3/2apc n-2
cm-2
where the 8 factorallows for time dependentionizationeffects. For
aDC = 2.1 n 2 = 0.6, NOVI = 7x 10-12 cm-2 and intersectionof a single
cloud can give the positivedetections. Sheetswith longerdimensions
would give a somewhatlargervalue (Cowieand Songaila1977) since the
OVl column densitydependsroughlylinear on the longestdimension. The
measured mean free path to individual O VI regions is roughly 120 Pc,
which again suggestssome deficiencyof cold local material. Apart from
accountingfor the discretenature of the detections,this mechanismalso
nicelyaccounts for the velocitywidth and velocitystructureof the O VI
and its correlationwith lower ionizationstages (CJSY),as Ed Jenkins
has emphasizedin his talk. In the final figure (3),I've illustrated
this with some examplesincludingthe nearby e Vir.
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Figure 3 profilesof OVl lines are shown in comparisonwith the
lower ionizationstages (fromcowie, Jenkins,Songaila
and York (1980)). All the profileshave been normalizedto
secondorder polynomialcontinuaand plottedagainstLSR
velocity. (WiderOVI componentscould be hidden by this
procedure)_VIR lying at 85 Pc has the simplestand
narrowestprofiles.
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The Sedovmodelsget intoseveretroublewith theOVI,however.
Thereis littleOVI productionin the interiorof theremnantwhichis
toohot and too difuse. If the preshockmaterialis in low ionization
stages,one can get enormousamountof OVI in theshockfront(C.F.Cox
an_ Anderson1982),but thiswouldbe at velocitiesof severalhundredkm
s-_. Therefore,starswlthobservedOVI must lleoutsidethe blastwave
and in theambientmaterial.Fortunately,all the starswithobserved
OVI do lle to one sideso thatthisinterpretationis at leastpossible,
particularlysinceI havearguedabovethatwe may be closeto theedge
of the remnant. However,therestillseemsno way to accountforthe
nearzerovelocity,narrowvelocltycharacterof theOVI nor for its
correlationwithlowerionizationstages.
CONCLUSIONS
The conclusionsfromall of thiswouldseemto be
i. A MultiphaseSNR doesseem to providea plauslbledescription
of the localISM.
2. The localregioncouldquitellkelyhavebeendeficient(by
abouta factorof 2-3)in coolgaspriorto thesupernovabothon
theoreticaland observationalgrounds.However,thereare no totally
compellingargumentsfor thisas yet.
3. The sun may lle in a regiontowardstheoutsideof the
supernovaremnantwhichhasn'tyet come intopressureequillbrlumwlth
the hot gas.
4. Evaporativemodelsgivea muchmore satisfactorydescription
of the OVI observationsthanSedovSolutions.
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A _iodel of the Soft X-Ray Background
as a Blast _,laveViewed [rom Inside
Richard J. Edgar and Donald P. Cox I
Space Physics Laboratory, Department of Physics
University of lllsconsin-Madison
ABSTRACT
The suggestion that the soft x-ray background arises in part from
the Sun being inside a large (R - I00 pc) supernova blastwave is
examined by producing models of spherical hlastwaves. Such models can
produce quantitative fits to both surface brlghtnesses and energy band
ratios (for the lowest energy bands) when t ~ 105 yr,
Eo = 5 x 1050 ergs, and no = 0.004 cm-3.
Such models can be generalized by varying the relative importance
of such factors as thermal conduction, Coulomb heating of electrons,
and external pressure; by allowing the explosions to occur in
pre-existing cavities with steep density gradients, or by examining the
effects of large obstructions or other anlsotropies in the ambient
medium.
I. INTRODUCTION
One suggestion that has been advanced (e. g. 14cKee and Ostrlker
1977) •to explain the soft x-ray background (0.I < E <i.0 keV) is that
the solar system lies within a blast wave of pre_ent ~ r_dlus ~I00 pc
which was caused by a sypernova.
Cox and An(lerson (1982, CA) examined this idea quantitatively by
producing spherical blast wave models in a uniform ambient medium (with
finite pressure). By following the ionization hlstory of each gas
parcel as it is shocl-ed and moves into the interior of the supernova
remnant (SNR), it was possible to calculate x-ray spectra despite the
fact that the ionization state of the gas is far from equilibrium in
the x--ray emitting region. It was F.ound that essentially all of the
emission comes from quite near the shock, so that the location of the
obserw, r within the bubble is unimportant.
The CA models produced qualitative agree_ent with tl_eal!-sky
ave.rage co._It r_ites measur__._lby the "/isconsln fro-!) (1_cCarnmo,let al
1992 and _(_[ere.ce:_therein) in the: _o_;est ,.,.._:gv!nn,!_. :ioth surface
!)rlghtness and the: ball,1_at_o B/C (nna]ogot_s to B-V colors in the
(,,)t[c_!) cn_:,: ht_ [it [or the horon (i3)an._ card,on (C) bands. These
fits constr_Jned the ambient density close]y to i_o = 0.004 c:n-3, and
T Also, Department of Space Physics and Astronomy, Rice University
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age of the SNP, is roughly 105 yr, for explosion
suggested that O_8
energy Eo 5 x I _,,,= +ros•
Current efforts are dlrected to answering questions such as the
following, representatlve oF those suggested hy the CA study.
(I) CA pro,breed a set of Sh_R parameters (no. shock radius Rs, age
t) that fit the B and C band data for Eo = 5 x 1050 ergs. _.?hat ranges
can these parameters take on without substantially impacting on the
quality of the fit?
(2) IIow woulrl these ranges change if Eo is allowed to vary?
(3) Is It possible (for example, by setting off the explosion in a
pre--existing cavity) to make models that will produce a more
significant fraction o£ the M-hand (medium energy) Flux that is
obscrve_l?
(4) Are there parameter choices for whicl_ the x-rays could be
produced without at the same time generating a large local O VI
cot,.ponent?
(5) Is it possI1_le that the soft x-ray background arises from a
much older (an_! hence ]arger) cavity than tllose studied by CA? If so,
the solar system neecl not he situater] in quite such a special place for
the _odels to apply.
(6) Can the observed variations in the B and C hands over the sky
be exp]aiue,_, as the result of moderate variations in the pre-shock
amblent .']ensity?For example, if large clouds were present in some
directions (and not in others) prior to the explosion, would the
resulting non-spherical h]ast wave exhibit variations in surface
brightness correlated (or anti-.correlated) to the ItI column densities?
II. BLAST _,:AVESIN CAVITIES
Cox and Franco (1981), Cox and Edgar (19g3) and E_Igar and Cox
(19_4, in press) have pro,_uced dynamical models of blast waves in
cavities in an attempt to address these questions. Such a cavities
m_ght have heen produced by the previous supernovae of members of an OB
association so that the present explosion finds the ambient density
rising steeply with R. In particular, we have explored the cases with
no = RO, p.o,2 an_. [,4 (uniForm density and two steepnesses o£ cavltles)
w_th mo-le]s which include non-Coulomb shock heating of electrons and
the conneqt,ent slgni._cant (and partially saturated) thermal conduction
[lux. P,epresnntat[ve structures are shown in Flgure I for the R4 case.
Figure la sl_ows pressure profiles of five snapshots at various radii as
the ._;NIIexpands. F_gure ib shows electron (dashed lines) and average
(so] id lines) temperature profiles, and figure Ic shows density
structures, as _¢e]] as the ambient and post-shock densities (lower and
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upper (:nvelopes, respectively)• Present work includes pro_lucing mo_el
spectra for a class of s,ch cavity models. _o_lels produce4 to date for
the R4 case show comparable spectral results to those of CA, but with
thinner emission regions and hence higher presm_t-<lay ambient densities
(no ~ 6-10 × 10-3 cn-3) for simi!ar co,,nting rates•
III. LARGE OBSTTIUCTIONS IN TIIE A['BIENT :,TEDIU,_
As a first approximation, we are modelling such things as large
clouds protru_ling into the pre-existing cavity as follows. Let the
ambient density no = R4, but pick the constants of proportionality to
be l_rger in some -Ilrections (toward tlle' cloud, A), pro_.ucing an
ambient density contour plot like Figure 2. We then use t_,rocareFully
selected sp!lerically synmetric blast wave mo,dels to compare the two
regions A an(] B. Clearly, t_i.th this cru_le level of apnroximatlon,
nothlng can be sail! reliably about the er]ges of the "cloud".
The two spherical blast wave mo,'+.elsare selected to have eq,al
ages and the same central pressure history (slnc_+ the interiors o_ the
two remnants clearly communicate). Tlley need not have the same (or
even simply relate:l) ex,_los[on energies Eo; in-Jeed, we adjust E_ to
satisfy the above constraints. It can be shown tbat the smaller
remnant A reaches maturity Faster than the larger remnant B, because it
processes more material in a given period of time.
One such p_ir of mo¢lel.shas been generated, an:l suggests that in
fact the cloud (_irection A) is so:newhat brighter in the B an;l C bands.
Further work is nee.de'J in th_s area, especially as a general
ant[correlation between soft _r,-raybrightness and '_!I column density _s
obserw?.d (e. g. _"cCammon et al 19,23). Our present result, that
t][rections _ith higher densities will be brighter rather than dimmer,
',qasanticipated from scaling CA results. However, this scal|ng should
fail as the ;,)lastwaves in the clou_!s s!ow to w_ry low velocities, an(l
it is our expectat_ on that the observe_l ant[correlation can be
accommodated by t:_o¢!ellingthe hot central, re$;ions of blast wave pairs
ol,!er than those stu_iie_ by CA. "_e expect to succee(l in suppressing
the 0 VI co]_,mn ¢le,sLty as ;vul], thou_;h again only in the more mature
remnants.
_,o.,,D ,_ an,+lAnderson, _. R. 1992, Ap J. 252, 262.
OCox, D. P. an(l E,Ignr, N. J. 19,._, Ap. J., _65, 4/_3.
Cox D P. and Franco J. In_l AD. J., 251, 6q7
E¢Igar, R. J. and Cox, D. P. 10B4, Ap. J., 2_3, tn p_ess.
Jenhins 2. B 197f",a"Ap. J., 21a .q45
JenkLns, E. B. 197°h, Ap. J., 220, 1;)7.
,_cCa.,_r_on,D , Eurro_s, n :_., San@ers, _,2.T., anr]
Tlraushaar, ,.t L I_",_ Ap. J., 269 1'07'," • s , +
?IcYee, C. F , an_tOstrJker J T' 1977 Ap. J °IO, I_°
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NON EQUILIBRIUM IONIZATION IN THE LOCAL HOT BUBBLE
M. Arnaud, R. Rothenflug, R. Rocchia
Service d'Astrophysique - CEN Saclay -
ABSTRACT. Soft X-ray surveys proved the existence of a local hot bubble surrounding
the solar system (Mc Camrnon et al 1983). Recently two experiments measured the
spectrum of this hot interstellar medium with solid state detectors during rocket flights
between 300 and I000 eV (Rocchia et al 198#). The good resolution of the experiment
permitted to measure CV, CVl and OVII line emissivities with good accuracy. We use
these data to put some constraints on a model where the emission comes from a
supernova remnant expanding in a finite pressure medium (Cox and Anderson 1982). We
show the importance of non equilibrium ionization phenomena.
I. INTRODUCTION
In a recent paper, Rocchia et al (198#) reported spectral observations of the soft X-
ray background between 0.3 and I keV with solid state detectors. One of their spectra is
characteristic of the local hot bubble, and concerns a part of the North Galactic
hemisphere including the Hercules Hole and the North Galactic pole. This spectrum
exhibits features identified with lines of CV-CVI around 300 eV and OVII around 530 eV.
In this paper, we use these data to put some constraints on a model where the
emission of the soft X-ray background comes from a supernova remnant surrounding the
solar system. Such a model was previously developed by Cox and Anderson (1982) in order
to reproduce the X flux in the so-called B band ( 130-188eV ) and C band (160-28# eV).
2. HYDRODYNAMICAL MODEL AND METHOD FOR COMPUTING THE IONIZATION
STRUCTURE
Garret (1978) proposed a simple analytical approximation for the hydrodynamical
evolution and the structure of a supernova in the case where the external medium
pressure is not negligeable with respect to the shock pressure. The model parameters are
Eo , the explosion energy and n o , To the external electronic density and temperature. In
this first approach, we fix the dimension of the remnant to l_80pc which is equivalent,
for a given set of parameters, to settle the age of the remnant. This dimension
corresponds to the maximum radius we established for the local hot bubble from studies
of soft X-ray absorption by an interstellar rcloud (Arnaud, Rothenflug 198#a). We also
settle the external temperature to To = 5.10 K (see Mc Kee, Ostriker 1977).
In order to calculate the X-ray spectrum of such a remnant, the ionization
structure must be determined in following the history of each shell from the time it is
shocked until the time to be considered. The method we follow is very similar to the
method described by Cox and Anderson (1982). The derivatives of each ionization stage
of each element were integrated numerically by an implicit method of the Runge-Kutta
type. Fifty shells were followed, divided in such a way to obtain a great number of shells
near the shock where the conditions vary very quickly. The ionization and recombination
rates we used are taken from an up-to dated evaluation we recently made (Arnaud,
Rothenflug, 195#b).
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3. THE SOFT X-RAY SPECTRUM
We reproduce in figure I the soft X-ray spectrum of the local hot bubble discussed
in Rocchia et al (1985). The contribution of the various components to the total spectrum
is depicted in the figure, Instead of calculating the total spectrum with our model, we
extracted from the data the intensities of lines correspondingto the (CV + CVI) blend and
to the OVII ion. To do so, we assumedthat the continuum in our non equilibrium model
will have about the same low intensity than that of figure 1. Moreover, we do not use N
VI intensity as a constraint_ since its intensity is about the same as the continuum
intensity.
i i i i i _ i i
Counts.cm-z.s-'.keV-_.sr"
20
Bestfitt0talspectrum Fig.I : Contribution of the various ion
_,/_" / species to the local hot bubble spectrum
1015__';V'CVll _\ _ r.[t._!-[ (Rocchia et al 198$). The dot-dashed curve
is the total spectrum. The dashed curve
"[ OVll shows the contribution of the continuum
5 Small contributions of several species ofS,Si,Fe, are not depicted.
0 "" i_
0.3 0._ 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.g 1
Energy(keV)
To obtain the statistical uncertainties on each line_ we followed the method
described by Inoue et al (19g0). We corrected for the detector sensitivity and for an
interstellar absorption ofN 6.1049H atoms/cmz (Inoue et al (1979). We obtained the
following figures :
CV + CVI 45 + 9 photons/cm2.s.ster.
2
O VII ; _ + 0.9 photons/cm .s.ster. (error at the 99% confidence level).
4. CONSTRAINTS ON THE MODEL
Once fixed the supernovaremnant radius Rsandthe external temperature To , two
parameters, Eo and no remain free. It is more convenient to use the couple Eo and T5 ,
where T_ is the temperature just behind the shock. Indeed, one can show, from the work
of Garret) that for a given set of Rs , T5 and TO , both the temperature profile and the
reduced density (n(r)/no)profile do not depend on E o • The ionic fraction profiles do not
vary in a so simple way on Eo , because the collisionnal ionization and recombination
times are proportional to the true value of the density. However in the emissive region,
i.e just behind the shock_ionic fractions of CV, CVI and O VII do not strongly depend on no
(andE o), for a given set of R_ ,T s and To.
This explains why both the intensities of (CV + CVI) lines and O VII lines are
proportional to n o (for R5 _ T_ ,TO fixed) and that the intensities of both set of lines
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are proportional. This is illustrated in figure 2 where we plotted the variation of the CV +
CVl line intensity in function of the OVll line irktensity, for different values of Eo and
T5 (with fixed values of R_ = 80pc, TO = 5.10°K). The dashed contour delimits the
constraints given by our observational data on the line intensities. The constraints on
(Eo ,T 5 ) can be transformed in constraints on (Eo ,no ) as shown in figure 3 : our data
lead to relatively tight constraint=s on the values of Eo and . A good agreement with
the data is reached for Eo = 6. I0 _u ergs, no = 1.8 I0"_ crn 3 r_1"s = I.I I06 K).
I I l I I I i I I
102 C_r+C_ ph/cmZ, s.ster Ts (K)
90 ,_ 9.10s I
60 ? ExpLosion energy (10s° ergs) i
70 _ _,.1°5
60 -- r- / " "%,,_1.1106
71 _1.3 106650 / , _ ; _._"%2L2 106
> __.,, .
30 / .105°
/ ,"/5.10_° " 99% confo5
20
V/..10 s°
Eo (ergs)
101 I I I I I I I I I !, i i2 3 Z. 5 6 ? 8 910 0 1 2 3
OVII ph/crn2 s. ster Exfernoldensity(10.2 crn"3)
,Fig:_2 : Full lines: (CV + CVI) and OVII line,Fi_ "3 : 99% confidence contour on the
intensities computed in our model forP arameters.
different values of E and T . Dashed line :
intensity range allow°d by o]Sservations.
" For this set of parameters, the ionic fraction profiles of C and O ions are depicted
in figure 4, in comparison with their values in ionization equilibrium. If the O VII
(helium-like) ion praticaIly keeps its equilibrium value in the most ernissive region, just
behind the shock, carbon ions present a strong ionization delay.
In addition, for the range of parameters determined from the X-ray spectroscopic
measurements by Rocchia et al (198q), we deduced an OVl volumn density N OVI = 2 - 7
1042 ions cm -_', quite coherent with the values deduced from UV spectroscopy in the
direction of nearby stars (3enkins 1978).
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Ionic profiles behind the shock for the set of parameters corresponding to the best
fit. Full curvet non-equilibrium values. Dashed curve: equilibrium values
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LARGE-SCALE BUBBLE STRUCTURE OF THE INTERSTELLER MEDIUM (ISM) AND PROPERTIES
OF THE LOCAL SPIRAL ARM (LSA)
Nikolay G. Bochkarev
Sternberg State Astronomical Institute, Moscow, USSR
ABSTRACT
Bubbles are very common structure units in the Galaxy and galaxies.
Collection of radio, optical, infrared and x-ray observations of the Cyg
superbubble (CSB) region of the sky show that the CSB is not a single bubble
object. Between 50 to 75 percent of its x-ray emission can be ascribed to
discrete sources. The other 25 to 50% x-ray emission, probably originates
from bubbles around 80B associations of the region. All bubbles located
within the spiral structure of Galaxy, M31 and M33 have diameter < 300pc.
The large distance of stellar association from the galactic plane (GP)
combined with picture of the gas distribution within the LSA sh_s that a
Reylelgh-Taylor instability in the LSA can develop and give use to the
[ormatlon of compact steller clusters, such as the Cyg OB2 association.
Development stages of the Reyleigh-Taylor instability, some peculiarities of
the dust distribution and departures of the local structure from the galactic
grand design suggest the absence of a spiral shockwave in the LSA.
I. Giant and Superglant Ring Structure in the Intersteller Medium
Numerous HII shells about 100-200pc in size and several HII shells up to
about i kpc in size have been found in the Magellanlc Clouds (Goudls and
Meaburn, 1978; Meaburn 1980). Some spiral galaxies have been found to contain
HII bubble regions inside of the spfral structure up to about 300pc in dia-
meter (see summary of Sharov's Data [1982] on M31 and M33).
In Galaxy large-scale shells are usually distinguished not from optical
but from other ranges of radiation. Heiles (1979, 1984) found about I00 HI
supershells in the Galaxy, while Georgelln et al. (1979) observed there 13
giant HII shells. Also described were two large bubbles showing soft x-ray
radiation, one in the Orion and Eridanus, associated with the star formation
complex in Orion (Reynolds and Ogden, 1980; Goudls, 1982) and others
associated with Seo-Cen association and the North Polar Spur (Weaver, 1979,
1984). Nevertheless the very large (75°) Gum nebulae is not apparently a
single object, because it does show x-ray radiation (e.g., Reynolds, 1976).
II. Cygnus Superbubble (CSB)
In connection with the data of section I, special attention was put to a
giant (13°x18 °) horseshoe shaped source emitting soft x-rays. This is the Cyg
Superbubble discovered by Cash et al (1980). They suggested that the CSB
corresponded to a ring of optical filaments (15°x13 °) noted by Ikhsanov
(1960), Dickel et al. (1969) and Brand and Zealey (1975) and to the Cyg OB2
association, located on the distance 2 kpc from the sun. In this case, sizes
of the CSB equal 450 x 600pc, that is it could be the largest shell inside the
spiral structure of our Galaxy.
Bochkarev and Sitnlk (1983, 1984) showed that the CSB is a projection on
the sky of many sources, located at different distances from the sun within
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the LSA, along which we are looking in the Cygnus direction. The main
arguments against the singular nature of the CSB are: (I) Greater elongation
of the CSB along the GP (18 @) than across it (13°). For a quasipoint source
of energy, as suggested by Cash et al. (1980), Higdon (1981), Abbott et al.
(1981), Blinnikov et al. (1982), and a bubble size that exceeds the thickness
of the gas disk (200-300pc), the CSBmust show greater elongation across the
GP, as found for the Ori-Eri region. (2) Comparison of the surface brightness
of the ring of filaments in optical and radio radiation showed that the ring
is not a single structure (Kapp-herr and Wendker, 1972). (3) Multicompnent
radio source Cyg X which covers ~ 1/4 the CSB region is also a projection on
the sky of objects located over 1-4 kpc from the sun (Dickel et al. 1969,
Dickel and Wendker, 1978). (4) CSB radioradiation does not show any
large-scale envelopes of thermal or nonthermal originations. (5) Comparison of
the x-ray spectrum of the CSB (according to Cash et al., 1980) and individual
parts of it, Cyg X-6 and Cyg X-7 (Davidsen et al., 1977) and also SS Cyg
(Cordova, 19BI) show that in spite of the statement by Cash et al., the CSB
spectrum is, apparently, inhomogenlous (Bochkarev and Sitnlk, 1984). (6)
According to Bochkarev and Sitnik (1983, 1984) 50-75% of the x-ray emission of
the CSB originates from ~ 20 faint x-ray sources included mainly to Amnuel et
al. (1982) catalogue. In particular, H£ggs et al. (1982) discovered that in
spite of Cash et al's. (1980) opinion the brightest part the CSB Cyg X-7 is
the SNR DR4, as was suggested by Davidsen et al. (1977). The region of
interest includes many other active objects capable of radiating x-rays:
among them 80B-assoclations, II0 stars of superhigh luminosity (Hamphreys,
1978), about 15% galactic Of stars from Loslnskaya's (1982) list and about 15%
of the galactic WR stars from the llst of Hucht et al. (1981).
Bochkarev and Sitnlk (1983, 1984) concluded that 25-50% of the CSB x-ray
emission which is not radiated by known x-ray sources is emitted by giant
envelopes bl_n by the 8 steller association of the CSB region. Good cor-
respondence of position on the sky with maximum of x-ray emission and the
associations and gas and dust ring structures recognized by Brand and Zealey
(1975) around the associations suggest this conclusion. Strong interstellar
absorption and the low temperature of sources contribution to x-radlation of
the CSB result in the similarity of the spectra of all components of the CSB
(Bochkarev, 1984, Bochkarev and Sitnlk, 1984).
III. On the Nature of the Giant Envelope around Stellar Associations
--.
The quantative analysis by Bochkarev and Sitnik (1984) shows that for
producing of caverns with observed radiation each amoung 80B association in
the CSB region must have blown 3-10 _ -3.105 M@ of ISM. It is a typical mass
for giant molecular clouds from which associations can be formed. A similar
result was found by Doplta et al. (lqSl) for shell N?O (diameter = 120pc) in
the LMC.
Stellar winds of average total power <Lw> >(3-5).i0 $5 erg/s are necessary
for the formation of such gas caverns. But such Lw is very great for a
typical OB association averaged over (2-10) .106 years, because only during
short superglant evolutionary stages of massive stars have Lw ~ I0 $5 erg/s.
Important contributions to <Lw> can come from WR and Of stars which produce
strong winds of ~ l0 S? erg/s (Abbott, 1982; Bochkarev and Sitnlk, 1984).
Large contr[butlons to cavern formation can be produced by SN explosions
in stellar associations (Bruhwailer et al., 1980). Total contribution of SNR
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to support of peculiar movements of the ISM is _ 90% (Salpeter, 1979). But
inside of OB associations the contr[_tlon must be lower as a result of (I)
absence of SNI in the associations; (2) presence of a large quantity of high
luminosity stars with strong stellar winds. Therefore within bubbles
surrounding young OB associations appoximately equal contlbutlon can be
expected from Lw and impulse from SN explosions, WR stars and other stars.
To estimate exactly the corresponding contributions to cavern energy is
not possible in view of indeterminate and, probably, nonuniversality of the
initial mass function (Freeman, 1977; Zasov and Demin, 1979) and also the
small number of stars in individual association and consequently large
statistical deviations from an average value. Frequency of SN explosions in
association and kinetic energy ejected by the most massive stars are also very
uncertain (see Bochkarev and Sitnlk, 1984).
Thus, the diffuse component of the CSB x-ray emission is, probably,
traceable to _ 8 caverns surrounding associations located on 0.5 -2 kpc from
the sun in the LSA. It may be that 30-40% of the CSB is occupied by a cavern
around unusual Cyg OB2 assoclat[on (Bochkarev and Sitnik, 1984).
According to the calculations of Castor et al. (1975) and Weaver et al.
(1977), the gas caverns must be surrounded by cold gas envelopes. For para-
meters typical for the caverns (R - 50pc, t=(2-I0).10 6 yrs) the cold envelope
must have column density ~ 1021cm -2 and, therefore show important interstellar
extinction (~ 0.m5). That means that around OB associations dust envelopes
can be present. Such envelopes were discovered by Brandt and Zealey (1975).
IV. A Rayleigh-Taylor(RT) Instability and a Structure of the Local Spiral Arm
Stellar associations in the western part of the CSB located near tops of
slnous-like system of gas filaments (Bochkarev and Sitnik, 1983) correspond to
Pikel'ner's (1970) scenario of association formation by RT instability. Some
of the association in the CSB region are distant from the GP. These
assiciatlons have distances _ 2 kpc from the sun, where curvature of the GP is
not important. Therefore large distances from the galactic equator correspond
to locations of the association out of the GP. Two other caverns found in the
LSA (Ori-Eri region and cavern connected with Sco-Cen association discussed by
Weaver, 1979, 1984) are also formed by associations on large distances (-I00 pc)
from the GP.
Formation of associations at large distances from the GP are a difficult
point for any mechanisms except the RT instability. However inside of spiral
structures of S-galaxles, star formations by slow developing RT instability
must be prevented by spiral shockwaves, which stimulate star formation inside
the inner parts of spiral arms on shorter time scales than the RT instability.
As a result, the RT instability can split the matter in gas-dust complexes,
which are converted into a star formation region by spiral shocks before then
RT instability forms massive stellar clusters. Thus, the presence of spiral
shockwaves prevents the formation of objects slm[lar to young globular
clusters of Magellanlc Clouds, as was suggested, e.g., by Efremov (1979).
But very compact (0.I degree on the sky or 17 x 28pc) and massive
((3-6) .104 _) stellar association Cyg 0B2, which was studies in detail by
Reddish et al. (1966), is very similar to young glubular clusters of the
Magellanlc Clouds. This fact can be very easily understood assuming that the
LSA has no spiral shockwave. Such an assumption agrees with reconstructions
of the galactic grand design by Georgelin and Georgelin (1976), Mishurov et
al. (1979) and others, which shows that the sun is located almost exactly [n
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the middle between spiral arms.
Distribution of the ISM extiction across the LSA also shows peculiarity
of the LSA. Uranova (1984) discovered that the distribution has a cut off
near the outer side of the LSA and smoothly decreasing to the inner side.
Such distribution is difficult to understand in terms of blast wave theory.
The probable reason for the absence of a spiral shockwave in the LSA is
close its position to galactic corotation radius. As a result the gas enters
into the LSA with undersound speed and does not form a spiral shock-wave.
Thus, it is possible to think that in the LSA absence of the spiral
shockwave results in the full development of a RT instability with subsequent
formation of stellar associations far from the GP and also very dense ones,
such as Cyg OB2. They have formed hot gas caverns, which we can see from the
- 2 kpc distance because of the caverns located above the obscuring matter.
Typical sized of the caverns are probably _ 100-150pc. Such sizes are
also typical for other spiral galaxies (Sharov, 1982). These are few examples
of supergiant shells with diameters up to 3 kpc in spiral galaxies as given by
Heiles (1979b, 1984) in the Galaxy and by Zasov and Kyasumov(1981) in NGC 157.
Superglant rings with diameters of 0.5-3 kpc can originate by Elmegreen and
Lada (1977) mechanism where synchronizing action of spiral shockwaves is
absent namely in irregular galaxies and outer parts of spiral galaxies.
V • Conclusions
i
I. Ring structures with diameters lO0-300pc are typical kind of large-
scale structures of the ISM of spiral and irregular galaxies. Inside of the
spiral structure sizes of the rings are probably _ 300pc (giant shells) and in
IR galaxies and outer parts of S-galaxies together with giant shells are
present superglant shells with diameter >0.5kpc.
2. Observed picture of the x-ray Cygnus Superbubble is a result of
projection on the sky of a large quantity of discrete sources and giant
envelopes around 80B associations in the SCB region. These sources are
located at different distances (mainly 0.5-2.5kpc) in the LSA, along which
sight lines go to 4 kpc in the Cygnus direction.
3. Giant shells (as emlsslonal as dust) can be produced by winds of
stars o[ stellar association. Approximately equal contributions to shell
formation apparently provided by SN explosions, WR stellar winds, and stellar
winds of other stars in associations.
4. Positions of a number of stellar association of the LSA far fromthe
GP and presence of the extremely compact and massive Cyg OB2 association
suggests good conditions for a full developed RT instability in the LSA.
5. Galactic grand design, distribution of absorption matter in the LSA
and evidences of full deve!oping RT instability in the LSA suggests probably
the absence of a spiral shockwave in the LSA.
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STROMGRENTRAILSOF HOTWHITEDWARFS
John C. Raymond
Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics
ABSTRACT
High resolution IUE spectra of Feige 24 reveal sharp C IV absorption
features at both the stellar velocity and the velocity of the interstellar
lines. Dupree and Raymond have shown that the ionization zone created by
Felge 24 itself accounts for the interstellar components of C IV and Si IV,
and that the density of hot white dwarfs in the galaxy implies that similar
ionized zones around hot white dwarfs make a significant contribution to the C
IV column densities observed toward distant O and B stars. Typical white
dwarf velocities of around 30 km/s and C IV ionization zone diameters less
than I pc imply that the crossing time is comparable to the ionization time,
so that non-equillbrium ionization models are required. Models of the result-
ing elongated trails are presented.
MODELS
Most techniques for studying interstellar gas average along the line of
sight. O stars and supernovae light up specific regions for study, but they
tend to occur in abnormal regions of space, and they strongly perturb the il-
luminated gas. By measuring the C IV, Si IV and N V column densities associ-
ated with a hot white dwarf, we can determine the ambient density of the gas
near the white dwarf. Space Telescope may make it possible to observe enough
hot white dwarfs to determine the filling factor of the warm component of the
ISM in the neighborhood of the Sun.
The major difficulty in such a determination in confusion of narrow stel-
lar absorption lines of C IV, Si IV and N V (e.g. Sion, Guinan and Wesemael
1982; Bruhweiler and Kondo 1981) with interstellar lines. Feige 24 is a con-
venient object for study in that the stellar features are redshifted and their
velocity varies with the 4.2 day orbital period, while the interstellar
features stay fixed near zero velocity (Dupree and Raymond 1982). While the
interstellar C IV and Si IV might be unassociated with Felge 24, these lines
are not present in spectra of a star I° from Feige 24 but only 20 pc away or
of a more distant star 3° from Feige 24. The column densities of C IV and Si
IV and the upper limit on N V agree with predictions of a simple static__ II
region model provided that the density near Feige 24 is at least 0.1 cm
(Dupree and Raymond 1983). The model of a static photolonized region is only
approximate, however, since typical white dwarf velocities (30 km/s) are large
enough that the ionization time is comparable to the time in which the white
dwarf crosses the zone of high ionization. Thus non-equillbrium ionization
models are required.
A computer code designed to model radiative interstellar shock waves
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(Raymond 1979) has been modified to compute the structure of the ionized trail
left by a hot white dwarf moving through the interstellar gas. Many improve-
ments to the atomic rates in the code have also been made, of which the
relevant ones are Reilman and Manson (1979) photoionization cross sections,
low temperature dielectronic recombination (Nussbaumer and Storey 1983) and
charge transfer (as described in Butler and Raymond 1980). Figure I shows the
I%, 3%, 10% and 30% contours of the C IV, Si IV and N V ionization fractions
for a model specific to Feige 24. A radius of 0.2 R_, a temperature of 70,000
K and a velocity of 60 km/s were used. The stellar _lux distribution was tak-
en from the log g = 8 pure hydrog§n model of Wesemael et al (1980). The den-
sity was held constant at 0.1 cm- , and a background ionization rate suffi-
cient to maintain 95% ionization of hydrogen and 5000 K was assumed to approx-
imate the 'warm ionized' component of the interstellar medium. Figure 2 shows
the 3% contours of C IV for different assumed density, white dwarf radius, and
ambient ionization state. The models having neutral and ionized ambient gas
differ in that the neutral gas is heated to 20,000 K when it is ionized, while
the ionized ambient gas is heated only to about 8,000 K. Thus if the ambient
gas is neutral, the heating will result in expansion, and the high pressure
will drive a weak shock ahead of the white dwarf.
The predicted column density can vary by an order of magnitude depending
on whether the white dwarf is approaching or receding. Since Feige 24 is mov-
ing away at 34° to the llne of sight, its interstellar lines are unusually
strong. Column densities for the model shown in Figure I and solar abundances
are listed in Table I.
This work has been supported by NASA contract NAG 5-87 to the Smithsonian
Astrophysical Observatory.
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TABLE I
ion approaching perpendicular 34° receding
C IV 13.08 13.26 13.50 13.59
Si IV 12.30 12.43 12.72 13.22
N V 12.46 12.62 12.95 13.64
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MAGNETIC ALIGNMENT THEORY AND THE INTERPRETATION OF POLARIZATION
Pierre Cugnon
Observatoire Royal de Belgique
ABSTRACT
This paper presents some reflexions about the theory of magnetic spinning
alignment. It is shown that a classical enhanced thermal Davis and Greenstein
mechanism may be considered as a limiting case of Purcell's suprathermal spin-
ning alignment theory when the number of active sites on a given grain becomes
very important and/or for very short-lived suprathermal sites.
This result is applied to the interstellar medium and some problems in which
it may be important are briefly discussed, with special attention to local
implications.
INTRODUCTION
It has been shown by some authors (see for example Purcell and Spitzer 1971;
Cugnon 1971, 1963; Greenberg 1978) that Davis and Greenstein thermal alignment
mechanism (TSA) failed by about one order of magnitude to explain the required
degree of alignment when "standard" interstellar conditions were assumed.
That is the reason why Purcell (1975, 1979) proposed an alternative D-G me-
chanism, in which the grains, driven to "suprathermal" rotational velocities
by some constant torque, were thus much more easily aligned by paramagnetic
relaxation. This theory appears now to account correctly for the polarization
observations (Johnson, 1982; Aannestad and Greenberg, 1983), although there
remain some uncertainties in the formulation of the theory and in the values
of the parameters (effect of dissipative torques, re-surfacing time, number of
active sites). Spitzer and McGlynn (1979) made a very detailed analysis of the
problem of disalignment due to grain re-surfacing and concluded that "long-
lived" spin-up was necessary to account for grain alignment in Purcell's mecha-
nism.
In his paper of 1979, Purcell pointed out that the rotational temperature of
the grain could be quite different from the gas temperature, and should in fact
be calculated taking into account all the possible excitation mechanisms acting
on a grain provided that excitation occurs randomly with a characteristic time
shorter than the collisional damping time. This leads to a rotational tempera-
ture Telf which can be quite higher than the commonly used gas temperature, and
induces a somewhat more efficient alignment mechanism, we shall call "enhanced
thermal alignment" mechanism (ETSA). On the other hand, if the excitation is
not random and takes place systematically at a few peculiar sites of long dura-
tion, we are in the case of Purcell's suprathermal spinning alignment (SSA).
It appears then that ETSA and SSA respectively refer to extreme opposite
cases of rotational excitation. The theoretical analysis which follows briefly
developes this point and examines the role of some parameters in the transition
from SSA to ETSA. The third section will then be devoted to some interstellar
implications of the obtained results.
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THEORETICAL DISCUSSION
The starting idea of this analysis was to apply Purcell's theory to spheroi-
dal particles. The impossibility of inducing any suprathermal torque along the
symmetry axis for such grains (an essential condition for SSA] was avoided as-
suming that each active site had a preferential direction of molecular ejection,
allowing then for a tangential impulsive force. The point is subject to discus-
sion, but this is out of the frame of this short paper.
The grain surface of a 2:1 prolate spheroid was then divided into 10000 equi-
valent elements among which a fixed number (s) of active sites with their ejec-
tion direction were randomly selected. We then computed the mean and mean square
of the impulsive angular momentum variation corresponding to a great number
(50000 and I00000) of such configurations with the same 8, also randomly gene-
rated. The histogram of fig. I shows, for s=40, the deduced distribution of the
grains with respect to <6Jz> in units of aCE m mH]Z_/20, where a is the transverse
radius, Em the part of the recombination energy converted to Kinetic energy.
This distribution is fairly well described by a gaussian curve; this is confir-
med by 7 other runs, with I<s<160, for which only the adjusted curve is plotted.
Two quantities are then derived from each distribution (the outer brackets
denoting the average on the configurations) : the dispersion _=(2<<6Zz>Z>) ilzof
the gaussian approximately equal to.7a_il21EmmH )lh_ig 2), and the mean fluctua-
tion A=[<<6J_>-<6Jz>2>) _2 (fig 3), fast increasing from zero (s=1] to an asymp-
totic value of .q883_{2(Emm H jlm], which is derived from an analytical expression.
Fig. 1 /Is=180
I (normalised)
fig, 2
A
fig. 3
"_ [ J "O I I I I I
-20 0 _Jz> 20 . 2 s Io 2o _o eo ,_o log,
In a situation where the collisional damping time tc is short with respect to
the re-surfacing time ts (ideal suprathermal case), the acceleration produced by
the mean resulting torque nm <6Jz> , where nm is the number of hydrogen molecu-
les leaving the grain surface per time unit, will be damped after a time of the
order of tc and will induce a stationary mean angular momentum of nmt c <6Jz>
around which the grains will be gaussian distributed (micro-distribution), be-
cause of the different thermal excitation processes (Purcell, 1979), among which
the most important one is generally related to the fluctuation & defined above.
We shall also define a "macro-distribution" which is the gaussian distribution
of the stationary values of <Jz >, whose dispersion is equal to nmt c o. It must
be emphasized that if a temperature can be associated with the micro-distribu-
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tion, this is not the case with the macro-distribution as long as exchanges of
grains between "cells" of the angular momenta space are impossible. It may be
confirmed, using a simple one-dimentional F-P equation, that the stationary si-
tuation is well the state described above whith the dispersion of the micro-dis-
tribution equal to (nmt c )I12A. The comparison b_tween both dispersions provides
in our "ideal" case a way of measuring the efficiency of SSAversus ETSA. We then
define g = nmt co/{(n mtc )_2 A} = (nmtc )_z (o/A). With the above expressions for
and & and using Cugnon's formulation, we obtain, for a 2:1 prolate spheroid,
g_2 {(fM)/(sm H)}_2 where M is the mass of the grain and f the fraction of in-
coming hydrogen atoms which leaves the grain as molecules. When assuming realis-
tic intervals of variation for the parameters, i.e. lOS_M/mH310 I°,10Js_ 1000,
13 f_ I, we obtain I02_g310 s, so that if we associate a "pseudo-temperature"
with the macro-dispersion, it will be gener_lly quite higher than the rotational
temperature Tel f defined by Purcell. This makes ETSA generally impossible under
our ideal assumption. However, re-surfacing can occur much more frequently. The
other extreme limit corresponds to ts<<t c, at which a grain then suffers a great
number of mean impulsive torques gaussian distributed (fig I). The resulting net
torque vanishes, allowing then for ETSA. For intermediate cases, this torque
will not vanish, but will be statiscally reduced compared with the torque com-
puted for the ideal case, the amplitude of this reduction depending on the num-
ber q of complete re-surfacing. The resulting macro-dispersion for <Jz >will also
decrease with increasing q. A very rough approach consists of saying that q re-
surfacing correspond to multiply the number of emitting sites by a factor q, so
that g becomes 2 {(fM)/(qsmH)} r2. If this is not too bad, the conditions in
which ETSA becomes operative (g_1) are certainly peculiar but not too exotic.
The next section will examine some consequences of this provisional conclusion.
POLARIZATION ANO INTERSTELLAR PHYSICAL PARAMETERS
It is well-Known that for thermal D-G mechanism the magnetic field intensity
can be calculated using a theoretical expression of the degree of alignment,
this quantity being itself deduced from the observed ratio of polarization to
extinction. A formula has been proposed for this purpose by Cugnon (1883), which
takes into account asymptotical calculation combined with the main results ob-
tained in this domain (Purcell and Spitzer 1971; Cugnon 1971; Greenberg 1878).
Unfortunately the formulation of SSA is not so firmly established because of
uncertainties in the role of some parameters; furthermore, it is still difficult
to predict the final state of orientation for prolate grains. The situation
naturally appears still more complicated for intermediate cases between SSA and
ETSA. Consequently, very few can be said about the field strenght when SSA is
working except that it is lower than the field required to achieve ETSA.
It has been shown above that SSA overcomes ETSA in most interstellar situa-
tion so that estimating the magnetic field using formulations of classical O-G
alignment appears now subject to criticism. From this point of view, we shall
now examine rapidly the case of two nearby regions which have been studied in
details by Coyne et al. (1979)(I) and Vrba et al. (1981)(II). It appears that
in case (I), the observed densities and temperatures are not far from the dif-
fuse ISM values. The Xma x distribution is also similar to-, though broader than
the general ISM curve. Because of this similitude, we assume, liKe Johnson
(1982), that long-lived active sites make SSA efficient in this region, so that
the magnetic field may be quite smaller than the value of 200 pG proposed by the
authors. On the other hand, in the darK cloud of R Coronae Australis (II), the
distribution of grain sizes seems to permit local situations where frequent re-
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surfacing by accretion may occur. It is then possible that in certain regions
of this cloud, the ETSA formulation can be used in order to obtain the magnetic
field intensity. Using Cugnon's expression of Rayleigh reduction factor and the
values of the physical parameters taken from Vrba et al., we obtained, for the
same elongation of .2, a value of the field of about 100 pG, thus very close to
the value found by the authors {classical TSA, Tro t = Tgas}. However, if ETSA is
assumed with 300<Tell<500 K Cthis is not criticaIl, and elongations around .4,
the field is reduced by a factor 2. Furthermore, under slightly thus reasonable
different assumptions on gas and grain temperatures and densities, grain size
and elongation, a factor 3 between extreme estimations of the field may exist,
i.e. from 40 to 120 pG in this particular case. However, such a situation would
be present quite generally in the few regions where ETSA may be supposed to act,
despite the fact of a well-established theoretical formulation.
Let us now have a look on the temperatures and densities which can play a role
in the different spinning alignment processes. In classical TSA, the ratio of
two temperatures _=Tgra/Trot, where {Tgas+Tgra)/2 S Tro t STgas, depending on the
type of collisions, plays a fundamental role; _=I implies no polarization and
one could expect for _>1 an inversion of the polarization. This point is impor-
tant in clouds where Tgra is approaching Tgas IJohnson 1962}. The role of theqas
density is also fundamental, for the collisional damping time increases with de-
creasing gas densities; this could made the alignment easier in regions poor in
gas where the occasional presence of important quantities of dust is expected.
This conclusion also holds for ETSA. In this case, however, the temperature ra-
tio _=Tgra/Teff is much smaller than for TSA so that it can be put equal to zero
in most cases. For SSA also, the grain temperature appears not to be a relevant
parameter. In this late case, one should also expect that higher gas densities
could make the alignment more difficult. However, the ratio of the re-surfacin_
time by accretion to tc appears to be quite independant of gas densities and
temperatures, but very sensitive to depletion CGreenberg 1978, 1988).
This rapid survey shows the importance of collected results from independant
sources, and how this collection can help to decide between one or another mode
of magnetic alignment. However, a point to point comparison appears to be neces-
sary, implying a relatively important number of stars behind the dusty region
studied, a good angular resolution of the measurements, and a rather unimportant
column density of dust in front of it. These conditions are best fulfilled in
the local ISM; the two regions quoted above are good examples of this conclusion.
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KINEMATICS OF NEARBY GAS AND STARS
Thomas Goulet and William L.H. Shuter
Department of Physics, University of British Columbia
ABSTRACT
The kinematic properties of gas and stars in the Solar neighborhood are
described in terms of the llne-of-sight component of a three-dimensional
first order Taylor series expansion of the local velocity field. The types
of object analysed are (I) 21 cm absorbing clouds (2) intercloud medium
(3) main sequence B stars closer than 200 pc (4) B stars of luminosity class
ranging from I to IV (5) main sequence A stars (6) K-giant stars. The
least squares fitting procedure used to derive the i0 coefficients describ-
ing each of the six velocity fields was essentially the same, so that a
valid comparison could be made. Marked departures from circular motion are
found in most cases, but the only systematic trend is a correlation between
Du/bx (u being the velocity component along the x-axis directed towards the
Galactic center) and stellar spectral type, where the gas behaves like a
medium 'younger' than the early type stars. Our analysis of the gas
indicated that the standard plane-parallel model provided a good description
for the intercloud medium, but was inadequate for the absorbing clouds. A
velocity ellipsoid description of the residuals is presented for each type
of object. The influence of the Gould belt on local kinematics is discussed.
INTRODUCTION
When the velocity field around the Sun is represented by a three-
dimensional first order Taylor series, as was done by Heifer (1961), the
line-of-slght component, V%, takes the form:
V% = K(1) + K(2)cos b cos % + K(3)cos b sin % + K(4)sin b
+ K(5)d cos2b cos2 £ + K(6)d cos2 b sin 2 % + K(7)d sin2b
+ K(8)d cos2b sin 2% + K(9)d sin 2b sin % + K(10)d sin 2!;bcos %
where d is the distance from the Sun.
In this expression K(1) is the usual 'K term', K(2)-K(4) give the
reflex of the 3 components (ug, vg, wg) of the Solar motion with respect to
the LSR, and the remaining coefficients represent velocity gradients as
follows:
K(5) = (_u/_x)d= 0 : K(6) = (_v/_Y)d= 0 : K(7) = (_w/_z)d= 0
K(8) = _(bu/by + _v/_x)d= 0
K(9) = _(Dv/bz + bw/bY)d= 0
K(10)= _(Dw/bx + bu/bz)d= 0
where x & u are directed towards the Galactic center, y & v towards % = 90=,
and z & w towards the Galactic North pole.
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The coefficients K(5) - K(7) represent velocity gradients as indicated,
and K(8) - K(10) are velocity shear terms. In the case of pure differential
circular motion about the Galactic center all these coefficients are zero
except K(8) which represents the usual Oort A constant.
ANALYSIS
The 21 cm absorption data analysed were from the Nancay 21 cm
Absorption Survey of Crovisier et al. (1978), and the 21 cm emission data
representing the intercloud medium were from Henderson (1973), and were
restricted to intermediate Galactic latitudes (i0 ° _ Ibl _ 30°).
In analysing the 21 cm absorption data we found that the usual plane-
parallel model did not properly describe the distribution of clouds. Their
average distance, < d >, was given much better by a relation of the form
< d > = C(dmi n + Zo cosec I bl)
in which dmi n represents a minimum distance to the clouds, and Zo is a scale
height. C is a constant equal to 15/A which is unity if one assumes, as we
did, that the Oort constant A = 15 km s-I kpc -I. We restricted our analysis
to Galactic latitudes with magnitude greater than I0°, and for this sample
we found dmin = 234 pc and Zo = 74 pc. In this and all subsequent cases we
rejected data which in an initial trial fit gave residuals greater than 30.
The values of the coefficients for all velocity fields are listed in Table
I, and plots of each field in the Galactic midplane are shown in Figures i
and 2.
In the case of the 21 cm emission data we found dmi n = 0, Zo = 113 pc,
and therefore used the standard model.
The data for all stellar groups were obtained from Sky Catalogue
2000.0. We selected stars with measured distances and line-of-sight
velocities, and all stars with noted peculiarities were rejected. In
contrast to the case for the gas, our analysis leads to a determination of
the Oort constant A for each group.
The nodal deviation, %o' obtained when the terms K(5) - K(10) are
replaced by a single term of the form A'd cos2 b sin 2(%-% o) is also given
in Table I for each field.
The average residual, o, was determined for each group. We attempted a
velocity ellipsoid analysis on the residuals for each group, in which we
made a standard assumption that one of the axes of the ellipsoid was
perpendicular to the Galactic plane. Values of a, the ellipsoid axes
<u2>_ , <v2>_ and <w2> _ , and the vertex deviation, %v' are listed in
Table I. In the case of both 21 cm absorption and emission, we found <w2>
to be negative, and thus the ellipsoids could not be determined.
DISCUSSION
Here we elaborate on the numerical results presented in Table I.
The coefficient K(1) - the 'K term' - was not determined for the gas
because it was highly correlated with some of the other coefficients - see
e.g. Takakubo (1967). For the stellar groups it was generally not
significant except for the BI-IV stars, for which it takes a positive value
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as found in several previous studies.
The coefficients K(2) - K(4) giving the Solar motion are generally
similar for all groups with the exception of ve = 11.7 km s-I for AV stars
which, although in agreement with other studies, is significantly smaller
than the value found for the rest of our objects.
Of the coefficients K(5) - K(7) which represent velocity gradients,
K(5) = _u/5x shows a clear systematic decrease with increasing 'age' of the
studied objects. It ranges from positive values for the gas to a large
negative value for the K-giants. K(6) = Dv/5y is not generally
significantly different from zero, and the same applies to K(7) = _w/5z in
the case of the stars. In the case of the gas, K(7) takes a negative value
for the absorbing clouds suggesting an inflow from both Galactic poles which
is consistent with the picture given by McGee and Murray (1961) based on 21
cm emission studies. Figure 3(a) shows that this inflow is matched by an
outflow in the Galactic plane, and this is kinematically consistent with the
suggestion made by Weaver (1974). Figure 3(b) shows the corresponding
situation for BI-IV stars, and in this case an inflow is seen from latitudes
N ± 60° but there is no outflow. We do not regard the positive value of
K(7) derived from 21 cm emission data as being astronomically significant,
because Henderson did not observe polar latitudes.
K(8) - K(10) represent velocity shears. Of these only K(8), which
corresponds to the Oort constant A, takes significant values. In all cases
we find a value smaller than the standard one of 15 km s-I kpc -I.
The nodal deviation, %o' which depends on K(5) and K(6), shows a
systematic tendency to increase with increasing 'age' of the studied
objects. This is related to the change of K(5) with age. The anomalous
value for the BV stars may be attributed to the large positive value of K(6)
determined for this group.
We now consider the velocity residuals obtained from our fits, and
their description in terms of velocity ellipsoids.
The average residual, o, shows the well studied increase with age. The
low value noted for the 21 cm emission data may be ascribed to the fact that
Henderson presented a single velocity, representing an average weighted by
brightness temperature, for each spectrum in his catalog. This method of
averaging gives low weight to the individual peaks representative of clouds.
For this reason we believe that our analysis of Henderson's data described
the intercloud medium, which is known to be kinematically 'smooth'.
Our values for the velocity ellipsoid dispersion parameters obtained
from stellar data generally are in good agreement with those presented by
Mihalas and Binney (1981), except in the case of BI-IV stars where our value
of <w2> ½ is larger than the standard one. This discrepancy is resolved
when the velocity ellipsoid is determined, as is usually done, from
residuals after only Solar motion terms have been subtracted.
For both sets of 21 cm data we were unable to determine velocity
ellipsoids because, as previously mentioned, we found <w2> to be negative.
However, we were able to derive a velocity ellipsoid for a subset of the
absorption data in which we selected only those spectra that showed a single
absorption line. This subset, for which the average distance was
independent of b and best described by a constant equal to 250 pc, had an
average velocity residual o = 3.6 km s-I which is approximately half the
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value for the complete set. The values of the velocity ellipsoid parameters
were <u2>½ = 3.0 km s-l, <v2>½ = 3.6 km s-I and <w2>½ = 4.0 km s-I.
It appears that our inability to determine an ellipsoid for the complete set
can be attributed to the absorption spectra with multiple features. These
spectra give large velocity residuals and tend to be concentrated at low
Galactic latitudes. Taken together these two factors create an artificial
variation of _ with b which interferes with the determination of the
velocity ellipsoid parameters. Although we were unable to treat the 21 cm
emission data in the same way, we suspect that a similar mechanism prevented
the determination of the velocity ellipsoid.
Since many previous studies have suggested that the Gould belt plays an
important role in the kinematics of the Solar neighborhood, we attempted to
investigate its influence on our velocity field determinations. Referring
to the work of Olano (1982) we rejected all data within his planar
description of tile belt between Galactic latitudes ±20 °. We then
redetermined velocity field cdefflcients for all groups and found no
significant differences. This does not preclude the possibility that the
internal kinematics of the Gould belt is atypical, but does indicate that
the motions within the Gould belt do not perturb in any significant way the
description of Solar neighborhood kinematics in terms of velocity fields.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The most significant results of this work appear to be the following :
(I) Although in individual cases there exist significant departures
from circular motion, these are not uniform for all groups but vary either
randomly or show trends as a function of 'age'.
(2) The most noteworthy trend is for the velocity gradient
K(5) = _u/_x to decrease with increasing age. This is accompanied by a
corresponding increase in the related parameter, the nodal deviation %o"
(3) Our analysis of 21 cm absorption data shows that the plane-
parallel model does not provide an adequate description of their spatial
distribution, since there appears to be a deficit of absorbing clouds within
200 pc of the Sun. On the other hand the 21 cm intercloud medium does have
a stratified distribution.
(4) We find that 21 cm absorbing clouds appear to move towards the Sun
from the Galactic poles, and away from it in the Galactic plane. Because of
the larger statistical errors in the stellar data, velocity gradients of
comparable magnitude would have been difficult to detect.
(5) We have not studied the internal kinematics of the Gould belt.
However, we can assert that possible anomalous kinematics within the Gould
belt does not appear to affect the velocity fields we determined.
A more detailed discussion of all topics introduced here will be
presented by Goulet (1984).
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TABLE I
Velocity Field Coefficients and Velocity Ellipsoid Parameters
21 em 21 cm BV BI-IV AV K-Glants
absorption intercloud d<200pc
Total No. Analyzed 281 406 330 451 1061 981
<d> pc 395 418 133 692 109 167
Taylor Series
Coefficients
K(1) km s -1 - - 0.7_+1.8 3.4_+0.8 - 0.2_+1.0 2.5_+1.6
K(2)= -u o " -II.0_-0.8 -10,1_+0.3 -9.1_+0.9 -8.2+0.9 -11.6-+1.0 -10.5-+1.5
K(3)= -v ° ., -16.3-+1.1 -16.2+-0.3 -18,2-+1.0 -17.4-+0.8 -11.7-+I,3 -18,6-+I.7
K(4)= -we - 9.5-+1.2 -11.7_+0.5 - 7.0+1.5 - 6,7-+2.0 - 6.8-+1.1 -10,2-+1.7
K(5)=Su/5x km s -I kpc -I 8.1_+2.4 4.2-+0.6 - 2 _+14 - 2.8_+1.1 -15 -+II -29 +_13
K(6)=Sv/Sy - 0.2+3.8 - 0. I-+0.9 30 +_14 - 4.0+_1.2 4 -+12 - 9 _+13
K(7)=0w/_z " -11.5+_5.9 20.3+_5.4 24 -+25 - 6.9+_5.6 8 +15 6 -+15
K(8)= 'A' (15.0-+2.6) (15.0+_0.6) 12.7-+6.8 11.2+_0.8 11.0-+7.4 4.9+7.8
K(9) 6.9-+4.0 3.3_+1.1 -29 +12 - 9.8-+3.4 1.8_+8.5 16.8+9.3
K(10) " 3.1+2.7 2.3-+0.9 15 +_II 5.4-+2.4 2.7-+8.1 0.2-+9.2
£o -26° - 8° 28° - 2° 23° 36°
Velocity Ellipsoid
Parameters
cr km s -I 6.8 2.7 10.3 11.2 13.2 23.3J
<u2>_ " - - 11.6 10.6 17.4 27.2
<v2> _ " - - 9.4 10.9 11.2 20.8
<w2>½
- - 7.7 14.1 9.9 19.9
£v - - 20° - 17° 23°
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Figure I. - Velocity fields in the Figure 2. - Velocity fields in the
Galactic midplane (x-y plane) for Galactic midplane (x-y plane) for
(a) 21 cm absorption, (b) 21 cm (a) BV d<200 pc, (b) AV and (c) Kill
intercloud and (c) BI-IV. Each Each box has a half-width of 200 pc.
box has a half-width of 500 pc.
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b=:90o b=90°
_=180° _=-6km/s /=180° _=-6km/s
x= 6km/s ×= 6km/s
+=-3kmls +=-3hn/s
4= 3kmls _= 3km!s
o= Okm/s iv=Okm/s
b=-90° 5=_90°
3a) 3b)
Figure 3. - Velocity fieldsperpendicularto the Galacticmldplane (in the
x-z plane) for (a) 21 cm absorptionand (b) BI-IV. Each box has a half-
width of 500 pc.
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DarkMatterneartheSun:SimulatedStarCountsandtheOortLimit
David Gilden and John N. Bahcall
The Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton, New Jersey 06540
ABSTRACT
An ensemble of orbits passing through the solar position have been
generated for a spccific mass model of the galaxy. These orbits are
randomly sampled to form simulated density distributions of tracer stars
perpendicular to the galactic disk. The simulated distributions are analyzed
in order to determine the sampling errors in a self-consistent derivation of
the total amount of matter near the sun (the Oort limit).
The totalamount ofmatterinthevicinityoftheSun can be determinedby studyingthe
velocitydispersionsand distributionwithheightabovetheplaneofa populationoftracer
stars.Thisproblemhas a longhistory(seeOort1965andBahcall1984a,bforreferences)
and theOortlimitsthathavebeen computed overa 50yearperiodareinfairagreement
with each other,rangingfrom about 0.14to 0.ZIMe pc-3 Very recently,Bahcall
(1984a,b)has improvedthe theoreticalbasisforthisanalysisby usingmore realistic
Galaxymodelsand by solvingtheequationself-consistently.He has alsoestimatedthe
errorsin the theoreticalanalysisfrom uncertaintiesin inputparametersand from
theoreticalpproximations.
The varioustechniquesand approximationsusedintranslatingtheobservationsintoa
densityoftracerstarshavenotbeen previouslymodeled. One wantstohave answersto
questionslike:How many starsmustbe studiedinordertogiveanaccuratedetermination
ofthetotalmatterdensity?How accuratearetheestimatesbasedon existingdataforF
dwarfsand K giants?Doesthefactthatthetracerstarsarelocatedina cone(andnota
cylinder)centeredon theSun affectheanswer?We estimatetheprobablesamplingerror
inthe Oortlimitby simulatinga determinationina model galaxywhere thetotalmass
densityisknown inadvance.We haveintegratedstellarorbitsina model diskgalaxy,
sampledtheseorbitsina way thatmimics actualobservations,formedmodel density
distributions,and then computed the Oortlimitusingthe self-consistenttechniqueof
Bahcall(1984a,b).The derivedOortlimitswere compared withtheknown valueinthe
inputmodel.We foundthatsamplesofabout890 starshavean (unbiased)errorofabout
10- 15_. The samplingerrorarisesintwoways;indeterminingthe densityprofilefrom
starcounts,and inmeasuringthevelocitydispersionofthe tracerstars.The peculiar
shape of the observingregion(seebelow)does not lead to significanterrorsfor
parameterssimilartothoseusedinconstructingtheactualobservedsamples.
]n derivingthe Oortlimit,Bahcall(1964a,b) fitthe observedtracerstardensity
distributionwiththeoreticalmodels,choosingthe best-fitmodel to have the smallest
(least-squares)discrepancies.The mass densityand scaleheightofthedarkmatterwere
allowedtovaryuntila bestfitwas obtained.The tracerstarswereusuallyassumedtobe
isothermal,although specificdeparturesfrom isothermalityconsistentwith the
observationswereconsideredand foundnottobe important.
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The galaxymodel thatprovidedthe gravitationalpotentialin our simulationis
describedinBahcall,Schmidt,and Soneira(1988).Itconsistsofa singlecomponentdisl:,
a central(nuclear)component,a spheroid,and a halo.Allfourcomponentsareneededto
reproducetheGalaxyrotationcurve,but fortheverticaloscillations,onlythe diskand
haloareimportant.Inthismodel thehalodensityisabout 57=ofthediskdensityatthe
solarposition.The potentialwas numericallydeterminedand was accessedby the orbit
integratorthroughsplineinterpolationoftabulatedvalues.
The initialconditionsforthe orbitswere prescribedby random samplingfrom the
diskdensitydistributiona d the velocityellipsoid.Firstthe diskcomponent ofthe
densitydistributionwas sampledtoyieldrandom valuesofz and R. The axisyrnmetryof
thepotentialdidnot requirea choiceof9. The peculiarvelocitiesvz,vR,and v_ were
chosenfromtheellipsoidthatwaspresumedtoexistat(z,R),Thevelocityellipsoidswere
constructedto have the same axialratiosas observedat the solarposition,but with
magnitudesthatvariedasa-_exp(-R/2h). Orbitswere computed forthosestarsthat
energyand angularmomentum conservationpermitted,inprinciple,toreachtothesolar
position.The radialdensitygradientinthediskshiftedthemean launchingposition800
pc inwardofthesunto7.7kpc.
The samplingprocedureforlaunchingtracerstarsdoesnotyieldanexactsolutionto
the Vlasovequationforour mass model. Numericalintegrationof individualorbitsis
necessaryinordertoform a phasemixed ensemble.Each starwas alloweda random
number ofpassagesthroughthedisk(witha mean of5)beforeitsorbitwas sampledfor
useinthesimulatedstarcatalogue.Followingthisinitialrelaxationperiod,thestarswere
allowedabout 15 passagesthroughthe diskWithorbitaldata beingrecordedat 100
representativetimes.An ensembleof3000starsformedthecataloguefromwhichrandom
star count distributions were drawn.
We constructed simulated star counts that resemble as much as possible the F star
sample described in Hill, Hilditch, and Barnes (1979) (hereafter HHB). The HHB sample
consists of two parts. For apparent magnitudes m >6, the F stars were drawn from a
North Galactic Pole (NGP) survey (see Upgren 1982, hereafter UP). The plate area of this
survey was 398 square degrees. For m< 8, the Yale Catalogue of Bright Stars (Hoffleit
1964) was used. This latter catalogue covers roughly 41Tsolid angle in the sky and the star
count distribution that one obtains from it has an implicit spherical averaging. It can only
be used for setting the asymptotic stellar density at the galactic midplane. The star
counts from these two catalogues were divided into _ magnitude bins and the density
distribution determined by a simple application of the m-log rr method. The total number
of stars used in determining the F star density distribution was about 890. The velocity
dispersions were determined from a smaller set of about 200 stars.
HHB analyzed the isothermality of their F stars and concluded that for z > 200 pc, the
F stars are probably not isothermal. Only 15 stars were available for determining the F
star velocity dispersion for 200<z <300 pc, and the conclusions regarding non-
isothermality are not firm. For the F stars, 200 pc represents about !.5 density scale
heights. We have computed the Oort limits for our simulated stars for truncations of the
density profile at 1.5 and at 2.5 density scale heights in order to determine the penalty
suffered for not using more of the available star count data. For most of Bahcall's (1984a)
calculations, only stars with z < 200 pc were used.
In our simulated star count distributions we included only as many stars as were
available to HHB in defining their F star densities. Stars were randomly selected at
random times in their orbit and included in the sample if they would have been included in
the Bright Star Catalogue or in the UP compilation. Stars were separated according to
their apparent magnitudes, assuming that they had the visual absolute magnitude of an F5
star (3.6; see HHB). If rn<8, then a star in any direction would have appeared in the
Bright Star Catalogue. Stars With 8<m_< 18 were included in the sample if they lay within
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a cone of opening angle 11.9 ° centered on the NGP. The solid angle subtended by 11.3"
equals the plate area used in the actual observations, 996 square degrees. The galactic
potential we use does not distinguish between up or down relative to the midplane. The UP
observations do make this distinction in practice by being confined to the NGP.
In order that the simulated star counts have the same statistical properties as the
observed sample of stars, we have randomly sampled in angle about the solar position to
give our effective observing volume the desired three dimensional shape. The overall
shape is that of a sphere (to _ = 6, D = 80 pc) surmounted by a cone with opening angle
11.9". The sphere represents the observing volume of the BT_jht Star Q_talogue, and the
cone the volume used by UP. The observed discontinuity at _z = 6 is simulated as wel! as
the overall shape of the star count distribution (see Table 3 and Fig. 4 of HHB, Table IV of
UP, and Fig.2 below). We did not distinguish between F5 and F8 stars; grouped together,
they total about 850 stars for m-<6 and about 500 stars for 6 <m-< 13. The stars were, as
in UP and HHB, divided in _ magnitude bins prior to determining the density distribution.
Poisson noise complicates the determination of the density distribution. For the
observed F stars, there are never more than 100 stars within a _ magnitude bin in the UP
sample. If we confine our attention to z < 200 pc, this number decreases to about 40. (One
could bin the data more coarsely to minimize the counting noise, but any poorer
resolution of the distribution would make it unsuitable for deriving the Oort limit). It is
both conventional and necessary to smooth the star count distribution in order to derive a
density profile. There are a variety of smooth curves that acceptably fit the star count
data, leading to similar but not identical density distributions. In Figure IA we show a
typical simulation of the star counts scaled to 1 square degree, and three smooth curves
that are representative of the fits that one might attempt in deriving the density
distribution. In Figure IB the corresponding density distributions are shown. The flatness
of these profiles at z = 0 is a result of the assumption used by HHB that the density is
constant withing the volume surveyed by the 2_jht Star Catalogue. These density
distributions, and those from other independent simulations, form the basis for our study
of the Oort limit.
In Figures 2A, 2B, and 2C we show the isothermal fits to the three representative
density profiles shown in Fig. IB. These fits were constructed in the least squares sense
using that part of the density profile with z _ 1.5z0. The derived Oort limits for the three
density_profiles are 0.160, 0.171, and 0.184 M® pc -_, where the input Oort limit was 0.176Ivl_ pc -. If the density data up to z - 2.5z0 are utilized in fitting the density profiles,
then the derived limits are respectively 0.161, 0.164, and 0.174 M® pc -3. From a series of
star count realizations we have a preliminary estimate of the expected variance of about
14% for limits derived from data truncated at z = 1.5zo, and of about 10% for limits
derived from data truncated at z = 2.5 zo. The largest errors scale inversely as the square
root of the number of stars included in the sample. This research was supported by NSF
grant PHY-62-17352.
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Figure 1: (A) - Star counts per square degree with three trial smooth fits.
(B) - Density distributions resulting from the three trial fits in (A).
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Figure 2: Best isothermal fits for the three density profiles illustrated in Fig. lB. The open
circles define the simulated density distribution, the solid line gives the isothermal fit that
minimizes the variance, and the dotted line shows the input density profile.
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FUTURE STUDIES OF THE LOCAL INTERSTELLAR MEDIUM
WITH SPACE TELESCOPE AND COLUMBUS
Blair D. Savage
Washburn Observatory, University of Wisconsin-Madison
ABSTRACT
The spectrographs aboard Space Telescope and Columbus will provide
important new information about the interstellar medium in the immediate
vicinity of the sun. The Space Telescope high resolution spectrograph (HRS)
will produce resolutions, I/A_ of about 18,000 and 70,000 with high
sensitivity between 1200 and 3200 A and greatly reduced sensitivity between
1060 and 1200 A. The highest resolution is adequate to define the multi-
component nature of inte[_tellar absorption lines and to measure thermal line
widths exceeding 3 km s • The Columbus mission is in the planning stages.
However, it is likely tha_ the spacecraft will contain spectrographs capable
of resolutions of 3 x 10 between 912 and 1200 A and 500 between 100 and
900 A. In the longer wavelength region, the very important lines of O VI,
S VI, H^, H I, and D I are available for study. In the sh_rt wavelength
region, lines of He I and II, are observable. If the 3xi0 resolution
spectrograph can provide extended w_velength coverage to 770 A, lines of
Ne VIIIwhich are expected from 8xi0 K gas are accessible. Astronomers
using the ST HRS and Columbus spectrographs will be able to study a wide range
of problems relating to cold, warm, and hot gas in the local ISM. Some of the
most important observing projects are described.
INTRODUCTION
We have heard from the many papers presented at this meeting that
instruments in space are providing important new insights about the nature of
the local ISM. The results from IRAS, Copernicus, IUE, Voyager, and the
various EUV and soft X-ray programs have revealed a region of our galaxy
containing warm and hot gas with embedded clouds of cooler gas and dust. This
local region has been studied through its emission and/or absorption
characteristics in all parts of the electromagnetic spectrum. Advanced space
facilities in the future will help answer many current questions about our
local interstellar environment and will undoubtedly raise many new questions.
Table I lists missions that are either being built or are in the planning
stages that might provide new information about the local ISM. This list does
not include the many small instruments that are being designed for Shuttle
sortie missions. For example, one such instrument is discussed by C. Martin
and S. Bowyer in these proceedings. Another is the ASTRO mission to be flown
on the Shuttle starting in 1986 with a complement of three UV telescopes. The
major facilities from Table I for local ISM studies will likely be the Space
Telescope High Resolution Spectrograph (HRS) and the Columbus mission. Most
of my discussion will concern these two instruments. However, many of the
other instruments listed in Table I may provide important new data about the
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local ISM. Some of these possibilities are briefly described in the notes to
Table I. For missions such as Columbus, Starlab, AXAF, and SIRT_ the
complement of local plane instruments has only been discussed in the broadest
terms. I would hope that the final instrument configuration for each of these
missions would contain an instrument suitable for studying our local
interstellar environment.
TABLE I: FUTURE MISSIONS
Spectroscopic Capability
Mission Aperture Wavelength Range Resolution Approximate
(A) (_/A_) Launch Date
ST-HRS 2.4m 1175-3200 7xI0_ 1986
1175-3200 2xI0_
1175-1800 2x10_
EUVE 0.4 m 100-900 3 2 1987100-900 lxlO
COLUMBUS <1m 900-1200 3x10_ 1990's
~ 1200-2000 lx10_
100-900 5x10_
900-2000 2xlO_
STARLAB Im 1150-3200 Ixi05 1990's
AXAF 1.2m _ 100 not determined 1990's
SIRTF Im 530,000 not determined 1990's
EUVE (Extreme UV Explorer) - This instrument will obtain broad band photometry
for a large number of sources between 100 and 1000 A. For the hotter stars
detected, it may be possible to estimate the strength of the continuous H I
absorption and thereby further delineate the 3 dimensional structure 9f local
neutral hydrogen. The EUVE spectrometer will have a resolution of 10_.
This instrument will provide interstellar He I and He II absorption line
information for the hotter white dwarfs.
STARLAB - Although primarily intended for high resolution imaging, Starlab may
have spectroscopic modes. An echelle spectrograph operating at _>1150 A with
_/A_~IO has been considered. With a large area detector, spectra with
nearly complete wavelength coverage could be obtained in two integrations. At
the highest resolution the ST-HRS Digicons can only record ~5 to 10 A of the
spectrum per integration. With Starlab most of the programs considered for
the ST-HRS could be pursued, but with greater efficiency.
AXAF (Advanced X-Ray Astronomy Facility) - This 1.2 m facility will very
likely have spectroscopic capabilitie_ at wavelengths up to 100 or 200 A. If
the resolution is adequate (_/AX~3xIO) interstellar lines produced by the
highly ionized atoms of the hot local ISM should be detectable toward sources
with adequate continuum fluxes near 100 A. It would be very important to make
sure AXAF and Columbus overlap in their wavelength coverage.
SIRTF (Space Infrared Telescope Facility) - This instrument will operate in
the IR at X>30,000 A. It will likely have a variety of spectroscopic modes
and could be used to probe absorption and/or emission from molecules in very
local clouds. Of particular importance would be the ability to study H2
emission near 28 um.
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THE SPACE TELESCOPE HIGH RESOLUTION SPECTROGRAPH
The High Resolution Spectrograph (HRS) is a pulse-counting multichannel
ultraviolet spectrograph developed for flight on the Space Telescope. Its
design and operation are described by Brandt et al. (1979, 1981, 1982). The
HRS was developed by the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center with Ball Aerospace
systems Division as the prime contractor and scientific direction by the
Principal Investigator (John C. Brandt) and members of the HRS Investigation
Definition Team (see Brandt et al. 1979).
The HRS optical system is illustrated in Figure I. The instrument
consists of seven grating spectrometer modes and 4 imaging acquisition modes
within a package 0.9 x 0.9 x 2.2 meters and with a weight of 700 pounds. The
grating and acquisition modes are divided into two groups, side I and side 2,
each with its own photon counting diode array (Digicon). Side one is
designed to work from 1050 to 1700 A and side two from 1150 to 3200 A. The
gratings are mounted on a rotating carrousel.
The HRS has three spectral resolution modes, sometimes characterized by
nominal values R = wavelength/(line width) : 100,000, 20,000, and 2,000, They
are referred to here as the high, medium, and low resolution modes,
respectively. Measurements of the widths (F_M) of emission lines in the
spectrum of the internal Pt-Ne lamp indicate actual resolving powers as given
in Table 2. Some of these numbers should increase as the result of
instrumental modifications being made during the spring and summer of 1984.
TABLE2: SPECTRALRANGEANDRESOLVINGPOWEROF THEHRS
Resolution Grating Spectra| R : _/FWHM
Mode Number Ranse
Low G5 1060-1800 A 1,500-2,500
Medium G1 1060-1800 15,000-26,000
" G2 1160-2100 12,000-31,000
" G3 1600-2300 18,000-28,000
" G4 2200 3200 13,000-21,000
High G6 1060-1750 60,000-90,000
" G7 1700-3200 70,000-100,000
Figure 2 illustrates the sensitivity of the various modes. The detector
on side I has a LiF window which will permit observations down to
approximately 1060 A. However, the sensitivity between 1060 and 1200 A will
be very low since all the reflecting optical components have MgF overcoats.
The HRS has two entrance apertures. One subtends a 2 arcsec square, the
other a 0.25 arcsec square. The larger slit will normally be used for target
acquisition, while the smaller slit will be used for observations that require
high spectral purity or high spatial resolution (e.g., isolating one star in a
group).
The HRS has two redundant platinum-neon hollow cathode lamps which
provide a reference spectrum for wavelength calibration. In the high -I
resolution mode, wavelength calibrations with a precision of about I km s
should be possible.
In orbit the primary sources for photometric calibration will be standard
stars. However, internal Xenon lamps are used for "flat field" calibrations
to map irregularities in the photocathode response and to locate the edges of
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the photocathode mask for geometric calibrations. With special observing
techniques to reduce the effects of photocathode nonuniformities, it should be
possible to detect interstellar spectral features less than one percent in
depth.
Two major reasons for selecting the digicon as the HRS detector were its
pulse-counting capability and its wide dynamic range. During laboratory
calibration, it was found that input count rates as high as 150,000
counts/sec/diode can be accurately measured. With a measured dark count of
0.001 counts/sec/diode, this yields a dynamic range of 150 million. The
digicon detector should make it possible to obtain very accurate line profiles
of interstellar absorption lines.
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THE COLUMBUS MISSION
In July 1983 the European Space Agency (ESA) and the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) co-sponsored a workshop at
Annapolis, Maryland on a possible joint ultraviolet astronomical mission.
In setting up this workshop the two agencies recognized that several
proposals and studies for such a mission were in circulation. These
included the April 1983 report of a NASA working group for the Far
Ultraviolet Spectroscopic Explorer (FUSE), a proposal to the UK Science
Research and Engineering Council for an Ultraviolet Space Observatory, and a
proposal to ESA for the Magellan mission. All three of these proposals or
studies involved an instrument optimized for high resolution spectroscopy in
the 900 to 1200 A region. However, the various proposed missions had
different secondary goals in terms of wavelength regions and resolutions.
Furthermore, the various instrument concepts for the primary science goals
were very different. The intent of the July 1983 workshhop was to bring
together European and American scientists and engineers to discuss the
characteristics of a satellite that could be jointly funded. To avoid
confusion, it was decided by the conference participants to call the
possible joint mission "Columbus". As a result of the success of the first
international Columbus workshop, a second workshop was held in Rome, Italy
in May 1984. the Columbus mission as described below represents the outcome
of the 1983 and 1984 workshops.
The scientific objectives of Columbus require a primary telescope
feeding two or more spectrographs. For the primary telescope a one meter
class grazing incidence design seems best able to support the science goals.
High throughput for k_100 A is possible with grazing incidence angles of
about 10 degrees. Such a grazing incidence telescope is easier to build
than one with the smaller graze angles required for the X-ray region. The
actual telescope aperture will depend on cost constraints and whether the
orbit is a low orbit or a geosynchronous orbit. The complex cost trade offs
between a larger telescope operating less efficiently in a low orbit versus
a smaller telescope operating efficiently in a geosynchronous orbit has not
been performed. The issue of repairability must also be considered in this
analysis.
Table 3 lists the spectroscopic capabilities the workshop participants
thought desirable and practical for the Columbus mission. Of highest
priority is the high resolution (k/Ak_3 x 10 ) high throughput capability
in the 912 to 1200 A region. Note that Space Telescope will have no
capability below 1050 A and only an exceedingly restricted capability
between 1060 and 1200 A. T_e other spectroscopic capabilities include
medium resolution (k/A k _I0 ) spectroscopy between 1200 and 2000 A, and
low resolution spectroscopy (_/A_ _500) for _<900 A and (_/Ak _2000) for
k>900 A. The mode or modes operating below 900 A may extend the spectral
coverage to 100 A.
The final complement of spectrographs can only be determined after a
thorough study of the various packaging possibilities. For example, with
clever designhchoices it may be possible to extend the high resolution
(_/Ak =3 x 10*) capability well below 900 A. Some of the spectrograph
designs being considered are rather new. For example see McClintock and
Cash (1982), Cash (1982), Hettrick and Bowyer (1983), and Hettrick (1984).
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For the discussions to follow on the science concerning the local ISM
that could be accomplished with the Columbus mission, I will assume the wishes
listed in Table 3 are indeed achieveable. In addition I will assume th_
spectrograph operating between 900 and 1200 A at a resolution of 3 x 10
also has the ability to record spectra of bright sources down to 600 A.
TABLE3: COLUMBUSDESIGNSPECIFICATIONS
EUV and UV Capability Far UV Capability* UV Capability
: 100-2000A X - 900-1200A _ = 1200-2000A
_/A_ = 500 4<900 X/A_ : 3xlO4 _/A_ = IxlO4
_/AX = 2000 _>900
Highestthroughputposible. For Exp = 105 sec For Exp : 105 sec
want S/N = 30 on want S/N : 30 on
18 mag blue object. 18 Mag blue object.
Imaginscapabilityr_uired. Imagingcapabilitydesirable.ImaginBcapabilitydesirable.
*The far UV capabilityis the primemissionof Columbus.
SPECTROSCOPIC OVERVIEW OF SPACE TELESCOPE AND COLUMBUS SCIENCE
The spectrai region extending from the atmospheric cutoff near 3100 A down
to 100 A has been divided into three regions in the following discussions;
region I from 1200 to 3200 A, region 2 from 912 to 1200 A and region 3 from
100 to 912 A. Space Telescope will mostly operate in region I. The Columbus
mission will likely emphasize observations in regions 2 and 3. All three of
these regions contain resonance lines of many important interstellar species.
I. The Re_ion 1200 to 3200 A
A partial listing of the many important lines in this region can be found
in the various papers involving IUE studies of interstellar gas (e.g., Savage
and de Boer 1982). More extensive lists are provided by Morton and Smith
(1973). The latter list is relevant to Space Telescope planning because the
HRS will likely be able to detect interstellar absorption lines about 200
times weaker than those that are routinely studied with IUE. In addition to
the lines of such highly ionized species as N V, C IV, and Si IV, the region
contains a multitude of lines of lower ionization. Of particular significance
are the many lines of Si II, Fe II, and C I which permit an accessment of the
degree of saturation of the absorption lines through curve of growth studies.
Several of the very abundant atoms have low f value lines in this region.
These include O I X1355, C II X2325, C III X1909 and Si III X1892. These
transitions should produce lines on the linear part of the curve of growth and
permit the derivation of accurate column densities.
A number of important molecules have their resonance transitions in the
region 1200 to 3200 A. These include CO, C2, H20, HCI, CH2, OH, 02,
N2, CS, and SiO. Although one does not normally associate molecules with
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the very nearby ISM, the detection of IR cirrus clouds (Low et al. 1984) and
high latitude CO clouds (see Blitz, Magnani and Mundy, these proceedings) may
force us to change our biased views.
2. The Resion 912 to 1200 A
Table 4 lists the more important lines in the rich 912 to 1200 A
region. Some of the most important transitions include:
a) The resonance lines of atomic H and D occur at 1025 A (Ly8), 972 A
(LyT), 950 A (Ly6), with higher members extending to the Lyman continuum
limit at 912 A.
_ _are theb) The important electronic bands of molecular hydrogen ( 2Lyman bands located at X K 1120 A and the Werner bands at 1008 A. The
molecule HD has its band systems slightly displaced in wavelength from those
of H
c) _he lines of O Vl and S Vl . These ions are formed at 3 x 105 K, a
higher temperature than any interstellar ion observable in absorption with
Space Telescope or IUE.
d) The lines of N I, II and III; P II, III, IV and V; SIII, IV and VI; and
C1 I, II, III and IV. The ability to probe multiple ionization stages is
important for studying the thermal and nonthermal ionization processes in
the local interstellar gas.
TABLE 4: SOME IMPORTANTLINES IN THE
912-1216A SPECTRALRANGE
Species ImportantLines (_)
H I, D I 1216, 1026, 973, 950..... 912
H2, HD hundredsof linesbetween912 and 1120
C III 977, 1175
N I 951. 964, 1133, 1200
NII 916, 1084, 1085
N III 991
0 Vl 1032, 1038
A I 1048, 1066
P IV 951
P V 1118, 1128
S III 1012, 1190
S IV 1062
S VI 933, 944
3. The Resion 100 to 912 A
Below 912 A the most important features _re the line_ of highly ionized
plasma indicative of temperatures between 10J and 2 x 10" K. Figure 3
shows the wavelengths of many of these lines together with the temperatures
corresponding to the maximum abundance of the various ions. Particularly
noteworthy are the lines of Ne VII and VIII, Mg VIII, IX and X, and Fe IX,
X, XII, XV, XVI, etc.
All of the strong resonance lines of He I and He II lie in this region.
The He I lines (584, 537, 522 A...) lie in a series extending to the
continuum edge at 504 A and the He II lines (304, 256, 243 A...) lie in
another series extending to their edge at 228 A.
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IMPORTANT STRONG LINES
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FIGURE 3
Wavelengths of important spectral lines of abundant elements and molecular
hydrogen (H2). Also indicated are the typical element abundances on a
logarithmic-scale where hydrogen is 12.00, and the temperatures of maximum
fractional amount of each ion assuming collisional ionization equilibrium.
LOCAL ISM INVESTIGATIONS WITH THE ST HRS AND COLUMBUS INSTRUMENTS
The following section discusses a few of the many studies of the local
ISM that might be undertaken with the ST HRS and Columbus spacecraft. No
attempt has been made to indicate which instrument is the most appropriate for
each investigation. Some brief comments can provide an overall summary;
Columbus will be optimized for measurements of features with k < 1200 A. The
ST HRS will be most efficient for k >1200 A. However, the HRS will have very
limited capability to 1060 A. The highest resolution mode of the HRS will
have a resolution 2 to 3 times higher than that of Columbus.
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I. AccurateLocal Abundances
Both the HRS and Columbuswill be able to provideresolutionsand
photometricaccuraciessignificantlyhigher than previouslyavailablein the
UV. These two importantgains will lead to much more reliableestimatesof
absorptionllne column densitiesthan now exist. For example,the 3 to 4km s- resolutionof the HRS combinedwith the ability to measureabsorption
lines less than I% deep will almostcertainlyallow a reliableaccessmentof
curve of growth problems. With accuratecolumndensitiesand the abilityto
probe more than a 100 differentionic speciesa nearly unlimitedrange of
scientificinvestigationsis possible. Some examplesinclude:
a) Depletionstudiesin local diffusecloudsand in the intercloudmedium
will providenew insightsabout the interplaybetweengas and dust.
b) Studiesof the ionizationstructureof local gas using specieshaving
lines for a wide range of ion types, such as Si II, III, IV and S II, III,
IV and VI.
c) Estimatesof interstellardensitiesfrom the populationof fine
structurelevels in such speciesas C II, Si II, Fe II, O I, NII, etc.
d) Direct temperatureestimatesfor warm and hot gas from measuresof thermal
line widths.
2. Local Abundancesof CosmologicalSisnificance
Variouslight elementsfound in the ISM were likelycreatedduring the
very early evolutionof the universe. High precisionmeasuresof elemental
abundancesof these speciesin a varietyof interstellarenvironmentsis of
fundamentalimportance. The ST HRS and in particularColumbuswill be able to
accuratelymeasureD/H in a numberof local clouds throughan analysisof the
Lyman absorptionlines. There is a small possibili%ythataColumbuswill have
the resolutionand sensitivityto also probe the He_ to He- ratio from
measures of the He I resonanceline seriesstartingat 584 A.
3. Local Gas Kinematics
The wavelengthcalibrationof the HRS shoulqallow absolutevelocity
measurementswith an accuracyof about 0.5 km s--. With this velocity
precision,it may be possibleto investigatenot only cloud motionsbut also
the flow of matter into or out of clouds.
Accuratevelocitymeasurementsare importantbecausethe most powerful
techniquefor confirmingthe spatialcoexistenceof two interstellarspecies
is from a carefulintercomparisonof their absorptionline profiles.
The large f value lines of the abundantions of C II, Si III, NII, and
C III can provideinformationon high velocityinterstellargas. With the
high signalto noise data possiblefrom the HRS and Columbusspace craft, it
should be possibleto use these ions to search for very nearby but low column
density,high velocitygas. Detectingthis gas phase locallywould provide
importantclues about shock heatingin the local ISM.
4. The 3-DimensionalStructureof Local Gas
From studieswith Copernicusand IUE we now have a better understanding
of the 3 dimensionaldistributionof gas in the local ISM. Our knowledgeof
the local gas structurewill continueto expand as instrumentswith greater
sensitivityand resolutionbecome available. The HRS will be able to more
clearlyseparateinterstellarLyman e absorptionfrom stellarLyman _ emission
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for nearby cool stars. Interstellar Lyman_ will be accessible for very faint
white dwarfs with the HRS at a resolution of 2000 in relatively short
integration times. This ability to probe fainter targets relatively rapidly
should eventually lead to a large increase in the number of local targets for
which accurate H I column densities are available.
With Columbus the local H I distribution could be inferred from the Lyman
lines or the Lyman discontinuity, However, a more exciting prospect is that
of determining the local distribution of He I and He II from observations of
hot white dwarfs at _ < 600 A. ....
5. Local Hot Gas
One of the most important species accessible between 912 and 1200 A is
0 VI. _In collisional equilibrium the abundance of 0 VI peaks near
3 x 10_ K, It is now thought that the O VI absorption seen by the
Copernicus s_tellite is procuced at the boundaries of cooler clouds imbedded
in a hot (10v K) medium. High S/N Spectra of selected species including
0 VI over simple lines of sight will provide a test of the interface origin
idea for 0 VI.
Copernicus studies of interstellar 0 VI were limited to 0 and B stars
as the background targets. With Columbus, white dwarfs could be used to probe
the local 0 VI distribution. If the white dwarfs provide a suitably smooth
continuum it is possible that very broad 0 VI absorption associated with gas
at 10 K could be detected.
The most exciting prospect for the direct detection of gas at 106 K or
hotter from the Columbus mission will be provided with measurements at k < 912
A. If the short wavelength spectrographs finally selected for Columbus have
adequate resolution, then many of the species illustrated in Figure 3 may be
detected over 100 pc paths. In the case of the li_es of Fe th_s would yield
data on ions spanning a temperature range from ~10 to ~3 x 10_ K. At
this stage it appears doubtful that the Columbus spectrograph operating
between 100 and 900 A will have adequate resolution. A more likely
possibility is that the spectrograph designed to operate between 900 and 1200
A at a resolution of 3 x 10- will have coverage to shorter wavelengths with
reduced but adequate resolution. If this instrument had spectroscopic
coverage to 600 A, which seems reasonable, then the important Mg X and Ne VIII
ions should be observable toward _argets like HZ 43. Both these ions peak in
abundance at temperatures nea_ 10v K. The direct spectroscopic detection in
absorption of local gas at 10 K would provide major insights about the
nature of the local hot gas seen in emission at X-ray wavelengths.
6. Molecules in the Local ISM
Because of its great abundance and importance to interstellar
chemistry, careful searches should be made for local interstellar Hp. In
the H_ survey of Savage et al. (1977), H_ detections were reported _or 8
stars-with distances less--_an 100 pc. Studies of local H2 with Columbus
could yield new information on the local CO clouds recentl_ discovered by
Blitz, Magnani, and Mundy (1984).
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Observations of Local ISM Emission
with the Berkeley EUV/FUV Shuttle Telescope
Christopher Martin and Stuart Bowyer
Space Science Labratory, University of California, Berkeley
ABSTRACT
l'he _erketey Extreme Ultraviolet/Far Ultraviolet Shuttle Tele-
scope (BEST) will be launched on the Space Shuttle in November,
1984, as part of the NASA UVX project. The Berkeley spectrometer
will make observations of the cosmic diffuse background in the
600-1900 _ band, with a spectral resolution of 10 _(. The sensi-
tivity and spectral resolution of the instrument make it ideal for
the study of components of the interstellar medium in the 104 -
lOOK range.
Introduction
A number of observations have been made of the diffuse ultraviolet back-
ground, but have been subject to the adverse effects of stellar contamination,
airglow and geocoronal emission, and high internal background, as well as gen-
erally marginal sensitivity. Combined with significant differences in observation
platforms and instrument design, these problems have caused serious
discrepancies to appear between different observers (of. review by Paresce and
Ja,_obsen, 1980), even when observiny, identical parts of the sky (Par_sce, M_Kee,
and Howyer, 1980). A primary objective of the first mission is to perform co-
observations with the Johns Hopkins Ultraviolet Spectrometer, and attempt to
resolve these differences. Beyond this goal, detailed and sensitive measure-
ments of the diffuse background, free of systematic errors, should hold consid-
erable information about a variety of processes originating in the interstellar
medium.
Instrument Design
The Berkeley spectrometer has been designed primarily as a nebular spec-
trophotometer, which is optimized by a high geometric area-field of view pro-
duct, and encorporates a fast (f,/'2.0) off-axis paraboloid/'Rowland spectro-
graph combination. Figure 1 shows a schematic view of the instrument, and
Table 1 summarizes the instrument characteristics. The use of photon count-
ing microchannel plate detectors with a wedge-and-strip readout (Martin _t al.
198l) and a high yield CsI photoeathode (Martin and Bowyer, 198_) maximizes
the throughput and minimizes the detector dark background. The two-
dimensional imaging of the detectors allows complete spectral multiplexing over
the 600-1900 _ range.
Stellar contamination is avoided by imaging along the long axis of the spec-
trometer entrance slit, which is accomplished with a toroidal grating and the
2-D detectors. In addition, a superpolished mirror and holographically" ruled
grating eliminate scattering into the entrance slit or within the spectrometer.
Astar camera is used to reconstruct the true aspect post-mission to determine
the positions of all stars, and the CsI photocathode e_eieney drops rapidly
longward of 1900 _ elin-dnath-_g more ubiquitous F stars from scattering and
effeeting the spec:trum.
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Scatteringfrom geoeoronaland airglowlinesthat would otherwisebe
imaged into 10 /_ of the spectrum has been minimized by using a holographic
grating. Filters are placed at the detectors to eliminate the residual scattered
Lyman a 1216, OI 1304 and 1356 _ emission. A test filter is periodically inter-
posed at the entrance slit which permits a measurement of the residual Lyman
a in the JZUV (600- 1150 ._ ) band.
The effect of detector internal background is minimized by using a fast
optical system, and the level is measured regularly on orbit using a rotating
shutter mechanism. Background inducing particle ingress is minimized by
using_ ga_ tightspectrometerbox and ion-repellerg idatthe erLtraneeslit.
Alloperationswillbe performedoutsideofareasofhighenergeticparticleflux.
Shuttleglow phenomena couldinterferewiththe measurements,but the
spectralresolution,timeresolution,photon countingnatureofthe detectors,
and the use offiltersagainstOl linesshouldreduce the impactofsuch emis-
sion.
The instrument sensitivity to continuum and line emission are shown in
Figure 2, along with the sensitivity of a number of other instruments, including
IUE and the Voyager UVS. The FUV continuum sensitivity (expressed as a
minimum detectable flux for one orbital night integration) is a factor of 30-50
lower than the lowest level detected (_-300 ph em -2 s -I A-1 sr -1) (Paresce, McKee,
and So_L,yar, 1980; Jalcobsen et a!., 1984). The EUV continuum sensitivity is
_300-1000 ph em -2 s -1 A-1 sr -1, for an integration of 104 seconds, which will be
achieved by summing the data from ten single orbit observations. The FUVline
sensitivity is limited by the level of the FUV continuum, and is ~500 ph em -a s -1
sr -1 (0.004 Ry) for a 1000 see integration.
Observations of ISM Emission
]'he high sensitivity and moderate spectral resolution of the Berkeley spec-
trometer should permit the separation of a vamety of interstellar ermssion
processes which have unique spectral signatures. In general, observations of
]SM emission will give information about spatial extension, morphology, and
emission measures which lead to filling factors when compared with measure-
ments thai. make a linear average of line of sight densities.
Dust is detectable via scattered starlight (Paresce and Jalcobsen, 1980), and
the spectrum will include effects of wavelength dependent albedo and dust size
spectra. Targets in directions of anomalous gas-to-dust ratios may reveal clues
about the origin of these anomalies, including varying dust properties and the
presence of molecular hydrogen.
Molecular hydrogen should produce FUV fluorescence as a natural bypro-
duct of its formation/destruction cycle (Jalcobsen, 1982). Observable fluores-
cence should be produced in clouds of density greater than n H "_ 10(10_°,!N_/),
so LllaL [ypiual diffuse, clouds should exhibit deteutable emi._sion. Since this
process is density sensitive, the levels detected are indicative of the density,
morphology and titling factor of diffuse clouds.
Warm ionized gas at 104t< will produce g-photon continuum emission, which
can be directly correlated with observations of recombinant Ha emission
(Deharveng et al., 198_). Gas at "semi-torrid" temperatures ~1048-_e should
exhibit collisionally excited line emission from a variety of metal resonance
transitions (,lahobsen and Paresce, 19B1}. Feldrr_an et al. (19B1) subsequentl)_
made tentative identification of this type of line emission from SiIV 1398 _, N I\;
1487 _, C 1V 1549 ._, and 0 Ill 1663 _, in the direct.ion of [.he nort.h galactic pole.
Paresce et al. (1983) have interpreted this emission as arising from the same
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I052K gas that could account for observed EUV emission. The derived con-
straintson the EM vs.temperatureare shown in Figure3,alongwith the EM
required to produce detectablelinesfor the Berkeley spectrometer. A variety
of linesshould be detectablein more than one ionizationstate,allowingthe
determination of temperature (or temperature distribution), filling factors
(when compared to absorption line measurements), spatial distribution, and
possibly the effects of non-equilibrium ionization. '
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BEST Instrument Summary
-. -:_.
Objective 15 cm f/S off-axis paraboloid
Grating Toroidal holographic
Grating radius 30 em x E8.9 em
Groove density 2000 l!rnm
Dispersion 16.7 %/ram
Mirror/Grating Coating A1 + 150 J[ MgF
Field of View 0.1.x 4.0 de_rees
Bandpass 600 -1140A
1350- t930
Resolution i0
Detectors 2 microchannel plate
Detectorreadout wedge & strip anode
Photocathode 6000_ Csl
Filters ,, Tin (1500 _[) 600-750
Indium {1600_) 750-1150
Bar (2mm) 1350-1930
Sensitivity
Continuum EUV 1000-2000 ph cm -_ s-1_-1 sr-1
FUV 4-10 ph crn -2 s-l_, -1 sr '1
Line EUV 104 ph em -2 s-1 sr -1
FUV 400-600 ph cm -_ s-1 sr -1
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Measuring EUV Line Emission from the tIot Interstellar Medium
Simon Labov, Christopher Martin, and Stuart Bowyer
Space Sciences Laboratory, University of California, Berkeley
ABSTRACT
In the local interstellar medium, the presence of hot gas (log T ~ 5
to t_) has been inferred from measurements of oxygen VI absorp-
tion in the ultraviolet, and from diffuse emission in the extreme
ultraviolet (EUV) and soft X-ray regions. Here we describe a spec-
trometer that is very sensitive to gas in this temperature range.
The spectrometer uses an array of plane-ruled gratings at grazing
incidence ira tile extreme off plane mount. A set of Kirkpatrick-
13aez mirrors focuses the conically diffrdcted light on to one of two
microchannel plate detectors. The field of view of the instrument
is 0.2 ° by 12 :. The predicted ser}sitivity ranges from 50 t.o 200
ph/(cm 2 sec str) with a resolving power (h,/Sh) of 15 to 50 over the
50 to 700]( wavelength band. The instrument is currently under
construction for a sounding rocket flight.
As indicated by soft• X-ray and EUV emission, EUV stellar observations and
far ultraviolet absorption line studies, much of the space within 100 parsecs of
the sun contains hot tenuous gas. We describe here a new instrument to
e-*p_,,-,_ this phase of the ;,_,,,_!1_- medium r,, ,,r, ..... ,_- ,_;ffu_," !ine em;_;on
in the EUV.
In the past. a variety of techniques have been used to measure diffuse
emission at wavelengths below 1_00_. These measurements are summarized in
Figure 1. Soft X-ray measurements show emission lines from highly ionized
species (Inoue et al., 1979). The gas scintillation proportional counter produced
I _ I I I I I I I I rl _
'' ' I''' I''' I ' ' I I/v.,.. co..
lOS _ -'-".-.
• _ IOmble --
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r _ S__T_Nen_Sandel eL al.7_ 1000 Stern & BowyerPsresee & Stern _-
7
E I00 ---_Stern & eow)'ero
ra_
"-" 10 T Paresce & Stern
. _ Stern & Bowyer
(D
.1
eL al.
.01
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WAVELENGTH ()_
Figure I. Exis::'ng measuremen'.s of dLffuse rad:.at_on between 50 and 1200_.
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low resolution spectra at higher energies, but only photometric measurements
at lower energies. In the EUV, diffuse emission was first detected by a Berkeley
sounding rocket instrument (Cash, Malina and Stern, 1976), and later
confirmed with the Berkeley Apollo Soyuz Test Project EUV telescope (Stern and
Bowyer, 1979). These results are shown in Figure 1, along with further reduc-
tions of the same data with additional assumptions by Paresce and Stern (1981).
The Voyager spectrometer results (Sandel, Shernansky, and t_roadfoot, 1979)
are shown near 750_ and abote the Lyman limit at 912,_ out to the far ultra-
violet. Also shown in this range are the measurements made by Kimble (1983),
using an airglow spectrometer flown on a rote.Ling satellite. Kimble u__ed the
"up looking" data to derive upper limits. A sounding rocket spectrometer
(Paresce and Bowyer, 1976) and a sounding rocket photometer (Henry, 1973)
also produced upper limits in this region.
Notice that only upper limits to the diffuse radiation exist between 130 and
700_. Furthermore, no spectral measurements of the diffuse flux have been
made between 50 and 700./_. Conventional spectrometers cannot observe line
emission in this region lack tile high sensitivity and spectral resolution neces-
sary to observe line emission in this region. To surmount the problem, we are
developing a novel type of spectrometer that operates between 50 and 700_
with high sensitivity and moderate resolution. The purpose of the instrument is
to detect line emission from a hot coronal component of the ISM.
Figure E shows the light path through the optical system. Diffuse radiation
enters the instrument through a wire grid collimator that restricts the field of
view to 0.E ° by 12 ° (not shown). The light is then diffracted by an array of
objective gratings at grazing incidence in the extreme off plane mount. The
gratings are mechanically ruled with high line density at the appropriate blaze
angle to improve efif_ciency, The diffracted light is focused by a Kirkpatrick-
Baez array of mirrors orthogonal to the gratings. To construct these mirrors
GRATINGS
€,,,€4,, o
,,_,._ '_. ; ._.,-
t" - MIRRORS
Figure2, The opticalconfigurationofthe EDW diffusebackground specLrome:er.
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_'e heat float glass, a naturally smooth and fiat substate, and allowed it to settle
on a properly shaped stea! mandrel. Using this technique we willinexpensively
fabricate mirrors with adequate resolution.
Notice that each grating is tilted at a slightly different angle with respect
to the axis of the system. This simulates a second Kirkpatriek-Baez array,
focusing in the non-spectral direction (i.e., along the 1,2° field of view). As
shown by' numerical ray tracing shows that the gratings produce spatial resolu-
tion of 1.2_ even though they are flat, rather than parabolic. This focusing will
help insure that no point sources are contaminating the diffuse spectra. In
auu,Lion it .... _ large ........ "- area, ctttOt,','_ getgllieLllC to be eOl-J,2entl'aked Oli a lea.-.oliobty
sized detector.
Once the light has been focused, it passes through thin filters and is
imaged by one of two microchannel plate type detectors. The filters reduce
scattered light and also isolate the detectors from atiy residual pressure or
particle contamination. The detectors use wedge and strip type anodes (Martin
et al., !981) to achieve high resolution imaging in two dimensions with low back-
ground noise. A cesium iodide photoeathode (Mrtrtin and b'o_uyer 1982) depo-
sited on the front microchannel plate gives it high photon counting quantum
e_ciency.
Many features contribute to the instruments high sensitivity. It uses most
of the geometric area available within the diameter of a Black Brant type
sounding rocket. It subtends a large solid angle and has only two optical ele-
ments, both at grazing incidence. Eigh grating e_.cieney is obtained by blazing
the gratings and mounting them off plane, and the detectors have high quan-
tum emciency and add little background noise. The system shown in Figure E is
actually only one of four systems employed in the spectrometer to cover' the
bandpass from 50 to 700._ "'"*_" '" _"; .............. rc_o ..... _ f,_,,cr ranging from 15 near 150_ to
50 near 550_. The four systems are arranged in two pairs, with each pair
focusing on one detector. The two pairs are set side by side in a square
configuration.
One way to examine the usefulness of this instrument, is to show how well it
can constrain a model. Figure 3 shows such results for an isothermal model in
which all the absorbing material is between the instrument and the emitting
material. The dark line at the bottom of this emission measure vs. temperature
plot indicates the minimum emission measure necessary t.o detect, two lines
during a 400 second rocket flight. The lines considered are all resolvable from
each other and from any nearby airglow, geocoronal or interplanetary lines.
Also shown are the constraints on this model from the broad band detection
with the Apollo-Soyuz telescope as ar_alyzed by Paresr'.e and Sterr_ (1981), the
constraints implied by the upper limits of Kgrn.bl¢ (1982), and by a tentative
detection of several emission lines in the far ultraviolet by Fuldrn.{zn, t?rurte, and
Henry (1981) as analyzed by Pczresce, Monsignori Fossi, and Landi.ni (19B3). By
exploring new parameter space, this instrument will vastly improve the con-
straints on any model of this hot phase of the ISM.
The sensitivity of the instrument can be described by the minimum detect-
able line flux. For a 400 second sounding rocket flight, this varies from 50 to
200 photons/(cm _ see str) across the bandpass, and is shown by the dark line
in Figure 4. Also plotted in Figure 4is a range of predicted line intensities from
a hot coronal medium. To make these predictions we used two isothermal
models, the "slab absorption" type described above, and a model in which the
absorbing material is interspersed with the emitting material. The steady state
plasma codes of Slerrt, "_'_artg,ctrtd Bgv41er (1978) and Ra!lrr_ond czrtd ._r,zith
(1977), were applied to these models with the constraints imposed by the broad
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Figure3. The cor,._ r.Ls imposed iso_err_on at_, Figure 4. The mir.imum detectable line flux and a
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mirJmum emission meesure P_eoessarytodetecttwo
emission lines.
band measurements. The large range in strengths reflects the different models
and parameters used. After the initial rocket flight, the spectrometer will be
suitable for flight in a type container attached to the Space Shuttle With the
longer exposures allowed on Shuttle, different regions of the sky can be exam-
ined to determine the spatial distribution of the emitting material.
To summarize, we have designed a new type of spectrometer that will be
capable of making make the first spectral measurements of the diffuse emission
between 50 and 700]_.Itwillbe 1 to 2 ordersofmagnitudemore sensitiveto
diffuselineemissionthan any of the currentbroad band n_easurements.
Attachedto the Shuttleina GAS type container,itwillalsobe abletoexplore
the spatialdistributionfthe emissionwithevenhighersensitivity.We expect
thatthisinstrumentwillaidour understandingofthehot coronalcomponent of
theinterst_.llarmedium.
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